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INTRODUCTION
“The�means�may�be�likened�to�a�seed,�the�end�to�a�tree;�and�there�is�just�the�same�inviolableconnection�between�the�means�and�the�end�as�there�is�between�the�seed�and�the�tree.We�reap�exactly�as�we�sow.”[M.�K.�Gandhi,�Hind�Swaraj.�Chap.�XVI]
I. Background of these Guidelines

In order to be able to fulfil their responsibilities of maintaining law, safety and public order and preventingand detecting crime, law enforcement officials are granted a number of powers, including the power to useforce�and�firearms.
Explanatory note: The term law enforcement official includes any security forces, including military forces,who exercise police powers, especially the power of arrest and detention. For reasons of readability, the term‘police’ is sometimes used, however still in the broader sense to include other law enforcement personnel exer-cising police powers. See also: Commentary a) and b) to Art. 1 Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials.

This power is often referred to as the state’s “monopoly of force”, that is, in so far as law enforcement officialsare given the power to use force and firearms, this power is granted to them for the fulfilment of their duties toenforce the law. This power therefore comes with obligations and responsibilities, in particular with regard tothe human rights that may be affected by the use of these powers and which the state and its agents areobliged to respect and protect. In the end, the legitimacy of and public trust in the law enforcement authorityand the state as a whole are at risk when force and firearms are used in an excessive, arbitrary, abusive or oth-erwise unlawful manner. Human rights must be upheld whenever law enforcement agents exercise their powerto�use�force�and�firearms.
In this regard, it is important to keep in mind the extremely challenging nature of the law enforcement profes-sion: in their daily duties, law enforcement officials face a wide variety of situations, which sometimes requireinstantaneous decisions, with difficult judgements to be made about the appropriate response to the situa-tion, often in highly stressful and even dangerous circumstances. In such situations they need to be guided,instructed and supported by a legal and operational framework that enables them to make the best possibledecisions.
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Universal Declaration of Human RightsArticle 3“Everyone�has�the�right�to�life,�liberty�and�security�of�person.”International Covenant on Civil and Political RightsArticle 6“1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall bearbitrarily�deprived�of�his�life.”Article 9“1.�Everyone�has�the�right�to�liberty�and�security�of�person.”
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This framework should therefore be perceived as a source of support (and not as a burden) in the difficult situ-ations�law�enforcement�officials�face,�in�providing:– a firm�legal�ground�on�which�to�operate,– operational�instructions�and�guidance�helping�to�make�appropriate�decisions,�and– adequate equipment and training to enable law enforcement officials to put these instructions into practice.
The creation of such a framework is ultimately the responsibility of the government and the command leader-ship of the law enforcement agency. They must ensure effective, lawful and human rights compliant policing.Moreover, it is an essential element of the state’s obligation to guarantee the right to life and to physical integ-rity�of�every�person.

II. The purpose of these Guidelines
The legal and operational framework to be established must ensure that due regard is given to the rule of law andhuman rights in the exercise of the police power to use force and firearms. These Guidelines aim to provide acomprehensive overview of the considerations national authorities should take into account when establishingsuch a framework – covering both the indispensable legal base to be established domestically and the broadrange of operational instructions and practical measures to be taken by law enforcement agencies to ensurethat daily law enforcement practice is carried out in a lawful, human rights compliant and professional manner.
They were developed on the basis of the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by LawEnforcement Officials (named: “Basic Principles” hereafter). These Basic Principles were prepared by a rangeof experts from the area of law enforcement, including police officials, and were discussed in a series of pre-paratory meetings and consultations between 1987 and 1990 before finally being adopted by the Eighth UNCongress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders in Havana, Cuba (27 August to 7 Sep-tember 1990). The General Assembly of the United Nations welcomed the Basic Principles in its resolution45/121�of�14�December�1990.
Since then, the Basic Principles have become a fundamental reference and guide for those aiming to ensurehuman rights compliant use of force and firearms by law enforcements officials, in particular with due atten-tion�to�the�protection�of�the�rights�to�life�and�security�of�person,�as�expressed�in�the�preamble:
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Nadege Dorzema et al. v. Dominican Republic (Series C No. 251), Inter-American Court of Human Rights (2012)“80. This Court has previously established that the State has an obligation to adapt its domestic legisla-tion and ‘to ensure that its security forces, which are entitled to use legitimate force, respect the right tolife of those who are under its jurisdiction.’ The State must be clear when defining domestic policies onthe use of force and pursue strategies to implement the Principles on the Use of Force and the Code ofConduct. Thus, agents should be provided with different types of weapons, ammunition, and protectiveequipment that enable them to adapt the elements used in their reaction proportionately to the incidentsin which they have to intervene, restricting the use of lethal weapons that can cause injury or death asmuch�as�possible.81. The State must also train its agents to ensure that they know the legal provisions that permit the use offirearms and are properly trained so that if they have to decide on their use, they have the relevant criteriado�so.”



Today, the Basic Principles are an invaluable tool for guidance and assessment of police work and are widelyaccepted as an authoritative statement of the law.1 They are frequently used as a reference by internationalcourts and other human rights bodies, international institutions and human rights organizations. AmnestyInternational regularly refers to the Basic Principles in its statements, reports and recommendations. Unfortu-nately, these reports usually have to emphasize the weaknesses in, or lack of, implementation of the BasicPrinciples.
These deficiencies can be found at various levels:– Inadequate�domestic�legislation.– Lack of an appropriate operational framework: non-existing or deficient procedures; insufficient planningand consideration for precautions; lack of training and appropriate equipment; insufficient supervision,control and corrective measures; in some (wealthier) countries, there also seems to be a tendency ofover-reliance on new law enforcement tools and technical equipment, which are used without sufficientconsideration for the standards and requirements established in the Basic Principles, and often their use isonly�reviewed�when�major�damage�has�already�occurred.2– Impunity because of the failure to investigate, prosecute and punish excessive, arbitrary, abusive or other-wise unlawful use of force. In fact, a weak system of accountability contributes to a lack of respect for andeffective implementation of the Basic Principles: in the absence of adequate control and oversight over thelawfulness and human rights compliance of law enforcement actions, law enforcement officials may actu-ally�carry�out�their�work�as�they�see�fit�without�fear�of�being�held�accountable�for�their�behaviour.– In some contexts, authorities might simply lack the willingness to effectively implement the Basic Princi-ples. This can be linked to open hostility to the concept of human rights and/or the deliberate intent to usethe�police�as�a�means�of�repression.– In other situations, there also seems to be a subtle tendency to weaken the standards established in theBasic Principles in the light of a real or perceived increase in threats such as terrorism or other forms oforganized crime, or in areas where violent crime is prevalent. Authorities try to find “escape routes” by blur-ring the lines between military and law enforcement operations and the applicable legal standards,3 or bybending/interpreting the Basic Principles and other human rights standards in a way that does not complywith�human�rights,�e.g.�with�regards�to�the�thresholds�established�for�the�use�of�lethal�force.
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Preamble“[…]Whereas a threat to the life and safety of law enforcement officials must be seen as a threat to thestability�of�society�as�a�whole,�[…][…]Whereas the Seventh Congress, in its resolution 14, inter alia, emphasizes that the use of force andfirearms�by�law�enforcement�officials�should�be�commensurate�with�due�respect�for�human�rights,�[…][…]Whereas it is appropriate that, with due regard to their personal safety, consideration be given to therole of law enforcement officials in relation to the administration of justice, to the protection of the rightto life, liberty and security of the person, to their responsibility to maintain public safety and social peaceand�to�the�importance�of�their�qualifications,�training�and�conduct,The basic principles set forth below, which have been formulated to assist Member States in their task ofensuring and promoting the proper role of law enforcement officials, should be taken into account andrespected�by�Governments�within�the�framework�of�their�national�legislation�and�practice,�[…].”

1 Report�of�the�Special�Rapporteur�on�extrajudicial�executions,�UN�Doc.�A/HRC/26/36�(2014),�§44.2 For instance, in April 2014, the Catalonian Parliament in Spain decided to prohibit the use of rubber balls after several people havelost�an�eye�or�suffered�from�other�serious�consequences�as�a�result�of�the�use�of�rubber�balls�during�demonstrations:http://www.parlament.cat/activitat/bopc/10b222.pdf#page=19,�§24.3 The use of the term “war on terror” (particularly prevalent in the years following the attacks in the United States in September 2001)was actually an indication of such tendencies. The term seemed to imply that an international armed conflict was going on to whichinternational humanitarian law would apply, while most anti-terrorism activities are actually law enforcement activities and thussubject to domestic and international human rights law and not to international humanitarian law. [For more on this see [Chapter2.3.2 below]. There are similar terms of “martial language” such as “war on drugs” which may have equally problematic implica-tions�for�the�overall�approach�of�security�agencies.

http://www.parlament.cat/activitat/bopc/10b222.pdf


On the other hand, there are also numerous examples from across the world in which the concepts and theconsiderations as expressed in the Basic Principles are effectively translated into legal provisions and theoperational�set�up�of�law�enforcement�agencies.
The present Guidelines were developed based on the analysis of a large number of examples of existing laws,regulations, codes of conduct, operational policies, rules or training documents relating to the use of force,which were deliberately taken from as many countries as possible, without any preference for any specificmodel or system. Problematic examples serve to demonstrate failures; other examples show how governmentauthorities and law enforcement agencies can effectively give due consideration to the Basic Principles andtake�adequate�and�appropriate�measures�to�implement�the�standards�set�out�in�the�Basic�Principles.
Drawing from these examples of domestic legislation and operational policies and regulations, the presentGuidelines were developed. They outline what steps need to be taken by authorities to ensure the effectiveimplementation�of�the�Basic�Principles�in�daily�practice.
However, it must be stressed that these examples are deliberately called “illustrative country examples”. Thisdocument does in no way suggest “copy-paste”-exercises as the environment in which the law enforcementtask�is�carried�out�differs�too�much�from�one�country�to�another,�e.g.�with�regard�to:– the�political,�legal�and�administrative�set�up,– the�overall�security�situation,– the�size�of�the�country,– economic,�logistic�and�cultural�issues.
It is incumbent upon the authorities of each country to adopt the necessary legislative and operational mea-sures suitable to the prevailing situation in the country. Nevertheless, the overall purpose should be to ensurethat the legal and operational framework on the use of force and firearms is established in compliance withinternational�human�rights�law�and�standards�in�general�and,�in�particular,�the�Basic�Principles.
It is to support authorities in that endeavour that the present Guidelines have been developed.
III. The structure of this document
Part one of this document contains the actual “Guidelines for Implementation of the Basic Principles on theUse of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials” (named: “Guidelines” hereafter), i.e. a summary oflegislative, institutional and practical measures to be taken by governments and law enforcement agencies inorder�to�comply�with�the�international�human�rights�standards�set�out�in�the�Basic�Principles.
Part two is the Explanatory Text, in which more in-depth information is provided with the considerations andreflections�that�culminated�in�the�formulation�of�the�present�Guidelines.�It�is�divided�into two�parts:– Section A deals with domestic legislation and the minimum aspects that should be regulated by law andnot be left to the operational decisions of a law enforcement agency – not only in relation to the use of forceand�firearms�itself,�but�also�and�in�particular�to�ensure�effective�accountability�for�such�use.– Section B deals with the operational framework which any law enforcement agency should establish inorder to instruct, guide and assist law enforcement officials in the fulfilment of their duties. Such a frame-work is not achieved merely by drafting a human rights manual or including a few hours of human rightseducation in training curricula, but requires a set of concrete measures to be taken by the law enforcementagency. The term operational framework is therefore to be understood broadly, as encompassing the devel-opment of operational procedures and instructions (including standing orders), the provision of adequatelaw�enforcement�equipment�and�appropriate�training�as�well�as�effective�supervision�and�control.
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Each chapter is structured in the same way:– The�chapter�outline.– The�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�that�are�relevant�for�the�chapter.– The�Guidelines�for�implementation�of�these�Basic�Principles�that�are�further�explained�in�the�chapter.– The Explanatory Text itself with country examples and relevant international human rights law and standards(including�reference�documents�from�international�bodies).Frequent cross references [to other Chapters] serve to facilitate the navigation through this document.
It is important to stress that where reference is made to domestic legislation, operational documents, trainingmanuals or other documents, as a good or rather problematic example, this does not represent a judgement of(or an appreciation for) the overall quality of policing in that country (neither in general, nor in relation to theuse of force and firearms in particular); nor does it imply that the rules or regulations quoted are effectivelyapplied in practice. Unless something to the contrary is explicitly mentioned, the present document merelyseeks to analyse these texts in the light of the standards set by the Basic Principles – independently of thesituation�in�practice.
In fact, all too often there is a considerable gap between the legal framework and other domestic regulations(i.e. internal regulations, training manuals), in particular those which are in compliance with internationalhuman rights standards, and the reality of the respect they receive and their implementation in daily lawenforcement practice. To a large extent, this is due to the lack of effective enforcement of the rules set downin these texts by the command leadership of law enforcement agencies, government authorities, oversightinstitutions and the judiciary – a problem that will particularly be discussed in more detail in [Chapter 3 and10]. Nevertheless, we decided to present all relevant examples – even from countries where these documentsare not necessarily respected in daily practice – to highlight the available options for developing a humanrights compliant legal and operational framework, and all authorities at every relevant level are called upon toenforce�the�respect�for�the�rules�they�have�established.
And finally, any reference made to selected rules or regulations does not imply any general conclusion on theentire�document�as�a�positive�or�negative�example�of�implementation�of�the�Basic�Principles.
Our aim to present a geographically representative selection of country examples in this document has notbeen fully achieved – not only because of language barriers,4 but more importantly, also as a result of inacces-sibility of documents. While it was relatively easy to access legal provisions, this was much more difficult inthe case of operational procedures, internal regulations or training material of law enforcement agencies.While some countries show great transparency with regard to their internal rules and regulations – whichexplains why their documents are so frequently referred to in these Guidelines – other countries seem to qual-ify them as protected documents that should not be accessible to the public. It should be noted, however, thattransparency and openness are important means to ensure effective accountability of the agency and its mem-bers and to inspire public confidence and trust, which will ultimately contribute to improving the relationshipbetween the public and the law enforcement agency5 – and this includes transparency with regard to its rulesand�regulations.6
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4 The examples provided here were either officially available in English, available in English translation on other websites (e.g.www.legislationline.org, http://www.icla.up.ac.za/un/use-of-force),�or�were�translated�by�Amnesty�International.5 This is also one of the recommendations in United States, “The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing”, Final Report, May2015: “1.3.1. Action Item: To embrace a culture of transparency, law enforcement agencies should make all department policiesavailable for public review and regularly post on the department’s website information about stops, summonses, arrests, reportedcrime,�and�other�law�enforcement�data,�aggregated�by�demographics.”6 A particularly frequently cited reference in this document is the website of the police college of the United Kingdom(https://www.app.college.police.uk/), that has pulled together in a publicly available manner a great number of documents governing polic-ing practice as “Authorized professional practice”. This should in no way be understood as promoting the overall policing approachin the United Kingdom. To the contrary, it would certainly have enriched the present document if more countries would allow toaccess�its�policies�and�standards�in�a�similar�way.

www.legislationline.org


The analysed documents were checked on their validity until the date of 1 July 2015. Later developmentshave not been taken into account. However, mistakes in relation to the translation or validity of documentscannot be completely ruled out. Information on necessary corrections (e.g. when documents have changed,were derogated, or newly created, or any inaccuracy in translation) is most welcomed and can be sent tophrp@amnesty.nl.
Amnesty International calls on all governments to implement these Guidelines and invites concerned individu-als and organizations working on policing to ensure that they do so. Amnesty International believes that theimplementation of these Guidelines is a positive indication of a government’s commitment to effective, lawfuland�human�rights�compliant�policing.
IV. Scope of these Guidelines
– The Basic Principles apply to all law enforcement personnel. This includes – in accordance with commen-tary b) on Article 1 of the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcements Officials – any security forces, includ-ing military forces,7 who exercise police powers, especially the power of arrest and detention (includingstaff members working inside detention facilities). In countries where the state engages private securitycompanies to carry out law enforcement functions, these Guidelines also cover private security personnelacting�on�behalf�of�the�state.8– The Basic Principles do not contain an explicit definition of what is considered force in the context of lawenforcement. However, the following elements clearly indicate what is to be considered “force” in the senseof the Basic Principles: the Basic Principles require law enforcement officials to apply non-violent meansprior to resorting to force whenever possible (Basic Principle No. 4). Particular emphasis is also put on“alternatives to the use of force and firearms, including the peaceful settlement of conflicts, the under-standing of crowd behaviour, and the methods of persuasion, negotiation and mediation” (Basic PrincipleNo. 20). From this clearly follows that any means or methods that go beyond these alternatives – which arebasically various forms of communication – have to be considered as the use of force and analysed in thelight�of�the�Basic�Principles.

Accordingly, “force” is to be understood as any physical means deployed against a person in order toachieve a law enforcement purpose, in particular to obtain compliance with an order.In this regard, force is to be understood broadly, starting from simply touching a person to the (potentially andeven intentionally lethal) use of firearms and also including the use of means of restraints. 9/10This does not mean that the verbal warning to use force if a person does not comply with the order of a lawenforcement official falls outside the scope of international or domestic human rights regulation. Even thethreat or warning by a law enforcement official to use force can be very intimidating and can generate seriousfeelings of stress and fear. Therefore, it will have to conform to the legal framework, particularly to the rulesgoverning the exercise of police powers, including obligations to report and control. Thus, there should bedomestic regulations for the exercise of police powers in general and these should also cover verbal warnings to
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7 On�the�challenges�related�to�the�deployment�of�military�forces�for�law�enforcement�tasks [see�Chapter�7.4.4].8 However, the Basic Principles and thus the present Guidelines do not apply to the personnel of private security companies, who donot have law enforcement powers, unless they have – exceptionally and explicitly – received such powers from the competent author-ities of the country they are working in. In particular, they do not apply to private security personnel working for private companiessince�they�are�not�carrying�out�state�functions.9 The applicability of the Basic Principles on means of restraint is also indirectly confirmed by the reference to the Rules No. 33, 34and 54 of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (SMR) in Basic Principle No. 17 – a reference that would havebeen unnecessary if instruments of restraint were not considered to be covered by the Basic Principles. (These rules are now– slightly�reformulated�–�Rules�No.�43,�47,�48�and�82�in�the�Mandela�Rules�(i.e.�the�revised�SMR],�E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev.1).10 When assessing the situation in specific contexts, one should bear in mind linguistic differences: In some countries, there is noequivalent to the term “force” in the sense of the Basic Principles; instead two different terms are used: “coercion” and “violence”,the latter being understood as a type of force that may cause injury, the former considering mainly instruments of restraint (as long asthey are not causing any sort of injury). However, with what was explained above, the term “force” as used in the Basic Principlesapplies�to�both�notions�equally�and�there�is�no�need�to�attempt�any�delimitation�between�the�two.



exercise such powers. However, such a verbal warning is considered to be one step below the actual use ofphysical force and will therefore not be held up to the Basic Principles (except in the case of firearms [seeChapter 2.6]).
– The Basic Principles only apply to the use of force against persons (see Basic Principle No. 1); however,certain ways of using force against objects may be subject to similar considerations as the use of forceagainst persons. It is important to bear in mind that the use of force against objects may have serious con-sequences for persons as well: it may not only have an impact on people’s personal property or their privacybut, depending on the object and the way force is used, it may even have consequences for the physicaland mental well-being of a person: there may also be immediate physical consequences if an object is ofvital importance for a person, e.g. medication, protective clothing in severe weather conditions, or glassesfor a person who can hardly see anything without them. The affected person may also suffer from traumaand physical health problems as a result of the stress and fear he or she has experienced: a squad of policeofficers in full protective gear breaking into a house in the middle of the night to carry out an arrest, violentsearch operations turning everything upside down in a house or a place of religious worship, or the destruc-tion of an object of particular value to the person may even be perceived as worse than the direct use offorce against the person. These examples illustrate the importance of regulating any use of force by lawenforcement�officials�–�be�it�against�persons�or�against�objects�–�by�law�and�in�operational�procedures.In this sense, many of the underlying legal considerations presented below also apply to the use of forceagainst objects. Still, in line with the scope defined by the Basic Principles, the present document will con-centrate�solely�on�the�use�of�force�against�persons.
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INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTSPRINCIPLES GOVERNING THEUSE OF FORCE AND FIREARMS
Law enforcement officials face a large variety of situations in their daily work, each requiring a differentresponse, based on the overall situation and circumstances, the threat assessment, skills, equipment, etc.Thus, there is little room for ready-made answers in law enforcement and there is an inherent necessity forpersonal discretion on the part of the law enforcement official in deciding on the appropriate response in agiven situation.11 However, it goes without saying that there needs to be a clear legal framework governing thework of law enforcement officials within which such discretion can be exercised – in particular when it comesto�the�use�of�force.
The use of force must only be resorted to with the utmost respect for the law and with due consideration forthe serious impact it can have on a range of human rights: the right to life, to physical and mental integrity, tohuman dignity, to privacy, and to freedom of movement – to name just the ones most frequently affected. Thegeneral principles that must govern any use of force have been set out very clearly by the UN Special Rappor-teur�on�extrajudicial�executions,12 and�can�be�summarized�as�set�out�below:
I. Legality (legal basis)

The police power to use force needs to be sufficiently based in domestic legislation.13 Particularly the use offorce needs to serve a legitimate objective as established by law (i.e. the principle of legality in the strictsense; not to be understood in the sense of the overall qualification of an action as (il)legal or (un)lawful). Infact, a precondition for an act to be evaluated in the light of the Basic Principles is that force is used for alawful law enforcement purpose. When the use of force is not aimed at achieving a legitimate objective asestablished in domestic legislation (e.g. punishment, use of physical means to obtain a confession), it isunlawful�per�se�and�does�not�fall�within�the�scope�of�these�Guidelines.
Obviously, the domestic legislation itself must be in line with international human rights law and standards.An important aspect in this regard is a state’s duty not to discriminate. Domestic legislation must affirm thatthe use of law enforcement powers – including the use of force and firearms – must be carried out without anydiscriminatory bias, e.g. on the grounds of race, ethnicity, religion, gender identity or political affiliation. The
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Basic Principle 1“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and regulations on the useof�force�and�firearms�against�persons�by�law�enforcement�officials.”

11 It is important to emphasize that the personal discretion of individual officers when carrying out law enforcement duties does notexempt�the�command�leadership�from�ensuring�and�exercising�proper�command�and�control [see below�Chapter�3�and�10].12 Special�Rapporteur�on�extrajudicial�executions,�UN�Doc.�A/HRC/26/36�(2014).13 Ibid.�§§�56-58.



legislation itself must also be formulated in such a way that it does not de facto negatively affect a specificgroup�of�people�more�than�the�rest�of�the�population.14

II. Necessity
The principle of necessity serves to determine whether force should be used at all and, if so, how much force.

The�principle�of�necessity�has�three�components:15– Qualitative: Is force necessary at all or is it possible to achieve the legitimate objective without resorting toforce?– Quantitative: How much force is needed to achieve the objective? The level of force used should be theminimum�that�can�still�be�considered�effective.– Temporary: The�use�of�force�must�stop�once�the�objective�has�been�achieved�or�is�no�longer�achievable.
III. Proportionality
The principle of proportionality serves to determine whether there is a balance between the benefits of the useof�force�and�the�possible�consequences�and�harm�caused�by�its�use.

The principle of proportionality prohibits the use of such force where the harm inflicted outweighs the benefitsof the use of force, i.e. the achievement of a legitimate objective. As such it requires law enforcement officialsto refrain from using such force and – ultimately – to accept that the legitimate objective may not beachieved. It expresses the principle that the end does not justify all means. This becomes particularly impor-tant�when�it�comes�to�the�right�to�life.
To put it briefly, the principle of proportionality means that law enforcement officials are only allowed to putlife�at�risk�if�it�is�for�the�purpose�of�saving/protecting�another�life.16
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Basic Principle 4“Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent meansbefore resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other meansremain�ineffective�or�without�any�promise�of�achieving�the�intended�result.”

Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:(a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legiti-mate�objective�to�be�achieved;�[…].”

14 Cf. for instance the Working Group on Discrimination against Women,http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Women/WGWomen/Pages/SubmissionInformation.aspx: “Direct and indirect discrimination: The defini-tion of discrimination against women is broad and not only covers the direct types of discrimination no matter whether intended ornot, but also other forms, which result from laws, policies and/or practices that are formally gender neutral but that, in practice, havea disproportionately�negative�impact�on�women�(indirect�discrimination).”15 Special�Rapporteur�on�extrajudicial�executions,�UN�Doc.�A/HRC/26/36�(2014),�§§�59-62.16 See also Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial arbitrary executions, in: UN Doc. A/61/311 (2006), §§ 42, 44: “42. […]The general standard for proportionality is that the use of force must be ‘in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legiti-mate objective to be achieved’. […] The Basic Principles permit the intentional lethal use of force only ‘in order to protect life’. […]44. […] The fundamental question is of proportionality between the objectively anticipatable likelihood that the use of force willresult in death and the comparable anticipatable likelihood that failing to incapacitate the individual would result in the death ofothers. It must also be remembered that proportionality is a requirement additional to necessity. The principle of necessity will, thus,never justify the use of disproportionate force. If all proportionate measures have proved insufficient to apprehend a suspect, he orshe�must�be�permitted�to�escape.”

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Women/WGWomen/Pages/SubmissionInformation.aspx


Explanatory note: It should be noted that terminology across legislative systems and operational frameworksvaries a lot. In particular, the terms necessity and proportionality are often used in a different way compared tohow they are presented here. Sometimes, the term “proportionality” is used to evaluate whether the amount offorce used was justified (‘proportionate to the resistance met’, i.e. what is presented here under quantitativenecessity). The term “necessity” as it is used in some contexts includes a balancing element (which corre-sponds to the principle of proportionality as it is presented here), in particular when there is a requirement of“absolute necessity”. In some legal systems the term “proportionality” has a broader meaning, covering all ele-ments of necessity as well as the balancing element of proportionality as it is presented here. One can certainlynot claim that one terminology is more appropriate than the other. However, it is crucial that – irrespective ofthe terms used – all elements as presented here are covered in the legislative and operational framework in oneway or the other: the question whether force is necessary at all (qualitative element), whether the objective canbe achieved with a lower degree of force (quantitative element), whether the force was still needed to achievethe objective at the moment of its use (temporal element) and whether in absolute terms the “costs” in terms ofharm caused by the use of force outweigh (or not) the legitimate objective (balancing element). For the purpose ofthese Guidelines, the definitions as provided for by the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions will be used.
IV. Accountability
The great importance of their responsibility and duty to society, as well as the wide powers granted to them,requires that law enforcement agencies are held accountable for the fulfilment of their duties and their com-pliance with the legal and operational framework. This means that not only the individual law enforcementofficial must be held accountable for his/her actions and omissions, but also all superiors who give orders to,supervise or otherwise command and control law enforcement officials, or who are responsible for the plan-ning�and�preparation�of�law�enforcement�operations,�as�well�as�the�agency�as�a�whole.
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Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“65. [...] In general terms, when any right is limited, proportionality requires that the good that is donemust be compared with the threat posed. The interest harmed by the use of force is measured against theinterest protected; where force is used, whether lethal or not, the same norm applies. According to theBasic Principles: ‘Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms is unavoidable, law enforcement officersshall… exercise restraint and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and legitimate objectiveto�be�achieved.’66. Proportionality sets a maximum on the force that might be used to achieve a specific legitimateobjective. It thus determines at what point the escalation of force that is necessary to achieve that objec-tive must stop. If necessity can be visualized as a ladder, proportionality is a scale that determines howhigh up the ladder of force one is allowed to go. The force used may not go above that ceiling, even if itmight�otherwise�be�deemed�‘necessary’�to�achieve�the�legitimate�aim.�[…]72. The ‘protect life’ principle demands that lethal force may not be used intentionally merely to protectlaw and order or to serve other similar interests (for example, it may not be used only to disperse protests,to arrest a suspected criminal, or to safeguard other interests such as property). The primary aim must beto save life. In practice, this means that only the protection of life can meet the proportionality require-ment where lethal force is used intentionally, and the protection of life can be the only legitimate objec-tive for the use of such force. A fleeing thief who poses no immediate danger may not be killed, even if itmeans�that�the�thief�will�escape.”�[emphasis�added]i



Accountability�can�only�be�ensured�if�appropriate�measures�are�implemented�at�various�levels�and�stages:– The law enforcement institution itself is accountable for having proper policies and procedures in place inrelation to the use of force and firearms. This includes a supervision and control set-up that ensures theeffective�application�of�these�policies�and�procedures�in�daily�law�enforcement�practice.– The institution must also be accountable for a proper lessons learned process to ensure that policies, proce-dures, training and equipment are continually reviewed to prevent repetition of mistakes or otherwise unde-sirable�results�of�law�enforcement�actions.– It is furthermore part of the institutional responsibility that law enforcement officials are given adequatetraining to develop the professional skills required for the fulfilment of their tasks. Such training must alsobe continually evaluated as to its effectiveness in ensuring the law enforcement agency is actually staffedwith�professional�officials�who�meet�the�high�standards�required.– Accountability can only be ensured through the existence of a clear chain of command, where responsibili-ties are clearly established for each and every level within the hierarchy; and each official within the lawenforcement agency must be held accountable for any failures to effectively fulfil the responsibility applica-ble�to�his�or�her�level.
Effective accountability can only be achieved through a system of checks and balances allowing for the evalua-tion of any law enforcement action with regard to its compliance with the law, including human rights, as wellas with internal regulations and operational procedures; and this system should also enable an assessment ofthe effectiveness of the action in terms of fulfilling law enforcement responsibilities and duties. Accountabilitytherefore requires a range of mechanisms, involving the judiciary, the legislature, the executive and the public.They all together should contribute to achieve the following aims:– to hold accountable those responsible for violations of the law, including violations of human rights, and toprovide�for�redress�and�compensation�for�victims�of�such�violations;– to�prevent�future�violations;�and– to improve the work of the law enforcement agency as a whole through an effective lessons learned processleading�to�corrective�measures.
V. Conclusion
The present document aims to provide guidance on how the four principles (legality, necessity, proportionalityand accountability) and the underlying legal considerations need to be put into practice by states and lawenforcement agencies when it comes to the use of force against persons. It is worth noting, however, thatthese four principles must govern any state action that impacts on the human rights of a person; particularlyany use of police powers by law enforcement officials must be in compliance with these principles, e.g. whencarrying�out�an�arrest�or�a�stop-and-search�activity�or�when�using�force�against�an�object.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Arbitrary use of force Use of force that does not seek to achieve a lawful law enforcementpurpose or that contains elements of inappropriateness, injustice or lackof predictability under the circumstances.
Abusive use of force Intentional application of force beyond the limits of existing powers touse such force.
Acoustic devices Devices that emit a deterrent tone to disperse a crowd (or can be used asa megaphone type device to convey instructions over a long distance andwide area). They can be free standing, vehicle mounted, embedded in ariot control shield or carried (e.g. over the shoulder).
Autonomous weapons systems AWS (Autonomous Weapons Systems) are systems which, once activated,can select, attack, kill and wound human targets without effective humancontrol. AWS are different from remotely piloted aircraft or armed drones,which are remotely controlled and depend on a person to make the finaldecision whether to fire on a target. AWS are also often referred to asLethal Autonomous Robotics (LARS) or Lethal Autonomous WeaponsSystems (LAWS).
Chemical irritants Chemical irritants are designed to temporarily deter or disable an indi-vidual by producing sensory irritation. They are commonly defined aslocally acting chemical agents that rapidly produce disabling physicaleffects through sensory irritation of the eyes and upper respiratory tractwhich disappears within a short time following termination of exposure.A number of chemicals are used, most commonly: CN,17 CS,18 OC/Pepper19and PAVA.20 Chemical irritants are commonly delivered through hand-held sprays, hand thrown grenades or weapon launched projectiles.Chemical irritants such as those listed above are often referred to as teargases. This is a generic, non-specific name for such equipment. Undersome national and international laws, for example in the ChemicalWeapons Convention, these types of chemical irritants are also known asRiot Control Agents and are defined as: “Any chemical not listed in a
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17 The irritant properties of CN (chloracetanophone) for crowd control are designed to prevent people from staying in an area voluntarilyfor long before the gas seriously disables them. CN gas can contaminate rooms, furniture, vehicles and clothing; its effects continuelong after it has been released, and in high concentrations the gas is lethal if the victim is in a confined space. CN is now the activeingredient�in�Mace�sprays.18 CS gas is up to five times more irritant than CN gas, and has been developed in the USA and UK. Despite considerable evidence ofthe detrimental effects of CS gas on human health, it remains the “tear gas” most commonly used by security forces. The use of CSgas�can�have�indiscriminate�effects.19 Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) is the principal ingredient of pepper spray which is an irritant but not necessarily a tear gas. Thecomponents of pepper spray are of biological origin and can vary depending on the capsicum used. It can contain very many differentchemicals,�few�of�which�have�been�adequately�studied.20 PAVA (pelargonyl vanillylamide) pepper spray is a synthetic formulation of one active OC constituent, and is classified as an inflam-matory, since, like OC, it causes acute burning of the eyes, severe inflammation of the mucous membranes and upper respiratorytract,�and�produces�coughing�and�gagging.



Schedule [of the Chemical Weapons Convention], which can producerapidly in humans sensory irritation or disabling physical effects whichdisappear within a short time following termination of exposure.”
Electric shock devices – projectiles A pistol shaped electric shock weapon (e.g. “Taser”). On activation, itfires two darts attached to the weapon by fine wires, which on impactadminister an electric shock to the person. The shock can be continuousand prolonged if the trigger is held down (up to minutes), repeatednumerous times if retriggered, or can be interrupted. Most models canalso produce a spark across the electrodes and can be used as directcontact stun weapons, administering a painful localized electric shock.
Electric shock devices – stun batons A portable, hand-held weapon that can be used to inflict a painful electricshock by touching electrodes onto the skin of the subject. They usuallyhave 2-4 electrodes on the tip and some models have electrode strips ofmetal along the length of the baton. Some can also be used as a strikingweapon like an ordinary baton, but some only function as an electricshock weapon. Many models can produce a spark discharge across theelectrodes, creating a loud crackling sound and visible sparks.
Firearm A weapon that by nature of its ammunition is designed to take life.
Force Any physical means deployed against a person in order to achieve a lawenforcement purpose, in particular to obtain compliance with an order.
Kinetic impact weapons/projectiles Launchers which when fired can propel a range of different projectiles tothe target. These projectiles can be made of wood, rubber, plastic orother materials (e.g. fabric bags weighted with lead shot). Single andmultiple projectiles can be fired including e.g. balls, segments, blocks orcylinders of wood, plastic or rubber. On impact they are designed tocause blunt trauma (i.e. non-penetrating trauma). They are fired fromvarious types of launchers and fall into two categories: direct fire roundsand indirect fire rounds (also known as ‘skip fired’) which are intendedto be fired into the ground in front of the target.
Kinetic impact weapons – striking Hand-held devices such as batons, truncheons, sticks and clubs are usedto strike an individual to cause physical pain and injury or to threatenwith the infliction of such pain. They can be made of wood, plastic,metal or other material and can be short or long (20 cm - 2 m), tele-scopic, collapsible or side-handled.
Law enforcement official/Lawenforcement agency Any security forces, including military forces, who exercise police pow-ers, especially the power of arrest and detention. A law enforcementagency is a state institution charged with the enforcement of the law,which may include traffic police, prison service, criminal investigationbodies, public order units or departments, border guards etc.
Irons Metal rings usually fixed around the ankles and secured by means of abolt or screw arrangement; non-adjustable, linked together with a bar orchain.
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Less lethal weapon Term used to describe a weapon that is designed for the use of forcewithout causing death, while acknowledging the inherent risk of anyweapon to cause death depending on the circumstances and manner ofits use. Also sometimes referred to as non-lethal (see below).
Lethal force A type of force that involves either the high likelihood of causing death(potentially lethal force), or is used with the clear knowledge that it willlead to the loss of life (i.e. intentional lethal use of force).
Necessity The criteria which assess whether the law enforcement action (in thisinstance: the use of force) is necessary at all to achieve the objective orcould be achieved without force (qualitative element), how much force isneeded for that purpose (quantitative element), and for how long force isneeded (temporal element).
Non-lethal weapon Term used to describe a weapon that is designed for the use of forcewithout causing death – though any device may cause death in certaincircumstances or if used in a certain way, therefore a term to be replacedby the term ‘less lethal weapon’ (see above).
Proportionality The criterion weighing the importance of the law enforcement objective(benefit) against the degree of restriction/harm caused to human rights(cost) to make sure that the cost in terms of human rights (here: as aresult of the use of force) does not outweigh the benefit of achieving acertain law enforcement objective.
Riot control agent Riot control agents are defined in Article II.7 of the Chemical WeaponsConvention as: “any chemicals not listed in a Schedule [i.e. of theChemical Weapons Convention], which can rapidly produce in humanssensory irritation or disabling physical effects which disappear within ashort time following termination of exposure.”
Serious injury A life threatening or life changing injury, e.g. loss of limb, loss of organfunctions, etc.
Spiked baton A baton with sharp spikes covering its entire length. Can be made ofmetal or other material.
Third person A person who does not present a threat at the moment when a law 

enforcement official uses force (this may be a totally uninvolved person 
such as a bystander, but also a peaceful demonstrator, a hostage etc.). 

Thumb-cuffs A restraining device designed to be placed around a detainee’s thumbs 
consisting of two small cuffs connected by a chain or a solid metal bar. 
Some cuffs are serrated in the inside.

Uninvolved person Term used in the Basic Principles to describe a person who should beparticularly protected against harm as a result of the use of force, buthere the preferred term used is: Third person (see above).
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Water cannon A water cannon can be free standing, vehicle mounted, building mountedor backpack style and is essentially a high pressure pumping systemdesigned to shoot jets of water at people. The pressure of the water canbe adjusted from low pressure to soak the person and deter or demoral-ise, to high pressure to inflict a blunt trauma pushing back a person orknocking him/her to the ground. A water cannon can also be modified tofire small volumes (“slugs” or “bullets”) of water. The water can haveadditives including marker dye (for later identification of persons) or arange of chemical irritants for additional effects.
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STANDARDS CITED ANDABBREVIATIONS USED
AFOs – Armed�Firearms�Officers
AINL – Amnesty�International,�Dutch�Section
ACHR – American�Convention�on�Human�Rights
ACPO – Association�of�Chief�Police�Officers
AWS – Autonomous�Weapons�Systems
Basic Principles (BPUFF) – United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by LawEnforcement�Officials
Chemical Weapons Convention – OPCW [Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons] Convention onthe Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on TheirDestruction
CCLEO – United�Nations�Code�of�Conduct�for�Law�Enforcement�Officials
CN – Chloroacetophenone
CoE – Council�of�Europe
European�Prison�Rules – Council�of�Europe�–�European�Prison�Rules
Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice – United Nations Commission on Crime Prevention andCriminal�Justice
Commissioner�of�Human�Rights�of�the�Council�of�Europe
ECHR – European Convention on Human Rights (formally the Convention for the Protection of Human Rightsand�Fundamental�Freedoms)
Convention�against�Torture�and�Other�Cruel,�Inhuman�or�Degrading�Treatment�or�Punishment
CPT – European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
CPT Standards – Standards of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman orDegrading�Treatment�or�Punishment.
CS – Tear�gas
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European�Court�of�Human�Rights
Equality�and�Human�Rights�Commission – United�Kingdom�Commission�on�Equality�and�Human�Rights
ICCPR – International�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights
ICRC – International�Committee�of�the�Red�Cross
INP – Indonesian�National�Police
Inter-American�Commission�on�Human�Rights
Inter-American�Court�of�Human�Rights
IPCC – Independent�Police�Complaints�Commission
Hague�Declaration�of�1899 – Hague�Declaration�concerning�Expanding�Bullets
Human�Rights�Committee – Human�Rights�Committee,�General�Comment�No.�31�to�Art.�2�ICCPR�(2004)
Mandela Rules – The UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners [SMR], originally adoptedby the UN Crime Congress in 1955, have been revised (and renamed) during 2010-2015. The revised SMR– named Mandela Rules – were adopted by the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice on21 May 2015 (E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev.1), which recommended their adoption by the UN General Assembly, aprocess�which�should�be�completed�by�the�end�of�2015.
Minnesota Protocol – UN Model Protocol for a Legal Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Exe-cutions, in: United Nations Manual on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary andSummary�Executions,�UN�Doc.�E/ST/CSDHA/.12�(1991).
NGO – Non-governmental�organization
OC – Oleoresin�Capsicum,�Pepper�spray
OSCE – Organization�for�Security�and�Co-operation�in�Europe
Patten�Commission – Independent�Commission�on�Policing�for�Northern�Ireland
PAVA – Pepper�spray
PHRP [in�footnote]�–�Police�and�Human�Rights�Programme,�Amnesty�International�Dutch�Section
PSNI – Police�Service�of�Northern�Ireland
SMR – Standard�Minimum�Rules�for�the�Treatment�of�Prisoners�–�see:�Mandela�Rules
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions – United Nations Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Sum-mary�or�Arbitrary�Executions
Special Rapporteur on freedom of peaceful assembly – United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights toFreedom�of�Peaceful�Assembly�and�of�Association
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UN – United�Nations
UN�Declaration�of�Basic�Principles�of�Justice�for�Victims�of�Crime�and�Abuse�of�Power
UDHR – Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights
United Nations Model Strategies and Practical Measures on the Elimination of Violence against Children inthe Field of Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Rights, General Assembly, UN Doc. A/C.3/69/L.5 (25 Sep-tember�2014).
UNODC – United�Nations�Office�on�Drugs�and�Crime
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PART ONEGUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE UN BASIC PRINCIPLES ONTHE USE OF FORCE AND FIREARMSBY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS
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GUIDELINE NO. 1: The power of the police to resort to the use of force and firearms must be regulatedby law.
a) The power of law enforcement officials to use force must be established in law, describing the circum-stances in which and the purposes for which the use of force may be considered; this should also include alegally constituted process for the approval and deployment of equipment and weapons to be used. [see alsoGuideline�6]
b) The use of force must be subject to the strict application of the principle of necessity: in qualitative terms(to use force only if the legitimate objective cannot be achieved without it), in quantitative terms (to use onlythe minimum force necessary to achieve the objective) and in temporal terms (the use of force must stop oncethe�objective�is�achieved�or�can�no�longer�be�achieved).
c) The law must prohibit use of force which causes harm that outweighs the legitimate objective (principle ofproportionality).
GUIDELINE NO. 2: The “protect-life”-principle must be enshrined in law, i.e. any force that involves ahigh likelihood of lethal consequences, in particular use of firearms, may only be used for protectingagainst a threat of death or serious injury.
a) The use of firearms – i.e. of a weapon that is designed to kill – must be regulated by specific provisions ofthe�law,�establishing�a�distinctly�higher�threshold�for�the�use�of�firearms�than�for�other�forms�of�use�of�force.
b) Any use of a firearm against a person must be considered to be potentially lethal; therefore the law mayonly�authorize�the�use�of�firearms�when�there�is�a�serious�threat�of�death�or�of�serious�injury.
c) The mere fact a person flees from arrest or escapes from custody does not justify the use of a firearm,unless this person presents an ongoing grave threat to the life of another person that can be realized at anytime.
d) Despite the fact that a firearm is designed to kill, law enforcement officials must take all precautionarymeasures�to�prevent�the�loss�of�life�when�resorting�to�the�use�of�firearms.
e) The use of a firearm in such a way that does not give a person any chance of survival – i.e. the intentionallethal use of the firearm – may only be authorized in the most extreme situation of a threat to life, in which thedeath of the person is the only way to prevent the loss of an imminently threatened life of another person; inany case, the death of the person must always be only a means to an end (preventing the loss of another life)and�must�never�be�a�goal�in�itself.
f) Any (other) type of force that carries the likelihood or high risk of causing death must be subject to thesame strict application of the principle of proportionality and therefore only be allowed for the purpose ofpreventing�death�or�serious�injury.
g) The protection of third persons must be given absolute priority. In particular, no law enforcement operationmay be planned or conducted in such a way that from the outset accepts the killing or causing serious injuryto�third�persons�by�the�intervening�law�enforcement�officials.
h) As a rule, law enforcement officials must be obliged to issue a warning before resorting to the use of a fire-arm – situations in which such a warning is not required must remain the exception, must be clearly definedas�such�and�need�to�be�assessed�individually�in�each�situation.
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GUIDELINE NO. 3: Domestic legislation must ensure full and transparent accountability of lawenforcement officials for the use of force and firearms.
a) Law enforcement officials must not be exempted from criminal liability for unlawful acts committed in thecourse�of�duty.
b) Law enforcement officials must be entitled to refuse orders that are clearly unlawful and must be heldresponsible�for�knowingly�executing�unlawful�orders.�Such�orders�may�not�serve�as�an�acceptable�defence.
c) Criminal investigations must seek to evaluate the responsibility under criminal law of the acting lawenforcement officials for any unlawful behaviour, the responsibility of colleagues who witnessed an unlawfulact but did not take steps to prevent it, and the responsibility of commanding and superior officers who mayhave�given�an�unlawful�order�or�have�failed�to�prevent�the�unlawful�use�of�force.
d) Commanding and superior officers must be held accountable not only for unlawful orders they have given,but also for failings and other omissions in their superior and command responsibility which resulted in deathor serious injury. In particular, they should be held liable when they knew or ought to have known that the lawenforcement officials under their control and command committed unlawful acts and when they have failed toprevent them from doing so. They should also incur liability when they have failed to undertake measures ofbringing�those�law�enforcement�officials�before�competent�authorities�for�investigation.
e) Safeguards must be established to ensure that criminal investigations are carried out in an effective,prompt, impartial and independent manner. In particular, the investigation must be carried out by a depart-ment or unit that has no link with the one of the law enforcement official under investigation. Clear rules mustbe�established�for�the�supervision�of�the�investigation�and�proper�evidence�gathering.
f) Disciplinary investigations may be required in cases where the conduct did not amount to a criminaloffence, and also to determine additional disciplinary measures in case of a criminal offence. However, theyshould�never�preclude�or�replace�criminal�proceedings.
g) Criminal and disciplinary penalties for use of force in breach of the law or of internal regulations must becommensurate�with�the�committed�offence�or�fault.
h) An independent, impartial external oversight body should be mandated to investigate at least the most seri-ous incidents in which force was used (i.e. which resulted in death or serious injury) and this irrespective ofwhether a criminal investigation has started or not. This body should have the mandate not only to carry outits own investigation, but also (e.g. in view of the correct gathering of evidence) to oversee the proper conductof disciplinary investigations and to monitor the conduct of criminal investigations and the prosecutorial pro-cess.�It�should�also�intervene�in�case�of�undue�delays.
i) Adequate supervision, control and reporting measures need to be taken to enable effective investigationscompliant with human rights standards. This requires the obligation to report to all relevant levels of super-vision and oversight depending on the seriousness of the incident: to the superior, to the authorities competentto�decide�whether�a�criminal�investigation�needs�to�be�opened,�and/or�to�the�independent�oversight�body.
j) In all situations in which they interact with the public, law enforcement officials must be identifiablethrough name or number tags. Body-worn cameras can have serious human rights repercussions (e.g. privacy,dignity), but may also in certain circumstances serve to discourage unlawful use of force, including lethalforce – provided their use is embedded in a functioning system of accountability. Any decision to introducebody-worn cameras must be taken by carefully balancing the relevant human rights issues in each specificcontext.
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k) The accountability system must give due attention to the rights and needs of victims of the use of force.These include: the right to medical assistance, to file a complaint, to be informed of the progress of the inves-tigation, to name and interrogate witnesses, to receive legal and psychological support, to be informed of theoutcome of the investigation, to protection of privacy, to protection against threats and intimidation, and theright to full reparation, including compensation, rehabilitation, restitution, satisfaction and guarantees ofnon-repetition,�if�the�use�of�force�was�found�to�be�unlawful.
GUIDELINE NO. 4: The command leadership of law enforcement agencies must create an operationalframework that contains instructions for various kinds of situations that law enforcement officialsmay face during their work, including decision making criteria and the conditions for the use of force.
a) The operational framework must not provide ready-made answers for specific type of situations. On thecontrary, it must instruct the acting law enforcement officials to assess each individual situation on its ownmerits and thus allow for a certain personal discretion when deciding whether or not to resort to the use offorce. However, the operational framework should present the possible options of response in a given situa-tion, define the criteria that should guide the decision making process and the precautions to be taken, andset�clear�boundaries�as�to�what�is�and�what�is�not�allowed�(prohibitions).
b) The operational concept on the use of force should be guided by the overarching principle that law enforce-ment officials should seek to avoid the need to resort to the use of force, and require them to proactively seekto resolve any situation through other means than the use of force, such as the means of persuasion, negotia-tion, and de-escalation. In particular, law enforcement officials must be required to issue – as far as possible– a warning�before any use�of�force.
c) The element of precaution must be given the utmost attention in both planned operations and suddenlyoccurring�situations.�This�includes:– obtaining�and�analysing�relevant�information�in�advance�as�much�as�possible;– anticipating�various�scenarios,�and�making�an�assessment�of�the�threats�and�risks�in�the�given�situation;– ensuring the availability of a range of tactical options, including: protective equipment and means of com-munication, equipment and weapons allowing for a differentiated response, as well as sufficient resourcesand�backup;– deciding on the appropriate time and place for any law enforcement action with a view to minimizing risksand�harm�for�the�public�as�well�as�the�law�enforcement�officials�involved;– ensuring�the�protection�of�persons�or�groups�at�risk;– providing�for�the�protection�and/or�evacuation�of�third�persons;– ensuring�the�availability�of�medical�assistance.
d) Any use of force must be guided by the concept of a differentiated response with a view to minimizingdamage: law enforcement officials should be instructed not to immediately resort to the easiest means at theirdisposal, but to choose – among the available means that are likely to be effective – the one that carries thelowest�risk�of�causing�harm�and�injury.
e) Law enforcement officials must not be expected to achieve their objectives at any cost. The operationalframework�must�offer�the�option�of�retreat�with�a�view�to�minimizing�damage.
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GUIDELINE NO. 5: Law enforcement agencies must provide an operational framework that providesclear instructions on when and how to use a firearm.21
a) The operational framework must reiterate the “protect-life”-principle and order law enforcement officials toseek to avoid the use of a firearm unless strictly necessary. It should give instructions for a range of situationsthat�law�enforcement�officials�may�face�and�how�to�respond�to�them:– Even in case of a potentially lethal attack, consideration must be given to a response with less lethal force,if that is likely to be effective and does not increase the risk for the law enforcement official or any thirdperson.– The mere fact of a person fleeing from arrest or escaping from custody does not justify the use of a firearm,unless this person presents an ongoing grave threat to the life of another person that can be realized at anytime.– The “protect-life”-principle requires that in case of doubt, law enforcement officials should not make use oftheir�firearm.
b) The instructions should include the precise wording of the warning to be made before resorting to the useof a firearm, which should be a constant part of the firearms training so that it becomes ingrained and lawenforcement officials can automatically repeat it in the stressful situations in which they may have to use afirearm. Firing warning shots is inherently risky and should either be prohibited or only considered as anexceptional�means�of�warning�with�due�precautions�to�be�taken�for�the�safety�of�others.
c) A distinction must be made between the potentially lethal use of a firearm and the intentional lethal use ofa firearm. Intentional lethal use of a firearm is allowed only when a potentially lethal attack is already under-way in such a manner that the death of the attacking person is the only possible means to save someone else’sendangered life, which can include the life of the law enforcement official. For all other situations, instruc-tions should be given on how to shoot and which part of the body to aim at depending on the situation facedand�with�a�view�to�minimizing�the�risk�to�the�life�of�the�targeted�person�as�much�as�possible.
d) Operational instructions must make sure that priority is given to the protection of the lives of third persons.Operational procedures must impose particularly stringent conditions on the use of firearms in situations withuncontrollable risks for third persons (crowded public spaces, confrontation with heavily armed persons indensely populated areas, certain types of hot pursuits). Furthermore, no law enforcement operation may beplanned in such a way that, from the outset, accepts the possibility of killing or causing serious injury to thirdpersons�by�a�law�enforcement�official�in�the�course�of�action.
e) The decision on the type of weapons and ammunition to be used by law enforcement officials must bebased�on�an�assessment�of�the�operational�policing�needs:– In view of their inaccuracy and the impossibility to be able to account for each and every shot, automaticweapons are not suitable for normal law enforcement situations. They may only be used in exceptional situ-ations of extreme danger where multiple exchange of fire might occur and therefore may only be distributedin anticipation of such situations. In any case they should have a “single-shot”-mode with this being thestandard�and�first�mode�to�which�they�are�switched.– In view of their inability to carry out the thorough assessment to be made on the spot of whether lethal forcemay be used or not, there is no room for Lethal Autonomous Weapons/Robotic Systems in law enforcement.– Any weapons and ammunition used must have been thoroughly tested by the law enforcement agency withregard to their accuracy, their effectiveness to achieve the law enforcement objective, the risk of beingdischarged involuntarily, the type of injuries they may cause, and the risks to third persons in case of rico-chet or if they might pass through the body of the targeted individual. Their use must be constantly moni-tored and the decision to use them must be revised in view of their effectiveness and/or the emergence of
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unexpected/excessive risks. These considerations also apply to any other device that is designed to kill(e.g. guided armed drones or explosive devices), and their use in law enforcement can therefore only beconsidered�in�very�rare�and�absolutely�extreme�situations.– Law enforcement officials should only be authorized to use official weapons issued by the law enforcementinstitution;�the�use�of�private�weapons�should�be�prohibited.– Law enforcement officials must know the effects of the weapons and ammunition they are using, includingthe�type�of�risks�involved�and�the�required�precautions�to�minimize�damage�and�preserve�life.
f) A law enforcement agency must take a carefully balanced decision about the situations in which lawenforcement officials may carry a firearm. They should not carry a firearm inside places of detention. In thecontext of assemblies or other public order events, their presence may involve a number of additional risks(being perceived as a threat and contributing to creating/increasing tensions; a high risk in such crowdedplaces of hitting others than the targeted person; creating panic and/or aggression etc.). In countries wherelaw enforcement officials are usually armed, law enforcement agencies should therefore carefully assesswhether in the particular circumstances it might be better that those in direct contact with participants of theevent�do�not�carry�their�weapon.
g) The permission to carry a firearm must depend on a thorough authorization and certification process: thisprocess must be based on realistic – scenario-based – training that allows assessing the physical and mentalcapabilities of the individual law enforcement official as well as the indispensable skills of de-escalation,negotiation, a variety of use-of-force-techniques and proficiency in handling the specific weapon assigned tothe individual law enforcement official. This process must be repeated at regular intervals through refreshercourses�and�retests�that�law�enforcement�officials�have�to�pass�to�keep�their�certification.
h) Law enforcement officials should only be issued with individually registered and forensically traceableweapons which are personally assigned to them, as well as a recorded amount of ammunition. Clear rulesshould�govern�how�weapons�should�be�stored�when�the�law�enforcement�official�is�not�on�duty.
i) Any drawing of a firearm as a means of warning and any pointing of a firearm against a person must bereported and evaluated by the competent superior irrespective of whether the firearm has been discharged orhas caused any death or injury. When a firearm has been discharged an obligatory and thorough reporting pro-cess to the authorities must follow. Reporting must be comprehensive and allow for a full assessment of thejustification of the use of the firearm in light of the “protect-life”-principle and of all actions that were takenor considered before the use of the firearm, such as de-escalation, differentiated response, warnings and otherprocedures, protection of third persons etc. The report must then be evaluated to determine the appropriateactions�to�be�taken�as�a�result�of�the�incident.
GUIDELINE NO. 6: Law enforcement agencies should have a range of less lethal equipment at theirdisposal that allows for a differentiated use of force in full respect of the principles of necessity andproportionality, and ensures that harm and injury are kept to the minimum.
a) New law enforcement equipment should be developed and introduced based on clearly defined operationalneeds and technical requirements (and not just because of its availability on the market), with a view toreducing�the�amount�of�force�used�and�the�level�of�harm�and�injury�caused.
b) Any equipment must be subjected to thorough testing as to whether it meets the required operationalneeds, technical requirements in terms of accuracy and precision, reliability, life span, and the degree of pos-sible harm and suffering it may cause as well as possible unwarranted/unintended effects. Testing should becarried�out�by�an�independent�body.
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c) Each device should be subjected to an independent assessment as to its compliance with internationalhuman rights law and standards, in particular in meeting the requirements of the principle of proportionality,the�prevention�of�risks�for�third�persons�and�the�prevention�of�misuse�or�abuse�in�practice.
d)�Any�equipment�should�be�excluded�which:– is found to be inaccurate enough to carry a great risk of causing significant injury including to persons otherthan the targeted person (e.g. pellet firing shot guns, certain kinetic impact projectiles such as rubberballs);– causes harm which is disproportionate to the objective (e.g. carries a high risk of causing death, despitebeing�considered�to�be�less�lethal,�such�as�rubber�coated�metal�bullets);– aims to achieve an objective that is equally achievable with a less harmful device (e.g. thumb-cuffs vs. ordi-nary�handcuffs,�spiked�batons�vs.�ordinary�batons);– is highly abusive (electric shock devices that do not have a cut-off point, electric stun guns that act asa direct contact weapon) or the use of which would violate the prohibition on torture and other cruel,inhuman�or�degrading�treatment�(e.g.�body-worn�electric�shock�belts).
e) Given the potentially grave consequences of fully autonomous weapons systems (AWS) and their inability toreplace indispensable human judgement in the decision to use force, the development, production, and use ofsuch�technology�–�even�if�only�equipped�with�less�lethal�weapons�–�should�be�pre-emptively�banned.
f) Each device should be accompanied by clear instructions as to the situations in which, and how, it shouldbe used, explaining the effects and risks of the device and the necessary precautions to be taken, as well aswarnings on the circumstances or situations in which the device may not be used. Law enforcement officialsmust have received adequate training and certification on the device as a precondition for being allowed touse�the�device.
g) Any new device should undergo and be subject to a legally constituted and publicly available piloting pro-cess that allows confirmation of whether the device meets the operational needs and technical requirements,the�adequacy�of�instructions�and�training,�as�well�as�of�the�absence�of�any�unexpected�unwarranted�risks.
h) The use of any device must be subject to thorough and rigorous reporting, supervision and control mecha-nisms with a view to continually evaluating the device with regard to its effectiveness and effects, includingunwarranted�ones.
GUIDELINE NO. 7: The overall approach to policing of assemblies should be guided by the concept offacilitation of the assembly and should not from the outset be shaped by the anticipation of violenceand use of force.
a) The policing of assemblies should always seek to prevent the need to resort to force. As a rule, there is noroom for the use of force in assemblies, except when dealing with individuals committing offences or seekingto�prevent�the�assembly�from�taking�place.
b) Even if an assembly is considered unlawful under domestic law, police should not resort to the use of forcejust because of the fact of its unlawfulness. Only when there are other compelling reasons – e.g. regardingpublic�safety�and�security�or�the�prevention�of�crime�–�should�police�consider�resorting�to�the�use�of�force.
c) When using force in response to violence, law enforcement officials must distinguish between the individu-als who are engaged in violence and those who are not (e.g. peaceful demonstrators or bystanders) and care-fully aim such force only at those engaged in violence. The violence of a few individuals must not lead to aresponse�which�treats�the�entire�assembly�as�violent.
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d) Due consideration must also be given to the protection and well-being of the law enforcement officialsdeployed (availability of protective equipment, prevention of excessive length of duty, possibility for restbreaks,�food,�water�etc.).
e) In the decision whether or not to resort to the use of force, law enforcement agencies must carefully con-sider�the�risks�of�contributing�to�further�escalation�of�an�already�tense�situation.
f) The containment of groups of protestors by a police cordon to prevent them from leaving a certain area is ahighly problematic tactic which carries a number of risks for those being contained and for the proper policingof the assembly. If at all, this tactic should only be used to contain the violence of a smaller group and toallow the peaceful protestors to proceed with the assembly. It should never be used as a preventive measurebased on prior intelligence that some people might engage in violence. It may only be used for the shortesttime possible. Persons in need of assistance, those who are not part of the assembly, and participants who arenot involved in violence must be allowed to leave. The containment may not be used for the purpose of pre-venting�people�from�peacefully�participating�in�an�assembly,�even�if�the�assembly�is�considered�unlawful.
g) Kinetic impact projectiles must not be fired randomly at the crowd but must be aimed exclusively atpersons who are engaged in violence against persons, and only when other means have failed to stop theviolence. They should be aimed at the lower part of the body so as to minimize the risk of serious injury. Theyshould�never�be�fired�in�skip�fire�(re-bouncing�off�the�ground).
h) Devices that have indiscriminate effects and a high potential of harm, such as tear gas or water cannon,may only be used in situations of more generalized violence for the purpose of dispersing a crowd, and onlywhen all other means have failed to contain the violence. They may only be used when people have the oppor-tunity to disperse and not when they are in a confined space or where roads or other routes of escape areblocked. People must be warned that these means will be used and they must be allowed to disperse. Car-tridges�with�chemical�irritants�may�never�be�fired�directly�at�a�person.
i) Firearms must never be used as a tactical tool for the management of public assemblies: they may only beused for the purpose of saving another life in line with Basic Principle No. 9. If firearms are discharged duringpublic assemblies, there are additional risks, such as injuring or killing peaceful participants or bystanders orcausing further escalation of the violence with even more casualties. These risks need to be taken intoaccount�and�require�particular�consideration�in�the�decision�making�process.
j) Any public assembly during which police resorted to the use of force, in which there was violence or inwhich injury or loss of life occurred, must be subjected to a thorough investigation with a view to establishingresponsibilities and accountability of the officers involved, and must be followed by a proper lessons learnedprocess�to�improve�the�policing�of�future�events.
k) When military armed forces are tasked with the handling of public assemblies, they must be fullyacquainted and able to comply with all the Guidelines and principles on the use of force mentioned above.This requires a complete shift in the operational approach, from a “fight-the-enemy” approach to a lawenforcement approach. To achieve this, clear instructions must be given, appropriate law enforcement equip-ment must be available, and soldiers must be fully trained in operational public order management. Whenauthorities are not in a position to ascertain the capability of the military to carry out such a law enforcementoperation in compliance with international human rights rules and standards, they should not deploy militaryarmed�forces�in�public�order�situations.
l) Full accountability must be ensured for any use of force during public assemblies, in particular when fire-arms were used or death or injury occurred. In particular the various levels of the command structure incharge�during�the�assembly�must�be�held�accountable.
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GUIDELINE NO. 8: The fact that a person is deprived of freedom does not give authorities any greaterpower to resort to the use of force: the use of force and firearms in detention facilities is subject toexactly the same rules, particularly the principles of necessity and proportionality, which apply in anyother law enforcement context.
a) The use of force, including the use of means of restraint, may never be employed as a means of punish-ment.
b) Staff members need to have the personal competence and professional skills to reduce tensions that arelikely to arise easily in the confined environment of detention facilities, rather than to resort too easily to theuse�of�force.�They�also�should�be�specifically�trained�to�control�aggressive�or�violent�detainees.
c) Means of restraint should not be used as a routine measure, but only if the concrete situation so requiresand not for any longer than necessary. They may only be used in a way that does not cause injury. Prolongeduse of means of restraint must be avoided. Means of restraint that are intrinsically abusive and degrading, orcause�serious�pain�and�injury,�such�as�thumb-cuffs�and�body-worn�electric�shock�belts,�should�be�prohibited.
d) Firearms may only be used in circumstances involving a threat to life as described in Basic Principle No. 9.Carrying firearms in the confined space of a detention facility carries additional risks and, as a rule, staffmembers working inside such facilities who are in direct contact with detained persons should not beequipped�with�firearms.
e) Situations of large-scale violent disorder in detention facilities must be guided by the same overall consider-ations as violent public order incidents. De-escalation must be the preferred mode of action, a distinction mustbe made between those inmates who are engaged in violence and those who are not, interventions must seek tominimize damage and injury, and firearms may only be used to protect against a threat to life or of serious injury.
GUIDELINE NO. 9: Law enforcement agencies must ensure that their personnel are able to meet thehigh professional standards established in the Basic Principles.
a) The selection criteria for law enforcement officials should go beyond purely formal criteria (criminal record,level of education) and testing physical fitness. The criteria must also ascertain the moral integrity of the can-didate and his or her psychological stability and ability to react appropriately to the highly stressful situationsthat�law�enforcement�officials�may�face�in�their�daily�practice.
b) Training of law enforcement officials should be based on realistic scenarios, acquainting them with thewide range of situations and challenges they may encounter in their daily practice. Training should be con-ducted�in�such�a�way�that�law�enforcement�officials�acquire:– the�physical�capability�to�use�equipment�and�weapons,�in�terms�of�fitness�and�weapon�skills;– the�necessary�professional�skills�in�terms�of�communication,�risk�assessment�and�decision�making;– the mental and psychological strength needed to respond appropriately to the challenging, stressful andoften�dangerous�situations�in�which�they�may�have�to�decide�whether�or�not�to�resort�to�the�use�of�force.All�law�enforcement�officials�should�undergo�first�aid�training�at�least�at�the�basic�level.
c) It should be acknowledged that situations in which law enforcement officials decide to use force and fire-arms (or not), may be highly stressful or even traumatizing and have a great impact on their mental well-beingand health. Supervision, coaching and counselling mechanisms need to be in place to address such situa-tions. Superior officers bear the responsibility for close supervision and for taking appropriate measures whentheir subordinates have experienced problematic situations (personal coaching, ordinary or medical leave,
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psychological evaluation and support etc.) – in particular when they were in a life threatening situation, had toresort�to�firearms,�or�were�otherwise�involved�in�situations�in�which�serious�injury�or�death�occurred.
GUIDELINE NO. 10: The command leadership and all other senior officers or supervisors must be heldaccountable for ensuring that the agency and its members fulfil their law enforcement duties andresponsibilities in compliance with the law, including human rights law, and in an effective andprofessional manner.
a) There must be a functioning and transparent system of command responsibility and command accountabil-ity and a pre-established chain of command with clearly assigned responsibilities. All decisions taken shouldbe�traceable�and�those�who�have�taken�them�must�be�held�accountable�for�them.
b) A pre-established supervision and reporting system within the law enforcement agency must allow for theassessment of the compliance of law enforcement officials with the law and internal regulations, as well as oftheir professional skills, competency and effectiveness. Superiors are responsible for correctly and appropri-ately�supervising�their�subordinates.
c) Internal supervision and investigation should serve to assess the need for corrective measures (revision ofprocedures, equipment, training), the situation of the acting law enforcement officials (need for coaching,training, psychological support etc.), any failures in command responsibility and the need for disciplinaryactions�in�case�of�any�use�of�force�that�was�in�disrespect�of�the�operational�framework.
d) A detailed reporting system that allows for the evaluation of the lawfulness and appropriateness of the useof force needs to be in place, and should include reports by colleagues who may have witnessed the use offorce. Obligatory reporting should be established not only for situations in which a firearm was discharged orin which death or serious injury occurred, but for all situations in which law enforcement officials haveresorted to the use of force. Law enforcement officials who report on unlawful use of force by colleagues or onan unlawful order by their superiors must be protected against any retribution or other negative consequences.
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SECTION AREQUIREMENTS OF THE DOMESTICLEGAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
This section presents the minimum aspects governing the use of force and firearms that must be regulated indomestic�legislation:– Establishing and regulating the general power to resort to the use of force and the purpose and circum-stances�in�which�it�can�be�used.– Establishing and regulating the power to resort to the use of lethal force, in particular firearms, and ensur-ing�utmost�respect�for�the�right�to�life.– Ensuring�full�and�effective�accountability�for�any�law�enforcement�action�that�involved�the�use�of�force.
All law enforcement actions must be based in law and carried out with full respect for the law. It is thereforeof the utmost importance that the domestic legislation itself provides a clear framework within which a lawenforcement official is authorized to resort to the use of force and firearms. The framework itself must respectthe four key principles (legality, necessity, proportionality and accountability) explained above [Internationalhuman�rights�principles�governing�the�use�of�force�and�firearms].
Although it is not possible to deal with the great variety of challenges that law enforcement officials may facein their daily work in all details, domestic legislation must nevertheless provide a solid ground on which a lawenforcement official must base his or her actions and ensure that they comply with the applicable inter-national human rights law and standards. The Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions has alreadyprovided a detailed analysis of how domestic legislation should fulfil these requirements as well as the manyshortcomings found in a large number of countries in this regard.22 Within the framework of these Guidelinesit�suffices�thus�to�highlight�the�minimum�aspects�that�should�be�regulated�by�law.
In should be noted here that domestic legislation often contains a number of provisions that comply withinternational human rights standards, whereas other provisions fall considerably short in this regard. Thus, thespecific provisions cited in these Guidelines are used only as examples of the specific issues addressed inthese provisions and do not constitute any assessment of the overall compliance (or non-compliance) of thedomestic legislation with international human rights standards – nor does it address the question whether thedomestic legislation is implemented and respected in practice. As mentioned earlier [see Introduction III.],even when domestic legislation is in line with international human rights standards, problems can arise due tothe lack of respect for the legislation in practice and the failure to enforce these laws by the competentauthorities�(as�is�the�case�in�a�number�of�countries�from�which�the�illustrative�examples�are�drawn).
Nevertheless, human rights compliant domestic legislation is an indispensable precondition for human rightscompliant law enforcement and the examples presented in this section are meant to point out important pos-sible�considerations�and�options�that�government�authorities�may�take�into�account�in�this�regard.
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THE USE OF FORCE IN GENERAL
Chapter�outline1.1 The�power�to�use�force�(principle�of�legality)1.2 The�need�to�resort�to�force�and�minimum�use�of�force�(principle�of�necessity)1.3 Prohibition�of�excessive�harm�(principle�of�proportionality)

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Preamble, § 10“The basic principles set forth below, which have been formulated to assist Member States in their taskof ensuring and promoting the proper role of law enforcement officials, should be taken into account andrespected by Governments within the framework of their national legislation and practice, and be broughtto the attention of law enforcement officials as well as other persons, such as judges, prosecutors, law-yers,�members�of�the�executive�branch�and�the�legislature,�and�the�public.”Basic Principle 1“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and regulations on the useof force and firearms against persons by law enforcement officials. In developing such rules and regula-tions, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall keep the ethical issues associated with the useof�force�and�firearms�constantly�under�review.”Basic Principle 4“Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent meansbefore resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other meansremain�ineffective�or�without�any�promise�of�achieving�the�intended�result.”Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:(a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legiti-mate�objective�to�be�achieved;(b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;�[…]”

Guideline No. 1: The power of the police to resort to the use of force and firearms must be regulated by law.
a) The power of law enforcement officials to use force must be established in law, describing the circum-stances in which and the purposes for which the use of force may be considered; this should also includea legally constituted process for the approval and deployment of equipment and weapons to be used [seealso�Chapter�6].
b) The use of force must be subject to the strict application of the principle of necessity: in qualitativeterms (to use force only if the legitimate objective cannot be achieved without it), in quantitative terms(to use only the minimum force necessary to achieve the objective) and in temporal terms (the use offorce�must�stop�once�the�objective�is�achieved�or�can�no�longer�be�achieved).

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles

1



1.1 The power to use force (principle of legality)

The power to use force in general needs to be established by law. This requirement is a direct result of theprinciple of legality which also requires that the law regulates for which objectives and in which possible cir-cumstances force may be used. While it may be difficult to regulate all possible situations in which resortingto force might be justified by law, a minimum framework should be established. Formulations that merelyrefer to the fulfilment of law enforcement duties or to the achievement of any law enforcement objective orlawful purpose are overly broad and do not give due consideration to the serious implications of resorting tothe�use�of�force.23
Situations in which resorting to force might be justified may include situations such as carrying out an arrest,preventing the commission of an offence, re-establishing public order, overcoming resistance preventing theexecution�of�a�legitimate�law�enforcement�action,�self-defence�or�defence�of�others�etc.

Illustrative country examplesMexico:�Law�on�the�use�of�force�by�law�enforcement�in�the�Federal�District,�2008Art. 9 lists the following situations in which force may be used: in the submission of a person resistingarrest following the order of a competent authority or after having committed a breach of a law or regula-tion, in fulfilling a duty or lawful order given by a competent authority, in the prevention of unlawful acts,in�the�protection�or�defence�of�legally�protected�interests�or�as�legitimate�self-defence.Uruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 20 provides a list of situations in which the use of force may be considered (e.g. to subdue a violentperson, to obtain compliance with an order, to protect installations, to disperse non-peaceful publicassemblies).
The legal framework must, without necessarily going into operational details, clearly set out the boundaries forthe use of force. This should also include the formal approval and deployment process for equipment andweapons to be used [see Chapter 6]. The principles of necessity and proportionality [see above: Internationalhuman rights principles governing the use of force and firearms] set out such boundaries for all state actionsthat may interfere with or infringe the rights of the individual, and therefore are essential to ensure compli-ance with international human rights law and standards. The legal framework must reaffirm the applicabilityof these human rights standards to the use of force in the context of law enforcement, as clarified by BasicPrinciples�No.�4�and�5:
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Basic Principle 1“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and regulations on the useof force and firearms against persons by law enforcement officials. In developing such rules and regula-tions, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall keep the ethical issues associated with the useof�force�and�firearms�constantly�under�review.”

c) The law must prohibit use of force which causes harm that outweighs the legitimate objective (princi-ple�of�proportionality).

23 See for instance India, Kerala Police Act 2011, Art. 29 (2): “The police officers shall not use force against anybody or threaten thatforce be used or take any adverse police action or legal action unless it is necessary to carry out any lawful purpose.”; Iceland, PoliceAct No. 90, 1996, Art 14: “Those who exercise police authority may use force in the course of executing their duties.” [emphasisadded]



1.2 The need to resort to force and minimum force (principle of necessity)
Although it can be formulated in various ways, it must be clear that force should only be used when there areno other means available (from the outset or after having exhausted all available means) that are likely toachieve the legitimate objective. It also should be clear that only minimum force should be used, i.e. that nogreater�force�should�be�used�than�what�is�necessary�to�achieve�the�objective.

Illustrative country examplesCyprus:�Police�Code�of�Ethics,�2003Art. 32: “The Police use force only when strictly necessary and only to the extent required to obtain alegitimate�objective.”Kenya:�National�Police�Service�Act�No.�11A,�2011Sixth Schedule, A(1), p. 62; “A police officer shall always attempt to use non-violent means first andforce may only be employed when non-violent means are ineffective or without any promise of achievingthe�intended�result.”Greece:�Code�of�Police�Ethics,�2004Art. 2(e): “The Police personnel (...) shall use non-violent means while maintaining and enforcing law.The use of force is permitted only when absolutely necessary and to the extent envisaged and required forlaw enforcement. The use of force shall always respect the principles of necessity, adequacy and propor-tionality.”Hungary:�Policing�Act�XXXIV�of�1994Sect. 15: “[…] (2) From various possible and appropriate police measures or coercive means the onemust be used which – while being effective to achieve its aims – causes the smallest restriction, detri-ment�or�damage�to�the�person�targeted.”Lithuania:�Law�on�Police�Activities,�2000Art. 23 (1): “[…] Coercion which might cause bodily injuries or death may be used to the extent which isnecessary for the fulfilment of the official duty, and only after all possible measures of persuasion orother�measures�have�been�used�with�no�effect.”Malta:�Police�Act,�1961Art. 97: “The use of force is a remedy of last resort and shall only be used for the duration that is strictlynecessary�when�it�is�evident�that�all�other�remedies�would�be�of�no�avail.”
Legislation that is limited to general formulations such as “may use reasonable force” or “may use all meansnecessary” would be insufficient.24 Such formulations allow the individual law enforcement official an extremely
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Basic Principle 4“Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent meansbefore resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other meansremain�ineffective�or�without�any�promise�of�achieving�the�intended�result.”Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:(a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legiti-mate�objective�to�be�achieved;(b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;�[…]”

24 Cf.: Iceland, Police Act No. 90 (1996) Art 14 (“[not] to a greater extent than is necessary”); Kiribati, Criminal Procedure Code 1977, Art.10 (“may use all means necessary”); Liberia, Criminal Procedure Law (1969), Art. 10 (3) (2) (“no unnecessary or unreasonable use of force);Namibia, Correctional Service Act 2012, §35 (“such force […] as is reasonably necessary”); Nauru, Criminal Code 1899 (revised 2011),Art. 254 (“to use such force as may be reasonably necessary”); Uganda, Prisons Act (2006), Art. 40 (1 (“as is reasonably necessary”).



large amount of personal discretion, which in the end makes it almost impossible to hold him or her account-able for the (un)lawfulness of the force used. Such formulations are particularly worrying when in addition theprinciple of proportionality is not given sufficient attention, for instance when all means (including lethalforce) are permitted to prevent escape – regardless of whether the person presents a threat or not. This is fre-quently the case in relation to the use of force in the course of an arrest or when preventing the escape of aperson�from�custody.
In some countries, domestic courts have tried to specify the meaning of such broad formulations25 or haveeven declared certain laws unconstitutional.26 While such interpretations by the judiciary offer some sort ofrepair mechanism for broad or vague legislation, it is, however, strongly recommended to provide a legalframework that is sufficiently precise not to require such corrections – which in any case will only be imple-mented when the harm is already done. This question will be addressed again in more detail in the chapter onlethal�use�of�force,�where�it�is�particularly�relevant [see below: Chapter�2.3].
Furthermore, although this aspect may sometimes be considered to go without saying, it is good practice toexplicitly mention the temporal element of necessity, i.e. that the use of force should stop when the objectiveis�achieved�(or�is�no�longer�achievable).Illustrative country examplesBahrain:�Code�of�Conduct�for�Police�Officers,�2012Sect.�III:�“Once�the�reason�for�using�force�no�longer�exists�then�the�use�of�force�must�end.”Bulgaria:�Code�of�Ethics�for�State�Officials,�2013Art. 79: “The state official stops using physical power, auxiliary devices and weapons immediately afterthe�necessity�to�use�them�has�ceased�to�exist.”Uruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 3 (E): “Following the repressive phase, the use of force must immediately stop, once the order isre-established�and�the�suspected�offenders�of�the�protected�right�do�not�offer�resistance�anymore�[...].”

Explanatory note: At this stage, it is important to mention a considerable problem arising from the official UNSpanish translation of the Basic Principles: the most important word, “force”, is omitted in the translation ofBasic Principle No. 5: “Cuando el empleo de las armas de fuego sea inevitable…” (“When the use of firearms isunavoidable”), while in the other official translation to a roman language, French, these words can well befound: “Lorsque l’usage légitime de la force ou des armes à feu est inevitable…” (“when the lawful use offorce and firearms is unavoidable”). Unfortunately, in some Hispanic countries, this translation was reproducedin the domestic legislation, with the unfortunate consequence that very important elements, including the prin-ciple of necessity, now only apply to the use of firearms, but not to other forms of the use of force.27
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25 E.g. Supreme Court of Appeal of South Africa (Case Number: 342/99, 2001, 1 June 2001), § 24 with regards to the term “reason-ably�necessary”.26 United States, Supreme Court, Tennessee v. Garner – 471 U.S. 1 (1985) in relation to the use of lethal force against a fleeing suspect.27 Ecuador, Regulation on the use of force by the national police (2014), Art. 14 (3); Mexico, Agreement 04/2012, General Rules onthe�Use�of�Force�(2012),�Art.�18; Uruguay, Law on Police�Procedures�(2008),�Art.�23.



1.3 Prohibition of excessive harm (principle of proportionality)
The law must also establish the principle of proportionality as an overarching principle in policing in general,but in particular in relation to the use of force: law enforcement officials may not pursue their objectives atany cost. The law itself must set a clear limit and require law enforcement officials to balance their legitimateobjective�against�the�potential�harm�they�might�cause�when�resorting�to�the�use�of�force.28
Usually, the responsibilities and duties of law enforcement officials require them to act in order to achieve alegitimate objective, and to use available police powers to attain this objective. Failing to act in such a situa-tion may be followed by serious disciplinary action or even consequences under penal law. Legal clarity istherefore essential: the law must set the absolute limits to the use of police powers, both as a precaution toprevent law enforcement action from causing excessive harm, and in order to protect the individual lawenforcement official from prosecution or other negative consequences when he or she chooses not to act toavoid greater harm. The law must therefore make sure the use of force does not lead to harm which is dispro-portionate to the legitimate objective and must clearly state that – if no other, less harmful options are avail-able – the respect for the principle of proportionality can lead to a situation in which the legitimate objectiveis�not�achieved�and�that�this�result�is�acceptable.

Illustrative country examplesBahrain:�Code�of�Conduct�for�Police�Officers,�2012Sect. III:“[…] – Police officers commit to the principle of using only such force as is proportional to thedanger�posed�to�life�or�public�or�private�property.”Croatia:�Code�of�Practice�for�Police�Officers,�2009Art. 3 (2): “Proportionate to the purpose of the police action, the police officer shall apply the powersprescribed�by�law�in�a�manner�causing�the�least�harmful�consequences.”Czech�Republic:�Act�Regulating�the�Police,�2008Art. 53 (5): “A police officer must take care that the use of coercive means does not inflict harm on theperson of a degree obviously disproportionate to the nature and dangerousness of his/her unlawful con-duct.”Hungary:�Policing�Act�XXXIV�of�1994Sect. 15: “(1) A Police measure shall not cause a detriment which is manifestly out of proportion withthe�lawful�objective�of�the�measure.”Sect. 16: “(1) The Police Officer shall apply a coercive measure only under the conditions determined bythe Act, shall keep in mind the principle of proportionality so that it does not cause a disproportionatedetriment to the person targeted by the measure. The application of means of coercion shall not be con-tinued�if�resistance�breaks�and�the�effectiveness�of�the�Police�measure�can�be�ensured�without�it.”
However, as can already be seen from the analysis of the Special Rapporteur,29 only very few domestic lawsstate�this�limitation�with�the�necessary�clarity.
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28 Similar to the terminology issues already mentioned above [see: International human rights principles governing the use of force andfirearms], it should be noted, that in many legal or operational documents, proportionality is actually defined in terms of what wouldhave to be considered quantitative necessity, e.g.: “the use of force may not be disproportionate to the level of resistance met.”While this wording as such is not worrying, it becomes a problem when this understanding of proportionality means that the overallbalancing element – legitimate aim/benefit against the potential harm caused through the use of force – is not given sufficient con-sideration.29 Special�Rapporteur�on�extrajudicial�executions,�UN�Doc.�A/HRC/26/36�(2014),�§§�92-96.
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LETHAL FORCE
Chapter�outline2.1 The�“protect-life”-principle2.2 Definition�of�firearm2.3 Threshold�for�the�use�of�firearms2.3.1 Potentially�lethal�use�of�a�firearma) Imminent�threat�of�death�or�of�serious�injuryb) Prevention�of�crime,�arrest�and�escapec) The�preservation�of�life2.3.2 Intentional�lethal�use�of�a�firearm2.4 Other�forms�of�lethal�force2.5 Protection�of�third�persons2.6 Warning

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:[…](b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;�[…]”Basic Principle 6“Where injury or death is caused by the use of force and firearms by law enforcement officials, they shallreport�the�incident�promptly�to�their�superiors,�in�accordance�with�principle�22.”Basic Principle 9“Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence ofothers against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularlyserious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting theirauthority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achievethese objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoid-able�in�order�to�protect�life.”Basic Principle 10“In the circumstances provided for under principle 9, law enforcement officials shall identify themselvesas such and give a clear warning of their intent to use firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to beobserved, unless to do so would unduly place the law enforcement officials at risk or would create a riskof death or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or pointless in the circum-stances�of�the�incident.”Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelinesthat:(a) Specify the circumstances under which law enforcement officials are authorized to carry firearms andprescribe�the�types�of�firearms�and�ammunition�permitted;(b) Ensure that firearms are used only in appropriate circumstances and in a manner likely to decreasethe�risk�of�unnecessary�harm;

2
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(c) Prohibit the use of those firearms and ammunition that cause unwarranted injury or present an unwar-ranted�risk;(d) Regulate the control, storage and issuing of firearms, including procedures for ensuring that lawenforcement�officials�are�accountable�for�the�firearms�and�ammunition�issued�to�them;(e)�Provide�for�warnings�to�be�given,�if�appropriate,�when�firearms�are�to�be�discharged;(f) Provide for a system of reporting whenever law enforcement officials use firearms in the performanceof�their�duty.”Basic Principle 22“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and review proceduresfor all incidents referred to in principles 6 and 11 (f). For incidents reported pursuant to these principles,Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that an effective review process is available andthat independent administrative or prosecutorial authorities are in a position to exercise jurisdiction inappropriate circumstances. In cases of death and serious injury or other grave consequences, a detailedreport shall be sent promptly to the competent authorities responsible for administrative review and judi-cial�control.”

Guideline No. 2: The “protect-life”-principle must be enshrined in law, i.e. any force that involves a high like-lihood of lethal consequences, in particular use of firearms, may only be used for protecting against athreat of death or serious injury.
a) The use of firearms – i.e. of a weapon that is designed to kill – must be regulated by specific provisionsof the law, establishing a distinctly higher threshold for the use of firearms than for other forms of use offorce.
b) Any use of a firearm against a person must be considered to be potentially lethal; therefore the lawmay�only�authorize�the�use�of�firearms�when�there�is�a�serious�threat�of�death�or�of�serious�injury.
c) The mere fact a person flees from arrest or escapes from custody does not justify the use of a firearm,unless this person presents an ongoing grave threat to the life of another person that can be realized atany�time.
d) Despite the fact that a firearm is designed to kill, law enforcement officials must take all precautionarymeasures�to�prevent�the�loss�of�life�when�resorting�to�the�use�of�firearms.
e) The use of a firearm in such a way that does not give a person any chance of survival – i.e. the inten-tional lethal use of the firearm – may only be authorized in the most extreme situation of a threat to life,in which the death of the person is the only way to prevent the loss of an imminently threatened life ofanother person; in any case, the death of the person must always be only a means to an end (preventingthe�loss�of�another�life)�and�must�never�be�a�goal�in�itself.
f) Any (other) type of force that carries the likelihood or high risk of causing death must be subject to thesame strict application of the principle of proportionality and therefore only be allowed for the purpose ofpreventing�death�or�serious�injury.
g) The protection of third persons must be given absolute priority. In particular, no law enforcement oper-ation may be planned or conducted in such a way that from the outset accepts the killing or causing seri-ous�injury�to�third�persons�by�the�intervening�law�enforcement�officials.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles



2.1 The “protect-life”-principle
Explanatory Note: Lethal force is to be understood as a type of force that involves either the high likelihood ofcausing death (potentially lethal force), or is used with the clear knowledge that it will lead to the loss of life(i.e. intentional lethal use of force).

As already stated, when it comes to the use of lethal force, the only legitimate objective can be the protectionagainst a threat to another life or of serious injury. This follows naturally from the “protect-life”-principle andthe�principle�of�proportionality,�and�must�be�clearly�established�in�law.

Illustrative country exampleIndonesia:�INP�Regulation�No.�8/2009Art.�47:�“The�use�of�firearms�shall�be�allowed�only�if�strictly�necessary�to�preserve�human�life.”
In view of the serious – i.e. potentially lethal – consequences, the use of firearms must be regulated by lawand cannot be left to operational considerations of a law enforcement agency within the framework of standingorders or procedures. The law must clearly define in which circumstances law enforcement officials are autho-rized�to�resort�to�lethal�force,�in�particular�the�use�of�firearms.

As already mentioned above, the “protect-life”-principle requires that potentially lethal force – i.e. force witha high likelihood of lethal consequences – may only be used to protect against a threat to life or of seriousinjury [definition of serious injury see Chapter 2.3.1]. In this regard, Basic Principle No. 9 must be seen as arigorous application of the right to life and in this respect “principle 9 of the Basic Principles reflects bindinginternational law”.30 It is a clear expression of the principle of proportionality, only allowing for the use of afirearm�if�it�is�for�the�purpose�of�protecting�against�a�lethal�threat�or�a�risk�of�a�similarly�serious�nature:
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Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:[…](b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;”

Basic Principle 9“Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence ofothers against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularlyserious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting theirauthority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achievethese objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoid-able�in�order�to�protect�life.”

h) As a rule, law enforcement officials must be obliged to issue a warning before resorting to the use of afirearm – situations in which such a warning is not required must remain the exception, must be clearlydefined�as�such�and�need�to�be�assessed�individually�in�each�situation.

30 Report�by�the�Special�Rapporteur�on�extrajudicial�executions,�in:�UN�Doc.�A/61/311�(2006), §35.



2.2 Definition of firearm
Basic Principle No. 9 does not provide for an explicit definition of a firearm. However, its logic and the highthreshold established for the use of firearms strongly implies a definition of what is to be understood as a fire-arm: any tool that is designed to kill (as opposed to just having potentially lethal consequences in exceptionalor unfortunate, accidental circumstances or in case of inappropriate use).31 The term thus covers a large rangeof�lethal�tools:�from�handguns�and�rifles�with�live�ammunition�to�guided�armed�drones�and�explosive�devices.

2.3 Threshold for the use of firearms
The law must determine in which situations, in particular at which threshold of threat, law enforcement offi-cials may resort to the use of firearms. This must not be left to internal operational procedures, much less tothe personal discretion of the individual law enforcement official. Nor is it acceptable to subject the use offirearms to exactly the same rules and regulations as other forms of use of force without establishing specificcriteria and rules for the use of firearms.32 The high risk to life involved in the use of a firearm requires the lawto�establish�specific�rules�clearly�defining�the�thresholds�and�limitations�for�its�use.
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“70. Principle 9 is a strong affirmation of the principle of proportionality: All uses of firearms againstpeople should be treated as lethal or potentially lethal. The first part of Principle 9 provides that poten-tially lethal force may be only to avert a potentially lethal threat or a risk of a similarly serious nature (e.g.self-defence against a violent rape). The second part deals with the intentional lethal use of force, whichin any event may only be used when strictly unavoidable to protect life. What will be called the ‘protectlife’-principle – a life may be taken intentionally only to save another life – may be described as the guid-ing�star�of�the�protection�of�the�right�to�life.”

Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014) §71“71. A common sense understanding of the scope of application of Principle 9 suggests that all weaponsthat are designed and are likely to be lethal should be covered, including heavy weapons such as bombsand�(drone)�missiles,�the�use�of�which�constitutes�an�intentional�lethal�use�of�force.”

31 In this connection, it should be noted, thus, that in some domestic systems, the term “firearm” covers all types of weapons that ejectsome sort of projectile by propulsive energy, including those firing rubber bullets, electric discharge darts or tear gas canisters. Whilesuch terminology is not a problem in itself, it must be ensured that it does not lead to lowering the minimum threshold of dangerallowing�for�the�use�of�a�weapon�that�is�designed�to�kill.32 However, there are still provisions in which the use of firearms is governed by exactly the same regime as any other forms of the use offorce, e.g.: Bulgaria, Code of Ethics for State Officials (2013), Art. 78-81 governing the use of force regulate the use of physicalpower, auxiliary devices or weapons without any differentiation in terms of threshold, decision making criteria, limitations, precau-tions etc. Similarly, Art. 20-22 of the Afghan Police Law (2005) contain specific provisions for the use of explosives, but otherwisetreat the use of for instance striking weapons and the use of firearms under the same regime, based on an abstract threat level (a per-son accused, charged or sentenced for felony or misdemeanour), without establishing specific criteria which subject the use of fire-arms�to�an�assessment�of�whether�the�person�presents�a�concrete�threat�to�the�lives�of�others�or�not.



As the Special Rapporteur pointed out (see above citation of §70 of the report under [2.1]), a firearm can beused in broadly two different ways: in a potentially lethal way and in an intentionally lethal way – with a differ-ent�threshold�for�each�of�them.
2.3.1 Potentially lethal use of a firearm
According to Basic Principle No. 9, as a rule, law enforcement officials must not use firearms other than inexceptional situations. It goes on to define such exceptional situations in the light of the principle of propor-tionality.
a) Imminent threat of death or of serious injuryThe first exception allows for the use of firearms against persons in self-defence or defence of others againstthe imminent threat of death or serious injury – and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achievethese�objectives.
When life is at risk and no other, less extreme, means are available, law enforcement officials may resort tothe use of a type of force that carries a high risk of causing death: the firearm. Hence, the life of the personattacked is weighed against the life of the person carrying out the attack (proportionality assessment) and thismust be taken into consideration with regard to the meaning of “serious injury”. The Basic Principles do notprovide for a definition of serious injury, nor will it be possible to provide for a mathematical determination ofthe criterion of seriousness. Nevertheless, again in application of the principle of proportionality, the risk ofserious injury must be understood as a threat of a “similar serious nature” as a threat to life.33 In view of thepotentially lethal effect of the use of a firearm and the due consideration for the “protect-life”-principlerequired, the level of seriousness of the injury must be very close to a threat to life.34 Such a threat mayinvolve a potentially life threatening injury, i.e. a situation where it cannot reasonably be expected one takesunnecessary risks that may result in the loss of life (e.g. a person is attempting to throw another person downfrom a two-storey building: in this situation it is possible that the victim may survive, but he or she may wellsustain life threatening injuries). Other types of injury that would present a sufficient degree of seriousness to
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Nachova and Others v. Bulgaria (43577/98 and 43579/98), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber (2005)“95. Accordingly, and with reference to Article 2 § 2 (b) of the [European] Convention [on HumanRights], the legitimate aim of effecting a lawful arrest can only justify putting human life at risk in cir-cumstances of absolute necessity. The Court considers that in principle there can be no such necessitywhere it is known that the person to be arrested poses no threat to life or limb and is not suspected ofhaving committed a violent offence, even if a failure to use lethal force may result in the opportunity toarrest�the�fugitive�being�lost�[...]96. In addition to setting out the circumstances when deprivation of life may be justified, Article 2implies a primary duty on the State to secure the right to life by putting in place an appropriate legaland administrative framework defining the limited circumstances in which law enforcement officialsmay use force and firearms, in the light of the relevant international standards [...] In line with theabove-mentioned principle of strict proportionality inherent in Article 2 […] the national legal frameworkregulating arrest operations must make recourse to firearms dependent on a careful assessment of thesurrounding circumstances, and, in particular, on an evaluation of the nature of the offence committedby�the�fugitive�and�of�the�threat�he�or�she�posed.” [emphasis�added]

33 Special�Rapporteur�on�extrajudicial�executions,�UN�Doc.�A/HRC/26/36�(2014), §70.34 Any, not further specified, physical injury would have to be considered insufficient in this regard. For instance, Art. 22 of Uruguay,Law on Police Procedures (2008), which allows for the use of firearms when physical integrity in general is threatened, is too broadin this regard. The use of firearms should not be allowed when a police officer or another person might suffer minor injuries, e.g.some bruises; such a provision may already lead to the use of firearms when there is some sort of physical resistance that can easilylead�to�such�sort�of�injuries.



justify resorting to the use of a firearm are life changing injuries, such as loss of a limb or an organ, acidthrown�in�the�face,�or�a�rape�involving�serious�violence.
Illustrative country examplesThe following legal provisions may serve as illustrative examples regarding the meaning of “seriousinjury”:Paraguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect. II.c: “Serious injuries: Any physical injury that poses a substantial threat to life or of serious disfig-urement,�or�which�results�in�the�loss�or�diminishes�the�function�of�any�part�or�organ�of�the�body.”United�States:�Department�of�Defense,�Directive�No.�5210.56,�2011“Subject: Carrying of Firearms and the Use of Force by DoD [i.e. Department of Defence] PersonnelEngaged�in�Security,�Law�and�Order,�or�Counterintelligence�ActivitiesPart II (p.14) Definitions […] Serious bodily harm or injury: Bodily harm or injury that involves a substan-tial risk of death, extreme physical pain, protracted and obvious disfigurement; or protracted loss orimpairment�of�the�function�of�a�bodily�member,�organ,�or�mental�faculty.”United�States:�New�York�State�Penal�Law,�1967Art. 10 (10): “‘Serious physical injury’ means physical injury which creates a substantial risk of death,or which causes death or serious and protracted disfigurement, protracted impairment of health orprotracted�loss�or�impairment�of�the�function�of�any�bodily�organ.”

In most cases, domestic legislation contains such scenarios in which the use of a firearm is authorized. How-ever, some only mention the general concept of self-defence without defining a sufficiently serious degree ofthreat.35 This may actually open the door to the use of firearms in violation of the principle of proportionality– e.g. in self-defence against a threat of lesser harm, or a threat to property.36 It is crucial that domestic legis-lation clearly expresses that only a threat of death or serious injury, and not any other threat below that thresh-old,�justifies�the�use�of�a�firearm.37
b) Prevention of crime, arrest and escapeThe following exceptions allowing for the use of firearms according to Basic Principle No. 9 then refer to situ-ations where there is a possible perpetration of a crime involving a grave threat to life, a person presentingsuch a grave threat to life is resisting arrest, or when preventing the escape of a person presenting such athreat. The criterion of “grave threat to life” is crucial here: even when trying to prevent a crime from beingcommitted, or when trying to apprehend a suspect fleeing from arrest or a person escaping from custody – allof which are lawful and quite common law enforcement objectives – these objectives taken alone can never
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35 United States, Florida, Statutes XLVI (2014) [emphasis added]: “§ 776.05. Law enforcement officers; use of force in making anarrest: The officer is justified in the use of any force: (1) Which he or she reasonably believes to be necessary to defend himself orherself�or�another from�bodily�harm while�making�the�arrest;�[…].”36 Unfortunately, in some countries defence of property is – in violation of international human rights standards – still an objectivejustifying the use of firearms, e.g. the revised Kenyan National Police Service Act (2011), Art. 6 c) (2014 amendment to theSixth�Schedule�of�No.�11A�of�2011).37 Here again, it is necessary to clarify the imprecise official UN Spanish translation of the Basic Principles, which reads: “salvo endefensa propia o de otras personas, en caso de peligro inminente de muerte o lesiones graves, o con el propósito de evitar la comisiónde un delito particularmente grave que entrañe una seria amenaza para la vida” [except in self-defence or defence of other persons,against a threat of death or serious injury, or to prevent the omission of a particular serious crime involving a grave threat to life…]:This may read as if the element of self-defence is separate from a situation of threat of death or serious injury (and is used in thatsense for instance in the Argentinian Operational Plan no. 01/10 of the National Gendarmerie: “El personal de la Gendarmeríaempleará armas de fuego contra las personas sólo: a) En defensa propia o de otras personas. b) en caso de peligro serio e inminentede muerte o lesions graves. […]” ). However, the threat of death or serious injury is actually the indispensable characterization ofsituations of self-defence or defence of others in which the use of firearms may be considered (see the English text cited in the textbox),�and�not�a�distinct�situation.



justify the use of a degree of force that puts life in danger.38 Here again, it is crucial that the domestic legalframework strongly asserts that law enforcement does not mean law enforcement objectives have to beachieved�at all costs.
The use of a firearm in such circumstances can only be allowed if the crime which is going to be committed orthe�person�fleeing�from�arrest�or�escaping�from�custody�presents�a�danger�to�the�lives�of�other�persons.

Illustrative country exampleArgentina:�Regulation�on�Weapons�and�Shooting�Instruction,�2012Chapter�X�–�Sect.:�Use�of�Firearms:“c)�In�the�event�of�an�escape�the�use�of�firearms�is�not�justified,�except�when:While running away the offender keeps firing at the police and, given this circumstance, not preventing theoffender from escaping would amount to an imminent threat to the police officers themselves or third parties.”
The mere fact of a person resisting arrest or trying to escape, without presenting any danger to the life of any-body else, cannot be a sufficient justification for the use of a firearm. It is also insufficient just to refer to acertain level of seriousness of a suspected/committed crime (e.g. a felony) in an abstract manner.39 The threatmust be concrete and be assessed on a case-by-case basis and must not just be based on abstract legal con-siderations. The assessment must lead to the reasonable conclusion that the individual person – if notarrested or if allowed to escape – would present an ongoing grave threat to the lives of other people. Domesticlegislation justifying the use of a firearm solely on the basis of abstract threat levels has to be considered asviolating�the�right�to�life:
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“95. In the context of arrest or escape, the use of force is often determined purely by the crime theperson is suspected to have committed. A typical provision reads as follows: in the prevention of thecrimes of burglary, housebreaking or forcible unnatural crimes, among others, ‘a person may justify anynecessary force or harm, extending, in the case of extreme necessity, even to killing’. Offences that areclassified as felonies and crimes such as kidnapping in other cases permit the lethal use of force ineffecting arrest or preventing escape. Some countries allow the use of lethal force based on the penaltyfor the suspected criminal offence; frequently where life imprisonment or imprisonment for 10 yearsor more is prescribed, but this does not constitute a reliable proxy for the question whether the personconcerned�is�dangerous.96. Similarly, some States allow for the use of firearms against prisoners or convicted persons, suspectedof�attempting�to�escape,�without�additional�safeguards.”�[emphasis�added]
38 However, this is still a ground for resorting to the use of a firearm in many legislations: E.g. Armenia, Law on Police (2001), Art. 32(4) allows for the use of a firearm when seeking to arrest “persons captured at the moment of committing a grave or particularly gravecrime against the life, health or property and making an attempt to escape”. Uganda, Prisons Act (2006), Art. 40, (5) “If a prisonerattempts to escape or attacks or threatens to attack any prison officer or any other person or in concert with others commits any act ofviolence, a prison officer authorized under subsection (3) may, whenever it is necessary to prevent the escape or in defence ofhimself or herself or any other person, use a firearm upon any such prisoner.” See also Amnesty International, report on legislation inthe United States that presents and analyses a number of laws which allow the use of lethal force to prevent escape when there is nothreat�to�the�life�of�another�person:�Amnesty�International,�Deadly�force:�Police�use�of�lethal�force�in�the�United�States�(2015).39 Art. 54 (1) of the Police law of Baden-Württemberg (Germany, 1992) allows for the use of a firearm against a person escaping fromlawful custody if sentenced to imprisonment (without reference to the crime committed) or suspected of having committed anoffence punishable with at least 1 year of imprisonment without any indication of the danger the person poses. (Similar laws exist ina large number of states in Germany). The Nigerian Police force order 237 allows shooting at any person escaping from lawfulcustody if suspected of a felony: As the act of escaping from lawful custody itself is a felony, this order actually allows police officersto shoot at anybody trying to escape from lawful custody. In the United States, there are also a number of laws that allow for the useof firearms to prevent the escape of a person based on the abstract seriousness of the (committed or suspected) crime, see: AmnestyInternational, Deadly�force:�Police�use�of�lethal�force�in�the�United�States�(2015).



Illustrative country exampleUnited�States:�Tennessee�v.�Garner,�471�U.S.�1,�11�(1985)“The use of deadly force to prevent the escape of all felony suspects, whatever the circumstances, is con-stitutionally unreasonable. It is not better that all felony suspects die than that they escape. Where thesuspect poses no immediate threat to the officer and no threat to others, the harm resulting from failingto apprehend him does not justify the use of deadly force to do so. It is no doubt unfortunate when a sus-pect who is in sight escapes, but the fact that the police arrive a little late or are a little slower afoot doesnot always justify killing the suspect. A police officer may not seize an unarmed, non dangerous suspectby shooting him dead. The Tennessee statute is unconstitutional insofar as it authorizes the use of deadlyforce�against�such�fleeing�suspects.”
This means that, as a rule, an unarmed person fleeing from arrest or escaping from custody may not be shot atunless they pose an imminent threat to life of others. Only very extreme situations might warrant an exceptionto this rule, that is when the nature of the threat posed by the person may lead to the loss of life of anotherperson at any time (e.g. a known serial killer is running away), but these situations must remain the absoluteexception and require the existence of objective facts which lead to the conclusion that there is an ongoingthreat�to�the�lives�of�others�which�may�be�realized�at�any�time.40

Illustrative country exampleKosovo:�Law�on�Police,�2012Art. 27 – Use of Firearms: “1. A Police Officer is authorized to possess and carry an official firearmissued by the Police. A Police Officer is authorized to use a firearm only when strictly necessary and onlyup to the level intended to achieve the legitimate police objective, and only when its use is proportionalto the degree of danger and to the seriousness of the offence in the situation and only if it is consideredthat�with�the�use�of�smaller�force�means�the�legitimate�police�objective�shall�not�be�achieved.2. A Police Officer is authorized to use a firearm against a person only when less extreme means areinsufficient�to:2.1.�defend�the�Police�Officer’s�own�life�or�the�life�of�another�person�from�imminent�attack;2.2. prevent the imminent commission or continuation of a criminal offence involving grave threat to life;2.3. arrest a person presenting an imminent threat to the life of other persons and who is resisting orderslawfully�issued�by�the�Police�Officer;�and2.4. prevent the escape of a person presenting an imminent threat to the life of other persons and who isresisting�orders�lawfully�issued�by�the�Police�Officer.”
c) The�preservation�of�lifeWhen resorting to a firearm in such circumstances the intention must always be to stop the threat. Neverthe-less, due to the risks involved in the use of a firearm, the outcome may well be the death of the person against
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Nadege Dorzema et al. v. Dominican Republic (Series C No.251), Inter-American Court of Human Rights (2012)“85. […] Although, in theory, the events of this case could constitute the presumption of opposing resis-tance to authority and prevention of flight, the Court considers that, even when abstaining from the useof force would have allowed the individuals that were the subject of the State’s action to escape, theagents should not have used lethal force against people who did not represent a threat or a real or immi-nent danger to the agents or third parties. Consequently, in short, this event did not constitute a situationof�absolute�necessity.”

40 Thus, this “ongoing threat” is fundamentally different from any simplistic assumption that a person who has or is suspected ofhaving committed a certain crime in the past, will also do so in the future (“future threat”), see Special Rapporteur on extrajudicialexecutions,�in:��UN�Doc.�A/66/330�(2011),�§60.



whom the firearm is used. However, this must be considered an undesired outcome against which all possibleprecautions�must�be�taken�and�domestic�legislation�should�formulate�clear�requirements�in�this�regard:

Illustrative country exampleCzech�Republic:�Act�Regulating�the�Police,�2008Sect. 56 (4): “When using a weapon, a police officer must take the necessary care, in particular, not toendanger other persons’ lives and to spare as much as possible the life of the person against whom theaction�is�being�taken.”
2.3.2 Intentional lethal use of a firearm

While all the other parts of Basic Principle No. 9 need to be understood in view of the high potential of afirearm to cause death, its last sentence addresses the use of a firearm with the clear knowledge that it willcertainly result in death (i.e. intentional lethal use).41 Law enforcement officials may indeed be confronted bysituations in which another life is so imminently threatened that it can only be saved by causing the immedi-ate and certain death of the aggressor. However, such extreme situations need to be considered as the abso-lute exception. Here, Basic Principle No. 9 formulates the highest thresholds in terms of imminence andunavoidability. Usually, these will only be reached when a potentially lethal action is already ongoing or isabout to start at that moment and needs to be interrupted instantly; in such a situation, when an action isalready in motion, even seriously injuring the aggressor may not stop the act, so that only the absolute andimmediately lethal law enforcement action can stop the life threatening action. This is what is meant by“absolutely�unavoidable”�in�Basic�Principle�No.�9.
With regard to the intentional lethal use of force, it would fall outside the scope of these Guidelines to go intoall legal aspects related to the so-called “shoot to kill” use of firearms.42 However, the following principlesmust be respected:1. The intentional lethal use of force may only be a means to an end, never an end in itself. The purpose ofthe�action�must�always�be�to�save�another�life.2. The threat to that life must be so imminent that only the intentional lethal use of force can stop the threat.Where lower levels of force – i.e. less lethal force or potentially lethal use of force – would be sufficient tostop�the�threat,�the�intentional�lethal�use�of�force�would�be�unnecessary,�and�therefore�unlawful.3. Prior to resorting to intentional lethal use of force, all necessary precautions must have been taken to avoidthe�loss�of�life:
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Basic Principle 9“[…] In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in orderto�protect�life.”

Basic Principle 5“Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms is unavoidable, law enforcement officials shall: […] (b)Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;�[…]”

41 Here again, we have to mention the imprecision in the UN official Spanish translation of the Basic Principles: The Spanish versionreads “En cualquier caso, sólo se podrá hacer uso intencional de armas letales cuando sea estrictamente inevitable para protegeruna vida”. [In any case, the intentional use of lethal weapons is permitted when strictly unavoidable to protect life)]. However, itshould�read:�En�cualquier�caso,�sólo�se�podrá�hacer�uso intencionalmente�letal�de�armas�de�fuego cuando….42 See on this topic: Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. E/CN.4/2006/53 (2006), §§ 44-54; a morein-depth-analysis�of�these�situations�can�also�be�found�in:�Nils�Melzer,�Targeted�killing�in�International�law,�Oxford,�2008.



4. When a decision to resort to the intentional lethal use of force is already taken during the planning stage, itdoes not meet this criterion as this means that no attempt was made to spare the person’s life. This is, bythe way, one of the reason why for instance the so-called Lethal Autonomous Weapons/Robotic Systems(LAWS/LARS) may not be lawfully used in law enforcement. The decision to deploy them is taken wellahead of the moment that lethal force is going to be used by that system (with the actual use of force beingautonomously “decided” by that system at the moment it faces the target). This means that no precautionhas been taken to intervene in a manner that seeks to prevent the loss of life, nor does such a system allowfor�assessing�whether�the�necessity�and�proportionality�of�that�lethal�force�is�still�justified�at�that�moment.5. In the framework of law enforcement there is no room for extending the concept of imminence to anybodyfor the mere reason of belonging to a group considered dangerous and who might carry out a deadly attacksometime in the future. This concept only exists in armed conflict, where those who are directly participat-ing in hostilities may be directly targeted even if they are not posing an imminent threat at the momentthey are attacked. Where security forces are engaged in operations outside the context of an armed con-flict,43 with a view to arresting or detaining members of an armed group (as for instance was the case in theoperation assessed in McCann and Others v. The United Kingdom cited above) the applicable legal frame-work is international human rights law, and not international humanitarian law, and the degree of theactual�or�perceived�threat�this�group�poses�does�not�justify�departing�from�its�application.In view of the serious consequences resulting from the use of lethal force, governments and law enforce-ment or other authorities should not blur the line between law enforcement and the conduct of hostilities insituations of armed conflict. When carrying out law enforcement duties, it is the absolute and primary dutyof the state to save and protect life. Therefore, taking life can only be accepted in the most extreme cir-cumstances. This is a fundamental difference to the conduct of hostilities in situations of armed conflict,where the use of lethal force against those directly participating in the hostilities is almost normal practice.In law enforcement, the “protect-life”-principle must be upheld in all situations and there is no room fordeparting�from�it,�even�in�exceptional�circumstances:
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Basic Principle 8“Exceptional circumstances such as internal political instability or any other public emergency may notbe�invoked�to�justify�any�departure�from�these�basic�principles.”

McCann and Others v. The United Kingdom (18984/91), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber (1995)“211. However, the failure to make provision for a margin of error must also be considered in combina-tion with the training of the soldiers* to continue shooting once they opened fire until the suspect wasdead. […] Against this background, the authorities were bound by their obligation to respect the right tolife of the suspects to exercise the greatest of care in evaluating the information at their disposal beforetransmitting�it�to�soldiers�whose�use�of�firearms�automatically�involved�shooting�to�kill.212. [… The soldiers’] reflex action in this vital respect lacks the degree of caution in the use of firearmsto be expected from law enforcement personnel in a democratic society, even when dealing with danger-ous terrorist suspects, and stands in marked contrast to the standard of care reflected in the instructionsin the use of firearms by the police which had been drawn to their attention and which emphasised thelegal responsibilities of the individual officer in the light of conditions prevailing at the moment ofengagement […]. This failure by the authorities also suggests a lack of appropriate care in the controland�organization�of�the�arrest�operation.” [emphasis�added][*�This�was�a�law�enforcement�operation�carried�out�by�military�forces.]

43 It is important to bear in mind that law enforcement operations may actually take place at all times, including during times of armedconflict. It is therefore important to distinguish in terms of mandate and mission, between military operations aiming to combat anenemy in the context of an armed conflict (provided the overall situation reaches the threshold of armed conflict) on the one hand,and�actions�to�enforce�the�law�e.g.�by�means�of�arrest�and�detention,�on�the�other.



It is precisely for this reason that the last paragraph was added to Basic Principle No. 9: The “intentionallethal use of firearms” can only be acceptable in the most extreme situations and only when it is strictlyunavoidable in order to protect life. Where this high threshold is not met, intentionally killing a person in thename of the law (and – for countries retaining the death penalty – outside judicial proceedings) must be con-sidered�to�be�unlawful.
Again, this demonstrates why Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems have no place in law enforcement: theindividual threat assessment when deciding whether to resort or not to resort to lethal force, based on the con-siderations and principles presented above, is an evaluation process that can only be carried out by a humanbeing and not by a machine – and at the very moment when lethal force is about to be used and not prior to it.
2.4 Other forms of lethal force
Basic Principle No. 9 (as well as the related Principles No. 10 and 11) specifically applies to firearms, in viewof their characteristic of being designed to kill. Any use of a firearm is considered potentially lethal and there-fore must meet the requirements of Basic Principle No. 9. However, there are numerous other potentiallylethal ways of using force. Virtually any tool can be used in such a way that it causes death or serious injury– even if it was specifically designed to be less lethal [on less lethal weapons see Chapter 6]. While BasicPrinciple No. 9 does not apply to such other means of force, the principle of proportionality does. This meansthat any act likely to cause death or serious (i.e. life-threatening or life-changing) injury must pass the balanc-ing test and comply with the “protect-life”-principle: causing serious harm to a person can only be acceptedfor the purpose of saving another person from a risk of a similarly serious nature; putting a life at risk is onlyacceptable�if�it�is�for�the�purpose�of�protecting�somebody�else�against�a�risk�to�his�or�her�life.
2.5 Protection of third persons
In all situations, the consequence of the potentially lethal or intentional lethal resort to the use of a firearm isonly acceptable – if at all – with regard to the person presenting the threat. In law enforcement, the protectionof�third�persons�must�be�given�the�highest�priority.

Explanatory note: In a number of provisions, the Basic Principles use the term “uninvolved persons”, whoshould be protected against unwarranted risks. For reasons of clarity, the present Guidelines use the term“third” person in most instances, in order to include persons who are not “uninvolved” in the strictest sense ofthe word, but who are “uninvolved” in the sense of not being engaged in violence or not presenting a threat (e.g.peaceful participants of an assembly or hostages).
Illustrative country exampleGermany:�Baden-Württemberg,�Police�Law,�1992Art. 53 (2): “The use of a firearm is prohibited if this creates a serious risk for clearly uninvolved persons.This is not applicable if the use of the firearm is the only means of defence against a grave threat to life.”

Of course, law enforcement officials may face extremely difficult and challenging situations (e.g. an armedgroup taking hostages and threatening to imminently harm them), in which they have no choice but to inter-vene – including with potentially lethal force. This intervention may lead to the death of the hostages (eitheras the result of an accidental killing by the law enforcement officials or an intentional killing by those whoissued the initial threat, i.e. the hostage takers). Still, in such situations law enforcement officials must takeall possible precautions to avoid the loss of life of those they actually want to rescue or of other persons whodo�not�present�a�direct�threat.
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And in any case, no law enforcement operation may be planned and/or conducted in a way that implies a highrisk for third persons or even will certainly result in their death, if this is likely to be directly caused by alaw enforcement official: The concept of an acceptable level of incidental harm to other persons (often called“collateral damage” in international humanitarian law) only applies to the conduct of hostilities in situationsof�armed�conflict;�it�has�no�place�in�law�enforcement.
This is one of the reasons why states must regulate the use of firearms by law enforcement officials by law andnot leave this entirely to the discretion of the law enforcement agency or the individual law enforcement official.
2.6 Warning

Although situations in which a law enforcement official may consider the use of a firearm can suddenly arise,require a quick reaction and be very dangerous, this does not mean that law enforcement officials may alwaysresort to the firearm immediately.44 As a rule, they must be obliged by law to issue a warning before using thefirearm and only to dispense with issuing a warning in the extreme situations described in Basic Principle No. 10.
In fact, the requirement of giving a warning is yet another expression of the principle of necessity: if the per-son presenting the risk stops his or her activity in response to the warning, use of a firearm is no longer neces-sary. A warning is part of the concept that law enforcement officials must try non-violent means first (in thisinstance: verbal warning). Domestic legislation should therefore establish the obligation to – as a rule – issuea warning�before�discharging�a�firearm,�and�indicate�the�possible�exceptions�to�this�rule.

Illustrative country exampleKosovo:�Law�on�Police,�2012Art. 27: “3. Before using a firearm, a Police Officer shall issue a verbal warning, identify himself/herself asa Police Officer, ordering the person to stop, and warning that he/she will shoot if the person does not stop.4. As an exceptional measure in exigent circumstances, a Police Officer may withhold the warning ifissuing�it�would�place�the�Police�Officer�or�other�persons�in�imminent�danger�of�serious�harm.”
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Basic Principle 10“In the circumstances provided for under principle 9, law enforcement officials shall identify themselvesas such and give a clear warning of their intent to use firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to beobserved, unless to do so would unduly place the law enforcement official at risk or would create a risk ofdeath or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or pointless in the circum-stances�of�the�incident.”

44 However, in Indonesia, Art. 8 (3) of the INP Regulation on the Use of Force in Police Action No. 1/2009 seems to imply that situa-tions in which there is a threat to life may justify the immediate use of a firearm without warning: “To stop the subject’s or suspect’saction that is an imminent and/or immediate danger to the life of INP personnel or the community as referred to in paragraph (1), theuse�of�a�firearm�or�other�implements�without�being�preceded�by�a�verbal�warning�or�verbal�order�is�allowed.”



ACCOUNTABILITY
Chapter�outline3.1 Introduction3.2 Criminal�investigation�process3.2.1 Criminal�liability:�no�exemption3.2.2 Unlawful�orders�by�superior:�no�defence3.2.3 Responsibility�of�commanding�and�superior�officers3.2.4 Conduct�of�criminal�investigations3.2.5 Penalties3.3 Disciplinary�investigation3.3.1 Purpose�and�conduct�of�the�investigation3.3.2 Penalties�and�other�measures3.4 Independent,�impartial�external�oversight3.4.1 Purpose3.4.2 Mandate�and�powers3.5 Reporting�and�control3.5.1 Reporting3.5.2 Other control measures: Identification of law enforcement officials/body-worn cameras3.6 Victims’�Rights3.6.1 Medical�assistance�and�notification�of�family�or�friends3.6.2 The�right�to�complain�and�to�be�involved�in�the�proceedings3.6.3 Compensation/Reparation

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 7“Governments shall ensure that arbitrary or abusive use of force and firearms by law enforcement offi-cials�is�punished�as�a�criminal�offence�under�their�law.”Basic Principle 22“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and review proceduresfor all incidents referred to in principles 6 and 11 (f). For incidents reported pursuant to these principles,Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that an effective review process is available andthat independent administrative or prosecutorial authorities are in a position to exercise jurisdiction inappropriate circumstances. In cases of death and serious injury or other grave consequences, a detailedreport shall be sent promptly to the competent authorities responsible for administrative review and judi-cial�control.�[...]”Basic Principle 24“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that superior officers are held responsible ifthey know, or should have known, that law enforcement officials under their command are resorting, orhave resorted, to the unlawful use of force and firearms, and they did not take all measures in their powerto�prevent,�suppress�or�report�such�use.�[...]”
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Basic Principle 26“Obedience to superior orders shall be no defence if law enforcement officials knew that an order to useforce and firearms resulting in the death or serious injury of a person was manifestly unlawful and had areasonable opportunity to refuse to follow it. In any case, responsibility also rests on the superiors whogave�the�unlawful�orders.”

Guideline No. 3: Domestic legislation must ensure full and transparent accountability of law enforcementofficials for the use of force and firearms.
a) Law enforcement officials must not be exempted from criminal liability for unlawful acts committed inthe�course�of�duty.
b) Law enforcement officials must be entitled to refuse orders that are clearly unlawful and must be heldresponsible for knowingly executing unlawful orders. Such orders may not serve as an acceptable defence.
c) Criminal investigations must seek to evaluate the responsibility under criminal law of the acting lawenforcement officials for any unlawful behaviour, the responsibility of colleagues who witnessed anunlawful act but did not take steps to prevent it, and the responsibility of commanding and superior offi-cers�who�may�have�given�an�unlawful�order�or�have�failed�to�prevent�the�unlawful�use�of�force.
d) Commanding and superior officers must be held accountable not only for unlawful orders they havegiven, but also for failings and other omissions in their superior and command responsibility whichresulted in death or serious injury. In particular, they should be held liable when they knew or ought tohave known that the law enforcement officials under their control and command committed unlawfulacts and when they have failed to prevent them from doing so. They should also incur liability when theyhave failed to undertake measures of bringing those law enforcement officials before competent authori-ties�for�investigation.
e) Safeguards must be established to ensure that criminal investigations are carried out in an effective,prompt, impartial and independent manner. In particular, the investigation must be carried out by adepartment or unit that has no link with the one of the law enforcement official under investigation. Clearrules�must�be�established�for�the�supervision�of�the�investigation�and�proper�evidence�gathering.
f) Disciplinary investigations may be required in cases where the conduct did not amount to a criminaloffence, and also to determine additional disciplinary measures in case of a criminal offence. However,they�should�never�preclude�or�replace�criminal�proceedings.
g) Criminal and disciplinary penalties for use of force in breach of the law or of internal regulations mustbe�commensurate�with�the�committed�offence�or�fault.
h) An independent, impartial external oversight body should be mandated to investigate at least the mostserious incidents in which force was used (i.e. which resulted in death or serious injury) and this irrespec-tive of whether a criminal investigation has started or not. This body should have the mandate not only tocarry out its own investigation, but also (e.g. in view of the correct gathering of evidence) to oversee theproper conduct of disciplinary investigations and to monitor the conduct of criminal investigations andthe�prosecutorial�process.�It�should�also�intervene�in�case�of�undue�delays.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles



3.1 Introduction
All state agents, including law enforcement officials, need to be held accountable whenever the exercise oftheir powers has infringed the human rights of a person. It would go beyond the scope of these Guidelines toaddress all aspects of accountability in this regard.45 However, since the use of force can have a severe impacton a person’s human rights (in particular, the right to life, physical and mental integrity and human dignity),accountability�becomes�particularly�important.
In fact, when it comes to excessive, arbitrary, abusive or otherwise unlawful use of force, the most importantfactor leading to such behaviour is when impunity prevails. Individuals are more likely to break laws, rules andregulations if they do not have to fear any consequences of doing so. Thus, effective accountability is indis-pensable to ensure lawful, human rights compliant policing – in general and with regard to the use of forceand�firearms.
In addition, an effective accountability system should also support a lessons learned approach allowing for theimprovement of the overall functioning of a law enforcement agency as well as its policies and regulations.Undetected institutional weaknesses will inevitably contribute to the reoccurrence of human rights violations,causing unnecessary harm, injury and/or death – with or without failures being attributable to an individualperson. An effective accountability system should prevent this through the timely identification of any institu-tional�shortcomings.
In�general,�an�effective�accountability�system�should�cover�the�following�areas:– criminal�investigations;– disciplinary�investigations;– civil or administrative proceedings for reparation including compensation, rehabilitation, restitution, satis-faction�and�guarantees�of�non-repetition;– a review�of�institutional�functioning.
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i) Adequate supervision, control and reporting measures need to be taken to enable effective investiga-tions compliant with human rights standards. This requires the obligation to report to all relevant levelsof supervision and oversight depending on the seriousness of the incident: to the superior, to the authori-ties competent to decide whether a criminal investigations needs to be opened, and/or to the independ-ent�oversight�body.
j) In all situations in which they interact with the public, law enforcement officials must be identifiablethrough name or number tags. Body-worn cameras can have serious human rights repercussions (e.g. pri-vacy, dignity), but may also in certain circumstances serve to discourage unlawful use of force, includinglethal force – provided their use is embedded in a functioning system of accountability. Any decision tointroduce body-worn cameras must be taken by carefully balancing the relevant human rights issues ineach�specific�context.
k) The accountability system must give due attention to the rights and needs of victims of the use offorce. These include: the right to medical assistance, to file a complaint, to be informed of the progressof the investigation, to name and interrogate witnesses, to receive legal and psychological support, to beinformed of the outcome of the investigation, to protection of privacy, to protection against threats andintimidation, and the right to full reparation, including compensation, rehabilitation, restitution, satisfac-tion�and�guarantees�of�non-repetition,�if�the�use�of�force�was�found�to�be�unlawful.

45 For more details on the aspect of independent complaints mechanisms to ensure police accountability, see for instance the Opinionof the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe, CommDH(2009)4; see also: UNODC Handbook on Police Account-ability,�Oversight�and�Integrity,�Vienna,�2011.



For�such�a�system�to�be�effective�the�following�components�need�to�be�established�in�domestic�legislation:– an�efficient�and�effective�system�of�internal�reporting,�control�and�supervision;– a functioning judicial system for criminal as well as civil and/or administrative proceedings, including anindependent�and�functioning�judiciary;– an independent external oversight mechanism with a sufficient mandate and capacity to oversee and inves-tigate�police�conduct�and�operations�as�well�as�the�functioning�of�the�law�enforcement�agency�as�a�whole;– provision for public transparency and scrutiny of all persons and institutions involved to ensure that allcomponents�of�the�accountability�system�are�working�correctly.
3.2 Criminal investigation process
3.2.1 Criminal liability: no exemption

To effectively fight impunity, a primary function of an accountability system is that it brings to justice all stateagents, including law enforcement officials, who have committed criminal offences. Therefore, domestic crim-inal legislation must apply to law enforcement officials just as to anybody else and they must not be exemptedfrom criminal investigation, and, if there is sufficient admissible evidence that they have committed crimes(including�inflicting�bodily�harm�or�homicide)�and�other�serious�offences,�criminal�prosecution.
Illustrative country examplesBahrain:�Code�of�Conduct�for�Police�Officers,�2012Introduction, §5: “Police officers operate according to legislative, regulatory and procedural rules thatdefine their functions and the ambit of their work, and which must not be transgressed or violated. In thecase of any violations by any police officer, he will be subject to disciplinary and criminal actions if theviolation amounted to a crime, since exceeding the boundaries of police duties is deemed in violation ofthe�law�as�well�as�the�disciplinary�framework�of�the�police�force.”Botswana:�Penal�Code,�1964Art. 237: “Any person authorized by law […] to use force is criminally responsible for any excess, accord-ing�to�the�nature�and�quality�of�the�act�which�constitutes�the�excess.”Indonesia:�INP�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�in�Police�Action�No.�1/2009Art.�13�(1):�“Every�INP�individual�shall�be�responsible�for�the�use�of�force�in�his/her�police�action.”

Furthermore, accountability, including criminal liability, must be ensured even in situations that have notresulted in death or serious injury. Of course, the decision to resort to the use of force is often a very difficultone, and when trying to come to the best possible decision in an often complex or even dangerous situation,errors of judgement may occur. In this regard, accountability must not impose on law enforcement officials anexcessive and unrealistic burden, which may ultimately rather paralyse them in their ability to take decisionsand�lead�to�ineffective�and�inefficient�policing.
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Basic Principle 7“Governments shall ensure that arbitrary or abusive use of force and firearms by law enforcement offi-cials�is�punished�as�a�criminal�offence�under�their�law.”
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“83. An effective remedy is dependent on an effective investigation. The General Assembly has addressedthe obligation of all States ‘to conduct exhaustive and impartial investigations… to identify and bring tojustice�those�responsible…�and�to�adopt�all�necessary�measures…�to�put�an�end�to�impunity.”



However, when law enforcement officials resort to the use of force in an arbitrary or abusive manner, i.e. whenthe decision to use force was not based on the criteria established by law (but on other, e.g. discriminatory orother personal considerations), this constitutes an abuse of the powers granted to them, and must thereforebe considered a serious wrongdoing in its own right. Therefore, in line with Basic Principle No. 7, abusive orarbitrary use of force by law enforcement officials should be established as a specific criminal offence – andnot just be covered by the more general criminal law provisions of homicide, bodily harm or coercion applica-ble�to�everyone.
Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)“Sect 100. Where a member of police whilst using physical force, special means or firearms, abusestheir authority they will be held liable for their actions at a disciplinary level as well as any criminal liabil-ity.”India:�Kerala�Police�Act,�2011“116.�Vexatious�arrest,�search,�seizure,�violence,�etc.�—Whoever,�being�a�police�officer,—�[…](c) deliberately subjects, any person in custody or with whom he comes into contact in the course of hisduties,�to�torture�or�any�kind�of�inhuman�or�unlawful�personal�violence�or�grave�misconduct;�[…]shall on conviction, be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or fine orwith�both:Provided that nothing in this section shall preclude any court from punishing any police officer, under anyother�law�for�the�time�being�in�force,�if�the�same�matter�is�an�offence�under�the�provisions�of�that�law.”Republic�of�Korea:�Criminal�Code,�1953Art.�125�(Violence�and�Cruel�Act):“A person who, in performing or assisting in activities concerning judgement, prosecution, police or otherfunctions involving the restraint of the human body, commits an act of violence or cruelty against a crimi-nal suspect or against another person while in the performance of his duties, shall be punished byimprisonment for not more than five years and suspension of qualifications for not more than ten years.”Art.�135�(Aggravation�of�Punishment�for�Crimes�in�Course�of�Official�Duty):“A public official who, taking advantage of his official authority, commits a crime other than those speci-fied in this Chapter, shall be punished by increasing one half of the penalty specified for the crime com-mitted�[…].”

In any case, the law should not provide exemption from criminal liability for law enforcement officials. Unfor-tunately, such exemptions can still be found in a number of countries in a direct or indirect form.46 However,such exemptions are in clear violation of the state’s duty to protect life, in particular of its duty to prevent arbi-trary�or�otherwise�unlawful�deprivation�of�life.
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46 Peru, Law No. 30151/2014, on use of force by the armed force and national police, Art. 20: “Is exempted from criminal responsibil-ity[…] 11. the personnel of the Armed Forces and of the National Police of Peru who, in fulfilment of their duties and the use of armsor other means of defence, causes injuries or death.” In other countries, the possibility for criminal prosecution depends on theauthorization by the executive (Head of Police, responsible line ministry, sometimes even the President), e.g. India, Kerala PoliceAct, Sect. 113 (2), Sudan, The National Security Act (2009), Section 52 (3). This equally opens the door for covering up and impu-nity: Investigation should be obligatory, impartial and independent, independently from any authorization by the hierarchy of theofficer�whose�act�is�to�be�investigated.



This�has�been�clearly�established�by�the�Human�Rights�Committee:

3.2.2 Unlawful orders by superior: no defence

The legislation establishing criminal liability of law enforcement officials must also make sure that orders bysuperiors may not serve as a defence and furthermore that superiors themselves can be held accountable forunlawful�orders�they�give.
The requirement of strict obedience to orders by superiors can still be found in numerous countries47 – oftenas a result of the “militaristic” self-image of the law enforcement agency. This is, however, in clear oppositionto the respect for the rule of law that should govern all law enforcement action, an aspect that is expressed ina number of domestic laws which even go so far as to explicitly prohibit knowingly executing unlawful orders.

Illustrative country exampleKosovo:�Law�on�Police,�2012Art. 13 (2): “A police officer shall have a duty to refuse orders when they are unlawful and to report suchorders�immediately,�in�accordance�with�sub-legal�acts.”See also for instance Bulgaria, Code of Ethics for State Officials (2013), Art. 44; Cyprus, Police Codeof Ethics (2003), Art. 33; Georgia, Police Code of Ethics (2013), Art. 2.9; Lithuania, Law on PoliceActivities�(2010),�Art.�22�(3); Uruguay, Law on Police�Procedures�(2008),�Art.�8�(2).
It is therefore important that law enforcement officials must be given a reasonable opportunity not to executeobviously unlawful orders and, in this regard, it can be considered as good practice when laws and regulationsclarify�that�not�executing�an�unlawful�order�will�not�be�followed�by�disciplinary�or�other�sanctions.

Illustrative country examplesAlbania:�Law�No.�108/2014�on�State�PoliceArt.�86�Duty�to�carry�out�orders:“(1) An employee of the Police has the duty to carry out all lawful orders given to him by a person higherin�function�or�in�rank.
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Basic Principle 26“Obedience to superior orders shall be no defence if law enforcement officials knew that an order to useforce and firearms resulting in the death or serious injury of a person was manifestly unlawful and had areasonable opportunity to refuse to follow it. In any case, responsibility also rests on the superiors whogave�the�unlawful�orders.”

Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 31 to Art. 2 ICCPR (2004)“18. […] As with failure to investigate, failure to bring to justice perpetrators of such violations could inand of itself give rise to a separate breach of the Covenant. These obligations arise notably in respect ofthose violations recognized as criminal under either domestic or international law, such as torture andsimilar cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment (article 7), summary and arbitrary killing (article 6) andenforced disappearance (articles 7 and 9 and, frequently, 6). Indeed, the problem of impunity for theseviolations, a matter of sustained concern by the Committee, may well be an important contributingelement�in�the�recurrence�of�the�violations.”

47 E.g. Peru, Penal Code (1991), Art. 20 (9) provides for a possible exemption from criminal liability in case of executing an obligatoryorder�of�a�competent�authority�–�without�the�requirement�of�the�order�to�be�a�lawful�one.



(2) Where an employee of the Police has reason to suspect that an order given to him is unlawful, heshall immediately make this known to the superior and request, when possible in writing, that the orderbe given in writing. In any case where a verbal or written request for a written order is made, the superiorhas�the�duty�to�proceed�in�writing,�as�requested.(3) In cases where the failure to comply with the order until it is given in writing in accordance with point(2) of this article would endanger the life of another person, the employee of the Police must comply withthat�order.(4) Where an employee of the Police, even after carrying out the procedures specified in this article,continues�to�have�reason�to�suspect�that�the�order�is�unlawful,�he�takes�the�following�actions:a) he�opposes�the�order, except�in�the�cases�specified�in�point�(3)�of�this�article;b) he immediately informs an employee of the Police who is directly superior to his superior who gave theorder,�also�about�the�action�taken�by�him�in�implementation�of�this�provision.”�[emphasis�added]Armenia:�Law�on�Police,�2001Art. 38, part 7: “Where a police officer receives from his or her superiors (head officers) (immediate ordirect) or other authorized officials obviously unlawful orders, commands and executive orders, the policeofficer shall be obliged to be guided only by the requirements of law and inform his or her superiorthereof.”(8): “[…] whereas failure to fulfil the obviously unlawful order or executive order shall exempt the policeofficer�from�liability.”Armenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 102: “Individual police must act lawfully at all times and where they know the action expected ofthem (order) is clearly unlawful they must be allowed to refuse to obey that order and have a means ofreporting�such�requests.”Ecuador:�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2014Art.�9:�“Order�in�violation�of�the�law�on�the�use�of�forceNo police official can be subject to any proceedings or sanctions for refusing to carry out an unlawfulorder to use force that is manifestly unconstitutional or obviously unconstitutional or illegal, or wouldconstitute a criminal offence; such an order – besides not being executed – shall be immediatelyreported�to�the�superior�of�the�person�who�issued�the�unlawful�order.”Indonesia:�INP�Regulation�No.�8/2009Art 56 (2): “Every INP member who disobeys any order from their superior which clearly violates the lawhas�the�right�for�legal�immunity.”See also Georgia, Police Code of Ethics (2013), Art. 2.9 (3); Indonesia, INP Regulation on the Use offorce�in�Police�Action,�No.�1/2009,�Art.�13�(2,�3).
3.2.3 Responsibility of commanding and superior officers
Domestic legislation should also establish the responsibility of commanding and superior officers – not onlywhen they have given an unlawful order, but also when they have not prevented unlawful acts from beingcommitted.
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Basic Principle 24“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that superior officers are held responsible ifthey know, or should have known, that law enforcement officials under their command are resorting, orhave resorted, to the unlawful use of force and firearms, and they did not take all measures in their powerto�prevent,�suppress�or�report�such�use.�[...]”



Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Law�on�Police,�2001Art. 38, part 8: “Police officers having committed a deliberate crime upon obviously unlawful order orexecutive order, as well as the officials rendering unlawful executive orders or orders shall be subject toliability�under�general�principles�[...].”Armenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 101: “Authorizing Officers, commanders and cumulative decision making bodies remain account-able�for�their�actions.”Bulgaria:�Code�of�Ethics�for�State�Officials,�2013Art. 45: “A state official, when acting as an authority, who has confirmed an order or command, takes onhis�own�responsibility�if�it�is�determined�unlawful.�[…]”Cyprus:�Police�Code�of�Ethics,�2003Art. 12: “Police personnel, at all levels and regardless of rank are personally responsible and accountablefor�their�own�actions,�omissions�or�for�the�orders�issued�to�subordinates.”Art. 13: “Cyprus Police has a hierarchical structure, which provides for a clear chain of command withinthe Police. It is always possible to determine the Superior Officer, ultimately responsible for the acts oromissions�of�police�personnel.”�[emphasis�added]Indonesia:�INP�Regulation�No.�8/2009Art.�57:�“(6)�Every�INP�official�is�responsible�for�every�consequence�of�their�orders.(7) The responsibilities for any consequence of any duty mentioned in article (6) include criminal andadministration�responsibilities.”Indonesia:�INP�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�in�Police�Action,�01/2009Art. 13 (4): “The commander who gives INP personnel an order to use force in a police action shall beheld accountable for the risks/results of the force used, when the ordered INP personnel does not deviatefrom�the�given�directions.”United Kingdom: Northern Ireland, Policy Directive PD 07/07 on Public Order and the Use of Force, 20073.�Introduction�[…]�(4)�Role�of�the�Ombudsman�[…]�(e):“The scope of the investigation […] will not only include the circumstances of any injury to, or death of anyperson, but also the circumstances leading up to the event and all the surrounding issues such as themanagement of the incident and planning of the operation. Police officers responsible for the planningand control of operations, where the use of force is a possibility, shall so far as possible plan and controlthem to minimize recourse to force, in particular, potentially lethal force. Consideration shall be given dur-ing the�planning�of�an�operation�to�the�need�for�medical�assistance�to�be�available.”�[emphasis added]
Lack of knowledge may not serve as an excuse when superior officers have failed to exercise proper supervi-sion and control. Commanding and superior officers should be held liable both when they knew and when theyought to have known that their subordinates committed or were about to commit a criminal act and they didnot take action to prevent such act. They should also incur liability when they have failed to take measures tobring�those�responsible�for�such�acts�before�competent�investigative�authorities.
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“82. This framework must include criminal, administrative and disciplinary sanctions. Modes of criminalaccountability must include command or superior responsibility. The general existence of laws is notenough to ensure accountability of State officials – special measures are needed to ensure that those inoffice�are�held�responsible.”



Illustrative country examplesUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2013):�Legal�framework�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/legal-framework/Improper�and�unlawful�force“Commanders and supervisory officers will be held responsible if, they know, or should have known, throughthe proper discharge of their duties, that officers under their command are resorting, or have resorted, tothe�unlawful�use�of�force,�and�they�did�not�take�all�reasonable�measures�to�prevent�or�report�such�use.”United States: Bonsignore v. City of N.Y.,521 F. Supp. 394 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 3, 1981) [retrieved from:Fischler,�et�al.�(2011)]“The city was found negligent because, in part, the officer ‘was never identified as a problem officer,despite his displaying many of the signs that should have flagged him as having mental or emotionalproblems …’ The Court held that a law enforcement department must take reasonable precautions to hireand�or�retain�officers�who�are�psychologically�fit�for�duty.”
3.2.4 Conduct of criminal investigations
The criminal investigation must respect the fair trial rights48 of the law enforcement official and must be car-ried out in an effective, prompt, impartial and independent manner. In most countries, criminal investigationsare carried out by the police, sometimes under the supervision and control of the prosecutor or an investigat-ing judge. Even when the investigation is conducted by the prosecution office, its daily working relationshipwith the police means that there is a considerable risk that the investigation might be carried out in a partisanmanner where the suspected perpetrator of the crime is a police officer, and that the prosecution office mightseek to clear the police officer from any accusations. Strong safeguards need to be put in place to preventsuch�partiality�of�the�investigation.
Such�safeguards�may�be:– In countries where the initial investigations are normally carried out by the police, this should be done bya special unit in charge of investigating possible offences by police officers, which does not have anypersonal�or�professional�ties�to�the�officer(s)�whose�conduct�is�being�investigated.

Illustrative country exampleIn The Netherlands, the National Police Internal Investigations Department (Rijksrecherche), thoughbeing part of the Dutch Police, is a separate, highly specialised investigation service under the directcontrol of the General Prosecutor (College van procureurs-generaal), thus not under any control by thepolice hierarchy. It is responsible for handling complaints about the conduct of government officialsand public servants. As regards to the area of the use of force, the Rijsksrecherche routinely investi-gates cases involving serious injury or death following the use of firearms by the police. The sameapplies in the event of a detainee’s death in prison or a police station. (However, less serious inci-dents�will�still�be�investigated�by�the�normal�police�themselves.)– see:�https://www.om.nl/algemeen/english/about-the-public/organisation-the/.
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48 For�more�detail�on�these�rights,�see�Amnesty�International,�Fair�Trial�Manual,�Second�Edition,�POL�30/002/2014.



– Special�supervision�to�prevent�any�partiality�in�the�investigation.
Illustrative country exampleUruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 36 (2): “When the accused or the complainant is a police officer, the competent authorities shalltake the necessary supervisory measures in order to guarantee the proper management of informationand�of�the�entire�proceedings�by�the�police.”

– A special�prosecutor�in�charge�of�overseeing/conducting�investigations�against�law�enforcement�officials.– The opportunity for victims of the use of force to directly press charges themselves or to be effectively rep-resented by public prosecutorial authorities in doing so. At a minimum in cases where the investigatingauthorities decide not to continue the investigation or decide not to prosecute the law enforcement official,victims should have the right to have that decision reviewed by court. They should also be able to effectivelyparticipate�in�every�stage�of�the�proceedings.
Illustrative country exampleGermany:�Criminal�Procedure�Code,�1987Art.172: If dissatisfied with the conclusion of the prosecution not to bring a case to trial, a victim ofany offence (including offences committed by a law enforcement official), may appeal to court tohave�the�decision�reviewed�with�a�view�to�have�the�case�admitted�for�criminal�trial.

– Obligatory reporting to external oversight bodies: to prevent any cover-up of unlawful police conduct by theinvestigating authority, a number of countries have also established obligatory reporting by police agenciesto�external�oversight�bodies�–�at�least�for�the�most�serious�issues.
Illustrative country exampleSouth�Africa:�Independent�Police�Investigative�Directorate�Act,�2011“28.�The�Directorate�must�investigate(a)�any�deaths�in�police�custody;(b)�deaths�as�a�result�of�police�actions;(c)�any�complaint�relating�to�the�discharge�of�an�official�firearm�by�any�police�officer;(d)�rape�by�a�police�officer,�whether�the�police�officer�is�on�or�off�duty;(e)�rape�of�any�person�while�that�person�is�in�police�custody;(f)�any�complaint�of�torture�or�assault�against�a�police�officer�in�the�execution�of�his�or�her�duties;[…]29. (I) The Station Commander, or any member of the South African Police Service or MunicipalPolice�Service�must-(a) immediately after becoming aware, notify the Directorate of any matters referred to in section28(l)(a)�to�(f);�and(b) within 24 hours thereafter, submit a written report to the Directorate in the prescribed form andmanner�of�any�matter�as�contemplated�in�paragraph�(a).[…]”See also for instance Kenya, National Police Service Act No. 11A, 2011, Sixth schedule [Sect.61(2)],�A.5; United�Kingdom, Police�Reform�Act�2002�(Chapter�30),�Schedule�3.
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– Furthermore, appropriate procedures must be established to ensure that evidence will be preserved andthoroughly�gathered�and�all�possible�additional�safeguards�are�put�in�place.
Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Post-deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/post-deployment/Post-incident�proceduresprovides for a complete procedure of post-incident management for any situations in which: “therehas been a discharge of a weapon by the police (including those involving a conventional firearm orless�lethal�weapon),�whether�intentional�or�unintentional�which�has,�or�may�have:– resulted in death or serious injury, – these will be subject to mandatory referral to the IPCC [i.e. theIndependent�Police�Complaints�Commission]�or�another�independent�investigative�authority�(IIA)– revealed�failings�in�command– caused�danger�to�officers�or�the�public.”

These procedures should in particular regulate the preservation of the scene of the incident, establishingwhether�people�were�injured,�and�the�correct�handling�of�dead�bodies.
Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 98: “Where practicable all injuries that are alleged to have been caused during the use of force,special means or use of firearms should be recorded and photographs taken. This should include anyinjuries�to�the�police.”India:�Kerala�Police�Act,�2011Sect. 50: “Action in respect of injury of those in police custody.– When any person is taken intoPolice custody in a physically injured condition or any person who is physically injured due to the useof force by a police officer complains about his physical injury or the matter of sustaining injurycomes to the notice of the police officer such person shall be taken before the nearest qualified medi-cal practitioner and the medical practitioner shall seek and understand about the injury and the man-ner�of�its�causation�and�record�the�same�and�shall�render�necessary�treatment:Provided that such person is medically fit to be taken before a Magistrate, he shall be produced bythe Station House Officer before the Judicial Magistrate having jurisdiction or before an ExecutiveMagistrate if it is outside the jurisdiction of such Judicial Magistrate and the said Magistrate shallseek�and�understand�details�of�the�injured�in�respect�of�the�matter�in�which�the�injury�was�caused:Provided further that the injured is not in a condition to be produced before a Magistrate, the detailsof the incident and circumstances shall be furnished forthwith by the Station House Officer to suchMagistrate and a copy of the said report shall be given to the medical officer and the injured andproper�acknowledgement�shall�be�obtained�from�them�in�writing.”The Lagos State (Nigeria) Coroners’ System Law of 2007 provides for the creation of the Office ofChief Coroner (a judge of the High Court) and for the appointment of District Coroners as well as aChief Medical Examiner (CME) and District Medical Examiners (appointed by the CME, who musthave qualifications and experience in forensic pathology). The law provides that a coroner shall holdan inquest whenever he or she is informed of a death in a number of circumstances, including a vio-lent, unnatural or other suspicious death or any death occurring in police custody. The Chief MedicalExaminer shall, among other things, perform a postmortem examination following a death in thesecircumstances and “establish the cause and manner of death of any person within his Districtreferred to him by an order issued by the Coroner.” The Medical Examiner is therefore required todetermine not only the medical process by which death was caused, but also the manner in which the
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death came about. In addition, the Medical Examiner shall “write detailed post-mortem examinationreports with formulation of conclusions, opinions or testimony to be tendered as evidence duringinquest proceedings. Bodies may only be preserved by embalming after the autopsy is completed(Article�16).�(Source:�Amnesty�International,�Nigeria:�No�Justice�for�the�Dead,�AFR44/001/2013).United�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Post-deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/post-deployment/contains concrete instructions regarding the management of the incident scene (Management at thescene).
The UN Model Protocol for a Legal Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions (The“Minnesota Protocol”) provides detailed guidelines on how the investigation into suspected extra-legal,arbitrary and summary executions should be conducted, including crime scene preservation, body exami-nation,�processing�evidence�etc.49

– The official concerned should be suspended from duty or at the very least be transferred to a position inwhich there is no contact with the public (and with those conducting the investigation), until the investiga-tion�is�concluded.�This�should�not�be�seen�as�a�punishment,�but�just�as�a�normal�part�of�the�procedure.50
3.2.5 Penalties
A criminal investigation process can only contribute to accountability and preventing a climate of impunity forhuman rights violations if law enforcement officials who are found guilty of a criminal offence receive penal-ties commensurate with the seriousness of their offence. Effective accountability also requires that investiga-tions and proceedings must be carried out and – if appropriate – penalties must be imposed in a timely man-ner: when the conclusion of a trial and imposition of penalties is unduly delayed, sometimes even for years,the�deterrent�effect�on�other�law�enforcement�officials�is�likely�to�be�reduced.

Illustrative country examplesArgentina:�Penal�Code,�1984Article 80 (on homicide, with imprisonment or life imprisonment as penalties), subsection 9 establishesas an aggravating factor the fact that a homicide is committed abusing the authority of being a memberof�the�security�or�police�forces�or�of�the�penitentiary�system.
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European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT), CPT/Inf/E (2002) – Rev. 2015p. 107: “41. It is axiomatic that no matter how effective an investigation may be, it will be of little avail ifthe sanctions imposed for ill-treatment are inadequate. When ill-treatment has been proven, the impositionof a suitable penalty should follow. This will have a very strong dissuasive effect. Conversely, the impositionof light sentences can only engender a climate of impunity. Of course, judicial authorities are independ-ent, and hence free to fix, within the parameters set by law, the sentence in any given case. However, viathose parameters, the intent of the legislator must be clear: that the criminal justice system should adopta firm attitude with regard to torture and other forms of ill-treatment. Similarly, sanctions imposed fol-lowing�the�determination�of�disciplinary�culpability�should�be�commensurate�to�the�gravity�of�the�case.”

49 See also: United Nations Manual on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions,UN Doc. E/ST/CSDHA/.12 (1991); International Committee of the Red Cross, Guidelines for investigating deaths in custody, Geneva2013.50 Unfortunately, there are still many situations in which law enforcement officials accused of serious wrongdoings remain on duty, andthus have ample opportunity to influence an investigation. This also fosters an environment in which the use of force and firearms isnot considered a particularly serious issue. In some instances, provisional or preventive measures are even explicitly excluded beforea criminal sentence is pronounced in judicial proceedings (except for extreme cases of obvious unlawful behaviour); see for instanceParaguay, Manual�on�the�use�of�force�by�the�National�Police,�2011,�Sect.�IV.



Germany:�Penal�Code,�1998Art. 340 establishes as a specific offence the commission of bodily harm in the exercise of duty bypublic�servants�(which�includes�law�enforcement�officials).
3.3 Disciplinary investigation
3.3.1 Purpose and conduct of the investigation
Human rights violations committed by law enforcement officials will not always amount to a criminal offence,but they will still require to be addressed in an internal disciplinary process. As a result, the area of focus ofdisciplinary proceedings may differ according to whether or not the case is also subject to criminal proceedings:
If the use of force by the law enforcement official did not amount to a criminal offence, but was in violation ofinternal regulations or was otherwise inappropriate, a disciplinary investigation should be carried out in orderto take the necessary corrective measures: these can vary from obliging the law enforcement official to takepart in a special training or a coaching process, to disciplinary penalties (demotion, postponement of promo-tion, not granting scheduled benefits, through up to dismissal). In addition, in some cases, the revision of pro-cedures�or�regulations�might�be�required�as�well.
If a criminal offence has been committed, a disciplinary process needs to establish whether there is a need foradditional�internal�measures,�e.g.:– to�prevent�any�reoccurrence�of�such�an�act�(e.g.�establish�a�special�supervision�process);– to determine whether the law enforcement official can still be considered suitable for the position he or sheholds (e.g. in contact with the public, in contact with a specific group of people, in a particular stressfulenvironment);�or– to determine whether the conduct demonstrated must lead to the conclusion that the law enforcement offi-cial�is�no�longer�suitable�to�be�a�member�of�the�law�enforcement�agency.

Illustrative country exampleUruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 170: “(Responsibility for non-compliance).– Non-compliance with the norms established in thislaw will lead to the application of corresponding administrative sanctions, irrespective of the penal orcivil�liability�to�be�determined�by�the�judiciary.In particular, the non-compliance with rules of a prohibitive character is considered serious miscon-duct�and�carries�the�related�disciplinary�consequences.”
Disciplinary proceedings, too, need to contain appropriate procedural safeguards: the law enforcement officialshould have the opportunity to defend him/herself either in person or by a legal representative, and receivefair�treatment.
Finally, the disciplinary process should never preclude any criminal investigation. Where there is an indicationthat the conduct of a law enforcement official may have amounted to a criminal offence, this cannot simplybe dealt with in an internal disciplinary process. Furthermore, any disciplinary process should not be con-ducted in such a way that it negatively affects either the right to a fair trial of the law enforcement official orthe�admissibility�of�evidence�in�the�criminal�trial.
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3.3.2 Penalties and other measures
Disciplinary sanctions imposed should be commensurate with the seriousness of the committed offence orfault.�All�too�often,�disciplinary�systems�focus�more�on�maintaining�good�order�within�the�agency�than�on�pro-fessional behaviour during law enforcement operations (e.g. an untidy uniform may sometimes be followed byharsher�disciplinary�measures�than�force�used�in�violation�of�the�law�or�regulations).
Particularly in cases in which the unlawful use of force represents an act of serious misconduct, this mustalso have an influence on the disciplinary and administrative proceedings, which must include the option forthe law enforcement official to be dismissed from service. This would not present an undue double penalty forthe same offence, but is justified by the fact that such a person is no longer suitable to be a law enforcementofficial – a decision which, if it does not follow automatically by law as a result of the criminal sentence,would�have�to�be�taken�in�the�course�of�the�disciplinary�proceedings.

Illustrative country exampleGermany:�Penal�Code,�1998Art. 358 explicitly mentions the power of the Court – apart from imposing a criminal sanction – todeprive�the�public�servant�of�his�or�her�ability�to�hold�a�public�function.
Even when the use of force did not amount to a criminal offence, but was otherwise in violation of internalprocedures�and�standing�orders,�other�disciplinary�measures,�including�penalties,�might�be�necessary.
Finally, the disciplinary investigation process may lead to the identification of a broad range of other, moregeneral, measures which must be taken when law enforcement action has failed to meet the high standardsrequired by the law and by the profession, such as the revision of internal procedures; the adaptation of trainingprogrammes;�enhanced�control,�supervision�and�coaching;�changes�in�equipment�etc. [see also�Chapter�10].
3.4 Independent, impartial external oversight
3.4.1 Purpose
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/14/24 Add. 8 (2010)“3. Without external oversight, police are essentially left to police themselves. Victims are often reluctanteven to report abuse directly to police, for fear of reprisals, or simply because they do not believe a seri-ous investigation will result. Especially in cases of intentional unlawful killings, purely internal complaintand investigation avenues make it all too easy for the police to cover up wrongdoing, to claim that killingswere lawful, to fail to refer cases for criminal prosecution, or to hand down only minor disciplinary mea-sures�for�serious�offences.”Baldeón-García v. Perú, (Section C, No. 147), Inter-American Court of Human Rights (2006)“94. Such investigation must be conducted using all legal means available and should be aimed atestablishing the truth and conducting the investigation, search, arrest, trial, and punishment of all mas-terminds�and�actual�perpetrators�of�the�crimes,�especially�when�State�officials�are�or�may�be�involved.95. In order for a death investigation to be effective, it is essential that the persons in charge of suchinvestigation be independent, de jure and de facto, of the ones involved in the case. This requires notonly�hierarchical�or�institutional�independence,�but�also�actual�independence.



As mentioned above, there is a great need to prevent the possibility that law enforcement officials can escapefrom being held accountable for the unlawful use of force – whether investigations are not carried out at all,are unduly delayed, or are carried out in a partisan manner attempting to clear the law enforcement officialfrom�any�charges.
It is therefore important that an independent external mechanism can look into at least the most seriousmatters�related�to�the�use�of�force�and�firearms�–�in�particular�where�death�or�serious�injury�occurred.
3.4.2 Mandate and powers

The independent oversight body should be mandated to investigate at least the most serious incidents toestablish�individual�and�command�responsibility�as�well�as�institutional�failures�and�deficiencies.51
To�this�purpose�it�should�be�able�to�carry�out�its�own�investigation:– independently�of�whether�a�criminal�investigation�has�started;– in�response�to�a�complaint�by�a�person�affected�or�a�report�of�a�witness;– on�its�own�initiative;�or– as a result of a report to that body by the law enforcement agency. In particular, any serious incidentsinvolving the use of force (e.g. where death and injury occurred or when a firearm was discharged) shouldbe�subjected�to�obligatory�reporting�by�the�law�enforcement�agency.
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“84. Independent, external oversight of police is a best practice. However, mere establishment of anexternal oversight body itself is insufficient. An effective external police oversight agency requires thenecessary powers, resources, independence, transparency and reporting, community and political sup-port, and civil society involvement. In addition, a high degree of transparency is also required to ensurethe�long-term�success�of�the�oversight�agency.”

96. In this sense, based on the United Nations Manual on the Effective Prevention and Investigation ofExtra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions, this Court has specified the guiding principles that mustbe observed when a death incident is deemed to have been the result of an extrajudicial execution. TheState authorities conducting an investigation shall, inter alia, a) identify the victim; b) collect and pre-serve evidence related to the death in order to assist with any investigation; c) identify possible witnessesand obtain testimonies in relation to the death under investigation; d) determine the cause, manner,place and time of death, as well as any pattern or practice which may have brought about such death, ande) distinguish between natural death, accidental death, suicide and homicide. In addition, it is necessarythat a thorough investigation of the crime scene be conducted and rigorous autopsies and analyses ofhuman�remains�be�performed�by�competent�professionals,�using�the�best�available�procedures.97. Any deficiency or fault in the investigation affecting the ability to determine the cause of death or toidentify the actual perpetrators or masterminds of the crime will constitute failure to comply with theobligation�to�protect�the�right�to�life.”

51 More details on important elements to be considered when setting up an independent oversight mechanism: Amnesty International,Dutch�Section,�Police�oversight�(2015).



Illustrative country exampleUnited Kingdom: England and Wales, IPCC Statutory Guidance to the police service on the handling ofcomplaints,�2015Sect. 8 (p. 42) lists a number of acts or offences which must obligatorily be referred to the IndependentPolice Complaints Commission. These include all cases where death or serious injury occurred, but alsoother serious offences, such as serious assault, serious sexual offences, serious corruption, criminaloffences�for�which�the�possible�sentence�is�imprisonment�for�seven�years�or�more,�etc.
In view of possible criminal proceedings, the investigation should be carried out in a manner that does notaffect the right to a fair trial of the law enforcement official concerned or the admissibility of evidence for thecriminal trial. Rules for thorough evidence gathering should be established similar to the ones presentedabove [see Chapter 3.2.4], in line with those set out in the UN Model Protocol for a Legal Investigation ofExtra-legal,�Arbitrary�and�Summary�Executions�(The�“Minnesota�Protocol”).
Furthermore, the independent oversight mechanism should have the authority to monitor the criminal investi-gation and prosecutorial process and to oversee disciplinary proceedings in order to prevent any partiality orundue�delays.
Full�cooperation�with�the�investigation�by�the�law�enforcement�agency�must�be�guaranteed.
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Nadege Dorzema et al. v. Dominican Republic (Series C No. 251), Inter-American Court of Human Rights (2012)“101. The general prohibition for State officials to arbitrarily deprive life would be ineffective if no proce-dures existed to verify the legality of the use of lethal force exercised by State agents. The Court hasunderstood that the general obligation to guarantee the human rights established in the [Inter-American]Convention [of Human Rights], contained in Article 1(1) thereof, includes the obligation to investigateviolations of the substantive right that must be safeguarded, protected or guaranteed. This general obli-gation is particularly significant in cases where lethal force has been used. As soon as the State is awarethat its security agents have used firearms with deadly consequences, it is obliged to initiate ex officioand without delay, a serious, independent, impartial and effective investigation […] This obligation isa fundamental and conditioning element for the protection of the right to life that is negated in thesesituations.”Nachova and Others v. Bulgaria (43577/98 and 43579/98), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber (2005)“110. The obligation to protect the right to life under Article 2 of the [the European] Convention [onHuman Rights], read in conjunction with the State’s general duty under Article 1 of the Convention to‘secure to everyone within [its] jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in [the] Convention’, requiresby implication that there should be some form of effective official investigation when individuals havebeen killed as a result of the use of force […]. The essential purpose of such an investigation is to securethe effective implementation of the domestic laws safeguarding the right to life and, in those casesinvolving State agents or bodies, to ensure their accountability for deaths occurring under their responsi-bility�[...].111. The authorities must act of their own motion once the matter has come to their attention. They cannotleave it to the initiative of the next-of-kin either to lodge a formal complaint or to request particular linesof�inquiry�or�investigative�procedures�[...].112. For an investigation into alleged unlawful killing by State agents to be effective, the personsresponsible for and carrying out the investigation must be independent and impartial, in law and inpractice�[…].



3.5 Reporting and control
In order for the different components of the accountability system mentioned above to work effectively, obliga-tory�reporting�and�control�measures�are�required.
3.5.1 Reporting
Systematic�reporting�should�be�obligatory�as�follows:– Any use of force, any drawing of a firearm as a means of warning, and any pointing of a firearm against aperson (even without any injury caused) should be reported to the superior in order to allow for the assess-ment of appropriateness and lawfulness of the action, so that any necessary corrective measures (instruc-tions,�training,�or�disciplinary�measures)�can�be�taken [see also�Chapter�10.3].– In addition, it is considered good practice that such cases should also be reported to an independent exter-nal oversight body. This would allow this body to identify – over time – problematic patterns within anagency�or�a�specific�department�or�unit�or�point�to�problematic�operational�policies�or�practices.

Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Art.�XI�establishes�obligatory�reporting�in�case�of�any�use�of�force�during�public�order:“116. Information regarding the use of special means during mass disorder and any discharge of afirearm by the police whilst performing their lawful duties should be referred to the Independent over-sight�body�as�a�matter�of�course.”�[emphasis�added]
– Any discharge of a firearm, even if no person was harmed, should be reported to the superior and the inde-pendent�oversight�body [see�also�Chapter�5.7].– Any situation in which death or serious injury occurred should be reported to the superior, to the authoritiescompetent to determine whether a criminal investigation needs to be opened, and to the independent exter-nal�oversight�body [see�also�Chapter�5.7�and�Chapter�10.3].
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions UN Doc. A/HRC/14/24/Add.8, 2010“74. […] Police should be required by law to report all deaths in police custody or due to police action tothe�external�agency,�and�there�should�be�penalties�for�delayed�or�non-reporting.”

113. The investigation must also be effective in the sense that it is capable of leading to a determinationof whether the force used was or was not justified in the circumstances and to the identification and pun-ishment of those responsible […] The authorities must have taken the reasonable steps available to themto secure the evidence concerning the incident, including, inter alia, eye-witness testimony and forensicevidence.�[…]”



Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Law�on�Police,�2001Art. 29 part 8 establishes the obligation of the police to inform the prosecutor of any case of death, orserious�injury.Kenya:�National�Police�Service�Act�No.�11A,�2011Sixth schedule [Sect. 61(2)], A.5: “Any use of force that leads to death, serious injury and othergrave consequences shall be reported immediately by the officer in charge or another direct superior ofthe person who caused the death or injury, to the Independent Police Oversight Authority who shallinvestigate�the�case.”In The�Netherlands,all incidents in which firearms were used and death or serious injury occurred are automatically inves-tigated by the separate investigative police unit operating under the control of the Public ProsecutionService�(Rijksrecherche) [on�the�Rijksrecherche�see�above�Chapter�3.2.4].South�Africa:�Correctional�Services�Act,�1998[Definition of “correctional centre” inserted by s. 1 (e) of Act No. 25 of 2008 gives a broad definitionand�includes�any�place�of�detention]“15. Death in correctional centre.– (1) Where an inmate dies and a medical practitioner cannot cer-tify that the death was due to natural causes, the Head of the Correctional Centre must in terms ofsection�2�of�the�Inquests�Act,�1959�(Act�No.�58�of�1959),�report�such�death.(2) Any death in a correctional centre must be reported forthwith to the Inspecting Judge who maycarry�out�or�instruct�the�National�Commissioner�to�conduct�any�enquiry.(3) The Head of the Correctional Centre must forthwith inform the next of kin of the inmate who hasdied�or,�if�the�next�of�kin�are�unknown,�any�other�relative.”United�Kingdom:�Police�Reform�Act�2002�(Chapter�30)�Schedule�3§13(1): “It shall be the duty of a police authority or a chief officer to refer a recordable conduct mat-ter to the Commission [i.e. the Independent Police Complaints Commission] if, in a case […] in whichthe authority or chief officer is the appropriate authority – (a) that matter relates to any incident or cir-cumstances�in�or�in�consequence�of�which�any�person�has�died�or�suffered�serious�injury;�[…].”
– The same should apply where the circumstances give reason to believe that the conduct may haveamounted�to�a�criminal�offence�(even�if�the�incident�did�not�lead�to�death�or�injury).

Illustrative country exampleEcuador:�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2014Art. 31 (5): “A superior who has knowledge of unlawful use of force is responsible to report this to thecompetent�–�judicial�or�administrative�–�authority.”
– Any person affected by the use of force should be entitled to complain to any of the three tiers of theaccountability system (the law enforcement agency itself, the authorities in charge of criminal investiga-tions,�and�the�independent�external�oversight�body).
3.5.2 Other control measures: Identification of law enforcement officials/body-worn cameras
To allow the different accountability bodies to carry out their investigations properly, it is indispensable thatlaw enforcement officials who have used force can be identified. This means that when in contact with thepublic every police officer should wear a visible tag – either with his or her name on it or with a number identi-fying him or her personally. These tags should be visible in all circumstances and not be covered by otherparts�of�clothing�or�by�special�protective�gear�during�public�order�situations.
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Illustrative country exampleUnited Kingdom: Report of the Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland (“Patten Com-mission”),�1999Recommendation 72 “Officers’ identification numbers should be clearly visible on their protective cloth-ing,�just�as�they�should�be�on�regular�uniforms.�[§.9.18]”
Another important question with regard to accountability is whether police officers should systematically wearbody cameras. Such a decision needs to be taken on an individual basis taking into account the circum-stances�of�each�situation.�The�following�aspects�should�be�considered:52– Privacy and human dignity can be seriously affected, putting people filmed in a very uncomfortablesituation, e.g. if persons are filmed in humiliating circumstances or if they are victims of domestic violence,sexual�violence�or�rape.– If the cameras are only switched on by the law enforcement officials when they consider it necessary, thismay lead to biased and selective video recording, e.g. if what happened before or after a particular momentor incident was not recorded. (However, if these cameras are permanently switched on, this might not onlybecome unmanageable in terms of reviewing such a large quantity of recordings at a later stage, but itmight also affect dignity and privacy of officers when they are under constant surveillance during their workeven�when�going�to�toilet�or�having�a�short�private�talk�with�somebody.)– Another question of privacy has to do with the possible storage and further use of the video records ata later stage. This would also need to be carefully regulated by law in order not to allow for the unlawfulstorage and retention of records which could become a de facto surveillance data base, which may violatethe rights to privacy of the persons filmed – in particular, but not only, if the cameras are linked with facialrecognition�programmes�and�police�databases.

Explanatory note: Clearly, privacy today has become quite a relative concept with people being able to takefootage of any situation with the cameras of their mobile phones and post it on the internet. Nevertheless, if it isthe state making and storing such video recordings, this has completely different implications in view of thehuman rights obligations that the state must respect and the greater powers of the state to use such footage ina way that will affect human rights.
– If used in the context of policing assemblies, body-worn cameras can have a chilling effect on the exerciseof the right to peaceful assembly, as they may dissuade people from participating in demonstrationsbecause they want to avoid their images being captured by the police – for example in contexts in which theimages might be used by the police for the purpose of later prosecuting them for the mere fact of havingparticipated�in�the�assembly.– However, it could be a life saving measure in circumstances where there is frequent use of lethal force bylaw�enforcement�officials�and�the�body-worn�camera�might�have�a�dissuasive�effect.
Thus a decision on if, how, and when to use body-worn cameras needs to be taken by carefully balancingthe costs and benefits, in particular in terms of human rights, taking into account the specific context in whichthe law enforcement agency operates and applying the principle of proportionality. In some contexts, thelife-saving aspect might become so important that other human rights considerations become of secondaryimportance and the use of body-worn cameras might be justified. In other situations, the risk that such videorecordings might result in excessive surveillance by the state could lead to a decision not to use them (at leastnot in a systematic way).
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52 On the advantages and concerns regarding body-worn camera’s see also Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc.A/HRC/29/37,�2015.



In any case, it is important to stress that wearing body cameras will not contribute to improving human rightscompliance without the support of a legal and operational framework in which law enforcement officials areeffectively�held�accountable�for�their�actions.
3.6 Victims’ rights

3.6.1 Medical assistance and notification of family or friends
Law enforcement officials are obliged, immediately after having resorted to the use of force, to take care ofthose who are injured or otherwise affected, to ensure that they receive medical and other assistance and thattheir�families�and�friends�are�notified.Illustrative country examplesAlbania:�Law�No.�108/2014�on�State�PoliceArt.�89:�“Other�dutiesEmployees�of�the�Police�have�the�following�duties�when�exercising�their�competences:[…]c) to seek medical care and to take such measures as are reasonably practicable to protect the life andhealth�of�a�person�who�is�in�his�care,�or�whom�he�injured�while�undertaking�measures�while�on�duty.”Art.�133�Use�of�force[…] “(4) The injured shall be provided help, including medical assistance when force is applied, in caseswhere�this�is�necessary�and�possible.”Armenia:�Law�on�Police,�2001Art. 29 obliges to provide for medical aid to anybody injured (part 5 (2)), and to inform close relatives incase�of�injuries�or�death�(part�5�(3)).Armenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Art.�IX.�Responsibilities�of�the�Police�(p.�21�of�the�pdf)“97. All persons who have been injured as a result of use of force, special means or use of firearmsshould�be�provided�with�initial�medical�treatment�and�where�necessary�access�to�further�treatment.�[…]99. The police have a responsibility to notify the relatives of any injured party and to disclose their cur-rent�location,�i.e.�street,�hospital�or�police�premises.”
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Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:[...] (c) Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any injured or affected persons at theearliest�possible�moment;(d) Ensure that relatives or close friends of the injured or affected person are notified at the earliestpossible�moment.�[...]”Basic Principle 23“Persons affected by the use of force and firearms or their legal representatives shall have access to anindependent process, including a judicial process. In the event of the death of such persons, this provi-sion�shall�apply�to�their�dependants�accordingly.”Furthermore, in case the use of force presents a criminal offence or might be considered an abuse ofpower the UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power(A/Res/30/34)�needs�to�be�given�due�consideration.



Czech�Republic:�Act�Regulating�the�Police,�2008Sect.�57�(1)�obliges�to�render�first�aid�after�use�of�coercive�means.Portugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter�2,�4�(e)�on�chemical�irritants:“Individuals exposed to incapacitating substances shall be given, as soon as possible, the opportunity towash�and�remove�residues�off�their�affected�body�parts,�as�well�as�medical�assistance�if�needed.”See also: Azerbaijan, Police Act 1999, Section 27(5); United States, Santa Barbara Use of Force PolicyManual�(2013),�Art.�300.4.2.
3.6.2 The right to complain and to be involved in the proceedings
Affected persons must be entitled to complain about any alleged unlawful use of force and to be involved inand�informed�about�the�investigation�proceedings.

Illustrative country examplesAustralia:�Victims�Rights�and�Support�Act,�2013“6.4�Information�about�investigation�of�the�crimeA victim will, on request, be informed of the progress of the investigation of the crime, unless the disclo-sure�might�jeopardise�the�investigation.�In�that�case,�the�victim�will�be�informed�accordingly.6.5�Information�about�prosecution�of�accused(1)�A�victim�will�be�informed�in�a�timely�manner�of�the�following:(a)�the�charges�laid�against�the�accused�or�the�reasons�for�not�laying�charges,(b) any decision of the prosecution to modify or not to proceed with charges laid against the accused,including any decision to accept a plea of guilty by the accused to a less serious charge in return for a fulldischarge�with�respect�to�the�other�charges,(c)�the�date�and�place�of�hearing�of�any�charge�laid�against�the�accused,(d) the outcome of the criminal proceedings against the accused (including proceedings on appeal) andthe�sentence�(if�any)�imposed.(2) A victim will be consulted before a decision referred to in paragraph (b) above is taken if the accusedhas been charged with a serious crime that involves sexual violence or that results in actual bodily harmor�psychological�or�psychiatric�harm�to�the�victim,�unless:(a)�the�victim�has�indicated�that�he�or�she�does�not�wish�to�be�so�consulted,�or(b)�the�whereabouts�of�the�victim�cannot�be�ascertained�after�reasonable�inquiry.”Austria:�Code�of�Criminal�Procedure,�1975Art.�106:�“Appeal�against�violation�of�rights(1) Any person, who claims to have suffered a violation of a personal right by the criminal investigationpolice or the prosecution in the course of the criminal investigation is entitled to an appeal to the court, if[…] 2. an investigation or coercion measure was ordered or applied in violation of the norms of the presentcode.”Ireland:�Garda�Síochána�Act,�2005Part III establishes the Ombudsman Commission, and addresses in Part 4 Complaints, Investigationsand�other�Procedures.Art. 91 establishes the proceedings to be followed by the Ombudsman in case of complaints concerningdeath�of,�or�serious�injury�to,�a�person.Art. 103 (1)(a)(i) obliges the Ombudsman to keep the complainant informed of progress and result ofinvestigation.United�Kingdom:�England�and�Wales,�The�Police�(Conduct)�Regulations,�2012Regulations in case of an allegation indicating that the conduct of a police officer may amount to miscon-duct or gross misconduct: Art. 30 – The complainant has the right to attend the misconduct proceedings.
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The�NetherlandsThe Rijksrecherche (the National police investigation office in charge of investigating – among others –cases of death or serious injury in the course of police operations) appoints a family liaison officer insuch cases to keep contact with the family of a victim, to clarify the investigative process, to correctwrong�information�that�might�be�circulating�in�the�public�domain�etc.
3.6.3 Compensation/Reparation
Victims should be entitled to effective reparation, including compensation for the harm suffered. This shouldbe granted in all cases where it is established that the harm suffered was the result of the unlawful resort tothe use of force by a law enforcement official – irrespective of whether the individual official responsible canbe�identified�and�held�criminally�liable.53

Illustrative country examplesCzech�Republic:�Act�Regulating�the�Police,�2008Sect. 95 (1): “The State shall also be liable for damages caused by the Police in connection with theirperformance of police tasks; this shall not apply in the case of damages suffered by a person who, byhis/her�unlawful�conduct,�gave�rise�to�a�lawful�and�adequate�police�action.”Hong�Kong:�Criminal�and�Law�Enforcement�Injuries�Compensation�(CLEIC)�Schemehttp://www.swd.gov.hk/en/index/site_pubsvc/page_socsecu/sub_criminalan/“Compensation may be claimed for any injury or death resulting from the use of a weapon by a lawenforcement�officer�in�the�course�of�his�duty.”
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See also: UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power, General AssemblyResolution 40/34 (1985)“18. ‘Victims’ [of abuse of power] means persons who, individually or collectively, have suffered harm,including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial impairment of theirfundamental rights, through acts or omissions that do not yet constitute violations of national criminallaws�but�of�internationally�recognized�norms�relating�to�human�rights.19. States should consider incorporating into the national law norms proscribing abuses of power andproviding�remedies�to�victims�of�such�abuses.�[…]”�[emphasis�added]

53 Unfortunately, it still happens that victims do not receive compensation, despite the fact that an unlawful act occurred and wasconfirmed in judicial proceedings, for the mere reason that it was not possible to identify the individual officer responsible (see forinstance the case of Consuelo Baudín injured by Spanish police officers during a public assembly: “The case has been provisionallydismissed by the examining judge because, although he considers there is evidence of force used by the police that constitutedcriminal breach, the identity of the perpetrator is unknown.” (Amnesty International, Spain: The right to protest under threat,EUR�41/001/2014,�p.�37)



CONCLUDING REMARKS ON SECTION A
The points mentioned above are the minimum requirements for what needs to be established by law in orderto�fully�implement�the�human�rights�standards�set�by�the�Basic�Principles,�in�particular:– create a comprehensive legal framework governing the police power to resort to the use of force in general,with�particular�emphasis�on�the�principles�of�legality,�necessity�and�proportionality;– subject�the�use�of�lethal�force�to�the�strict�requirements�of�the�“protect-life”-principle;– ensure full accountability at all relevant levels (acting law enforcement officials, witnessing colleagues andsuperior officers) for the use of force and firearms through setting up effective accountability mechanismswhich encompass criminal and disciplinary proceedings, independent external oversight and an institu-tional lessons learned process. Particular attention should be given to the accountability of superior officersand�the�command�hierarchy�as�well�as�the�rights�and�interests�of�victims.
The more concrete operational and practical aspects of the use of force have to be addressed in internalregulations, standard orders or procedures, or manuals, and will be discussed in the next section. In somecountries, however, certain elements set out in the next section may be included in the domestic legislation;therefore Section B will contain references to both domestic legislation and the internal operational proce-dures�or�regulations�of�law�enforcement�agencies.
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SECTION BTHE OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
This section explains the concrete measures law enforcement agencies should take to ensure that the BasicPrinciples are effectively implemented in practice: it is a fundamental duty of the command leadership of alaw enforcement agency to develop an operational framework which creates the best possible environment forlaw enforcement officials to carry out their duty in a lawful, human rights compliant, effective, efficient andprofessional manner. This is not an easy task. With regard to the use of force, this is not achieved merely bywriting a human rights manual on the use of force and adding a few hours to the training curriculum. Itrequires�a�broad�range�of�measures:– operational instructions to be given to law enforcement officials on how the leadership expects them to dotheir�job;– providing�the�appropriate�equipment�and�training;– a thorough�human�resources�management�system;– a clearly established system of command and control – such a system being essential to ensure effectiveaccountability�for�any�law�enforcement�action.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�States:�Department�of�Justice,�Investigation�of�the�Cleveland�Division�of�Police,�2014p. 28: “Police departments have the ability and responsibility to detect and take steps to prevent the useof unreasonable force by their officers. The components of an effective use of force accountability systemare well known. Police departments must ensure appropriate training in how and when to use force, andprovide the supervision necessary for sufficient oversight of officers’ use of force. Departments must alsoprovide their officers clear, consistent policies on when and how to use and report force. Departmentsmust implement systems to ensure that force is consistently reported and investigated thoroughly andfairly, using consistent standards and without regard to improper external factors or biases. The forceinvestigation serves as the basis for reviewing the force incident to determine whether the officer actedboth lawfully and consistently with departmental policy, as well as to determine whether the incidentraises policy, training, tactical, or equipment concerns that need to be addressed for officer and civiliansafety. Use of force aggregate data and trends should be monitored to enable the Division to identify andaddress�emerging�problems�before�they�result�in�significant�or�widespread�harm.”
All these measures need to address the use of force in general, the use of lethal force, the use of less lethalweapons�and�the�use�of�force�in�specific�situations�such�as�public�assemblies�and�places�of�detention.
The present section seeks to provide the considerations which should be taken into account when developingthis operational framework in relation to the use of force, so that it conforms to the standards as establishedby�the�Basic�Principles.
It is important to note that this task would also be incumbent on military armed forces [see Introduction IV.]should they be tasked with law enforcement duties (when this is lawful under domestic legislation). It isobvious that this cannot be achieved in a short period of time and involves a considerable risk of human rights
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violations committed by the military, if it is not done properly. Therefore, authorities should carefully considerwhether they are able to effectively implement all necessary measures to prevent such violations [see alsoChapter�7.4.4].
Furthermore, it is important to stress that the development of a consistent and appropriate operational frame-work is a never-ending task. Procedures, equipment, training, chain of command, supervision and control – allthese aspects need to be continually reviewed in a thorough and ongoing lessons learned process in order tomake the necessary corrections, adaptations and improvements to meet the needs and requirements of dailylaw�enforcement�practice.
As already mentioned in the introduction [see Introduction III.], where reference is made in this text to partic-ular operational documents, this does not represent any judgement on whether those rules and regulations areeffectively implemented in practice. In fact, the correct implementation and application of operational proce-dures, rules and regulations is one of the most frequent failings within law enforcement. That is where internalsupervision and control as well as external accountability become particularly important [see Chapter 3 andChapter�10].
Finally, it must be stressed again that the examples from existing operational procedures provided in thissection are only “illustrative country examples” that are not suitable for simplistic “copy-paste” exercises[see Introduction II.]. The command leadership of a law enforcement agency must create its own operationalframework that takes into account the situation of the country – while ensuring full compliance with interna-tional human rights law and standards.
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THE GENERAL CONCEPTOF THE USE OF FORCE
Chapter�outline4.1 General�considerations4.2 Overarching�principle:�avoid�the�need�to�resort�to�the�use�of�force4.3 Element�of�precaution�and�decision�making4.3.1 Planning�and�preparation4.3.2 Equipment4.3.3 Time�and�place�of�intervention4.3.4 Protection�of�groups�or�persons�at�risk4.3.5 Protection�of�third�persons4.3.6 Medical�attention�and�other�life�saving�measures4.4 Differentiated�response�and�minimize�damage4.5 Proportionality:�retreat�must�be�an�option

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 1“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and regulations on the useof force and firearms against persons by law enforcement officials. In developing such rules and regula-tions, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall keep the ethical issues associated with the useof�force�and�firearms�constantly�under�review.”Basic Principle 2“Governments and law enforcement agencies should develop a range of means as broad as possible andequip law enforcement officials with various types of weapons and ammunition that would allow for a dif-ferentiated use of force and firearms. These should include the development of non-lethal incapacitatingweapons for use in appropriate situations, with a view to increasingly restraining the application of meanscapable of causing death or injury to persons. For the same purpose, it should also be possible for lawenforcement officials to be equipped with self-defensive equipment such as shields, helmets, bullet-proof vests and bullet-proof means of transportation, in order to decrease the need to use weapons of anykind.”Basic Principle 3“The development and deployment of non-lethal incapacitating weapons should be carefully evaluated inorder to minimize the risk of endangering uninvolved persons, and the use of such weapons should becarefully�controlled.”Basic Principle 4“Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent meansbefore resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other meansremain�ineffective�or�without�any�promise�of�achieving�the�intended�result.”

4
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Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:(a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legiti-mate�objective�to�be�achieved;(b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;(c) Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any injured or affected persons at the earliestpossible�moment;(d) Ensure that relatives or close friends of the injured or affected person are notified at the earliestpossible�moment.”

Guideline No. 4: The command leadership of law enforcement agencies must create an operational frame-work that contains instructions for various kinds of situations that law enforcement officials may face dur-ing their work, including decision making criteria and the conditions for the use of force.
a) The operational framework must not provide ready-made answers for specific type of situations. On thecontrary, it must instruct the acting law enforcement officials to assess each individual situation on itsown merits and thus allow for a certain personal discretion when deciding whether or not to resort to theuse of force. However, the operational framework should present the possible options of response in agiven situation, define the criteria that should guide the decision making process and the precautions tobe�taken,�and�set�clear�boundaries�as�to�what�is�and�what�is�not�allowed�(prohibitions).
b) The operational concept on the use of force should be guided by the overarching principle that lawenforcement officials should seek to avoid the need to resort to the use of force, and require them toproactively seek to resolve any situation through other means than the use of force, such as the means ofpersuasion, negotiation, and de-escalation. In particular, law enforcement officials must be required toissue�–�as�far�as�possible�–�a�warning�before any use�of�force.
c) The element of precaution must be given the utmost attention in both planned operations and sud-denly�occurring�situations.�This�includes:– obtaining�and�analysing�relevant�information�in�advance�as�much�as�possible;– anticipating various scenarios, and making an assessment of the threats and risks in the given situation;– ensuring the availability of a range of tactical options, including: protective equipment and means ofcommunication, equipment and weapons allowing for a differentiated response, as well as sufficientresources�and�backup;– deciding on the appropriate time and place for any law enforcement action with a view to minimizingrisks�and�harm�for�the�public�as�well�as�the�law�enforcement�officials�involved;– ensuring�the�protection�of�persons�or�groups�at�risk;– providing�for�the�protection�and/or�evacuation�of�third�persons;– ensuring�the�availability�of�medical�assistance.
d) Any use of force must be guided by the concept of a differentiated response with a view to minimizingdamage: law enforcement officials should be instructed not to immediately resort to the easiest means attheir disposal, but to choose – among the available means that are likely to be effective – the one thatcarries�the�lowest�risk�of�causing�harm�and�injury.
e) Law enforcement officials must not be expected to achieve their objectives at any cost. The opera-tional�framework�must�offer�the�option�of�retreat�with�a�view�to�minimizing�damage.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles



4.1 General considerations

International human rights law and standards as well as domestic legislation set the framework within whichlaw enforcement officials may lawfully resort to the use of force and firearms. However, there is a need toestablish how this legal framework should be implemented in the day-to-day practice of law enforcement offi-cials. Operational procedures are of vital importance in providing law enforcement officials with clear instruc-tions on how to carry out their daily work in full respect and application of the applicable legal framework.They must clearly explain what the command hierarchy expects from the individual law enforcement official inthis regard and compliance with these operational procedures must be obligatory and enforceable. It goeswithout saying that operational instructions and institutional policies should comply with international humanrights law and should be formulated in a way that ensures that there is no room for discriminatory practices– in general, and specifically when it comes to the use of force (e.g. the use of a higher degree of force againsta specific�group).
This requires operational instructions and procedures to be as precise as possible with regard to the situationsin which force and firearms can legitimately be used and how they are supposed to be used – while still leav-ing�room�for�the�personal�discretion�that�law�enforcement�officials�need�to�carry�out�their�work�effectively.
But law enforcement agencies all too often lack proper operational instructions, or the instructions they haveare vague and unclear, or sometimes even contradictory. Furthermore, in many instances these instructionsare�not�respected,�with�little�or�no�reaction�to�such�disrespect�from�superiors�or�the�command�leadership.
It is in the nature of law enforcement work that it is carried out in a large variety of situations, in which thereare many different factors to be taken into account when deciding on a course of action, particularly withregard to the use of force. Such decisions are far from easy and law enforcement officials often have to takethem instantaneously. It is obvious that such decisions therefore are often not clear-cut, and law enforcementofficials need to rely on their own professional judgement in the concrete situation and a certain degree of dis-cretion�is�therefore�indispensable�for�their�work.
Thus, operational procedures should not become a straitjacket for law enforcement officials, considering thateach situation presents different challenges with a different level of threat, requiring an individual decision foreach individual situation. At the same time, operational procedures should not leave law enforcement officialsin a limbo of uncertainty as to what is expected from them. It is therefore important that standard operationalprocedures�provide�different�instructions�for�different�situations,�scenarios,�and�types�of�police�operations.54

Illustrative country exampleFor instance, in Portugal (Regulation on Limits to the Use of Coercive Means by the National Police,2004, Chapter 3, sect. 11-14) operational instructions differentiate between various types of aggression:by an unarmed person, by a person with an object other than a firearm, and this at a close enough rangeto�harm�somebody�(or�not),�a�person�armed�with�a�firearm�and�a�person�armed�with�explosives.
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Basic Principle 1“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and regulations on the useof�force�and�firearms�against�persons�by�law�enforcement�officials.”

54 As some of the examples in this section will demonstrate, a number of countries have chosen to regulate (some of) these aspects bylaw, and have not left them to internal law enforcement regulations and procedures. They will nevertheless be discussed in thissection, as it is the content of the operational framework that is relevant here and not its form (provided that the legal frameworkestablished�meets�the�minimum�criteria�presented�in [Section�A.]).



Although in such operational documents it is good practice to provide for a number of standard proceduresto be followed, the actual decision whether or not to make use of force must be subject to an assessment ofthe concrete situation. The operational documents must leave room for some discretion, and not provideready-made answers based on an abstract description of a certain type of situation. Nevertheless, they shouldprovide clear instructions as to the criteria for the appropriate use of this discretion, e.g. considering themindset of the person against whom force might be used (drunk or under the influence of drugs, mentally dis-turbed, in exceptional emotional distress, etc.), the size and physical strength of the person, any risks forother persons being affected if force is used (or if no action is taken), the urgency of the intervention (includ-ing�the�option�to�delay/postpone�the�intervention)�etc.
At the same time, they must ensure that the decision making criteria do not give room for discriminatory bias,e.g. from the outset considering a certain category of person as being more dangerous than others and thusallowing�for�a�“tougher”�approach�than�for�other�groups.
Furthermore, the degree of responsibility and decision making power needs to be clearly established for eachindividual law enforcement official in accordance with the different levels of the agency’s hierarchy [see Chap-ter 10]. Who may (and must!) take which type of decisions? This is actually not only a power, but also aresponsibility and the system must ensure that decisions made can be traced back in order to ensure fullaccountability for all decisions that have (or have not) been taken. For that purpose, larger-scale operationsrequire a more formal set-up of the decision-making process with a clear chain of command and full traceabilityof decisions made, to ascertain that the decision is taken at the correct level (and to ensure that decisions aretaken�at�a�level�where�it�is�indeed�possible�to�fully�assess�the�situation) [see�Chapter�7.3�and�Chapter�10.2].

Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Command�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/command/Initial�command�responsibility“[...] In planned operations, a command structure must be in place prior to the officers being deployed.Any consideration in respect of the deployment of AFOs [Armed Firearms Officers] should be recordedalong�with�the�rationale�for�it�[…].”
The governing operational concept of the use of force and firearms should reflect the following general ele-ments�as�expressed�in�the�Basic�Principles:
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– A threat to life and safety of law enforcement officials must be seen as a threat to the stability of societyas�a�whole�(Basic�Principles�Preamble�§2),– Resorting to the use of force should only take place when strictly necessary and to the extent requiredfor�the�performance�of�their�duty�(Preamble�§5),– The�obligation�to�give�due�respect�for�human�rights�(Preamble�§7),– The�duty�to�minimize�the�risk�of�endangering�uninvolved�[i.e.�third]�persons�(Principle�No.�3),– The�duty�to�apply�as�far�as�possible�non-violent�means�first�(Principle�No.�4),– The duty to exercise restraint and act in proportion to the legitimate objective, to minimize damageand injury, to respect and preserve human life, and to render medical assistance to injured persons(Principle�No.�5a-c),– Special attention should be given to alternatives to the use of force: peaceful settlement of conflicts,mediation�etc.�(Principle�No.�20).



Concretely, this boils down to the following four elements that are of particular importance for law enforce-ment�agencies�when�developing�their�operational�concept�and�procedures�regarding�to�the�use�of�force:– the overarching principle that law enforcement officials should seek to avoid the need to resort to use offorce;– the�need�to�take�all�possible�precautionary�measures;– the�need�for�a�differentiated�response�and�the�obligation�to�minimize�injury�and�damage;– the�principle�of�proportionality�and�the�option�of�retreat.
Explanatory note: These elements (explained further below) apply to any use of force, e.g. also when makingan arrest or when resorting to means of restraint. Additional guidance for the use of means of restraint can befound in [Chapter 6 and 8.2].

4.2 Overarching principle: avoid the need to resort to the use of force
Any operational procedure/framework should start from the overarching principle that law enforcement offi-cials�should�seek�to�respond�to�situations�without�the�need�to�resort�to�the�use�of�force.

Illustrative country examplePortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter�1,�sect.�3b):�“Necessity:The use of coercive means which would affect the life or integrity of citizens shall be the ‘last resort’ dur-ing�police�actions.Without prejudice to the legal provisions on the exclusion of criminal responsibility [e.g. the right toself-defence for any person, including law enforcement officials, as established in Art. 31 (2a) of thePenal Code], force shall only be used when it is not possible for police to fulfil their law enforcementfunction�in�another�way,�specifically�as�regards�to:1. Carrying�out�arrests/detentions;2. Putting�an�end�to�resistance�against�the�execution�of�a�lawful�and�legitimate�police�order;3. Preventing�that�prisoners�or�persons�in�custody�escape;4. Ensuring�the�compliance�with�administrative�acts�from�the�competent�authority;5. Maintaining�public�order,�security�and�peace.”
However, it is important to stress that this concept implies much more than only using force when necessary;it implies a proactive and active attempt to achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective in a different way.Still, operational documents quite often put the use of force and firearms at the centre of their focus, the useof force apparently being considered to be the normal response in any situation of a threat or a non-compliantperson.
Such concepts, however, are in contradiction with the duty to protect life, the principle of necessity and theparticular emphasis placed on communication, de-escalation, and mediation as established in the Basic Prin-ciples. The need to resort to the use of force should be considered as an undesired outcome, that shouldproactively and actively be sought to be avoided.55 Law enforcement officials should therefore be required toattempt to de-escalate a situation, to initiate a dialogue and to negotiate with a person, before considering anyresort to the use of force. (This obviously requires that law enforcement officials are not only instructed to usesuch techniques, but are also trained accordingly to develop the necessary skills of conflict management andcommunication [see�Chapter�9.2]).
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55 This is also the reason why any use of force should be reported and evaluated at least by the superior, to determine whether the use offorce was justified in the given situation or whether it would have been possible to deal with the situation without resorting to force[see�Chapter�3.5�and�10].



Illustrative country examplesAfghanistan:�National�Police�Code�of�Conduct,�2011Principle 3: “Use of Force. I will use force when necessary and only to the extent absolutely required forthe performance of my duties. I will never employ unnecessary force or violence. I will use force as a pre-ventive tool only when discussion, negotiation and persuasion have been attempted unsuccessfully […].”Georgia:�Police�Code�of�Ethics,�2013“3.7. Police officers, along with other capabilities, shall possess persuasion, negotiation, mediationskills�that�are�vital�in�minimizing�the�use�of�force�in�critical�situations.”Ghana:�Police�Handbook,�2010p. 14, sect. 4.1.1: “Police officers are required by duty to attempt to de-escalate a tense situation when-ever�tactically�possible.”Lithuania:�Law�on�Police�Activities,�2000Art. 23 (1) “Coercion which might cause bodily injuries or death may be used to the extent which is nec-essary for the fulfilment of the official duty, and only after all possible measures of persuasion or othermeasures�have�been�used�with�no�effect.”Nigeria:�Police�Code�of�Conduct,�2013p. 2: “The use of force should be used only after discussion, negotiation and persuasion have been foundto�be�inappropriate�or�ineffective.”Uruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 3 (D): “[…] Prior to the legitimate use of force, the police shall exhaust the appropriate deterrentmeans�available,�as�for�instance�dialogue�and�negotiation�with�the�individuals�involved.”
Warning
Other than in instances of the use of firearms, the Basic Principles do not explicitly require a warning to beissued before resorting to the use of force. However, whenever possible this should be attempted, to ensurecompliance with the requirement of necessity: when a person already complies with an order or stops beingviolent or resisting the law enforcement officer after a warning, then the use of force is not necessary. Thewarning should therefore be considered one of the non-violent means to be attempted first and provisionsrequiring law enforcement officials to issue a warning prior to any resort to the use of force are a good practice.

Illustrative country exampleUruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 21 contains an obligation for the law enforcement officer to identify himself and to issue a warningthat force might be used, unless the warning would put the life or physical integrity of the law enforce-ment�officer�or�of�anybody�else�at�risk.Similar instructions can be found for instance in: Armenia, Law on Police (2001), Art. 29 (3) and theGuidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management,�Sect.�23.
However, it also important to distinguish between a warning and intimidation, the latter being a means toinstil fear, which may lead to an escalation of the situation rather than de-escalating and obtaining compli-ance.

Illustrative country examplePortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter 2: The regulation instructs officers never to intimidate a person with chemical irritant (sect. 4c)or�a�baton�(sect.�6c),�unless�this�is�done�with�a�view�to avoiding its�use.
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4.3 Element of precaution and decision making
Precautionary measures are required for law enforcement officials to be able to avoid the use of force or,where�the�use�of�force�is�unavoidable,�to�minimize�damage.
These measures include obtaining and analysing relevant information beforehand as much as possible; antici-pating different scenarios, including an assessment of the threats and risks in the given situation; ensuringthe availability of a range of tactical options, and considering which one to use; deciding on the appropriatetime and place for any law enforcement action with a view to minimizing risks and damage, both for the pub-lic and the law enforcement officials involved; considering the need for the protection of third persons, and ofpersons�or�groups�at�risk;�and�the�availability�of�medical�assistance.
This�responsibility�lies�with�both�the�acting�law�enforcement�officials�and�their�commanding�officers.

4.3.1 Planning and preparation
A first element of precaution is ensuring – as far as possible – that the maximum amount of information isavailable, before determining any course of action. Unfortunately, it still happens that law enforcement offi-cials are sent into potentially dangerous situations without sufficient planning and precautions: insufficientstaff numbers and lack of protective gear and other types of equipment, lack of means of communication, andlack of sufficient background information to appropriately judge and assess a situation are just a few of theshortcomings that have characterized serious incidents resulting in casualties among both law enforcementofficials�and�individuals�involved�or�uninvolved�in�the�situation.
Often, police action occurs spontaneously as a response to a suddenly arising situation. However, other opera-tions can be planned ahead of time and here, all possible measures need to be taken to avoid the need toresort to force, and where this is unavoidable, to minimize damage, protect third persons and respect andprotect life (including the life of police officers).

Illustrative country examplesGeorgia:�Police�Code�of�Ethics,�2013“5.5 Police officer is obliged to plan and control operations in a manner to minimize the use of force,especially�a�lethal�means�that�can�cause�the�loss�of�human�life.”United�Kingdom:�Northern�Ireland,�Police�Code�of�Ethics,�2008Art. 4.2: “Police officers responsible for the planning and control of operations where the use of force isa possibility shall so far as possible plan and control them to minimize recourse to the use of force, inparticular,�potentially�lethal�force.”
In law enforcement there may always be unexpected, suddenly and spontaneously arising situations to whichlaw enforcement officials have to react immediately (for such situations, [see further down Chapter 4.3.3]:Time and place of intervention). Still, this does not mean that there is no room to ensure proper command andintelligence gathering support. In particular, law enforcement officials should not recklessly rush into situations
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“63. […] Once a situation arises where the use of force is considered, it is often too late to rescue thesituation. Instead, in order to save lives, all possible measures should be taken ‘upstream’ to avoid situa-tions where the decision on whether to pull the trigger arises, or to ensure that all the possible steps havebeen�taken�to�ensure�that�if�that�happens,�the�damage�is�contained�as�much�as�is�possible.”



that can easily degenerate nor should they be deployed in such a manner.56 Information about the personslikely to be encountered in the course of a police operation, knowledge of the location, light and weather con-ditions etc. can become of vital importance for all those involved in the situation. For instance, the so-called“high-risk-arrests”, when the person to be arrested is likely to be armed or to become violent in other ways,should – if the circumstances allow – only be conducted after thorough intelligence gathering on location,possible escape routes or hiding places, the likelihood of the presence of third persons, weather and lightconditions,�the�possibility�to�communicate�with�the�person�to�be�arrested�etc.
Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Armed�deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deploymentAssessment�of�the�current�situation“An�assessment�of�the�situation�should�take�account�of:– the�subject’s�physical�capacity– the�subject’s�emotional�or�mental�state– the�subject’s�capacity�to�understand�what�is�happening– any�cultural,�religious�and�ethnic�considerations�relevant�to�the�individual– the�locality�in�which�the�incident�is�taking�place.The availability of such information will be subject to the circumstances, time available and level of risk.Consideration may be given to obtaining information from sources such as a friend or a family member,locally�based�police�officer,�a�health�professional�or�a�representative�from�a�community�group.”

The planning and preparation for an operation should also include considerations for its wider impact, e.g.with regard to the community. How an operation is carried out, how disproportionate or measured the visualappearance of deployed law enforcement officials and the use of force is, and how well or badly authoritiescommunicate with the public, can have a serious impact on the situation within the community: it is crucialthat such an operation seeks to avoid creating panic, fear, and unnecessary feelings of insecurity or anger/hos-tility (be it towards police or towards specific members or groups of the community) within the community asmuch�as�possible.
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McCann and Others v. The United Kingdom (18984/91), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber (1995)“211. However, the failure to make provision for a margin of error must also be considered in combina-tion with the training of the soldiers* to continue shooting once they opened fire until the suspect wasdead. […] Against this background, the authorities were bound by their obligation to respect the right tolife of the suspects to exercise the greatest of care in evaluating the information at their disposal beforetransmitting�it�to�soldiers�whose�use�of�firearms�automatically�involved�shooting�to�kill.212. […] This failure by the authorities also suggests a lack of appropriate care in the control and organi-zation�of�the�arrest�operation.” [emphasis�added][*�This�was�a�law�enforcement�operation�carried�out�by�military�forces.]

56 The events on 16 August 2012 in Marikana, South Africa, where 34 people were killed, illustrates the terrible outcome such deci-sions may have; cf. Report of the Marikana Commission of Enquiry (released on 25 June 2015), p. 348: “[…] In a section in theirheads on expert policing issues with which the Commission is in entire agreement, the evidence leaders deal with the followingtopics: […]” p.367:] “ ‘[…The] decision that the ‘tactical option’ would be implemented the next day, if the strikers did not lay downtheir arms and leave the koppie [=hill] that morning. That decision was inexplicable, and no real attempt has been made to explain orjustify it. It was frankly reckless. Second, at 13h30 on 16 August, [the Provincial Commissioner] made the decision that it was nowtime to move to phase 3 (the tactical phase). This too was a reckless decision. She had been informed of the risks of the operation,but�nevertheless�proceeded,�at�a�time�when�there�was�no�reason�to�do�so.’”



4.3.2 Equipment

The availability of protective equipment is another important element of precaution: it should help to reducethe risks to personal safety, thus limiting the situations in which law enforcement officials may need to useforce to defend themselves. The availability of such equipment is a fundamental responsibility of the com-mand hierarchy. Failure to provide protective equipment for personal safety must be considered a violation oflaw enforcement officials’ human right to life and physical integrity. Superiors are also responsible for ensur-ing�the�use�of�this�equipment�by�their�subordinates.
Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 28: “In the circumstances where the police are required to carry special means for active protec-tion and fail to do so should be dealt with as a disciplinary matter for both the individual and supervisor.”

At the same time, the risks of escalation of tense situations as a result of law enforcement officials appearingunnecessarily threatening because they wear protective equipment also needs to be taken into account. Thereis thus a need to strike a balance between maximum protection and de-escalation by having an unthreateningappearance. Having different options for appearance/protective equipment, ranging from plain clothes to fullprotective gear, with lighter forms in between (e.g. only bullet-proof vests), should help solve this dilemma.Police forces might also opt to wear protective equipment beneath their ordinary clothing or larger overalls sothat the equipment cannot be seen. Obviously, clothing that is non-flammable is also crucial, particularly inpublic�order�situations.
Other types of equipment are of similar importance: the availability of means of communication (to call forbackup, to pass crucial information, to communicate with persons against whom force might be used) is afundamental�element�of�precaution.
Availability of different types of weapons is another element of precaution: if law enforcement officials areonly provided with firearms, they are very likely to make use of them. Having different types of devices at theirdisposal to confront a threat would allow them to select the one with the least harmful effects and thus mini-mize�damage.

Illustrative country exampleBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art. 8: “Any law enforcement official likely to be involved in a situation where the use of force mightbecome necessary should have at least 2 (two) less lethal devices available, as well as the protectiveequipment�necessary�for�the�operation.”
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Basic Principle 2“Governments and law enforcement agencies should develop a range of means as broad as possible andequip law enforcement officials with various types of weapons and ammunition that would allow for a dif-ferentiated use of force and firearms. These should include the development of non-lethal incapacitatingweapons for use in appropriate situations, with a view to increasingly restraining the application of meanscapable of causing death or injury to persons. For the same purpose, it should also be possible for lawenforcement officials to be equipped with self-defensive equipment such as shields, helmets, bullet-proof vests and bullet-proof means of transportation, in order to decrease the need to use weapons of anykind.”



The choice and development of incapacitating weapons as well as the necessary instructions for their use willbe addressed in a separate section [see Chapter 6]. The point to be made at this stage is that availability ofsuch equipment should be standard within a law enforcement agency, accompanied by instructions as to thetype of situation in which it is supposed to be used, as a precautionary measure, so that law enforcement offi-cials are prepared for any of the large variety of situations they may face at any given moment in the course oftheir�duty.
4.3.3 Time and place of intervention
Operational instructions should stress the importance of choosing the appropriate time and place for an inter-vention:
Time is a crucial factor to take into account when deciding to intervene and whether or not to resort to the useof force. In situations where there is already an ongoing threat, circumstances may sometimes require animmediate and quick, almost instantaneous reaction, which places an additional burden on the law enforce-ment�official�to�make�the�“right”�decision�in�a�very�short�period�of�time.
However, in other circumstances time might be the ally of the law enforcement official: waiting, not acting,while negotiating, trying to calm a person down, or waiting for backup or other elements that might lead toresolving a situation might sometimes be a better option than immediately trying to resolve it in a rushed andunprepared manner.57 The operational framework should provide these different options, and highlight therisks involved when acting in an unnecessary hurry just for the purpose of “resolving the situation”, when thesituation does not require immediate action. Experience shows that attempts “just to end the situation” oftenlead to disastrous consequences, whereas waiting for a situation to stabilize, for an individual to calm down,or for preparatory and precautionary measures to be taken, would have helped to defuse the situation or atleast�to�minimize�the�damage.

Operational procedures should give due consideration to the option of waiting for backup, seeking to defuse asituation or other options that may help to prevent unnecessary escalation which could lead to loss of life or toserious�injury.
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Evrim Öktem v. Turkey (9207/03), European Court of Human Rights, Information Note on the Court’s case-law No.113, November 2008p. 7 “Nothing in the case file indicated by what criminal behaviour the protestors might have endangeredthe lives of innocent bystanders present at the time of the police officers’ intervention. [The Court] alsofound it difficult to understand how the police officers could have hoped to use their authority to controlthe situation satisfactorily when they were in an unmarked car and in plain clothes. As to the threats fromiron bars and sticks and the purported attempt by one of the protestors to attack the police, these wereuncorroborated�claims�unsupported�by�any�judicial�finding.Even assuming that they did have good reason to fear for their lives, the police should not have gone sofar as to upset the necessary balance between the aims and the means. In the absence of any clear esca-lation in the damage done or any serious threat to people’s safety, it would surely have been preferable forthem to wait for reinforcements better equipped to deal with such difficulties and thereby avoid unneces-sarily provoking the crowd, bearing in mind that at the time they had no power of dissuasion other thantheir weapons. Instead, the three police officers had launched an impromptu operation on their own ini-tiative, which had led to developments to which R.Ç. had reacted with the use of his weapon in a mannerwhich�was�both�uncontrolled�and�dangerous.”

57 The risks involved in such problematic ways of intervening are for instance highlighted in: United States, Department of Justice,Investigation�of�the�Cleveland�Division�of�Police�(2014),�pp.�25-28.



Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Armed�deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deployment/2.4.1�Options“Before selecting any other option, consideration should be given to whether it is appropriate or neces-sary in the circumstances to take immediate action. It may be, for example, more appropriate to recordinformation and allow further time to gather additional information or intelligence that will enable otheroptions�to�be�considered.”[...]4.2.4�Defusing�the�situation“The following actions can help create opportunities for the subject and officers to have more time andspace�to�defuse�the�situation:– Use�of�effective�cover�by�police�officers– Evacuation�of�immediate�area– Being�prepared�to�back�off�(if�safe)– Giving�available�space�and�time�to�the�subject�when�considering�containment– Early�negotiation�or�negotiation�advice.This�may�enable:– tension�to�be�defused– officers�to�have�more�time�to�assess�the�person’s�vulnerability– the�effects�of�alcohol�or�drugs�to�wear�off– positive�communication�and�contact�to�be�established– the�level�of�mental�or�emotional�distress�to�decrease.This may result in more positive and constructive communication with the subject, allowing the situationto�be�dealt�with�in�a�controlled�manner.”
However, in other cases, waiting might lead to a situation in which life is at risk, where the police would haveno other option but to intervene with lethal force. For instance, in some situations law enforcement officialsdecide to wait, in order to obtain sufficient evidence for the serious crime which they assume is going to becommitted. Such a strategy may well be justified in some circumstances; however, it should never lead to asituation where the delay in intervention leads to the development of a high threat level where resort to lethalforce becomes unavoidable. In such circumstances it may be necessary to intervene at an earlier stage inorder�to�prevent�a�situation�from�reaching�such�a�high�threat�level.
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McCann and Others v. The United Kingdom (18984/91), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber (1995)“202. The Court first observes that, as appears from the operational order of the Commissioner, it hadbeen the intention of the authorities to arrest the suspects at an appropriate stage. Indeed, evidence wasgiven at the inquest that arrest procedures had been practised by the soldiers before 6 March and thatefforts�had�been�made�to�find�a�suitable�place�in�Gibraltar�to�detain�the�suspects�after�their�arrest�[…].203. It may be questioned why the three suspects were not arrested at the border immediately on theirarrival in Gibraltar and why, as emerged from the evidence given by Inspector Ullger, the decision wastaken not to prevent them from entering Gibraltar if they were believed to be on a bombing mission.Having had advance warning of the terrorists’ intentions it would certainly have been possible for theauthorities�to�have�mounted�an�arrest�operation.�[...]204. On this issue, the Government submitted that at that moment there might not have been sufficientevidence�to�warrant�the�detention�and�trial�of�the�suspects.�[...]



Similar criteria apply with regard to the appropriate choice of the place of an intervention, e.g. letting a personleave an area where there is a high risk of harm to third persons or, conversely preventing a person from leav-ing a certain area because of the possible risks of that person getting out of sight or reaching a crowded placepresenting�high�risks�for�bystanders.
4.3.4 Protection of groups or persons at risk
In a situation in which law enforcement officials may have to resort to the use of force, the risk of causingharm�and�injury�and�its�impact�may�be�increased�for�certain�groups,�e.g.�children,�the�elderly�etc.

Operational procedures should oblige law enforcement officials to show particular care and restraint whendealing�with�persons�presenting�such�factors�of�increased�risk.
Illustrative country examplesPortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter�1:�“Sect.�5.3�Graduated�levels�of�Use�of�force�[...]d) The use of coercive means which would affect the life or the physical integrity of minors, pregnantwomen, elderly and disabled are of an exceptional character, and is only acceptable in case of a threat tolife�or�integrity�of�the�police�officer�or�third�parties.”United�States:�The�President’s�Task�Force�on�21st�Century�Policing,�Final�Report,�May�2015p. 15-16: “Use of physical control equipment and techniques against vulnerable populations — includingchildren, elderly persons, pregnant women, people with physical and mental disabilities, limited Englishproficiency, and others — can undermine public trust and should be used as a last resort. Law enforce-ment agencies should carefully consider and review their policies towards these populations and adoptpolicies�if�none�are�in�place.”

Dealing with persons with mental illnesses or persons under the influence of drugs or alcohol is a particularlychallenging task which requires careful attention with regard to instructions and training [see Chapter 9.2]
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205. The Court confines itself to observing in this respect that the danger to the population of Gibraltar– which is at the heart of the Government’s submissions in this case – in not preventing their entry mustbe considered to outweigh the possible consequences of having insufficient evidence to warrant theirdetention and trial. In its view, either the authorities knew that there was no bomb in the car – which theCourt has already discounted […] – or there was a serious miscalculation by those responsible for con-trolling the operation. As a result, the scene was set in which the fatal shooting, given the intelligenceassessments which had been made, was a foreseeable possibility if not a likelihood. The decision notto stop the three terrorists from entering Gibraltar is thus a relevant factor to take into account underthis�head.”

UN Model Strategies and Practical Measures on the Elimination of Violence against Children in the Field of CrimePrevention and Criminal Justice, UN Doc. A/C.3/69/L.5 (2014)“34. Mindful of the fact that arrests and investigations are situations in which violence against childrencan occur, Member States are urged, as appropriate and while taking into consideration relevant interna-tional�human�rights�instruments:[...](c) to prohibit the use of firearms, electric shock weapons and violent methods to apprehend and arrestchildren, and to adopt measures and procedures that carefully limit and guide the use of force andinstruments�of�restraint�by�the�police�while�apprehending�or�arresting�children;�[...]”



given to law enforcement officials. All too often, law enforcement officials do not understand the reactions ofsuch persons and wrongly interpret them as resistance or even aggression and are very quickly to respond withthe use of force, or even firearms.58 Instructions and training should guide law enforcement officials on how toassess the mental state of a person, on the necessary precautions to be taken, including seeking support frommental health professionals or other persons who might be in a better position to communicate with such aperson. In particular, the instructions and training should remind law enforcement officials that waiting, notdoing anything – where this does not increase the risks for themselves, the person concerned, or others – maysometimes�calm�a�person�down,�facilitate�communication,�and�prevent�the�need�to�resort�to�the�use�of�force.
4.3.5 Protection of third persons
Due consideration must be given to the protection of third persons [see Definition of Terms]. This element needs to be looked�at�from�two�angles:
On the one hand, when third persons are at risk of serious harm, law enforcement officials might be calledupon to intervene even sooner and with a higher degree of force (or even with firearms) in order to protectthem. The duty to protect human rights incumbent upon law enforcement officials is particularly relevanthere.
On the other hand, police action and in particular the use of force and firearms can put third persons at risk ofbeing harmed (either by the law enforcement officials or as a result of the reaction by the people involved). Itis this latter situation that needs to be given specific attention: as mentioned above [see Chapter 2.5], theso-called “collateral damage” (i.e. the concept of acceptable incidental harm to third persons) is, as a matterof principle, not accepted in law enforcement as it is incompatible with the duty to protect and respect life.While it cannot be ruled out that third persons might inadvertently be harmed in the course of a legitimatepolice operation, all measures need to be taken to prevent such harm [see Chapter 5.4 on the use of firearmsand Chapter 6.2.2 a) and e) on less lethal weapons]. Any law enforcement action that would foreseeably entaila risk of harm to third persons must meet the strictest criteria of necessity and proportionality. Under no cir-cumstances should law enforcement officials conduct an operation that from the outset implies the loss of lifeor�serious�injury�of�third�persons�being�caused�by�the�law�enforcement�action [see Chapter�2.5].
Of course, law enforcement officials may sometimes find themselves in “dilemma situations”, e.g. hostagetakings or school shootings, in which they have to intervene to prevent loss of life, but in which their interven-tion can also lead to the loss of life. The choices they have to take in such a situation are very difficult andneed to be made on a case by case basis. Still, operational procedures must instruct law enforcement officialsto�give�the�protection�of�third�persons�the�utmost�attention�and�priority�in�all�circumstances.
4.3.6 Medical attention and other life saving measures
The availability of first aid assistance is another important precaution. This entails both the availability of firstaid equipment and the training of law enforcement officials in at least the basic first aid response procedures(aspects which are frequently overlooked in police institutions). This training should also include adequateinstructions on how to deal with injuries or harm caused by specific types of police equipment, e.g. pepperspray, firearms, etc. [see Chapter 5.6.2, 6.4 and 9.2.5]. In high-risk or large-scale operations adequatelyprepared�medical�services�should�be�held�available.
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58 See for instance the analysis in: United States, Department of Justice, Investigation of the Cleveland Division of Police (2014),pp. 22-24.



Illustrative country examplesUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Armed�deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deployment/Medical�assistance“When planning operations where AFOs [Armed Firearms Officers] are being deployed, Tactical FirearmsCommanders should consider where and how emergency medical aid would be provided if this is required.This should be based on risk assessment and may include the availability of officers trained in relevantfirst�aid,�and�placing�an�ambulance�on�standby.Forces should ensure that agreements are in place with local emergency health care services to providemedical�support�to�police�operations,�including�those�involving�the�deployment�of�AFOs.”
Another important element of precaution is the availability of fire extinguishers, e.g. in police cars and duringpublic�order�events.
4.4 Differentiated response and minimize damage
The principle of necessity requires law enforcement officials to exercise restraint in the use of force and not to use more harmful means than necessary to achieve the objective (quantitative necessity – see [International Human Rights Principles – II.]). It is thus essential that they have a range of means at their disposal allowing them to tailor their response to the concrete situations in the most appropriate way. Less lethal equipment will be dealt with in more detail in [Chapter 6, 7.4.2 and 8.2], but there are a few elements relating to the concept of�a�differentiated�response�worth�mentioning�at�this�stage.
This concept seeks to prevent law enforcement officials from having immediate recourse to a higher degree offorce and the easiest means at hand to overcome resistance, without due regard for the consequences. How-ever, it is not about “equality of arms” either – that is, the law enforcement official is not expected to resort toexactly the same type of weapon the resisting or aggressive individual is using. It is also obvious that to a cer-tain extent law enforcement officials will have to use a greater force than the resisting or aggressive individualin order to effectively overcome the resistance or aggression, and they should not be requested to attempt theuse of lesser means if this would expose them (or others) to a greater risk of harm. Still, each and every situationwill need to be evaluated on its own merits and the appropriate response will depend on a number of factors(e.g. the age, size and strength of the individual and of the individual law enforcement official, the possiblerisks to third persons etc.). Pre-established standard responses are rather problematic in this respect. Thisplaces in a problematic light a tool some law enforcement agencies use to illustrate the idea of a graduatedresponse,�that�is�the�so-called�“use-of-force-continuum”�model.
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Finogenov and Others v. Russia (18299/03 and 27311/03), European Court of Human Rights First Section (2012)“265. […] The Court is called upon to decide whether the State as a whole complied with its interna-tional obligations under the [European] Convention [on Human Rights], namely its obligation to ‘take allfeasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of a security operation mounted against anopposing group with a view to avoiding and, in any event, minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life’ […].266. The Court acknowledges that in such situations some measure of disorder is unavoidable. It alsorecognises the need to keep certain aspects of security operations secret. However, in the circumstancesthe rescue operation of 26 October 2002 was not sufficiently prepared, in particular because of the inad-equate information exchange between various services, the belated start of the evacuation, limitedon-the-field coordination of various services, lack of appropriate medical treatment and equipment onthe spot, and inadequate logistics. The Court concludes that the State breached its positive obligationsunder�Article�2�of�the�Convention.�[I.e.�the�right�to�life�under�Art.�2�ECHR]”



These models can take different shapes (e.g. a ladder, a pyramid, wheel or a more complex graph), but theunderlying idea is to pair the behaviour of an individual with the appropriate response of the law enforcementofficial: in short, the higher the level of resistance and/or aggression, the higher the degree of force that maybe used, and vice-versa: the lower the level of resistance, the lower the degree of force that may be used inresponse�by�the�law�enforcement�official.59
These models have the advantage that they alert law enforcement officials to the need for a differentiatedresponse according to the circumstances and warns them not to use excessively heavy handed force in situa-tions where the level of resistance is lower. However, on their own, these models are quite problematic in anumber�of�aspects:1. At least some of these models omit the element of de-escalation, i.e. not just acting according to the increasein violence by the individual, but the need to continuously seek to de-escalate and defuse a situation.2. They stimulate a reactive response by the law enforcement official rather than suggesting a more proactiveapproach�to�influence�a�situation,�and�where�possible�to�aim�for�pacification.3. They do not distinguish between the many different ways equipment or weapons can be used. One has tobear in mind the risk of underestimating the harmful effects of a specific type of tool or weapon: almost alltechniques and weapons can be used both in a way that causes a low level of harm or injury and in a verydangerous way, with a high risk of causing serious injury or even death. Even empty-hand techniques, i.e.body control techniques that do not involve weapons or other equipment (e.g. martial art techniques), canbe�potentially�lethal,�though�they�are�usually�categorized�in�the�lower�range�of�the�continuum-model.4. They do not take into consideration that the different aspects of each individual situation might call fora quite different response; in particular there might be an opportunity to address serious aggression with alower degree of force in an effective way and without running additional risks (e.g. a young boy wielding aknife�should�be�approached�in�a�different�way�than�a�tall�and�strong�adult�armed�in�the�same�way).

Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 82: “It seems sensible that when dealing with a person who has access to a firearm or is so dan-gerous that a firearm has to be considered that the police response will include access to firearms.This�does�not�mean�if�force�has�to�be�applied�it�will�automatically�be�with�a�firearm.”Sect. 84: “[…] Example: A person has a firearm in his hand and comes towards the police. Communi-cation and loud warnings to put the weapon down or ‘stop’ should be used. If the person is coming tooclose to the police and the police believe he poses an imminent threat to life or serious injury then useof force can be applied. That use of force may be with a firearm. However, should special means beavailable and safe to use then even though the law and circumstances justify the use of a firearm alower level use of force should be used or considered before recourse to the firearm.” [emphasis added]
5. These�models�do�not�consider�the�option�of�retreat,�or�do�so�only�at�the�very�last�stage.
In summary, such “use-of-force-continuum” models can help to illustrate the basic idea of a graduatedresponse. They cannot, however, replace a thoroughly developed use-of-force policy that includes all the con-siderations�for�a�differentiated�use�of�force�presented�above.60
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59 For instance: Venezuela, Training Manual on Use of Force by the National Police, 2010; Peru, Human Rights Manual for Police,2006,�p.�84.60 For�other�criticism�of�the�use-of-force-continuum�see:http://www.policeone.com/legal/articles/5643926-Use-of-force-Downfalls-of-the-continuum-model/



Furthermore, a differentiated response should not be understood as to require an immediate response by lawenforcement officials in all circumstances. As mentioned above, there may well be circumstances where post-poning�an�intervention�may�be�more�appropriate�than�engaging�in�a�cycle�of�escalating�violence.
In any event, operational instructions must require law enforcement officials who find themselves in a situa-tion where they have to resort to force, to consider postponement of the action as well as to take all possiblemeasures to minimize damage. This refers both to their choice of what type of force to use (including choicesof equipment) and to how this force is subsequently applied (e.g. on which parts of the body empty-handtechniques�are�used).

Illustrative country examplePortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter�1:�“6.�Body�classification�with�regard�to�physical�trauma�not�caused�by�firearmsa.�General�aspects1) Different areas of the human body, show different levels of resistance and vulnerability to impactsand/or trauma, the severity of potential injuries therefore depends on which area of the body is affected;2) As regards the trauma caused by baton use or empty-hand techniques, and taking into account thephysiology of the human body and the location of its vital organs, three areas can be distinguished(annexes�A�and�A1):– Low-risk�areas�for�serious�and/or�lasting�injuries,�labelled�as�GREEN;– Medium-risk�areas,�or�YELLOW;– High-risk�areas,�or�RED.”The operational procedures then go on to list the parts of the human body falling into each of these cate-gories and highlight for the different types of use of force (e.g. empty-hand techniques, baton use etc.)the possible target areas – depending on the degree of threat faced – with a view to minimizing harm inaccordance�with�the�requirements�of�the�situation.
Thus, if at all, “use-of-force-continuum” models should only be used within the framework of a more compre-hensive�policy�on�the�use�of�force�and�should�include�the�following�elements:– the�obligation�to�seek�to�de-escalate�a�situation�by�negotiation�and�dialogue;– the�obligation�to�use�a�less�harmful�way�of�intervention�if�this�is�feasible�and�likely�to�be�effective;– the�option�of�retreat�or�to�wait�(e.g.�for�backup)�in�order�to�prevent�excessive�harm�to�anybody;– the cautioning that any use of force may have serious consequences, that less lethal weapons may alsocause death and are not non-lethal, and that the risks involved in empty-hand-techniques (i.e. the use offorce�without�any�weapon�or�equipment)�should�not�be�underestimated�etc.
Evidently, in situations in which it is unavoidable to use force in order to control a resisting individual, the useof�force�must�stop�as�soon�as�the�individual�is�brought�under�control.

Illustrative country examplePortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter 2, sect. 2g) also prohibits the use of empty-hand impact techniques on an individual who is nolonger standing, reflecting the concept that such techniques are no longer necessary once an individualis�on�the�ground.
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4.5 Proportionality: retreat must be an option
Law enforcement officials should not seek to pursue a legitimate objective at all costs. The principle of pro-portionality – as explained above [see: International Human Rights Principles III. and Chapter 1.3] – requiresthem to strike a balance between the aim and the consequences of the action, and where the consequencesoutweigh the aim, the contemplated action should not be taken; this should include an assessment of therisks to the person against whom the action would be directed, to possible bystanders and to the police offi-cers themselves. Policing does not require pursuing an action at all costs. Consequently, the option to retreat,not to pursue the action (at that time and place) must be given due consideration and operational proceduresand�instructions�should�be�clear�on�this.

Illustrative country examplesArgentina:�Regulation�on�Weapons�and�Shooting�Instruction,�2012Chapter�X:�“E)�Specific�recommendationsWhen the police assess that it is not reasonably possible to intervene without putting their own physicalintegrity at risk, or that of victims or third parties (whether these persons are carrying weapons or not), orif intervening would lead to an even higher risk than the unlawful action, they will limit their action togathering information that will allow later identification of the perpetrators, as follows: they will memorize acorrect and rigorous criminal individualization, based on morphological features, physical characteristics(scars, tattoos), apparent age, clothing, vehicles used and other details, to guide later investigations in aprofessional�manner.Immediately after the unlawful act the police officer will, in compliance with his/her duty, report it to thecompetent�authorities�on�it,�providing�all�information�that�would�contribute�to�future�investigations.”Germany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Handbook�on�operational�training,�2014Annex 2: The scenario-based evaluation explicitly includes the option of retreat as a possible response toa given situation, e.g. the following governing principles are stated for pursuit on foot (p. 73): “The pro-tection of life and health of all involved and uninvolved persons is to be ensured. No pursuit at all costs”or in response to collective violence (p. 77): “Temporary retreat is an option to be taken into consider-ation�and�if�required�it�is�to�be�carried�out�with�determination�and�in�a�coordinated�manner.”Portugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter�1:�“sect.�3e)�Proportionality�(stricto�sensu)There shall be reasonableness and just measuring between the advantages resulting from the use of coer-cive measures by the police, as a means to pursue public interest, and the inherent sacrifice of therelated�private�interest�(in�terms�of�cost-benefit,�the�measure�should�be�acceptable�or�tolerable).”
Still, the option of retreat is not generally accepted, particularly within law enforcement institutions which arequite militarized. Instructions stating that a police officer should “stand his ground”, or provisions that establish“cowardice” as a criminal or disciplinary offence61 are problematic in this regard, as they put considerablepressure on the law enforcement official to resort to force at whatever cost, in order to achieve the objective.This entails a high risk of disproportionate action, unless the option of retreat to avoid causing disproportion-ate�harm�is�explicitly�mentioned�in�such�instructions.
There is no doubt that a law enforcement institution can legitimately expect its officials to confront danger,and there should be no room for negligent policing. However, it should also be made very clear that retreat assuch is not a punishable act if the retreat is made in order to prevent greater harm. On the contrary, it shouldbe�made�clear�that�law�enforcement�officials�are�expected�to�give�due�consideration�to�the�option�of�retreat.
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61 For�instance India, Kerala�Police�Act�(2011),�sect.�95.



Illustrative country exampleChuck Wexler, executive director, Police Executive Research Forum, in United States, The President’sTask�Force�on�21st�Century�Policing, Final�Report,�May�2015,�p.�21:“In traditional police culture, officers are taught never to back down from a confrontation, but instead torun toward the dangerous situation that everyone else is running away from. However, sometimes thebest tactic for dealing with a minor confrontation is to step back, call for assistance, de-escalate, andperhaps�plan�a�different�enforcement�action�that�can�be�taken�more�safely�later.”
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THE USE OF LETHAL FORCE, INPARTICULAR THE USE OF FIREARMS
Chapter�outline5.1 When�to�use�a�firearm5.1.1 Definition�of�“use�of�a�firearm”5.1.2 Reaffirmation�of�the�“protect-life”-principle5.2 Warnings�to�be�given5.3 How�to�use�a�firearm5.4 Protection�of�third�persons5.5 Types�of�weapons�and�ammunition5.6 Who�may�use�a�firearm:�authorization,�certification,�training5.6.1 Authorization�of�firearms�for�different�law�enforcement�duties5.6.2 Certification�and�training5.7 Control�and�reporting

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:�[…](b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;�[…]”Basic Principle 6“Where injury or death is caused by the use of force and firearms by law enforcement officials, they shallreport�the�incident�promptly�to�their�superiors,�in�accordance�with�principle�22.”Basic Principle 7“Governments shall ensure that arbitrary or abusive use of force and firearms by law enforcement officialsis�punished�as�a�criminal�offence�under�their�law.”Basic Principle 8“Exceptional circumstances such as internal political instability or any other public emergency may notbe�invoked�to�justify�any�departure�from�these�basic�principles.”Basic Principle 9“Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence ofothers against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularlyserious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting theirauthority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achievethese objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoid-able�in�order�to�protect�life.”Basic Principle 10“In the circumstances provided for under principle 9, law enforcement officials shall identify themselvesas such and give a clear warning of their intent to use firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to beobserved, unless to do so would unduly place the law enforcement officials at risk or would create a riskof death or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or pointless in the circum-stances�of�the�incident.”

5
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Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelines that:(a) Specify the circumstances under which law enforcement officials are authorized to carry firearms andprescribe�the�types�of�firearms�and�ammunition�permitted;(b) Ensure that firearms are used only in appropriate circumstances and in a manner likely to decreasethe�risk�of�unnecessary�harm;(c) Prohibit the use of those firearms and ammunition that cause unwarranted injury or present an unwar-ranted�risk;(d) Regulate the control, storage and issuing of firearms, including procedures for ensuring that lawenforcement�officials�are�accountable�for�the�firearms�and�ammunition�issued�to�them;(e)�Provide�for�warnings�to�be�given,�if�appropriate,�when�firearms�are�to�be�discharged;(f) Provide for a system of reporting whenever law enforcement officials use firearms in the performanceof�their�duty.”Basic Principle 19“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are providedwith training and are tested in accordance with appropriate proficiency standards in the use of force.Those law enforcement officials who are required to carry firearms should be authorized to do so onlyupon�completion�of�special�training�in�their�use.“Basic Principle 22“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and review proceduresfor all incidents referred to in principles 6 and 11 (f). For incidents reported pursuant to these principles,Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that an effective review process is available andthat independent administrative or prosecutorial authorities are in a position to exercise jurisdiction inappropriate circumstances. In cases of death and serious injury or other grave consequences, a detailedreport shall be sent promptly to the competent authorities responsible for administrative review and judi-cial�control.”

Guideline No. 5: Law enforcement agencies must provide an operational framework that provides clearinstructions�on�when�and�how�to�use�a�firearm.62
a) The operational framework must reiterate the “protect-life”-principle and order law enforcement offi-cials to seek to avoid the use of a firearm unless strictly necessary. It should give instructions for a rangeof�situations�that�law�enforcement�officials�may�face�and�how�to�respond�to�them:– Even in case of a potentially lethal attack, consideration must be given to a response with less lethalforce, if that is likely to be effective and does not increase the risk for the law enforcement official orany�third�person.– The mere fact of a person fleeing from arrest or escaping from custody does not justify the use of afirearm, unless this person presents an ongoing grave threat to the life of another person that can berealized�at�any�time.– The „protect-life“-principle requires that in case of doubt, law enforcement officials should not makeuse�of�their�firearm.
b) The instructions should include the precise wording of the warning to be made before resorting to theuse of a firearm, which should be a constant part of the firearms training so that it becomes ingrainedand law enforcement officials can automatically repeat it in the stressful situations in which they may

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles

62 A�firearm�being�a�weapon�that�is�designed�to�kill [see Chapter�2.2].62 A�firearm�being�a�weapon�that�is�designed�to�kill [see Chapter�2.2].
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have to use a firearm. Firing warning shots is inherently risky and should either be prohibited or only con-sidered�as�an�exceptional�means�of�warning�with�due�precautions�to�be�taken�for�the�safety�of�others.
c) A distinction must be made between the potentially lethal use of a firearm and the intentional lethaluse of a firearm. Intentional lethal use of a firearm is allowed only when a potentially lethal attack isalready underway in such a manner that the death of the attacking person is the only possible means tosave someone else’s endangered life, which can include the life of the law enforcement official. For allother situations, instructions should be given on how to shoot and which part of the body to aim atdepending on the situation faced and with a view to minimizing the risk to the life of the targeted personas�much�as�possible.
d) Operational instructions must make sure that priority is given to the protection of the lives of third per-sons. Operational procedures must impose particularly stringent conditions on the use of firearms in situ-ations with uncontrollable risks for third persons (crowded public spaces, confrontation with heavilyarmed persons in densely populated areas, certain types of hot pursuits). Furthermore, no law enforce-ment operation may be planned in such a way that, from the outset, accepts the possibility of killing orcausing�serious�injury�to�third�persons�by�a�law�enforcement�official�in�the�course�of�action.
e) The decision on the type of weapons and ammunition to be used by law enforcement officials must bebased�on�an�assessment�of�the�operational�policing�needs:– In view of their inaccuracy and the impossibility to be able to account for each and every shot, auto-matic weapons are not suitable for normal law enforcement situations. They may only be used inexceptional situations of extreme danger where multiple exchange of fire might occur and thereforemay only be distributed in anticipation of such situations. In any case they should have a “single-shot”-mode�with�this�being�the�standard�and�first�mode�to�which�they�are�switched.– In view of their inability to carry out the thorough assessment to be made on the spot whether lethalforce may be used or not, there is no room for Lethal Autonomous Weapons/Robotic Systems in lawenforcement.– Any weapons and ammunition used must have been thoroughly tested by the law enforcement agencywith regard to their accuracy, their effectiveness to achieve the law enforcement objective, the risk ofbeing discharged involuntarily, the type of injuries they may cause, and the risks to third persons incase of ricochet or if they might pass through the body of the targeted individual. Their use must beconstantly monitored and the decision to use them must be revised in view of their effectivenessand/or the emergence of unexpected/excessive risks. These considerations also apply to any otherdevice that is designed to kill (e.g. guided armed drones or explosive devices), and their use in lawenforcement�can�therefore�only�be�considered�in�very�rare�and�absolutely�extreme�situations.– Law enforcement officials should only be authorized to use official weapons issued by the law enforce-ment�institution;�the�use�of�private�weapons�should�be�prohibited.– Law enforcement officials must know the effects of the weapons and ammunition they are using,including the type of risks involved and the required precautions to minimize damage and preservelife.
f) A law enforcement agency must take a carefully balanced decision about the situations in which lawenforcement officials may carry a firearm. They should not carry a firearm inside places of detention. Inthe context of assemblies or other public order events, their presence may involve a number of additionalrisks (being perceived as a threat and contributing to creating/increasing tensions; a high risk in suchcrowded places of hitting others than the targeted person; creating panic and/or aggression etc.). Incountries where law enforcement officials are usually armed, law enforcement agencies should thereforecarefully assess whether in the particular circumstances it might be better that those in direct contactwith�participants�of�the�event�do�not�carry�their�weapon.



5.1 When to use a firearm

As mentioned above [Chapter 2], the use of firearms must be regulated by domestic law. However, the con-crete implementation of the legal provisions is the task of the law enforcement institution itself. It mustensure its law enforcement officials put the legal provisions into practice through institutional regulations,operational�procedures�and/or�standing�orders.
5.1.1 Definition of “use of a firearm”
“Use of a firearm” can have different meanings, from drawing the weapon to pointing a weapon at a personand to discharging the weapon (as a warning or when firing at a person), which imply various degrees of risksand�considerations�as�regard�to�their�appropriateness.
In fact, when a law enforcement official draws the weapon (i.e. takes it out of the holster), there already is ahigh risk that the situation may escalate into a situation in which the officer may feel the need to fire theweapon. Also, there is the risk of involuntarily discharging the weapon when drawing it, with potentially lethalconsequences. This risk is exacerbated when a law enforcement official directly points a weapon at a person.The time between drawing the weapon and a person being killed by that weapon may only be a few seconds,
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Basic Principle 9“Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence ofothers against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularlyserious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting theirauthority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achievethese objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoid-able�in�order�to�protect�life.”

g) The permission to carry a firearm must depend on a thorough authorization and certification process:this process must be based on realistic – scenario-based – training that allows assessing the physical andmental capabilities of the individual law enforcement official as well as the indispensable skills ofde-escalation, negotiation, a variety of use-of-force-techniques and proficiency in handling the specificweapon assigned to the individual law enforcement official. This process must be repeated at regularintervals through refresher courses and retests that law enforcement officials have to pass to keep theircertification.
h) Law enforcement officials should only be issued with individually registered and forensically traceableweapons which are personally assigned to them, as well as a recorded amount of ammunition. Clear rulesshould�govern�how�weapons�should�be�stored�when�the�law�enforcement�official�is�not�on�duty.
i) Any drawing of a firearm as a means of warning and any pointing of a firearm against a person mustbe reported and evaluated by the competent superior irrespective of whether the firearm has beendischarged or has caused any death or injury. When a firearm has been discharged an obligatory andthorough reporting process to the authorities must follow. Reporting must be comprehensive and allowfor a full assessment of the justification of the use of the firearm in light of the “protect-life”-principleand of all actions that were taken or considered before the use of the firearm, such as de-escalation, dif-ferentiated response, warnings and other procedures, protection of third persons etc. The report mustthen�be�evaluated�to�determine�the�appropriate�actions�to�be�taken�as�a�result�of�the�incident.



sometimes only just a split second. Finally, discharging the weapon has to be considered as (at least) poten-tially�lethal�force [see�Chapter�2.1].
Drawing or pointing the weapon might be a precautionary measure in a situation where possible dangers aredifficult to assess (e.g. following a suspect in a dark neighbourhood of a high violent crime area, stopping aperson who fits the description of a highly dangerous suspect, but who might also not be this person). Still, inview of the above mentioned risks involved in drawing a weapon or pointing it at a person, the appropriatenessof this action needs to be justified by specific circumstances and the reasonable anticipation of a possiblydangerous situation. This should in no way be part of a routine behaviour and some police forces thereforeequate�the�drawing�or�pointing�a�weapon�to�the�use�of�force�(though�not�(yet)�lethal).Illustrative country examplesBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art. 7 explicitly stipulates that pointing with a gun at a person in stop and search situations may not beroutine�behaviour.Paraguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect. III.j: “Prohibited actions with regard to the use of force: The following actions are prohibited sincethey�are�considered�inappropriate�use�of�force:�[…]12. Drawing, displaying or manipulating a firearm is only allowed when its potential use is appropriate,or if the circumstances clearly require the use of firearm in order to bring a dangerous situation undercontrol.”Sect.�IV.h:�“Drawing�a�handgun:Police officers may draw a handgun in a situation of real, imminent or perceived threat, to prepare them-selves for a situation of potential use of lethal force. In most of the situations in which a handgun isdrawn, the evolution of the threatening situation will not require its use. Even so, the mere fact of draw-ing a handgun causes alarm and concern to the public, and therefore is considered a use of force andmust�be�treated�as�such.”
Supervision and control are therefore required and, consequently, these actions should be subject to strictreporting�obligations�in�line�with�Basic�Principle�No.�11�(f) [see Chapter�5.7�and�Chapter�10.3].
Discharge of a firearm, however, may never be a precautionary measure, but may only take place in a situationthat�meets�the�threshold�of�danger�as�set�down�in�Basic�Principle�No.�9.
5.1.2 Reaffirmation of the “protect-life”-principle
The operational framework governing the use of firearms must reaffirm the “protect-life”-principle and clarifyits�meaning�for�law�enforcement�in�practice.Illustrative country examplesUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Command�[Internet].https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/command/Command�roles�and�functions“It is the responsibility of the strategic firearms commander to satisfy themselves that the tactical plan iscapable of meeting the strategic aims of the operation, and that the provisions of ECHR Article 2 [that isgoverning�the�use�of�force�in�particular�with�regard�to�the�right�to�life]�take�precedence.”United�States:�The�President’s�Task�Force�on�21st�Century�Policing,�Final�Report�(2015)p. 19: “Not only should there be policies for deadly and non-deadly uses of force but a clearly stated‘sanctity�of�life’�philosophy�must�also�be�in�the�forefront�of�every�officer’s�mind.”
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Firearms should not be treated as a standard tool in law enforcement (though this is still the commonly heldperception and practice in many law enforcement agencies). The framework should make clear that the use ofa firearm�remains�the�absolute�exception�and�should�be�avoided�as�much�as�possible.
Illustrative country examplesIn Germany, North Rhine-Westphalia, Police firearms training is called: “Schiessen/Nichtschiessen”(Shoot/Don’t shoot) which already sets the spirit of the training, i.e. not only to learn how to shoot, but,more�importantly,�learning�how�to�avoid�the�need�to�resort�to�a�firearm.The Human�Rights�Manual�of�the�Nigerian�Police�Force�(2014) clearly�states�in�section�3.5�that:“Lethal force should not be used except when strictly unavoidable in order to protect your life or the livesof others” and furthermore states: “In today’s police paradigm, which considers the protection of humanlives as the primary operational objective, the death of a person (whether that person is a criminal, suspect,victim hostage or innocent bystander) resulting out of a police intervention is generally considered anoperational�failure; […]”63 [emphasis�added]

As far as possible, the operational framework should provide instructions on how to address different types ofsituations�that�law�enforcement�officials�may�face�in�their�daily�work.
Illustrative country exampleFor instance the lnterministerial Ordinance No. 4.226 of 31 December 2010 in Brazil does not onlyconfirm that firearms should only be used against a threat to life or of serious injury (Art. 3), but alsoprovides precise instructions for two critical situations: a fleeing person, even if armed, should not beshot at, if this person does not present a risk to the life of the law enforcement official or third persons(Art. 4); a car breaking through a police check point should only be shot at if there is an imminent risk ofdeath or serious injury to law enforcement officials or third persons (Art. 5). As already mentioned above,it also stipulates explicitly that pointing with a gun at a person in stop and search situations may not be aroutine�behaviour�(Art.�7).

The operational framework should also make clear that not each and every potentially lethal attack requires aresponse with lethal force. Depending on the circumstances, less lethal options may well be just as effectiveor even more effective (a person hit by a bullet in an area of muscle mass may well be able to continue to act,whereas pepper spray in the eyes or an electric shock may instantly stop the person from acting). This is oneimportant weakness of many of the frequently used models of the “use-of-force-continuum” [see Chapter4.4]: these models often seem to imply that in any situation of a potentially lethal attack, law enforcementofficials may resort to a response with lethal force, without contemplating other less lethal options. In particu-lar where the threat emanates from a person armed with a knife, depending on the situation (physical strengthof�the�person,�distance�etc.),�there�may�be�many�more�options�than�simply�resorting�to�a�firearm.64
Another difficult aspect is assessing the level of danger a person presents. This assessment is less difficult ifa person is armed and directly threatens the law enforcement official or another person.65 However, theassessment is quite problematic when a law enforcement official is trying to prevent a person from fleeing
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63 However, it is important to mention that Police force order 237 of the Nigeria Police Force, which – in violation of internationalhuman rights law and standards particularly with regard to the right to life – allows for the use of a firearm against any fleeing personsuspected of a felony irrespective of whether this person presents any danger to the life of any other person [see above, FN 39 Chapter2.3.1 b)] remains in force at the time of writing of the present Guidelines and is in urgent need of amendment in the light of theHuman�Rights�Manual�cited�here.64 See for such situations the already mentioned example of the Armenian Guidelines for Police in Public Order Management [seeChapter�4.4].65 Of course, there might be situations where the perceived threat is not a real one as the “weapon” later turns out to be an imitation orwithout ammunition. In such situations, however, it is the reasonable perception of the law enforcement official at the moment of thethreat�that�matters�and�not�any�information�obtained�after�the�incident.



arrest or escaping from custody, in particular if that person is not armed at that moment. As already men-tioned, in accordance with Basic Principle No. 9 and the “protect-life”-principle, the use of a firearm in sucha situation can only be acceptable if the person presents an ongoing threat to the lives of other people. With-out compelling indications that this person presents such an ongoing threat, a law enforcement official maynot�resort�to�use�of�a�firearm [see�Chapter�2.3.1�b)].
In view of the practical difficulties in making the appropriate decision and the need to ensure full respect forthe “protect-life”-principle, in a number of countries the use of a firearm to stop a fleeing person is prohibitedby�law�or�in�operational�procedures,�if�the�person�is�unarmed�at�that�particular�moment.Illustrative country exampleBrazil:�Law�No.�13.060�of�22�December�2014 prohibits�shooting�at�an�unarmed�person�running�away.
At minimum, as a rule, law enforcement officials should be instructed not to resort to using a firearm unlessthey have compelling indications that the fleeing person – if remaining at large – will present an ongoingthreat to the life of other persons that can be realized at any time. The “protect-life”-principle dictates that incase�of�doubt,�law�enforcement�officials�should�not�make�use�of�their�firearm.
5.2 Warnings to be given

The obligation to issue a verbal or visual warning is a clear expression of the principle of necessity: when thereis a chance that the person may readily comply with the order as a result of the warning, then there is nonecessity to resort to the use of a firearm. Rules and regulations on the use of force should include an obligationto�issue�a�warning�before�using�a�firearm�and�only�allow�for�exceptions�in�line�with�Basic�Principle�No.�10.
Situations in which law enforcement officials may choose to resort to the use of a firearm will usually behighly stressful. It is for this reason that Basic Principle No. 11e) requires that the warnings to be issued areset down in the rules or regulations of the law enforcement agencies. The issuing of these warnings shouldthen be repeated in practical training exercises to such an extent that they become an automatism and thereis�no�need�to�reflect�over�the�wording�to�be�used.Illustrative country examplesCroatia:�Code�of�Practice�for�Police�Officers,�2009Art. 143 (3) provides for a precise wording of the warning to be given: “After issuing the order: ‘Stop,police!’ and the order and warning: ‘Stop I will shoot!’ and immediately prior to using fire arms, thepolice officer referred to in Paragraph 2 of this Article shall fire a warning shot into the air, if this doesnot�bring�people�and�property�in�danger.”
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Basic Principle 10”In the circumstances provided for under principle 9, law enforcement officials shall identify themselvesas such and give a clear warning of their intent to use firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to beobserved, unless to do so would unduly place the law enforcement officials at risk or would create a riskof death or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or pointless in the circum-stances�of�the�incident.”Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelinesthat:�[…]e)�Provide�for�warnings�to�be�given,�if�appropriate,�when�firearms�are�to�be�discharged�[…].”



Peru:�Human�Rights�Manual�for�Police,�2006Use�of�firearm�–�warning,�p.�77:Police officials must “(1) Fully identify themselves as police, even when wearing an uniform. STOPPOLICE!�or�THIS�IS�THE�POLICE!(2) Give the alleged offender a clear warning of their intention of discharging his/her firearm, giving theperson enough time to understand it and take a decision. THROW DOWN THE GUN! Or DROP THE GUN!DO�NOT�MOVE!�or�DO�NOT�REACT!,�WE�ARE�ARMED!,�WE�CAN�FIRE!”
A critical question is whether warning shots can be considered an appropriate warning in the sense of BasicPrinciples No. 10 and 11e). In fact, there are still many domestic laws and operational procedures thatrequire�a�warning�shot�prior�to�a�targeted�use�of�a�firearm.66
However, a warning shot actually already constitutes the use of a firearm [see the definition of “use of fire-arm” in Chapter 5.1.1 above], and therefore – in line with Basic Principle No. 10 – a warning would berequired before the warning shot is fired. Moreover, the decision on whether or not to fire a warning shot has tobe�weighed�against�two�important�elements:1. The protection of third persons: when firing a warning shot in the air, the bullet will come down with apotentially lethal velocity at quite a distance from the place of firing. Its trajectory cannot be controlled sothere is no way of knowing whether it will accidentally hit somebody. When warning shots are fired onto theground or horizontally in any direction there is a high risk of potentially lethal ricochets, especially wherethe�ground�or�walls�consist�of�solid�materials�such�as�brick�or�concrete.2. Escalation vs. de-escalation: a warning shot could be perceived not as a warning, but as a direct attack.This could trigger an immediate violent reaction by the person the shot was meant to warn (or even fromother persons, including other police officers, in the area), which would worsen the situation instead ofimproving�it�by�obtaining�compliance.
Because of the inherent risks of firing warning shots, there are many domestic laws and operational docu-ments�that�prohibit�warning�shots:

Illustrative country examplesBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art.�6:�“Warning�shots�are�not�acceptable�in�view�of�their�unforeseeable�effects.”Paraguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect. III.j.: “Prohibited acts regarding the use of force: The following acts are prohibited since they areconsidered�inappropriate�use�of�force:�[…]�3.�Resorting�to�warning�shots”Sect.�V:“b)�Warning�shotsWarning shots are potentially lethal to third parties, hence are considered inappropriate in any level ofresistance.�Therefore,�its�use�is�under�no�circumstances�allowed.”Philippines:�National�Police�Operational�Procedures,�2013Rule�No.�6.3:�“The�police�shall�not�use�warning�shots�during�police�intervention�operation.”United�States:�San�Francisco�Police�Department�General�Order,�Use�of�Firearms,�2011Art.�4:�“It�is�generally�prohibited�to�discharge�firearms�as�a�warning.”
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66 Obligatory: Serbian Law on Police (2005), Art. 106; South Africa, Correctional Services Act, 1998: Section 34 (4b). In other countrieswarning shots are at least considered as an option: Germany, Lower Saxony, Law on Public Order and Security, 2005, Art. 74 §1 (3).Indonesia, Regulation of the INP on the Use of Force in Police Action No. 1/2009: Art. 15 §1 allows warning shots, (§2) providedthis is done in a safe and reasonable manner and does not create a threat or danger to other people. (3) Warning shots are to be firedin the air or ground in a highly cautious manner. The Netherlands, Official Instruction for the Police, Royal Constabulary and otherInvestigative Officials, 1994, Art. 10a, allows for a warning shot and only requires to avoid danger to persons or objects as much aspossible.



If warning shots are considered an option for a warning in the operational framework, due consideration mustbe�given�to�these�risks�and�how�to�mitigate�them,�e.g.:
Illustrative country examplesPortugal:�Law�No.�457/99�on�use�of�firearms�during�police�operationArt. 4 (2): “A warning can consist of a shot in the air, as long as it can be assumed that nobody will beharmed,�and�if�intimidation�or�previous�warning�is�not�clear�and�immediately�understood.”United�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2013):�Discharge�of�firearms�[Internet].https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deployment/discharge-of-firearms/Accountability�for�all�rounds�fired:“AFOs [Armed Firearms Officers] are accountable for all the rounds that they discharge and they shouldbe�aimed�so�as�to�minimize�risk�(either�directly�or�by�ricochet)�to�any�person�other�than�the�subject.Where, in exceptional circumstances, a round is discharged in a direction where it is not intended tostrike a person or defined area, officers must take account of potential unintentional harm being caused asa consequence. This could also include death or serious injury of a person not in the immediate proximity.Officers should be aware that any discharge of a firearm may lead a subject or other officer to believe thatthey�are�under�fire.”[see�also�earlier�in�this�section�Art.�143�(3)�of�the Code�of�Practice�for�Police�Officers,�Croatia,�2009]

Such precautions could be for instance firing into soft ground or deep water, or only where there are no otherpersons�around�(e.g.�outside�urban�settings).
5.3 How to use a firearm

The operational framework must clarify the distinction between potentially lethal and the intentional lethaluse of it. Intentional lethal use [see Chapter 2.3.2] refers to the use of the firearm in a manner that will defin-itively lead to the immediate death of the person, e.g. a police sharp-shooter, also called “sniper”, aimingat the head of the hostage taker in a critical hostage situation, or a police officer firing multiple shots into aperson’s central body mass until the person stops moving. Potentially lethal use refers to other ways of using afirearm, which may still have lethal consequences, but where the firearm is used in a way that allows for thesurvival�of�the�person.
Such intentional lethal use of a firearm might only be justified in the exceptional situation that a lethal attackis already ongoing and can only be stopped by an intentional lethal use of a firearm. The reason is that a personhit by a bullet, even if fatally wounded, may still be able to continue a deadly attack (e.g. pulling a trigger ifthey have a firearm). Under these circumstances, aiming at the head or firing multiple shots at the central bodymass may be the only way for the law enforcement official to interrupt the action of the person and to save thelife in danger. The operational framework must be very clear that intentional lethal use of a firearm is onlyallowed in such situations of extreme urgency and only when it is strictly unavoidable for the protection of life.
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Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelinesthat:[…](b) Ensure that firearms are used only in appropriate circumstances and in a manner likely to decreasethe�risk�of�unnecessary�harm;�[…].”



However, there are many other situations, which do not present such a level of urgency, though still present aserious threat as referred to in Basic Principle No. 9. For such situations the operational framework must pro-vide clear instructions on how to use the firearm in order to balance the inherent risk of the firearm to causedeath�with�the�threat�it�seeks�to�counter.
Illustrative country exampleCzech�Republic:�Act�Regulating�the�Police,�2008Sect. 56 (4): “When using a weapon, a police officer must take the necessary care, in particular, not toendanger other persons’ life and to spare as much as possible the life of the person against whom theaction�is�being�taken.”

A very difficult question is whether law enforcement officials should be instructed and trained to aim at thelegs whenever possible. This is common practice in many police forces and may increase the chance of sur-vival�for�the�targeted�person.
Illustrative country examplesPeru:�Human�Rights�Manual�for�Police,�2006Instruction on use of firearm, p. 78: “However, if circumstances allow, the police must give priority to atargeted shot aimed at certain areas of the body, in order to minimize injuries without putting their ownsecurity at risk, taking into account the intensity and danger of the aggression, as well as the legitimateobjective�pursued.”Portugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter 3, Sect. 4 e): “When using a firearm against individuals, police officers should first try to use itin a less lethal manner to cause minimal harm on the suspect or alleged offender, in accordance withthis�regulation.”Sect.�5:�Types�of�effective�use�of�firearms�against�personsa. The discharging of a firearm against individuals can present a higher or lower risk, depending on thebody�part�targeted�at�the�moment�of�shooting;b. Any shot targeting other body parts than the upper or lower limbs of the suspect is considered high risk;c. Any�shot�targeting�the�upper�or�lower�limbs�of�the�suspect�is�considered�lower�risk;d. Any shot described under the previous paragraph must – obligatorily – target the bottom half of thelower�limbs,�if�the�situation�allows�it.”South�Africa:�Correctional�Service�Act,�1998Sect. 34: “[…] 4) Before a firearm is fired, the following procedure must be adhered to, if circumstancespermit:�[…](c) if the warnings are of no effect, the line of fire should be directed in such a manner that the probableresult�will�not�be�a�fatal�injury.”

Nevertheless, it must be clear that when law enforcement officials are instructed and trained to attempt toaim at the legs in certain situations, this does not mean that the firearm can be considered a less lethalweapon which may be used at a lower level of danger: even a shot in the leg can easily be lethal if a centralblood vessel is hit, and the risk of the shot still hitting a vital organ even though it was aimed at the legs isequally high – particularly in stressful situations or if the targeted person is moving. Thus, any discharge of afirearm is a use of lethal force and may only be applied if the threshold of Basic Principle No. 9 is met, andthe operational framework should be very clear about this. Aiming at the legs, but hitting a vital organ in asituation where there was no imminent threat to life or of serious injury cannot be justified on the basis thatthe law enforcement official was trying to shoot at the legs. In such a situation, a shot should not have beenfired�in�the�first�place�–�whatever�body�part�was�targeted.
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Other police forces only train to aim at the central body mass, because of the increased risks if the shotmisses�the�target�or�does�not�have�the�immediate�stopping�effect.
Illustrative country exampleUnited States: Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police, Sample Law Enforcement Operations Manual, 2014Chapter�11�(Use�of�force)�S.O.P�11-1�Critical�incident�investigation�and�review:“Once the officer has determined that the use of deadly force is necessary; the Department’s policy is toshoot to stop. An officer shall not discharge a weapon to kill, but rather to stop and incapacitate anassailant from completing a potentially deadly act as described in this policy. For maximum stoppingeffectiveness and minimal danger to innocent bystanders, the officer should shoot at ‘center bodymass’.”

The decision on where law enforcement officials should aim also depends on the type of ammunition used,the threshold of danger for the use of firearms established in domestic legislation and the overall situation inthe�context:– Shooting at the legs (or at the arm holding a weapon) might be more likely to achieve the intended resultwhen ammunition with a stronger immediate stopping power is used [on different types of ammunition: seeChapter�5.5].– The higher the threshold of danger established in domestic legislation for the use of firearms (even beyondinternational human rights standards), the more likely it is that shooting in the legs will not make sense insuch�a�highly�dangerous�situation,�because�it�is�unlikely�to�effectively�stop�the�threat.– In countries where law enforcement officials are not routinely armed and are only deployed in already criti-cal situations, targeting shots outside the central body mass (and being trained to do so) may not be veryrelevant,�given�the�threat�level�of�the�situations�such�specially�deployed�officials�are�likely�to�face.
Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2013):�Discharge�of�firearms�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deployment/discharge-of-firearms/Discharge�of�firearms“The primary intention of the police, when discharging a firearm, is to prevent an immediate threat tolife by shooting to stop the subject from carrying out their intended or threatened course of action. Inmost�circumstances�this�is�achieved�by�aiming�to�strike�the�central�body�mass�(ie,�the�torso).”Physical�response“The physical response of a person to having been shot is unpredictable – there are a range of physi-cal and psychological moderators which can contribute to the nature and extent of any response. Onlyshots striking the central nervous system (which is largely located in the brain and spinal cord) andthe major organs (which are contained in the upper body), are likely to result in rapid incapacitation.”

In any case, in order to leave the targeted person with a chance of survival, a series of shots should never befired (this way of shooting should be restricted to the extremely critical situations described at the beginningof this sub-section). Law enforcement officials should only fire a single shot after which the situation has tobe�reassessed�whether�there�is�still�a�threat,�before�making�another�shot.
Operational instructions must describe the different ways in which law enforcement officials are supposed to use their firearm, in response to different types of scenarios (and how they should not use them). Training of law enforcement officials should make sure that they obtain the necessary skills to effectively apply the instructions�in�practice [see�Chapter�5.6.2�and�9.2�on�training].
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It should be noted that the criteria and considerations mentioned above equally apply to all other devicesthat are designed to kill (e.g. guided armed drones or explosives devices), in particular the requirement ofabsolute necessity, i.e. that the use of weapons of this kind which will inevitably lead to a person’s death isonly permitted in situations of extreme urgency when strictly unavoidable to protect life, as described above.Such weapons also present a considerably increased risk to injure or kill third persons and thus require evenmore precautions to be taken for their protection [see also below Chapter 5.4]. Ultimately, there will be veryfew situations of such an extreme character that the use of such devices can be justified in light of the“protect-life”-principle.
5.4 Protection of third persons
The protection of third persons must be given the utmost attention. As mentioned above [see Chapter 2.5],the concept of “collateral damage” (unintentional death or injury) to a third person is not accepted in lawenforcement. Law enforcement officials who may find themselves in a situation in which they may considerthe use of their firearm must take all possible precautions that by doing so they will not endanger the life ofother persons, e.g. as a result of a missed shot, a ricochet, or a bullet passing through the body of a targetedperson to hit another. These considerations are particularly relevant in crowded public spaces. Operationalinstructions�must�ensure�that�priority�is�given�to�the�protection�of�the�lives�of�third�persons.

Illustrative country examplesParaguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�II.j.:�“Prohibited�acts�of�use�of�force:The�following�acts�are�prohibited�as�they�are�considered�inappropriate�use�of�force:�[…]8.�Shooting�while�there�is�an�imminent�risk�to�third�parties.”Portugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter�3,�Sect.2:�“General�principles�on�the�use�of�firearms�[…]f. The use of a firearm is only allowed if it is manifestly unlikely that, apart from the individual(s) con-cerned,�any�other�person�will�be�hit;�[…]8.�Risk�of�hitting�third�partiesa. The use of a firearm is prohibited whenever the concrete circumstances raise or must raise any doubtsin�the�police�official’s�mind�regarding�the�possibility�of�hitting�third�parties;b. A verification of the circumstances mentioned above must be based on the skills acquired during theregular�training;c. In�particular,�third�parties�are�considered�in�imminent�danger,�when:1. The distance between police and suspect is considerably reduced, and the suspect’s exposed bodysurface�is�small;2. The suspect is found at a distance from the police officer that is too great, considering the capacityand�technical�specifications�of�the�weapon�or�ammunition�used;3. The�suspect�moves�rapidly�behind�or�in�front�of�third�parties.”
The high number of people killed by stray bullets in high violent crime areas during confrontations betweenlaw enforcement officials and armed groups causes great concern and is an unacceptable outcome of policeoperations. Law enforcement officials, when operating in such areas, must be instructed to give the utmostpriority to the protection of third persons. This does not only apply to their own use of a firearm, i.e. that theyshould make sure that they do not accidentally hit third persons. Highly dangerous suspects who use firearmsin order to escape will often not give any consideration to third persons. The mere fact of engaging in anexchange of fire with heavily armed persons may therefore in itself carry a high risk for third persons. It mustbe clear that their death is a totally unacceptable outcome of a law enforcement operation. It may therefore be
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required to stop the pursuit and the attempt to arrest such a highly dangerous suspect in order to avoid suchan�outcome.
A similar situation can be found in the so-called “hot pursuits”, e.g. when law enforcement officials pursue asuspect either on foot or in a vehicle, or in situations in which a driver refuses to stop at a checkpoint. Whenmoving fast, it is almost impossible for the law enforcement official to aim shots correctly and therefore therisk of third persons being hit by a stray bullet is extremely high. Besides, when running or driving in pursuitof a suspect, the situation in the surrounding area may change unexpectedly, with passers-by suddenlyappearing�as�if�out�of�nowhere.
When driving, this risk will often be uncontrollable and, as a rule, it should be prohibited to open fire at asuspect�in�such�circumstances.

Illustrative country exampleParaguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�III.j.:�“Prohibited�acts�of�use�of�force:The�following�acts�are�prohibited�as�they�are�considered�inappropriate�use�of�force:�[…]5. Shooting from or into moving vehicles, except in cases where lack of action will clearly lead to seriousinjuries�to�the�police�officer�or�third�parties�and�there�is�no�other�way�to�avoid�it.”
Even during a pursuit on foot, the use of the firearm may only be allowed after the law enforcement official hasstopped running, has a clear view of the surrounding area and can make sure that no third persons will be hit.
At checkpoints, it is important to stress that the mere fact a driver does not stop at the checkpoint does notallow the law enforcement official to conclude that the driver is a dangerous person. And firing at a movingvehicle (even if aiming at the tyres) carries a great risk to the car’s passengers. In this regard, it is important tostress that firing at a moving vehicle must be considered as the use of lethal force against a person and notsimply as the use of force against an object. Thus, the use of a firearm in such a situation can – if at all – onlybe justified by considerations other than simply disrespecting the checkpoint, i.e. there must be an imminentthreat�of�death�or�serious�injury�to�third�persons.Illustrative country exampleBrazil:�Law�No.�13.060�of�22�December�2014“The use of firearms is forbidden in cases when a car disrespects a police checkpoint without presentingany�additional�risk�for�police�agents�or�third�persons.”
Furthermore, passengers in the car must be considered to be third persons who should be protected fromharm: the purpose of the use of force is to stop the car, thus the only legitimate target in that situation – if atall�–�would�be�the�driver�and�the�utmost�care�must�be�taken�to�not�put�the�lives�of�passengers�in�danger.
At minimum, operational instructions should oblige law enforcement officials to take all possible precautionsnot to harm third persons or passengers67 – including the risk of the car hitting other people in the street, if it
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67 See for instance the list of considerations mentioned in the United Kingdom, College of Policing (2013): Discharge of firearms[Internet], https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deployment/discharge-of-firearms/, under the heading“Moving vehicles”, in relation to the risks involved in shooting at a driving vehicle. Under no circumstances should there be a blanketauthorization to shoot at a person or a car refusing to stop, such as is for instance provided in the Armenian Law on Police 2001, Art.32 §2 (1), which allows the use of a firearm in case of a dangerous person refusing to stop, but without any indications for precau-tions to be taken to prevent endangering third persons. At least, Art. 32 § 3 of the same law explicitly prohibits the use of firearms incrowded spaces, which somewhat reduces the risks. Still, the use of firearms at police check points is in need of further restrictionsand regulations regarding the protection of third persons and the required threshold of danger the driver presents to other persons.



goes out of control (for instance after a shot in the tyres or when the driver gets injured or killed). Or theyshould�prohibit�the�use�of�firearms�at�all�in�such�situations.
Illustrative country examplesPortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004“3.�Use�of�firearm�during�motorised�pursuit.a.�During�a�motorised�pursuit,�as�a�rule,�any�use�of�firearms�is�prohibited;b. Exceptionally, it is allowed to use firearms against a person, if in accordance with legal provisions andthis regulation (NEP), in particular those exceptions stated in sub-paragraph d, 2 of Chapter 3 [i.e.against�a�lethal�threat].”United�States:�Department�of�Justice,�Investigation�of�the�Cleveland�Division�of�Police,�2014p. 15/16: “Shooting at a fleeing suspect violates the Constitution when the fleeing suspect does not posea threat of serious bodily harm to the officer or others. […] Shooting at vehicles creates an unreasonablerisk unless such a real and articulable threat exists. First, it is difficult to shoot at a moving car withaccuracy. Missed shots can hit Bystanders or others in the vehicle. Second, if the driver is disabled bythe�shot,�the�vehicle�may�become�unguided,�making�it�potentially�more�dangerous.”

5.5 Types of weapons and ammunition

As already mentioned above [see Chapter 2.5], no law enforcement operation may be planned in a way that,from the outset, it accepts that third persons may be killed by a law enforcement official.68 In this regard, thechoice of weapons and ammunition issued to law enforcement officials also becomes particularly relevant forthe�protection�of�third�persons.
The right choice of weapons and ammunition to be used by law enforcement officials is crucial. All weaponshave advantages and disadvantages (risk of being fired unintentionally, their accuracy depending on the dis-tance, capacity to effectively stop an imminent lethal threat, risk of causing more injury than necessary, risk ofhitting more than one person, risk of injury to the law enforcement official discharging the firearm etc.). It liesoutside the scope of these Guidelines to enter into the technical details of these questions. However, there aresome�important�considerations�to�take�into�account�when�deciding�on�weapons�and�ammunition:– A law enforcement agency should have different types of firearms available: one that is suitable for thegreat variety of situations law enforcement officials may face in ordinary daily policing, as well as specificweapons�for�specific�law�enforcement�operations�(e.g.�hostage�situations).– While they should be easy to use, the risk of being discharged unintentionally must be reduced to a mini-mum.– Their�accuracy�needs�to�be�thoroughly�tested�to�avoid�missing�the�target�and�the�risk�of�stray�bullets.
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Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelines that:(a)�[…]�prescribe�the�types�of�firearms�and�ammunition�permitted;[…](c) Prohibit the use of those firearms and ammunition that cause unwarranted injury or present anunwarranted risk; […]”

68 Exceptional situations such as hostage situations or school shootings certainly present particular challenges in this regard [seeChapter 2.5 and 4.3.5] and loss of life may well occur in such circumstances. Still the intervention should be conducted with a viewto�preventing�the�loss�of�any�life�as�much�as�possible,�and�in�particular�of�persons�who�do�not�present�any�threat.



– As a rule, fully automatic firearms are not suitable for daily law enforcement practice: in law enforcement,each single shot needs to be accounted for and justified. This is not possible with automatic fire: a fullyautomatic firearm continuously fires rounds as long as the trigger is pressed and held and there is ammuni-tion in the magazine/chamber. They are also grossly inaccurate and do not allow for the carefully targetedfiring required by the “protect-life”-principle. Law enforcement officials should only be provided with themin exceptional situations of extreme danger where multiple exchanges of fire might occur and therefore onlybe distributed in anticipation of such situations, e.g. when multiple exchange of fire is expected, or when acountry�is�in�a�situation�of�armed�conflict�in�which�law�enforcement�officials�might�be�under�attack.69
Illustrative country exampleUnited Kingdom: Police Ombudsman of Northern Ireland investigative report on the circumstance ofthe�death�of�Mr.�Neil�McConville�on�29�April�2003�(2005)Recommendation�5:“It is recommended that all operational weapons be immediately adapted to remove the automaticcapability with the exception of a number of weapons kept in an armoury for which specific authoriza-tion�for�their�use�should�be�given�(if�it�were�felt�that�capability�was�required).”

Furthermore, the design of such weapons should conform to the law enforcement scenario in which theyare supposed to be used, i.e. the normal switch should be on safety mode (no firing possible), the secondswitch on “single-shot”-mode. The option of “multiple-shot”-mode should be reserved for exceptional situ-ations of extreme danger. Some weapons have a so-called “burst mode”, i.e. where with one pull of the trig-ger three bullets are automatically fired in immediate succession, a mode which allows for more controlledshooting�than�the�continuous�rapid�firing�that�is�the�case�with�“multiple-shot”-mode.In any case, the deployment of automatic weapons must be accompanied with specific precautionary mea-sures to protect third persons, including thorough training [see Chapter 9.2], to avoid law enforcement offi-cials erroneously switching to the wrong mode – therefore, they should – as a rule – be switched to singlemode. They may only be turned to “burst mode” or “multiple-shot”-mode if required by the concrete– exceptional – situation and, when fired in such mode, law enforcement officials must be able to justifyand�should�be�accountable�for�each�pull�of�the�trigger.– As mentioned above [see Chapter 2.3.2], there is no room for the use of Lethal Autonomous Weapons/RoboticSystems.– The decision about which type of firearms and ammunition a law enforcement agency will be issued mustonly be taken after thorough testing and carefully balancing the different aspects (requirements of the pos-sible�scenarios�faced,�degree�of�effectiveness�and�accuracy,�possible�risks).– Their use must be continually monitored and the decision about their selection be revised in view of theireffectiveness�and/or�the�emergence�of�unexpected/excessive�risks.– All of the criteria and considerations mentioned above equally apply to all devices that are designed to kill,in�particular�the�requirement�of�their�accuracy�and�the�protection�of�third�persons.– Law enforcement officials should only be authorized to use officially provided and forensically traceableweapons. The use of private weapons should be prohibited as these have neither been sufficiently testedand approved nor do they allow for the indispensable accountability (identifying from which weapon a bullethas�been�fired,�how�many�shots�a�law�enforcement�official�has�fired�etc.).
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69 Still, it is important to underline that even in times of armed conflict, law enforcement officials in the fulfilment of their law enforce-ment�duties�remain�bound�by�international�and�domestic�human�rights�law,�and�not�by�international�humanitarian�law.



Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Law�on�Police,�2001Art. 32, part 5: “The list of the types of firearms and ammunitions included in the armament of thePolice shall be approved by the Government of the Republic of Armenia. The inclusion of the types offirearms and ammunitions into the armament of the Police which cause graver injuries or constitute asource�of�unjustified�risk,�shall�be�prohibited.”Part 6: “The procedure for allocating registered service weapon and ammunitions to a police officerunder the right to keep and carry them, as well as the procedure for keeping and carrying the allo-cated�weapon,�shall�be�established�by�the�Government�of�the�Republic�of�Armenia.”Uruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 160: “(Prohibited firearms) – The use of firearms not provided by the State competent authoritiesis�expressly�forbidden�[...].”
An equally difficult question is the choice of ammunition. Three interrelated elements are crucial in this regard:– the�risk�of�hitting�more�than�one�person;– the�degree�of�effectiveness�in�stopping�a�person�from�moving/acting;�and– the�type�of�injuries�it�will�cause.
Depending on the size and type of ammunition, bullets will deposit more or less energy when hitting a body(e.g. full metal jacketed bullets vs. semi-metal jacketed/expanding bullets70). This will influence both the typeof injuries a bullet will cause and the degree to which it will effectively stop a person from moving or acting.The more energy a bullet deposits at the moment of impact, the larger the injury will be and the greater theoverall effect on the body (including on the ability of the person to act). Even a shot in the leg might then beeffective to immediately stop a person (whereas bullets which deposit less energy when hitting the body mightbe quite ineffective in stopping a person when hitting the leg). Moreover, when expanding bullets are used,which deposit a high amount of energy early on, there is a lower risk of the bullet passing through the bodyand hitting somebody else at a dangerous velocity. There is also a lower risk of dangerous ricochet when theshot misses target, as the bullet will lose a large part of its energy and velocity when it hits a wall or theground.71

Illustrative country examplesExpanding bullets are used in e.g. the United Kingdom, France, The Netherlands, Sweden, and Denmark.In Norway they were introduced in 2005 because they provide greater protection for third persons [see:http://theforeigner.no/m/pages/news/norway-police-get-green-light-for-expanding-ammunition/]. In viewof their greater impact they were also allowed to be used by police sharp-shooters [Justice-Department14/2796-VBJ,�June�2014].
The decision on the ammunition provided needs to be informed by these effects and must be taken aftercarefully balancing the different elements of use: minimizing the injury to the person, while still being effec-tive enough to stop the person from acting (in particular if the person is already carrying out a potentiallylethal attack) and protecting third persons from ricochets and bullets passing through the body of the targeted
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70 “Full metal jacketed bullets consist of a soft core (usually made of lead) encased in a shell of harder metal. Such bullets generallypierce through a human target and will not expand. An expanding bullet is designed to expand on impact with soft tissue. Most semi-jacketed bullets do this and have an exposed lead core at the tip.” https://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/wound-ballistics-brochure.pdf.71 Often, expanding bullets are referred to as “Dum-dum”-bullets, that were first developed for elephant hunting in the 19th century,then used in armed conflict and were subsequently prohibited in the Hague Declaration of 1899. Two important aspects deserve tobe mentioned here: (1) Today’s expanding bullets used in law enforcement are much smaller in size and cause less serious injurythan those used in 1899. (2) Expanding bullets are still prohibited under international humanitarian law – but for distinct consider-ations (causing unnecessary suffering); considerations for or against their use in a law enforcement context have to follow differentparameters. See for more details: Coupland / Loye (2003), Revue Internationale de la Croix-Rouge/International Review of the RedCross,�vol.�85,�pp�135-142.



individual. Law enforcement officials must know the effects of the type of ammunition they are provided with,individual. Law enforcement officials must know the effects of the type of ammunition they are provided with,so they can anticipate the results and consequences of firing a shot and to take appropriate precautions wherepossible [see Chapter�9.2].
5.6 Who may use a firearm: authorization, certification, training

5.6.1 Authorization of firearms for different law enforcement duties
A law enforcement agency must decide under which circumstances and for which type of duties law enforce-ment officials may carry a firearm. A first decision in this regard is whether or not law enforcement officialsshould carry a firearm in ordinary day-to-day policing. Across the world, countries have adopted differentapproaches in this regard and to a large extent the decision depends on the overall situation of the particularcountry in relation to the existing level of violence. In most countries, ordinary police officers are armed withfirearms. However, there are also a number of countries where the decision was taken only to appoint specificfirearms officers and not to issue firearms to law enforcement officials on routine patrol (e.g. The United King-dom,�New�Zealand,�Norway).
There are also specific duties for which particular and careful consideration regarding the use of a firearm isnecessary:
Inside places of detention, carrying a firearm usually does not provide greater safety for personnel. On thecontrary, there is a high risk of staff members being overpowered by inmates and threatened with their ownweapon, or simply of the weapon being stolen by an inmate in a moment of distraction. This can lead toextreme and uncontrollable risks for the overall safety and security of the entire facility. It is in view of suchrisks�that�staff�members�inside�places�of�detention�should�not�be�equipped�with�firearms.72

This standard is followed in most countries, including in countries where law enforcement officials are usuallyarmed (whereas in such countries staff members who are in charge of external security or escort detainees toexternal�appointments�are�often�armed).
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Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelines that:(a) Specify the circumstances under which law enforcement officials are authorized to carry firearms[…]”Basic Principle 19“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are providedwith training and are tested in accordance with appropriate proficiency standards in the use of force.Those law enforcement officials who are required to carry firearms should be authorized to do so onlyupon�completion�of�special�training�in�their�use.”

Mandela Rules[Revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev. 1, 21 May 2015]Art. 82 “3. Except in special circumstances, prison staff performing duties which bring them into directcontact with prisoners should not be armed. Furthermore, prison staff should in no circumstances be pro-vided�with�arms�unless�they�have�been�trained�in�their�use.”

72 This would also apply to staff members of private security companies who are contracted by the state to manage detention facilities.



Illustrative country examplesCouncil�of�Europe:�The�European�Prison�Rules,�2006“69.1 Except in an operational emergency, prison staff shall not carry lethal weapons within the prisonperimeter.”United States: Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police, Sample Law Enforcement Operations Manual2014Detention�facilities�operations�(Chapter�20)II.�[…]�B.�Weapons�[…]:“Firearms�are�strictly�prohibited�within�the�detention�facility.”
Public assemblies present another critical situation: the mere presence of police officers equipped with fire-arms may already increase tension and lead to escalation. Furthermore, the crowded situation may easily allowparticipants to steal a firearm, with all the serious risks involved. But, more importantly, while it is possiblethat law enforcement officials may face situations mentioned in Basic Principle No. 9, the crowded situationof a public assembly requires additional considerations: not only is there a high risk of non-violent personsbeing harmed, the use of firearms also can create such a level of escalation and violence that it will causemore death and injury than the use of the firearm originally sought to prevent. Such considerations possiblyled to the new public order policy in Argentina: police officials (who are routinely armed in Argentina) are pro-hibited�from�carrying�firearms�when�they�are�in�direct�contact�with�the�participants�of�a�public�assembly:

Illustrative country examplesArgentina: Minimum Criteria for the Development of Protocols for Police and Security Forces at PublicDemonstrations,�2011“10. It shall be expressly forbidden for all police or security forces personnel to carry firearms when inthe exercise of their functions they directly engage with demonstrators. Police and security forces person-nel�in�charge�of�public�order�management�will�not�carry�lethal�ammunition.”A similar provision is contained in Venezuela, Resolution No. 113/2011 on maintenance of public order,Art.�21�(No.�9).
Whatever the case may be, a careful decision needs to be taken as to the situations and types of duties inwhich law enforcement officials may be allowed to carry and use a firearm, and these law enforcement offi-cials need to be aware of the inherent risks in each of these situations, as well as the precautions required tomitigate such risks. In public order situations, this requires also very clear instructions as to who decideswhen a firearm may be discharged and it should be made clear that a firearm is not a public order managementtool (e.g. for the dispersal of an assembly), but remains a means of lethal force only to be used in situations ofa threat�to�life�or�of�serious�injury [see�Chapter�7.4.3].
5.6.2 Certification and training
Every law enforcement official authorized to carry a firearm must have passed a thorough certification process.This certification process should be conducted specifically for the type of weapon he or she will be providedwith.
Law enforcement agencies must provide thorough, realistic practical training, covering all the types of dutiesthe law enforcement official is supposed to carry out. Simple shooting drill exercises are largely insufficient inthis regard. Apart from purely physical requirements (physical strength and condition; good vision), mentalcapacities�need�to�be�tested�as�well.
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And, most importantly, the training must expose the law enforcement official to very realistic scenarios andstressful situations in which the appropriate reactions can be trained and evaluated; these should includecommunication�skills�with�a�view�to�de-escalating�a�situation,�and�decision�making [see Chapter�9.2].
Illustrative country exampleGermany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Operational�training�–�Teachers’�manual,�2012The operational training module Schiessen/Nichtschiessen (Shoot/Don’t shoot) is made up of a largenumber of sub-modules that contain various scenarios and skills development exercises: e.g. communi-cation during a police intervention, use of firearms in darkness or while wearing special clothing, use offirearms after physical exercise and in stressful situations, e.g. under time pressure, the use of pepperspray�and�first�aid�after�use.�The�following�learning�objectives�are�explicitly�formulated:p. B._III.3: “Developing awareness for danger in typical police intervention situations, combining of tac-tical and communication elements, warning of the use of force appropriate to the situation, awareness ofthe use of firearms as a means of last resort and proficiency in the use of the firearm in typical conditionsof�police�intervention.”

Moreover, the law enforcement official must be aware of the effects of the weapon and ammunition issued tothem, the inherent risks of using a particular type of weapon and ammunition and the possible/necessary pre-cautions to be taken. They must also be trained in how to give first aid assistance to those with gunshotwounds.
The training and certification process must be renewed at regular intervals to ensure that the law enforcementofficial�still�possesses�the�required�capacity�and�skills�after�a�certain�time.

Illustrative country examplesBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art.�18�establishes�an�obligatory�re-certification�for�firearms�at�least�every�year.Germany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Handbook�on�operational�training,�2014B8 (p. 26): Certification training exercise for the police weapon P99 must be done twice a year. Failureto�comply�means�the�authorization�to�carry�a�firearm�expires�automatically.
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Gorovenky and Bugara v. Ukraine (36146/05 and 42418/05), European Court of Human Rights Fifth Section (2012)“34. For the Court, and having regard to its case-law, the State’s duty to safeguard the right to life mustbe considered to involve the taking of reasonable measures to ensure the safety of individuals and, in theevent of serious injury or death, having in place an effective independent judicial system securing theavailability of legal means capable of establishing the facts, holding accountable those at fault and pro-viding�appropriate�redress�[…].35. In this respect the Court notes that, although D.’s [a police officer] guilt in murdering two personscannot be denied, it was acknowledged by the national authorities on several occasions that D.’s superiorshad failed to appropriately assess his personality and, despite previous troubling incidents involving D.,had�allowed�him�to�carry�a�weapon, which�had�led�to�the�incident�in�question.”�[emphasis�added]



5.7 Control and reporting

The issue of firearms and ammunition needs to be fully controlled and be an integral part of a functioningaccountability system [see Chapter 3]. This means that an individually registered weapon is given to each lawenforcement official authorized to carry a firearm as part of an effective and auditable system for the storageand issuing of firearms and related equipment. It furthermore requires a law enforcement agency only tochoose and distribute a type of weapon that is forensically traceable, i.e. having rifling in the barrel thatleaves�an�identifiable�trace�on�the�bullet.
Illustrative country examplesEcuador:�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2014Art.�7�requires:– the registration of ammunition as well as of the specific rotation marks and other individual character-istics�of�any�weapon�issued,�and– the�personal�data�of�all�personal�to�whom�weapons�are�issued�to�be�recorded.Mexico: Law on the use of force by law enforcement in the Federal District (2008), Art. 7 contains asimilar�rule.

The number of rounds of ammunition issued to the law enforcement official should also be recorded at thebeginning and the end of every work shift. There should be clear rules and regulations with regard to where afirearm and the ammunition is stored while the law enforcement official is off duty. As a rule, this should be ina secured�place�within�the�premises�of�the�law�enforcement�agency.
Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Weapons�and�equipment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/weapons-and-equipment/Storage“Weapons�and�ammunition�should�be�physically�separated�within�the�armoury.”Storing�weapons“Weapons organization in an armoury should segregate operational and training weapons, and weaponsstored�for�other�reasons.”
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Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelines that:[…](d) Regulate the control, storage and issuing of firearms, including procedures for ensuring that lawenforcement�officials�are�accountable�for�the�firearms�and�ammunition�issued�to�them;(f) Provide for a system of reporting whenever law enforcement officials use firearms in the performanceof�their�duty.”Basic Principle 22“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and review proceduresfor all incidents referred to in principles 6 and 11 (f). For incidents reported pursuant to these principles,Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that an effective review process is available andthat independent administrative or prosecutorial authorities are in a position to exercise jurisdiction inappropriate circumstances. In cases of death and serious injury or other grave consequences, a detailedreport shall be sent promptly to the competent authorities responsible for administrative review and judi-cial�control.”



Administration�and�Record�Keeping“The system of accounting for weapons and ammunition (including Taser) must provide an audit trail forthe�movement�of�weapons,�and�of�the�issue�and�use�of�ammunition.”
The decision to allow law enforcement officials to take a firearm home must be based on a thorough assess-ment�of�the�risks�involved�and�the�possible�operational�need�that�may�justify�this.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2013):�Issue�and�carriage�of�firearms�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/issue-and-carriage-of-firearms/Authorization“[…]�Northern�IrelandIn recognition of the special circumstances prevailing in Northern Ireland, the chief constable has givenstanding authority for all officers, subject to successful training, to be issued with a personal issue hand-gun�which�may�be�carried�when�officers�are�both�on�and�off�duty.”
In any case, there must be clear instructions on the handling and storage of the weapon and its ammunition insuch situations and there should be an obligation to separate the weapon from all ammunition, when theweapon�is�not�being�carried�by�the�authorized�law�enforcement�official.

Illustrative country examplePortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter 3, sect. 15: establishes clear responsibility of the law enforcement official for his or her weaponwith�some�obligatory�precautions�to�be�taken:“c. Regardless of the choice of the police officer with regard to weapon possession [he or she may decidewhether or not to carry them while off-duty], the police officer is fully responsible for storing it, exceptwhen�weapons�are�in�police�installations�for�this�purpose;d. Firearm possession is prohibited when it is foreseeable that alcohol consumption will go beyond themaximum�blood�alcohol�limits�allowed�for�police�personnel;e. Firearm possession is prohibited when it is foreseeable that the officer will often be involved in actionsthat would lead to physical separation from the weapon or otherwise the loss of effective possession; anexception applies when it is possible to store the weapon in the premises of public entities where this isthe�usual�proceeding�against�a�duly�signed�and�dated�storage�receipt;f.�When�police�officer�is�off�duty,�the�general�rules�regarding�weapon�possession�apply�to�them.”
A close system of reporting and control even during training exercises should make sure that there is fullaccountability for ammunition used. Any loss of weapons or ammunition must be reported immediately to thecompetent superior. Superiors should regularly check the records and compare them with the weapons andammunition�actually�in�the�hands�of�their�subordinates.
In view of the high risks involved, any drawing of a firearm as a means of warning and any pointing of a firearmagainst a person (except where such actions take place in the context of training) must be reported by the offi-cer (as well as by any witnessing officer) to the competent superior – irrespective of whether or not the weaponhas been discharged in the end, and irrespective of whether or not there was any harm, damage or loss of life[see�Chapter�3.5.1,�5.1.1�and�10.3].
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In a case in which a firearm has been discharged by a law enforcement official, there should be an obligationto immediately inform the superior of this fact, i.e. as soon as a situation has stabilized sufficiently to allowfor�contact�with�the�superior [see�also�Chapter�3.5].Illustrative country examplesPortugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter 3, Sect. 16: establishes obligatory reporting for any discharge of a firearm. In case of use offirearms against persons, and regardless of the outcome of this use, it is obligatory to send a copy of thereport�to�the�Public�prosecutor.In Kenya, police are obliged to inform the Independent Police Oversight Authority (IPOA) whenever afirearm has been discharged (Kenya, National Police Service Act No. 11A, 2011, Sixth schedule [Sect.61(2)],�A.5.).A similar�rule�exists�in�the United�Kingdom, Police�Reform�Act�2002�(Chapter�30),�Schedule�3.
As soon as possible, the concerned law enforcement official should then make a detailed report about theincident. Any witnessing officer should make a separate report.Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Post-deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/post-deployment/Criteria�for�post�incident�investigations“Post incident investigations will commence in all situations where there has been a discharge of aweapon by the police (including those involving a conventional firearm or less lethal weapon), whetherintentional�or�unintentional�which�has�or�may�have:– resulted in death or serious injury – these will be subject to mandatory referral to the IPCC [Independ-ent�Police�Complaints�Commission],�or�another�independent�investigative�authority�(IIA)– revealed�failings�in�command– caused�danger�to�officers�or�the�public.”
These reports should allow for the full assessment of whether the use of the firearm was justified in light ofthe duty to protect life and whether all requirements of internal procedures were respected. The followingminimum�elements�must�be�included:– that a firearm was discharged (by whom, time and place, how many shots, the result in terms of casualties,if�there�were�any);– the reason for using the firearm, precisely describing the perceived threat or danger and if the objective wasachieved;– the procedure followed (was it in accordance with the operational instructions or standing orders for suchtype�of�situations?);– whether attempts were made to de-escalate the situation with a view to avoiding the use of force at all or atleast�to�avoid�the�use�of�the�firearm�(and�if�not:�why�not)�and�what�was�the�result�of�such�attempts;– if other, less lethal, means or methods of use of force were attempted (and if not: why not) and what wasthe�result;– if�a�warning�was�given�prior�to�the�firing�(and�if�not:�why�not)�and�what�was�the�response�to�the�warning;– what the situation was with regard to third persons and what type of precautions were taken in order toprevent�any�harm�to�them;– if�medical�assistance�was�given�to�any�injured�person;– the�presence�and�identity�of�any�witnesses;– any other relevant information that may explain how the situation unfolded (e.g. weather conditions, visibilityetc.).
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The firearm and remaining ammunition should immediately be handed over to the superior to allow for athorough�investigation�of�the�incident.
Reporting is not an end in itself; it is intended to allow superiors to determine what appropriate actions mustbe�taken�following�the�incident.�These�may�include:– gathering�of�further�information�if�needed;– measures�to�ensure�the�well-being�of�the�officer�(counselling,�stress�management,�medical�leave);– starting an investigation and suspending the officer from duty until the conclusion of the investigation or, atthe very least, transferring him or her to a function where he or she does not have direct access to the pub-lic�and�is�not�issued�with�a�firearm;– initiating a process of reviewing operational procedures or equipment if either or both were found to beinadequate;– assigning the officer to refresher training if he or she was found to lack the skills and competence to handlesuch�situations�appropriately.
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LESS LETHAL WEAPONS:TESTING AND DEPLOYMENT
Chapter�outline6.1 Terminology�and�scope�of�this�chapter6.2 Decision�making�process6.2.1 Definition�of�operational�needs�and�gaps6.2.2 Testinga) Accuracy�and�precisionb) Reliability,�including�reproducibility�of�critical�attributes�and�life�spanc) Possible�pain,�harm�and/or�injury�causedd) Unwarranted�riskse) Compliance�with�international�and�domestic�human�rights�standards6.3 Instructions6.4 Training6.5 Piloting,�re-evaluation�and�reporting

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 2“Governments and law enforcement agencies should develop a range of means as broad as possible andequip law enforcement officials with various types of weapons and ammunition that would allow for a dif-ferentiated use of force and firearms. These should include the development of non-lethal incapacitatingweapons for use in appropriate situations, with a view to increasingly restraining the application of meanscapable of causing death or injury to persons. For the same purpose, it should also be possible for lawenforcement officials to be equipped with self-defensive equipment such as shields, helmets, bul-let-proof vests and bullet-proof means of transportation, in order to decrease the need to use weapons ofany�kind.”Basic Principle 3“The development and deployment of non-lethal incapacitating weapons should be carefully evaluated inorder to minimize the risk of endangering uninvolved persons, and the use of such weapons should becarefully�controlled.”

Guideline No. 6: Law enforcement agencies should have a range of less lethal equipment at their disposalthat allows for a differentiated use of force in full respect of the principles of necessity and proportional-ity,�and�ensures�that�harm�and�injury�are�kept�to�the�minimum.
a) New law enforcement equipment should be developed and introduced based on clearly defined opera-tional needs and technical requirements (and not just because of its availability on the market), with aview�to�reducing�the�amount�of�force�used�and�the�level�of�harm�and�injury�caused.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles

6



6.1 Terminology and scope of this chapter
In the course of performing their duties, law enforcement officials may face a great variety of situations inwhich they may have to resort to the use of force. Therefore, the equipment they are provided with shouldenable them to respond to these situations in an appropriate manner and in line with the principles of neces-sity and proportionality. The choice of equipment to be used in law enforcement needs to be based on a care-ful evaluation of the benefits and the sometimes considerable risks – including to life – involved in the use ofsuch�equipment.
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b) Any equipment must be subjected to thorough testing as to whether it meets the required operationalneeds, technical requirements in terms of accuracy and precision, reliability, life span, and the degree ofpossible harm and suffering it may cause as well as possible unwarranted/unintended effects. Testingshould�be�carried�out�by�an�independent�body.
c) Each device should be subjected to an independent assessment as to its compliance with internationalhuman rights law and standards, in particular in meeting the requirements of the principle of proportion-ality,�the�prevention�of�risks�for�third�persons�and�the�prevention�of�misuse�or�abuse�in�practice.
d)�Any�equipment�should�be�excluded�which:– is found to be inaccurate enough to carry a great risk of causing significant injury including to personsother than the targeted person (e.g. pellet firing shot guns, certain kinetic impact projectiles such asrubber�balls);– causes harm which is disproportionate to the objective (e.g. carries a high risk of causing death,despite�being�considered�to�be�less�lethal,�such�as�rubber�coated�metal�bullets);– aims to achieve an objective that is equally achievable with a less harmful device (e.g. thumb-cuffsvs.�ordinary�handcuffs,�spiked�batons�vs.�ordinary�batons);– is highly abusive (electric shock devices that do not have a cut-off point, electric stun guns that act asa direct contact weapon) or the use of which would violate the prohibition on torture and other cruel,inhuman�or�degrading�treatment�(e.g.�body-worn�electric�shock�belts).
e) Given the potentially grave consequences of fully autonomous weapons systems (AWS) and theirinability to replace indispensable human judgement in the decision to use force, the development, pro-duction, and use of such technology – even if only equipped with less lethal weapons – should bepre-emptively�banned.
f) Each device should be accompanied by clear instructions as to the situations in which, and how, itshould be used, explaining the effects and risks of the device and the necessary precautions to be taken,as well as warnings on the circumstances or situations in which the device may not be used. Law enforce-ment officials must have received adequate training and certification on the device as a precondition forbeing�allowed�to�use�the�device.
g) Any new device should undergo and be subject to a legally constituted and publicly available pilotingprocess that allows confirmation of whether the device meets the operational needs and technicalrequirements, the adequacy of instructions and training, as well as of the absence of any unexpectedunwarranted�risks.
h) The use of any device must be subject to thorough and rigorous reporting, supervision and controlmechanisms with a view to continually evaluating the device with regard to its effectiveness and effects,including�unwarranted�ones.



Explanatory note: In this regard it is important to clarify the terminology used in the Basic Principles: in BasicPrinciple No. 2, the term used to describe such equipment is “non-lethal incapacitating weapons”. However,although not designed to kill, almost any device, depending on how it is used, can potentially be lethal [seeDefinition of terms]. Hundreds of people have died, for instance, after being targeted with an electric shockdevice,73 many deaths have also occurred as a result of direct impact by tear gas canisters. It is thereforerecognized today that the term “less lethal” is more appropriate and it is widely used in law enforcement for anydevice that is not specifically designed to kill.
Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2013):�Use�of�force,�firearms�and�less�lethal�weapons�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/use-of-force-firearms-and-less�lethal-weapons/Less�lethal�weapons“As no technology can be guaranteed to be non-lethal, ACPO [Association of Chief Police Officers], inconjunction with the Home Office, have adopted the term ‘less lethal’ to denote weapons and ammuni-tion designed to be used without a substantial risk of serious or permanent injury or death to the subjecton whom they are applied. While the actual outcome may, on occasions, be lethal, this outcome is lesslikely�than�if�conventional�firearms�are�used.”

It would go beyond the scope of these Guidelines to discuss all possible types of weapons and equipment thatare available in law enforcement and to cover all relevant aspects of each of them.74 This chapter thereforeonly looks at a few categories of weapons and equipment and it only aims to outline the key considerationsthat should inform the decision of law enforcement agencies on the equipment they are going to issue, howinstructions on their use and training should be developed, and what type of precautions need to be consid-ered. The considerations for the use of some specific less lethal weapons are discussed in more detail in thechapters�on�Public�Assemblies [see�Chapter�7.4] and on Detention [see Chapter�8.2].
6.2 Decision making process
Different less lethal weapons and means of restraint present a range of different issues and have a differentportfolio of risks, therefore requiring different ways of mitigating these risks. Some of these issues can beaddressed by a robust, independent testing and selection process for less lethal weapons and means ofrestraints. The selection and testing process is crucial in ensuring that the weaponry and restraints selectedfor use by law enforcement officials are in keeping with the Basic Principles, the Code of Conduct for LawEnforcement Officials, the revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (“Mandela Rules”),the Convention against Torture, and other international standards. The Basic Principles state that less lethalweapons should be developed to “increasingly restrain … the application of means capable of causing deathor injury to persons”, i.e. there should be a constant search to develop new weapons that are less injuriousthan�other�measures�currently�available.
This is, for instance, not the case for the use of knives, which can both increase the risk of serious injurycompared to other types of equipment such as batons and may even be used as a lethal weapon; therefore, asa rule, knives, such as a pocket knife which may often be carried by police, should be excluded as a device forthe�use�of�force�(to�be�distinguished�from�their�use�for�cutting�or�repairing�objects).
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73 http://www.amnestyusa.org/news/press-releases/amnesty-international-urges-stricter-limits-on-police-taser-use-as-us-death-toll-reaches-50074 More details on the requirements, human rights concerns and recommendations with regard to the use of certain types of equipmentin law enforcement operations can be found in “The human rights impact of less lethal weapons and other law enforcement equip-ment”,�report�by�Amnesty�International�and�Omega�Research�Foundation,�12�April�2015,�ACT�30/1305/2015.



Illustrative country exampleUruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 162 (2), prohibits the use of knives and similar devices (“armas contundentes”) in the framework of law enforcement, except for special forces such as fire workers or tactical units, when required by the nature�of�their�operational�work.
If agencies are to ensure that the deployment of less lethal weapons does indeed reduce the likelihood ofdeath or serious injury occurring, then they need to perform, or have access to the results of, rigorous, inde-pendent�testing�of�the�various�weapons�under�consideration.
However, this is rarely the case in practice. At present, some states accept donated equipment (sometimeseven from the military of the same country) or are subject to lobbying by manufacturers, both of which canmean�that�equipment�is�selected�without�going�through�the�necessary�checks�and�procedures.

Explanatory note: Here it is important to stress that many weapons and equipment used by the military armedforces are not suitable for law enforcement, as they were designed to neutralize an enemy in the course of con-duct of hostilities. Other equipment might indeed be of a more general nature, and could therefore be possiblyused by both the military and by law enforcement agencies. Still, even if this is the case, such weapons andequipment must be subjected to specific testing and control in view of their suitability for the specific lawenforcement purpose they are intended for – and one should also bear in mind the importance of appearance:for instance, when law enforcement officials are driving around in vehicles the general population recognizes asmilitary vehicles, this may unnecessarily cause tensions and fear.
Even in states which do have recognized selection and testing processes, few, if any, are legally constituted(i.e. required and regulated by law). To meet the requirements of the Basic Principles to minimize damageand�injury�and�to�protect�life,�a�testing�and�selection�process�should�include�the�following�stages:
6.2.1 Definition of operational needs and gaps
The process of selecting and testing less lethal weapons and means of restraint should be based on a clearassessment�of�the�law�enforcement�agency’s�needs.
Any new equipment should fulfil a specific operational need or fill a gap that the law enforcement agency hasidentified. New equipment should be introduced to respond to new challenges, to improve effectivenessand/or to reduce possible harm and injury, compared to the equipment previously used. A law enforcementagency must clearly define the purpose of this equipment, for example, the need to temporarily incapacitate aviolent�individual�at�longer�range�or�to�apply�handcuffs�during�a�struggle�without�causing�injury.
The practical problems and challenges faced by law enforcement officials in such situations need to be takeninto account (for example, the inaccuracy of existing long range kinetic impact projectiles, or the incompati-bility of certain chemical irritants with projectile electric shock devices such as Tasers). This will help toensure that new equipment effectively addresses existing problems and contributes to an overall reduction inthe amount of force used or the risk of serious injury; for example, adapting kinetic impact projectiles in orderto�reduce�their�potential�harm.
Having identified the needs and gaps that have to be addressed, law enforcement agencies should set downthe minimum technical standards the equipment must meet in order to fill this gap (for example, a require-ment that chemical irritant spray should have reduced toxicity, or that a kinetic impact projectile weaponshould be accurate over a distance of 25 metres). In the absence of such an analysis, agencies may end upintroducing weaponry simply because it is available. However, that new weaponry or equipment might not
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address the specific problems law enforcement agencies face, and might even increase the amount of forceused,�instead�of�reducing�it.
6.2.2 Testing
After the operational needs have been identified, an independent body of scientific, legal and other expertsshould then test or otherwise assess equipment against the technical and operational requirements, barringthe�adoption�of�equipment�that�does�not�meet�the�criteria.

Illustrative country exampleA detailed instruction on the acquisition process for less lethal weapons can be found in: United Kingdom,College�of�Policing�(2014):�Weapons�and�equipment�[Internet].https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/weapons-and-equipment/
The selection and testing process must be fully independent of manufacturers or traders seeking to promotesuch products. Furthermore, drawing conclusions from the test results and deciding on the selection of thetested�weapon�should�not�be�left�solely�to�the�law�enforcement�agency�that�seeks�to�introduce�it.
The nature of the testing regime may differ depending on the equipment being assessed. For example, in test-ing a projectile for use at a stand-off distance, a critical attribute is the ability of the projectile to hit the targetaccurately and consistently. A baton would have different critical attributes and therefore undergo a differentseries of tests. However, the overall aim of the testing regime would be to provide a complete assessment ofthe weapon system against a set of criteria in order to ascertain that the device not only fills the gap identifiedin the operational needs analysis, but also can be legitimately and safely used in law enforcement in line withspecific�operational�rules�that�are�consistent�with�human�right�standards.
The technical assessment process should study the whole weapon system: for example, with regard to a watercannon vehicle, the testing would not only have to look at the water jet (power, direction, quantity, duration),but also at the driving speed of the vehicle, its ability to stop fast enough, the effective sight control of thedriver�over�the�immediate�surroundings,�the�communication�system,�etc.
The�following�criteria�are�of�particular�importance�in�the�testing�process�of�any�less�lethal�weapon:
a) Accuracy�and�precisionAccuracy can be defined as how close a projectile impacts to the target point. Precision seeks to measure howconsistently the required degree of accuracy is met (or the deviation from it) in a number of testing exercises.As well as testing the theoretical, or best case, performance of the equipment, it is vital that testing also simu-lates conditions of use, for example use with full protective gear and gloves, and under stressful conditionssuch�as�simulated�riot�conditions,�in�poor�weather�conditions�with�low�visibility�or�at�night.
Lack of accuracy is a particular problem of kinetic impact projectiles, which come in various sizes and materi-als: rubber bullets, plastic bullets, big rubber balls etc. It would go beyond the scope of these Guidelines todiscuss all the details of the different types and devices. However, in general, there are some fundamentalissues�to�be�addressed�when�deciding�which�type�of�projectile�to�use�in�which�type�of�situation�and�how.
These projectiles are designed to be less lethal and thus to be deployed in circumstances that do not reachthe threshold of an imminent threat to life or of serious injury as is the case for the use of firearms (see BasicPrinciple No. 9). However, in practice, some of them have caused serious injuries and even death, includingof�third�persons,�either�as�a�result�of�their�design�or�of�the�way�they�were�used�or�a�combination�of�the�two.
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Particularly problematic in this regard are rubber-coated metal bullets. In fact, though they might be per-ceived as less lethal weapons, they have proved to present such serious risks to the lives of people that theymust be considered lethal weapons and as such may only be used in circumstances similar to those estab-lished�for�the�use�of�firearms.75
Other types of kinetic impact projectiles can cause such serious damage and injury that they are not supposedto�be�used�at�less�than�a�certain�distance.

Illustrative country exampleSouth�Africa:�Correctional�Services�Act,�1998Section 34: “(5) Weapons equipped for firing rubber-type ammunition may only be issued to trainedcorrectional�officials�and�then�only�for�training�purposes�or�during�emergency�situations.(6) (a) Rubber-type ammunition may as a general rule only be fired at a distance of more than 30 metresfrom�a�person.(b) If such ammunition is fired at less than 30 metres from a person, the line of fire must be directed atthe�lower�body�of�the�person.(c)�Rubber-type�ammunition�may�not�be�fired�within�a�building.”
However, the greater this distance is, the greater the risk of inaccuracy and of hitting a third person or hittingparts of the body such as the eyes, which can cause serious injury, for instance loss of eyesight. In some casesthe recommended distance might even be so unrealistically great that one cannot reasonably assume a welltargeted shot can be fired without undue risk for third persons. The technical assessment must thereforeestablish whether, given the combination of the projectile’s capacity to cause serious injury below the mini-mum distance and the (lack of) accuracy above that distance, it can still be used to achieve the operationalobjective�without�causing�harm�disproportionate�to�the�objective.
It is for this precise reason, that, for instance, the Parliament of the autonomous region of Catalonia decidedto�prohibit�the�use�of�big�rubber�balls:

Illustrative country exampleSpain: Catalonian Parliament, Report on Public Order and Security Models and the Use of Equipmentduring�Demonstrations,�2013“… The shot is totally arbitrary, unforeseeable and, therefore, inaccurate. In these circumstances it isdifficult to control the ultimate impact which increases the likelihood of any part of someone’s bodybeing�hit�or�even�reaching�third�persons.52. Therefore, with regard to rubber balls, the solution is not just to agree on compensation to be paid inthe future, but to avoid this [from the outset], given that the injuries they cause are uncontrollable, indis-criminate�and�fatally�random.”
In addition, depending on the circumstances in which they are meant to be used (in particular in public order situations [see Chapter 7.4.2] the volatility of the situation may lead to continuously changing distances in which it will be difficult for law enforcement officials to decide whether to resort to this weapon or not from one�moment�to�the�next.
b) Reliability,�including�reproducibility�of�critical�attributes�and�life�spanA minimum number of tests is required to ascertain the reliability of the device over time, and to exclude fail-ures and malfunctioning. Design flaws or problems in manufacturing quality may need to be detected as well.
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A particular concern is the compatibility of such weapons with the test for necessity and proportionality, if the‘dose’�or�level�of�force�they�deliver�cannot�be�varied,�or�is�found�to�be�unreliable.
Also the life span of the equipment and its consequences need to be evaluated. For example, some rubberprojectiles harden over time, which increases the risk they will cause serious injury or even death. Chemicalirritants may lose their effect over time, leading to potentially dangerous situations for law enforcement offi-cials�if�the�weapon�is�ineffective�and�they�might�then�need�to�resort�to�lethal�force.
c) Possible�pain,�harm�and/or�injury�causedThe degree of pain and/or injury caused (or potentially caused) by the weapon should not be more than strictlynecessary and it should be evaluated whether the weapon could achieve similar results with less suffering.The concentration of chemical irritants, for instance, should be as low as possible with a view to minimizingthe possible harm caused. Furthermore, as a rule, law enforcement agencies should not deploy a device if thesame objective can be reached by other means which cause less pain, harm or injury. This is, for instance, thecase with thumb-cuffs. Their objective to control a resisting person can easily be achieved using ordinaryhandcuffs without the severe pain and discomfort inflicted by thumb-cuffs and the serious risks of perma-nently impairing the use of the thumbs. Similarly, the design of spiked batons can only be considered asintended to increase the risk of injury compared to ordinary batons. Therefore, in both cases, this equipmentshould be prohibited in law enforcement. Given its inherently abusive nature, and in view of the fact that inmost cases its use would amount to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, the production,use�and�transfer�of�this�equipment�should�be�prohibited.
The testing process should also consider design features that could be incorporated to minimize the risk ofexcessive force being applied. For example, electric shock weapons should have a mechanism to cut off aftera few seconds to prevent prolonged exposure to the electric impulse. Such an approach may also be morebroadly�applicable�to�other�weapon�systems�(e.g.�the�spray�mechanism�of�chemical�irritants).
d) Unwarranted�risksThe technical assessment must include the evaluation of all possible unwarranted risks, i.e. risks of causingmore�harm�than�may�be�expected�under�ordinary�circumstances:
For instance, the fact that particular groups and individuals with specific risk factors (such as people withheart disease and asthma) potentially have a heightened sensitivity to the effects of particular equipmentneeds to be clearly established. The evaluation must assess whether, when this is taken into consideration,the�equipment�can�still�meet�the�technical�requirements�outlined�by�the�law�enforcement�agency.
Unwarranted risks can also arise from incorrect use of the device, in particular in situations of danger andwhen law enforcement officials are highly stressed. The technical evaluation should also examine the likeli-hood of incorrect use and the risks involved in terms of unwarranted harm and injury. The risk of incorrect usewill increase with the degree of sophistication and complexity of equipment. For instance, weapons firingkinetic impact projectiles that need to have their firing power adjusted depending on the distance may inflictserious injury if, in the stress and volatility of the situation, the law enforcement officials firing the weapon failto�make�the�required�adjustment.
The combination of the likelihood of incorrect use and the degree of unwarranted risks involved should bea relevant factor in the decision whether the device passes or fails the technical evaluation. This is, forinstance, the case with electric shock devices that do not have a cut-off point. The risk that a law enforcementofficial might inflict an excessively long electric shock with potentially fatal consequences is almost impossi-ble�to�prevent�and�therefore�devices�without�an�automatic�cut-off�point�should�not�be�used.
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e) Compliance�with�international�and�domestic�human�rights�standardsOnce the technical performance of the equipment has been assessed as acceptable, the equipment “and itspotential legitimate uses ... [should] be proven consistent with international human rights standards beforeany operational deployment of such equipment or technology in law enforcement. This requires rigorous inde-pendent investigations of each type and sub-type of such devices and technologies by suitable medical, legaland other experts using relevant international human rights and other standards. The results in each caseshould be placed in the public domain and then considered by the legislature or parliament before any deci-sion is made to deploy the equipment in law enforcement or allow it to be sold.”76 This last stage should alsoinclude�public�consultation.
Specific�human�rights�considerations�should�include:
– The�degree�of�possible�harmThe degree of possible harm needs to be proportionate to the purpose of the use of force. As mentioned above,any device, even if it was designed as a less lethal tool, has the potential to be lethal. The greater this unwar-ranted potential risk to life, the higher must be the threshold of danger that would allow for the use of thedevice. Depending on the degree and seriousness of the risk, law enforcement agencies have to assesswhether�the�device�may�still�be�considered�a less�lethal weapon.
Such a high risk to life is, for instance, the reason why the rubber-coated metal bullets mentioned aboveshould be considered a lethal weapon. Similarly, given the risks of using electric shock weapons, which havein the past inflicted serious injuries, and in some instances even death, they should therefore only be consid-ered�for�situations�in�which�law�enforcement�officials�would�also�be�allowed�to�resort�to�their�firearm.77

Pellet-firing shot guns fire a large number of small pellets (“birdshot”) which spread over a wide area. By theirnature they present a high risk of causing serious injuries (e.g. eye injuries) to the person targeted as well as tothird persons. These serious risks are almost impossible to control while the objective – e.g. dealing with violentpersons in a crowd control situation – could be achieved in a less harmful way with other type of devices that
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European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT), Report to the Government of the United Kingdom,CPT/Inf (2009) 30“12. […] The CPT considers that the criteria for any use of electro-shock weapons by police officers atleast closely correspond to those governing the use of firearms; their use must therefore be thoroughlyregulated and monitored. Furthermore, only specially selected and trained police officers should beallowed to use such electro-shock weapons and all necessary precautions should be taken when suchweapons are used. The CPT recommends that the authorities of the United Kingdom take due account ofthe�above�remarks�in�their�guidance�on�the�use�of�Tasers.13. It should be noted in this context that, while DOMILL [i.e. the Sub-Committee on the Medical Impli-cations of Less lethal weapons] has said ‘the risk of death or serious injury from the use of M26 and X26Tasers within ACPO Guidance and Policy is very low’, it has also stated clearly that the risk, however, isnot zero. DOMILL has made two clear recommendations to reinforce the need for prompt medical reviewand, if necessary, hospital referral of individuals who suffered head injury from Taser-induced falls, andthat the requirement for in-custody Forensic Medical Examiner evaluation of all persons who have beensubject to Taser discharge be re-emphasised. The CPT concurs and it would like to be informed aboutwhat�steps�have�been�taken�to�implement�these�recommendations.”

76 Quote taken from Amnesty International, The Pain Merchants: Security Equipment and its use in torture and other ill-treatment, ACT40/008/2003,�p.�74.77 European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT), CPT/Inf/E (2002) 1 – Rev. 2015 [CPT Standards], p. 109; United Kingdom,Northern�Ireland,�Guidelines�on�the�Operational�Use�of�Taser,�Service�Procedure,�2008.



allow for better targeting or more control over the harm caused (e.g. targeted shots with kinetic impact projec-tiles�aiming�at�violent�persons).�Therefore,�pellet�firing�shot�guns�should�be�prohibited�in�law�enforcement.
– The�degree�of�risk�for�third�personsAs a rule, third persons should not be affected by the use of force by law enforcement officials. Nevertheless,this may occur either accidentally (e.g. due to the inaccuracy of a device, see above on kinetic impact projec-tiles) or as an unwarranted side-effect of the nature of the device (e.g. devices that to some extent have anindiscriminate effect, such as chemical irritants). These risks must be reduced to the very minimum andwhere�this�is�not�possible,�a�decision�should�be�made�not�to�deploy�such�a�device.
The impact of devices with an indiscriminate effect such as chemical irritants, water cannon, or acousticdevices must be designed (e.g. in terms of degree of concentration, pressure, range) so as to reduce to a mini-mum the risk of causing harm and injury to third persons and as far as possible to restrict the impact to theperson(s)�targeted.
– Preventing�misuse�and�abuse�of�equipment�in�law�enforcement�practiceEven if accompanied by adequate instructions and training, law enforcement equipment is sometimes mis-used (i.e. used in a technically incorrect way) or used in an abusive manner (i.e. in an unlawful way). This isthe case for many types of less lethal equipment which have been misused, and even abused, in a way whichamounts to excessive use of force, or in a manner which violates the prohibition on torture and other cruel,inhuman or degrading treatment. When developing and deploying less lethal weapons and equipment, author-ities should take all possible measures to prevent misuse and abuse of these devices. Where they are not ableto prevent misuse and abuse, they should not deploy the device. Especially in places with a culture of exces-sive use of force and of impunity, there is a risk of “function creep”, i.e. weapons being used in ways, and forpurposes, not originally intended by law enforcement policy makers. This needs to be anticipated, and wherepossible,�mitigated.
For instance, with regard to shields used in public order situations, instructions should make clear that onlythe�flat�side�of�the�shield,�never�the�edge,�should�be�used�against�protestors.
In the case of electric shock devices (including Taser), their use in “drive stun” mode as a direct contact elec-tric shock stun gun poses a substantial risk of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, andshould therefore be expressly forbidden. With regard to dart firing electric shock weapons, only weapons thatmaintain�an�electronic�record�of�every�use�should�be�permitted.
Obviously, law enforcement agencies should not have any equipment or weapons of which the use is inher-ently cruel, inhuman or degrading. This is, for instance, the case with body-worn electric shock belts, whichare so intrinsically abusive, in violation of the prohibition on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degradingtreatment,�that�these�devices�must�be�prohibited�in�law�enforcement.
– The overall compliance with the principles of necessity, proportionality and accountability in each individ-ual�situationThe decision to use force, as well as which type and degree of force to be used, has to be made for each indi-vidual situation. It must be based on the concrete circumstances of this situation together with an assessmenton how it will develop, e.g. if there are indications that a violent person might stop his or her aggression. Atthe same time, attempts have to be made to de-escalate and defuse the situation and even the option ofretreat must be considered carefully. Such a decision can only be made by a human being. Fully autonomousweapons systems (AWS) are therefore highly problematic. The question is whether lethal and less lethal AWS– (i.e. weapons which, once activated, are capable of selecting targets and initiating attacks without effectiveor meaningful human control), could ever comply with human rights standards regarding the use of force,even�if�they�are�‘only’�equipped�with�less�lethal�weapons.
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Given the current status of the technology and the unlikelihood that AWS could ever reach the human levels ofjudgement required in the lawful conduct of law enforcement, it is improbable that AWS could comply withinternational standards governing the use of force. It is particularly doubtful whether the guiding human rightsprinciples of legality, necessity and proportionality could be observed by AWS. Without human control, theyare unlikely to have the capacity to correctly assess complex policing situations. Unlike highly trained andstrictly accountable law enforcement personnel, robots cannot by themselves distinguish between legal andillegal functions, or make decisions regarding the use of force, thereby seriously undermining accountabilityand remedy for arbitrary, abusive and excessive uses of force. Given the potentially serious consequences ofsuch technology, the development, production, and use of fully autonomous weapons systems should there-fore�be�pre-emptively�banned.78

6.3 Instructions
If the equipment is deemed suitable, agencies must establish clear instructions for its use, in order to mini-mize�the�risks�of�unwarranted�harm�or�injury.
Such�instructions�must:– clearly�explain�the�effect�of�the�weapon�or�device�and�the�way�it�is�supposed�to�be�used;– indicate�what�precautions�have�to�be�taken�before�it�is�used;– include�clear�prohibitions�for�the�circumstances�and�manner�in�which�it�must�not�be�used;– warn of possible risks if used inappropriately, as well as unwarranted effects that may occur in exceptionalcircumstances.
With regard to instruments of restraint, instructions should be very clear that they are only intended for secu-rity purposes and must not be used for other purposes such as punishment. They should emphasize the risksof using restraints in specific situations (e.g. when the person on whom they are going to be used is in poorphysical condition) and of using them for a longer period of time. Also, they should include the necessary pre-cautions�for�preventing�unintended�harm�and�pain.
Where there is an increased risk of “function creep”, instructions must include a warning on the possible dis-ciplinary and penal sanctions, and establish particularly rigorous reporting obligations for any use of suchequipment�as�well�as�any�unintended�harm�caused.

Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Law�on�Police,�2001Art. 29, part 4: “The application of special means [e.g. rubber clubs, handcuffs, tear gas etc.] againstwomen with noticeable signs of pregnancy, obviously disabled persons and minors (with the exception ofcases their armed attack, armed resistance, and group attacks endangering the life and health of people)[…]�shall�be�prohibited�[…]”.France:�Code�on�Internal�Security,�2012Art. R. 434-17:“[...] The use of handcuffs or other forms of restraint is not justified unless the personarrested�is�either�considered�dangerous�for�others�or�him/herself�or�is�likely�to�attempt�an�escape.”Germany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Operational�training�–�Teachers’�manual,�2012This manual contains detailed instructions with regard to the use of pepper spray, including on theappropriate distance, the number and duration of spraying instances, and the risks involved if theseinstructions are not followed (overdose, direct eye injury etc.), the prohibition of its use against childrenand visibly pregnant women, the possible behavioural and physical reaction of the targeted person
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(including possible medical complications), as well as the immediate first aid response to be given afterits�use.Peru:�Human�Rights�Manual�for�Police,�2006Instructions�on�use�of�baton,�p.�66:“Starting�from�the�defensive�position:– If the aggression is definitive and unavoidable, issue a warning to the aggressor of the intention to usethe�baton,�while�taking�2�steps�back.– If he maintains the aggressive attitude, advance by one step with the leg on the side where the baton isheld,�striking�twice�in�a�criss-cross-motion,�from�the�top�down�and�from�the�outside�to�the�inside.– Strike the parts with maximum muscle volume (legs, buttocks, arms), avoid strikes at the head, neckor�thorax.– When the person gives up the aggressive attitude, avoid further use of the baton; remember that thepurpose is to dissuade the citizen from attacking the police officer, not to injure him nor to attack himto�overcome�him.It is crucial to keep communicating in order to control the situation, and to try to persuade rather thanseeking�physical�control.”Portugal:�Regulation�on�Limits�to�the�Use�of�Coercive�Means�by�the�National�Police,�2004Chapter 2, sect. 6, §6: Baton strikes to certain areas of the body (RED areas such as head, neck and spine)are�prohibited�in�view�of�their�potential�lethal�consequences,�unless�there�is�a�potentially�lethal�threat.South�Africa:�Correctional�Services�Act,�1998Sect. 33: “Non-lethal incapacitating devices. – (1) Non-lethal incapacitating devices may only be issuedto�a�correctional�official�on�the�authority�of�the�Head�of�the�Correctional�Centre.(2)�Such�devices�may�only�be�used�by�a�correctional�official�specifically�trained�in�their�use.(3)�Such�devices�may�be�used�in�the�manner�prescribed�by�regulation�and�then�only�–(a) if an inmate fails to lay down a weapon or some other dangerous instrument in spite of being orderedto�do�so;(b) if the security of the correctional centre or safety of inmates or others is threatened by one or moreinmates;�or(c)�for�the�purpose�of�preventing�an�escape.(4) Whenever such devices are used, their use must be reported in writing and as prescribed by regula-tion.(5) Tear-gas grenades and cartridges fired by firearms or launch-tubes may not be fired or launcheddirectly�at�a�person�or�into�a�crowd.(6) Whenever a correctional official decides to use tear-gas he or she must be convinced that its use inthe specific situation meets the requirements of minimum and proportionate force as required by section32�(1)�(b).(7) If an inmate has been affected by tear-gas he or she must receive medical treatment as soon as thesituation�allows.”United Kingdom: Northern Ireland, Guidelines on the Operational Use of Taser, Service Procedure, 2008“8.7 Further risk has been identified from use of Taser in proximity to a number of explosive formula-tions, which are sensitive to electrical discharge. One such group is the ‘organic peroxide explosives’ [...].Items that produce an electrical discharge (such as Taser) will set off peroxide explosives and othersensitive explosives. Other explosive materials may also be sensitive to electrical discharge, dependingon how the material is packaged, its age, storage conditions and other factors. The heightened risk, inrelation to subjects who may be holding or in close proximity to an improvised explosive device, must alsobe factored in when assessing the ‘appropriateness’ and ‘necessity’ of using a Taser. The potential threatof the subject being able to initiate the improvised explosive device, should the use of the Taser be inef-fective,�must�also�be�taken�into�account.8.8 The Taser should not be utilised in an environment where, due to the presence of a flammable sub-stance in the atmosphere or escaping gas, its use is likely to result in an even more hazardous situation.”
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6.4 Training
Law enforcement agencies must ensure that officials have received adequate training on the use of any equip-ment�they�are�issued.

Illustrative country examplesBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art. 8: “Any law enforcement official, likely to be involved in a situation where the use of force mightbecome necessary, should have at least 2 (two) less lethal devices available, as well as the protectiveequipment necessary for the operation.” Art. 16 requires the development of specific instructions andtraining modules for each weapon and device, to train the technical, psychological and physical skillsrequired as well as a periodic review. Art. 17 prohibits police officers from carrying any weapon they arenot�certified�to�use.Uruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art.�165�only�allows�trained�officers�to�use�special�equipment.
When providing such training (or outsourcing training to external providers), agencies should ensure the train-ing is “independent of any company or commercial interests involved in the manufacture and marketing ofsuch weapons”,79 as there is a risk that companies and individuals who stand to benefit commercially fromthe wider uptake of a weapon may not fully disclose potential problems with the weapon in the training theyprovide. In 2011, for example, a jury ruling on the death of Darryl Turner in the United States of America in2008 found the manufacturer Taser “liable in negligence for failure to adequately warn about the cardiacrisks�of�X26�shots�to�the�chest”�in�its�product�warnings�and�training�materials.80
There should be an obligatory certification process in which law enforcement officials are required to obtain acertain standard of proficiency to be allowed to use the weapon, with initial training followed by regularrefresher�courses.

Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 38: “The Head of the structural unit is authorized to issue those special means classed as ‘activeprotection’ for the use of police to safeguard their safety and the safety of citizens. The prescribed typesare subject of independent medical assessment before approval and must be supported through suitabletraining�and�periodic�recertification.”France:�Code�on�Internal�Security,�2012According to Art. R. 511-19, attending the equipment specific training is obligatory for any officer beforebeing authorized to carry any of the weapons mentioned in Art. R. 511-12 of the Code (firearms, electricshock devices, chemical irritant sprays, baton, etc.). A law enforcement official must undergo periodic
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79 Amnesty International, USA: ‘Less than Lethal’? The use of stun weapons in US law Enforcement, AMR 51/010/2008. NB: Thisdoes not mean that companies may not be involved in some aspects of the training – for example, explaining the technical features ofthe equipment – but that they should not be involved in designing the curriculum and should not influence what should be consid-ered appropriate and inappropriate methods of use, or situations in which the equipment should be used. These are decisions for lawenforcement�agencies�to�make.80 Note that the quote is not taken directly from the Jury’s Verdict but is taken from the following document: United States DistrictCourt for the Western District of North Carolina Charlotte Division 3:10cv125-RJC-DCK Tammy Lou Fontenot, as Administrator ofthe Estate of Darryl Wayne Turner, deceased Plaintiff, v. Taser International Inc., Defendant. Order. P10. Prior to the verdict, Taserhad issued a training bulletin (in 2009) amending its targeting advice so that “the new preferred target zones for TASER ElectronicControl Devices (ECDs)… are lower center of mass… and below the neck... (as) by avoiding the chest, the officer can avoid thecontroversy about whether or not the ECD could have caused a cardiac event.”(Guilbaurt, R (undated) Taser Preferred Target Zoneshttp://www.taser.com/training/training-resources�accessed�30/08/2011).

http://www.taser.com/training/training-resources


re-training, and failure to do so can lead to the withdrawal of the authorization to carry the weapon[R.�511-21].Germany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Handbook�on�operational�training,�2014B8 (p. 26): For any weapon, police officers must undergo certification training exercises once per year.If�not�done,�the�authorization�to�carry�such�a�weapon�expires�automatically.United States: Georgia Association of Chiefs of Police, Sample Law Enforcement Operations Manual,2014Chapter�11�(Use�of�force),�S.O.P�11-2�Less�lethal�weapons:III.�TRAININGA. Officers must successfully complete an Agency approved training course and demonstrate proficiency inthe�use�of�any�less�lethal�weapon�prior�to�its�being�issued.�[…]B. Training must be provided by this agency’s training staff, a certified law enforcement instructor, or thetraining�staff�of�a�state�approved�academy.�[…]C. Officers will, at a minimum, attend biennial refresher training in the use of each issued less lethalweapon.�Training�on�Electronic�Control�Devices�(Taser)�will�be�conducted�yearly.�[…]D. Officers who fail to attend the required refresher training or who are unable to demonstrate proficiencyin the use of any less lethal weapon will not be allowed to carry it until such time as they attend reme-dial�training�and�are�able�to�demonstrate�proficiency.�[…]ATTENTION CEO: Any officer who fails to maintain proficiency in intermediate weapons will be removedfrom duty until proficiency is demonstrated. (You do not want deadly force as the only option available.)E. Training�will�be�documented�in�each�officer’s�training�file.�[…]”
Instructions and training for any equipment should also sensitize law enforcement officials on the underlyingprinciples for the use of force as outlined above [see Chapter 4.1 and 4.2], regarding the need to assess eachindividual situation as to whether the device may or may not be used in the actual circumstances – thus pre-venting�the�use�of�a�device�just�because�it�is�available:

Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)“Sect. 25, Example: The hand-held CS dispenser and rubber baton have been approved for use in cir-cumstances where an offender is resisting arrest. Just because they are approved does not justify theiruse. That must be an individual decision at the time and for which the individual is accountable. Theintensity of that resistance to arrest may not justify the use of baton strikes but a less intrusive use offorce could be the CS dispenser, which has no long-term physical effect. This is a fine balance betweenthe�permission�to�use�and�the�actual�decision�to�use�special�means.”�[emphasis�added]
Ideally, the training should sensitize users to think of less lethal systems in a similar way as they would thinkof a firearm, i.e. a potentially lethal weapon. This was a recommendation made in what became colloquiallyknown as the “Patten Commission”81 with reference to plastic baton rounds (i.e. the kinetic impact projectilesused at the time), but it has much broader relevance in view of the lethal potential of less lethal weapons [formore�details�on�training�see�Chapter�9.2].
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81 The Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland (1999) A New Beginning: Policing in Northern Ireland. The report ofthe�Independent�Commission�on�Policing�for�Northern�Ireland�9.12.



6.5 Piloting, re-evaluation and reporting
Once the instructions and the training programmes have been drafted, governments and/or agencies shouldconduct a pilot roll out of the weapons system that is strictly monitored and evaluated by an independentbody. The monitoring and evaluation system should identify any issues that might raise doubts on the initialtechnical and/or human rights assessment, the appropriateness of the accompanying operational instructions,and the extent to which the weapon is being used in keeping with these instructions. The findings of this pilotphase should be fed back to the body that conducted the selection and testing process in order to identifyweaknesses or incorrect assumptions and where necessary, amend the guidelines for use of the weapon. Thisbody should also conduct spot-checks on the equipment to ensure that it is indeed being manufactured to thestandards agreed. Based on prior experience in the United Kingdom, where the required percentage of thechemical irritant CS in spray canisters was set at 5% but where canisters were later found to contain up to6.8%,�it�can�be�concluded�that�consistency�in�manufacturing�standards�cannot�be�assumed.82
Governments should publish details of the assessment process, as well as of the technical and human rightsassessments of the equipment and ensure they are made publicly available. This will help build public confi-dence in policing, and inform public debate on the risks involved in the use of less lethal weapons andrestraints. It is also crucial that the whole deployment process is legally established and constituted; i.e. thatthere is a legal requirement for all less lethal weapons and restraints used by the police to go through this pro-cess [see�already�Chapter�1.1].
As with any use of force, the use of less lethal weapons and means of restraint should be subject to therequirement of obligatory reporting to the superior. The higher the risk of serious injury or even death resultingfrom the use of the device, the more thorough the reporting process should be. Electric shock devices shouldbe equipped with a control system which records every mode of use83 in order to allow effective control overtheir�use.

Illustrative country examplesFrance:�Code�on�Internal�Security,�2012According to Art. R. 511-28, all conducted energy devices (Art. R. 511-12 (1) letter d)) are equippedwith a control system that records any use of the device. In addition, each use of these electric shockdevices must be reported to the civilian authorities. All instances of use of the device must also be evalu-ated�with�a�view�to�improving�the�training�in�the�use�of�this�weapon�where�necessary.Brazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art. 24: “Public security officers must submit an individual report every time they have fired a firearmand/or have resorted to the use of less lethal equipment which has led to injuries or death. The reportshould be forwarded to the internal commission referred to in Guideline 23 and should contain at leastthe�following�information:a.�circumstances�and�reasoning�that�led�to�the�use�of�force�or�firearm�by�the�public�security�officer;b. measures taken before resorting to the use of force, firearm or less lethal means, or the reasons why itwas�not�possible�to�consider�these�measures;c.�type�of�weapon�and�ammunition,�number�of�shots,�distance,�and�person�targeted;d.�less�lethal�weapon(s)�used,�in�particular�the�frequency,�the�distance�and�person�targeted.e.�number�of�public�security�officers�injured�or�dead�during�the�operation,�type�of�injuries;f.�number�of�persons�injured�and/or�dead�as�a�result�of�the�use�of�firearm�by�public�security�officer;g. number of persons injured and/or dead as a result of the use of less lethal weapon(s) by public securityofficer;
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82 The�Guardian�(1999):�British�police�face�a�CS�gas�attack�8th�July.83 Amnesty International and Omega Research Foundation, The human rights impact of less lethal weapons and other law enforcementequipment,�ACT�30/1305/2015,�p.�21.



h.�total�number�of�persons�injured�or�dead�as�a�result�of�the�operation;i.�number�of�projectiles�fired�which�affected�individuals�and�the�respective�body�parts�hit;j.�number�of�persons�affected�by�less�lethal�weapons�and�the�respective�body�parts�hit;k.�measures�taken�to�provide�medical�assistance,�if�necessary;�andl.�if�the�scene�was�preserved,�and�if�not,�provide�a�justification�for�this.”
Superiors should regularly assess whether their subordinates are correctly using the device [see Chapter 10.3].Continuous evaluation is indispensable to detect any shortcomings in technical requirements, in the ability ofthe device to fulfil operational needs, and in the content of the instructions and training or with regard tounexpected/unwarranted risks – e.g. previously unknown health effects in a specific group of people – and thecircumstances�that�may�affect�the�degree�of�harm�caused�by�the�device�or�its�effectiveness.

Illustrative Country exampleBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art.�22:�“The�use�of�less�lethal�techniques�must�be�continuously�evaluated.Art. 23: “The public security bodies must establish internal control commissions on the monitoring oflethality,�with�a�view�to�monitoring�the�use�of�force�by�their�law�enforcement�officers.”
If there are serious concerns about a particular device based on the findings of the continual evaluation, thelaw�enforcement�institution�should�consider�removing�such�a�device�from�its�operational�“tool�box”.
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USE OF FORCE IN PUBLICASSEMBLIES
Chapter�outline7.1 General�concept:�facilitation�and�dialogue7.2 Unlawful�assemblies7.3 Dealing�with�violence7.4 Tactical�options�and�limits7.4.1 Containment7.4.2 Less�lethal�weaponsa) Kinetic�impact�projectilesb) Chemical�irritantsc) Water�cannon7.4.3 Firearms7.4.4 Deployment�of�military�forces7.5 Reporting,�accountability�and�lessons�learned

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 12“As everyone is allowed to participate in lawful and peaceful assemblies, in accordance with the princi-ples embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil andPolitical Rights, Governments and law enforcement agencies and officials shall recognize that force andfirearms�may�be�used�only�in�accordance�with�principles�13�and�14.”Basic Principle 13“In the dispersal of assemblies that are unlawful but non-violent, law enforcement officials shall avoid theuse of force or, where that is not practicable, shall restrict such force to the minimum extent necessary.”Basic Principle 14“In the dispersal of violent assemblies, law enforcement officials may use firearms only when less dan-gerous means are not practicable and only to the minimum extent necessary. Law enforcement officialsshall�not�use�firearms�in�such�cases,�except�under�the�conditions�stipulated�in�principle�9.”

Guideline No. 7: The overall approach to policing of assemblies should be guided by the concept of facilitationof the assembly and should not from the outset be shaped by the anticipation of violence and use of force.84
a) The policing of assemblies should always seek to prevent the need to resort to force. As a rule, there isno room for the use of force in assemblies, except when dealing with individuals committing offences orseeking�to�prevent�the�assembly�from�taking�place.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles

7

84 See�for�more�details�about�the�approach�to�facilitation�Amnesty�International,�Dutch�Section,�Policing�Assemblies,�2013.84 See�for�more�details�about�the�approach�to�facilitation�Amnesty�International,�Dutch�Section,�Policing�Assemblies,�2013.
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b) Even if an assembly is considered unlawful under domestic law, police should not resort to the use offorce just because of the fact of its unlawfulness. Only when there are other compelling reasons – e.g.regarding public safety and security or the prevention of crime – should police consider resorting to theuse�of�force.
c) When using force in response to violence, law enforcement officials must distinguish between the indi-viduals who are engaged in violence and those who are not (e.g. peaceful demonstrators or bystanders)and carefully aim such force only at those engaged in violence. The violence of a few individuals mustnot�lead�to�a�response�which�treats�the�entire�assembly�as�violent.
d) Due consideration must also be given to the protection and well-being of the law enforcement officialsdeployed (availability of protective equipment, prevention of excessive length of duty, possibility for restbreaks,�food,�water�etc.).
e) In the decision whether or not to resort to the use of force, law enforcement agencies must carefullyconsider�the�risks�of�contributing�to�further�escalation�of�an�already�tense�situation.
f) The containment of groups of protestors by a police cordon to prevent them from leaving a certain areais a highly problematic tactic which carries a number of risks for those being contained and for the properpolicing of the assembly. If at all, this tactic should only be used to contain the violence of a smallergroup and to allow the peaceful protestors to proceed with the assembly. It should never be used as apreventive measure based on prior intelligence that some people might engage in violence. It may onlybe used for the shortest time possible. Persons in need of assistance, those who are not part of theassembly, and participants who are not involved in violence must be allowed to leave. The containmentmay not be used for the purpose of preventing people from peacefully participating in an assembly, evenif�the�assembly�is�considered�unlawful.
g) Kinetic impact projectiles must not be fired randomly at the crowd but must be aimed exclusively atpersons who are engaged in violence against persons, and only when other means have failed to stop theviolence. They should be aimed at the lower part of the body so as to minimize the risk of serious injury.They�should�never�be�fired�in�skip�fire�(re-bouncing�off�the�ground).
h) Devices that have indiscriminate effects and a high potential of harm, such as tear gas or water can-non, may only be used in situations of more generalized violence for the purpose of dispersing a crowd,and only when all other means have failed to contain the violence. They may only be used when peoplehave the opportunity to disperse and not when they are in a confined space or where roads or other routesof escape are blocked. People must be warned that these means will be used and they must be allowed todisperse.�Cartridges�with�chemical�irritants�may�never�be�fired�directly�at�a�person.
i) Firearms must never be used as a tactical tool for the management of public assemblies: they may onlybe used for the purpose of saving another life in line with Basic Principle No. 9. If firearms are dis-charged during public assemblies, there are additional risks, such as injuring or killing peaceful partici-pants or bystanders or causing further escalation of the violence with even more casualties. These risksneed�to�be�taken�into�account�and�require�particular�consideration�in�the�decision�making�process.
j) Any public assembly during which police resorted to the use of force, in which there was violence orin which injury or loss of life occurred, must be subjected to a thorough investigation with a view toestablishing responsibilities and accountability of the officers involved, and must be followed by a properlessons�learned�process�to�improve�the�policing�of�future�events.



7.1 General concept: facilitation and dialogue
Explanatory note: In line with the Basic Principles No. 12-14, this Chapter looks at public assemblies in thesense of Art. 20 UDHR and Art. 21 ICCPR (as well as the similar provisions in regional human rights treaties). Ittherefore does not deal with other sorts of public gatherings such as football matches, commercial events ormusic concerts. The right to freedom of peaceful assembly is a key human right and this implies specific obli-gations for the State, including for law enforcement agencies and officials: the possibilities to restrict the exerciseof this right are considerably limited compared to the restrictions which may be placed on other sorts of events.Nevertheless, during events that are not public assemblies, the overall principles governing the use of force stillapply. Even if such events can more easily be restricted than public assemblies in this sense, the rights to life,liberty and security of person as well as to physical integrity need to be fully respected and protected. Therefore,the considerations in this Chapter regarding the use of force fully apply to all such events in so far as they applyirrespective of any specific link to the exercise of the human right to freedom of peaceful assembly.

International human rights law guarantees the right to peaceful assembly. This right can only be restricted if itis strictly necessary and only for legitimate reasons such as national security or public safety, public order, theprotection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. It is a positive dutyof public authorities, including police, to facilitate and protect peaceful assemblies and to enable people toexercise their right to peacefully assemble. It would go beyond the purpose of these Guidelines to go into allthe details of public order management and how authorities must comply with their obligation to facilitate theenjoyment of the human right to freedom of peaceful assembly, but what must be clear is that public ordermanagement�is�much�more�than�just�considering�different�options�for�the�use�of�force.
Furthermore, the provisions of the Basic Principles cited at the beginning of this chapter should be read inconjunction with all other provisions of the Basic Principles. This means that police should first approach anysituation�with�non-violent�means�such�as�de-escalation,�negotiation,�and�mediation.
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k) When military armed forces are tasked with the handling of public assemblies, they must be fullyacquainted and able to comply with all the Guidelines and principles on the use of force mentionedabove. This requires a complete shift in the operational approach, from a “fight-the-enemy” approach toa law enforcement approach. To achieve this, clear instructions must be given, appropriate law enforce-ment equipment must be available, and soldiers must be fully trained in operational public order man-agement. When authorities are not in a position to ascertain the capability of the military to carry outsuch a law enforcement operation in compliance with international human rights rules and standards,they�should�not�deploy�military�armed�forces�in�public�order�situations.
l) Full accountability must be ensured for any use of force during public assemblies, in particular whenfirearms were used or death or injury occurred. In particular the various levels of the command structurein�charge�during�the�assembly�must�be�held�accountable.

i

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the situation of human rights defenders in the Americas,2006“68. […] the Commission deems that states should establish administrative controls to ensure onlyexceptional use of force in public demonstrations, in cases where it is necessary, through measures forplanning, prevention, and for the investigation of cases in which an abuse of force may have occurred. Inparticular,�the�Commission�recommends�measures�such�as�the�following:



Public order management requires careful and thorough planning by persons experienced in the handling oflarge events or conflict situations and it should be driven by an approach of facilitation, rather than contain-ment or even confrontation. Unfortunately, more often than not, the policing of assemblies is focused more onresponding to possible trouble, violence and the need to resort to force, rather than on how to facilitate thefull enjoyment of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly – despite the fact that most assemblies are peace-ful,�or�at�least�start�out�peacefully.
In this regard it is important to acknowledge that when a public assembly ends in violence, this should to acertain extent be considered a failure of the state: it has failed in facilitating the assembly, failed in prevent-ing violence, failed in protecting those who wished to participate peacefully and failed to effectively engage ina conflict�resolution�process�with�those�who�were�likely,�or�even�intending,�to�engage�in�violence.

Illustrative country exampleSouth�Africa:�Police�Standing�Order�262�on�Crowd�Management,�2004Sect. 11: “(1) The use of force must be avoided at all costs and members deployed for the operationmust�display�the�highest�degree�of�tolerance.�[...](3):�If�the�use�of�force�is�unavoidable�it�must�meet�the�following�requirements:a) the purpose of offensive actions are to de-escalate conflict with the minimum force to accomplish thegoal and therefore the success of the actions will be measured by the results of the operation in terms ofcost,�damage�to�property,�injury�and�loss�of�life. [...].”�[emphasis�added]
Already in the planning phase, the approach to policing public assemblies should be guided by the objectiveto prevent violence and to avoid the need to resort to the use of force. Dialogue and negotiation should be theoverall approach with a view to solving problems, anticipating possible conflict situations, and finding ways toprevent�them�from�happening�or�to�resolve�them�immediately�in�a�peaceful�manner.
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a) implementation of mechanisms to prohibit, in an effective manner, the use of lethal force as arecourse�in�public�demonstrations;b)�implementation�of�an�ammunition�registration�and�control�system;c) implementation of a communications records system to monitor operational orders, those responsiblefor�them,�and�those�carrying�them�out;d) promotion of visible means of personal identification for police agents participating in public lawenforcement�operations;e) promotion of opportunities for communication and dialogue prior to demonstrations and of the activi-ties of liaison officers to coordinate with demonstrators concerning demonstration and protest activitiesand�law�enforcement�operations,�in�order�to�avoid�conflict�situations;f) the identification of political officials responsible for law enforcement operations during marches,particularly in the case of scheduled marches or prolonged social conflicts or circumstances in whichpotential risks to the rights of the demonstrators or others are anticipated, so that such officials aretasked with supervising the field operation and ensuring strict compliance with norms governing the useof�force�and�police�conduct;g) the establishment of an administrative sanctions regime for the law enforcement personnel involvingindependent�investigators�and�the�participation�of�victims�of�abuses�or�acts�of�violence;h) the adoption of measures to ensure that police or judicial officials (judges or prosecutors) directlyinvolved in operations are not responsible for investigating irregularities or abuses committed during thecourse�of�those�operations.”



Illustrative country exampleArgentina: Minimum Criteria for the Development of Protocols for Police and Security Forces at PublicDemonstrations,�2011“6. All available means must be exhausted to reach the peaceful settlement of conflicts that does notlead to harm to those involved or not involved in the demonstration. For this purpose, measures mustbe taken to deal with conflict situations, to ensure a gradual police intervention, which must start with adialogue�with�the�organizers�of�the�demonstration.”
Many police forces have followed such an approach: meetings with organizers prior to an assembly, use ofsocial�media�for�communication�with�the�public,�distribution�of�leaflets�etc.

Illustrative country exampleSweden:�Dialogue�Police,�2010“After the violent demonstrations in Gothenburg in 2001, the Swedish police realized they needed a newtactical approach to manage protests and crowds, which would be more focused on communicationinstead of confrontation and repression. Starting in early 2002 the Swedish police now deploy speciallytrained�dialogue�police�officers�who�deal�with�demonstrations.Dialogue police play an important part in de-escalation. Their task is to establish contact with thedemonstrators before, during, and after the demonstration and to act as a link between the organizers ofthe events and the police commanders. They wear specially designed fluorescent vests with ‘dialoguepolice’ written on the back which enhances their visibility. By negotiating, dialogue police officers facili-tate�compromises�and�agreements�between�police�and�demonstrators.”
First of all, law enforcement officials must have the professional skills for handling assemblies. This applies toboth those in charge of the planning and preparation of such events (how best to facilitate an assembly, howto establish a dialogue with organizers, how to prevent problems from occurring, how to anticipate risks, andhow to avoid them or prepare for them, etc.), and to those who will be in direct contact with participants onthe ground (how to communicate with participants, to reduce tension, to negotiate in case of problems occur-ring,�to�peacefully�settle�conflicts,�to�assist�people�in�need�etc.) [see�Chapter�9.2.2].
The physical appearance of the police during the assembly should not contribute to creating or increasingexisting tensions. An option chosen by some police forces is therefore to deploy only a limited number ofpolice officers dressed in standard police uniform directly on the spot and have greater numbers stay out ofsight�to�provide�back�up�–�if�necessary�with�protective�gear�and�other�crowd�control�equipment.

Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 34: “Where disorder is a possibility and shields and helmets, as approved within the Law on Police,are to be available they should not be deployed too early or if held in reserve must not be visible as thiswill increase tension and the information will spread rapidly throughout the crowd. Therefore, the polic-ing style, the operational plan and how the situation is managed by commanders will influence the waythe�incident�is�policed�and�how�reactive�the�police�will�need�to�be�e.g.�use�of�force�and�special�means.”Peru:�Human�Rights�Manual�for�Police,�2006Chapter IV.B. “1. The physical presentation or general appearance of the police force influences the waythey are perceived by demonstrators: shields, helmets, tanks etc. could be interpreted as a hostile action,even�if�its�main�purpose�is�self-protection.
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2. The classical way of thinking, that police when fitted out with their complete anti-riot equipment, withwater cannons, tear gas and dogs, present a dissuasive factor during demonstrations and contributes tocalm�down�violence,�is�not�at�all�correct.”
Still, many police agencies only contemplate different options of the use of force in their procedures. Somemention negotiation and dialogue but even then, the largest part of their procedures is dedicated to the vari-ous options for the use of force (i.e. weapons and other types of equipment) which might be considered inpublic order management.85 This reveals a problematic mind-set of those in charge to define the operationalapproach to public order management [on command responsibility see Chapter 10], which increases the likeli-hood�that�law�enforcement�officials�will�use�force�instead�of�trying�to�avoid�the�need�to�do�so.
7.2 Unlawful assemblies
Under domestic legislation, public assemblies may be considered unlawful for a number of reasons, e.g. nothaving respected certain procedures, having been prohibited, not respecting certain restrictions imposed onthe time, place or manner of the assembly, unlawfully preventing other people from exercising their humanrights, etc. Many such reasons, in particular failure to respect administrative procedures, would not allow anassembly to be considered unlawful under international human rights law, while others – e.g. attempting toprevent another assembly taking place, thereby preventing other people enjoying the right to freedom ofpeaceful assembly – may lead to such an assembly being considered as unlawful and not protected – includ-ing�under�international�human�rights�law).
It lies outside the scope of these Guidelines to discuss in detail in what circumstances and to what extent theexercise of the right to public assembly may or not be restricted in compliance with international human rightslaw and standards. In any case, the mere fact that an assembly is considered unlawful under domestic legisla-tion�does�not�justify�the�use�of�force�by�law�enforcement�officials.
The decision to resort to the use of force (and what level of force) must comply with the principles of necessityand proportionality. Where the unlawful behaviour of organizers or participants is only related to administrativeaspects of the gathering, the appropriate response should be administrative too (e.g. initiating a procedurethat�may�result�in�a�fine);�therefore�the�use�of�force�in�this�regard�would�be�disproportionate.

Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Law�on�Freedom�of�Assemblies,�2011Art. 31 §2: “If the assembly is conducted in violation of the notification requirements enshrined in Chapter2 of this Law, then the Police shall be obliged to inform by a loudspeaker that the assembly is unlawfuland that the participants may be held liable. If the [unlawful] assembly is peaceful, then the Police shallbe�obliged�to�facilitate�the�assembly.”
In other circumstances, the unlawfulness may relate to more relevant aspects: e.g. participants intentionallyseeking to prevent another assembly from taking place or to obstruct other people in the exercise of otherhuman rights. In these circumstances, a moderate use of force may be justified. However, as long as policeare not met with violent resistance, they may not resort to any use of force that can result in injury (e.g. they
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85 For instance, in the Manual on Public Order Management (2009) of Colombia, two thirds of the entire document relates to thedeployment of the anti-riot unit (“escuadrones móviles antidisturbios”) and its defensive and offensive equipment. Art. 26 of theMexican Law on the use of force by law enforcement in the Federal District (2008) requires security forces, when learning about apossible public assembly, to immediately plan for operational needs in case the assembly turns violent. Art. 27 contains a number ofobligations for the security forces in view of any public assembly, focused exclusively on possible situations of violence, without anyreference�to�a�duty�to�facilitate�an�assembly.



may not resort to the use of batons). What level of force is considered necessary and proportionate, in suchcircumstances, depends on the importance of the objective: when protestors try to prevent people from enteringtheir workplace, this act, even though unlawful, may only be met with a lower degree of force than a situationin which protestors block the emergency entrance of a hospital. In any case, when the behaviour of protestorsis just one of passive resistance (i.e. not following an order to disperse), police should avoid resorting to anyforce that carries the risk of serious injury: whenever possible, the choice should be to push people aside orcarry them away in order to free the required space, instead of, for instance, using batons to force people tomove.86

7.3 Dealing with violence
There is no mathematical definition of a “violent” assembly. However, in the great majority of cases assem-blies are not entirely violent from the outset. Violence usually gradually spreads, as a result of the actions andreactions of demonstrators and law enforcement officials. It is important that the police bear in mind that theyare an actor with direct influence on such a situation – and that this influence can either lead to de-escalationand�improvement�of�the�situation,�or�contribute�to�the�escalation�and�deterioration�of�the�situation.
If some individuals engage in violence, this does not affect the right of others to peacefully continue with theassembly.�A�necessary�and�proportionate�response�must�therefore�focus�on�the�few�violent�individuals.Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)“Sect. 55. The guiding principle for the use of any specific means or tactic is that every effort should bemade to ensure that wherever possible police action is in a discriminate rather than indiscriminate way.[…]Sect. 59 Where special means are used against a crowd that impact upon them i.e. baton rounds, wouldbe an excessive use of force unless the ferocity of the crowd is such that it is impossible to identify indi-vidual(s).Sect. 60 […]: Example: where a group of individuals within a crowd are so violent that the use ofcartridges with rubber bullets is justified but due to poor lighting recognition is difficult then lightingmust be provided to illuminate the offenders/location before the tactic is used. To arbitrarily dischargecartridges�with�rubber�bullets�at�the�group�will�breach�the�Human�Rights�of�the�others.”
This has a direct bearing on the choice of the means to be used in such situations: devices which are too in-accurate or which, by their very nature, have an indiscriminate effect because they may affect both violentand peaceful persons alike, such as tear gas or stun grenades, should therefore not be used in situations inwhich�only�a�small�number�of�people�behave�violently.
There are also a number of precautionary measures that must be taken to reduce the need to resort to forceand�to�minimize�the�amount�of�force�needed:– The availability of protective equipment can reduce the need to resort to force in self-defence. However, lawenforcement officials need to be well instructed and trained in their use. And it should be clear that protec-tive equipment should be exclusively used as a defensive tool and not as an offensive one (for instance,shields are supposed to be a purely defensive tool, but may also become a potentially lethal weapon if used
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86 Nevertheless, very often, merely disrespecting an order to disperse without any signs of violence is considered sufficient to allow fordispersal by the means of force, often with very little precision as to the level of force that may be used; e.g. Albania, Law No. 8773on Demonstrations (2001), Article 23: “2. If after three clear calls by the police to disperse, the participants do not leave, the officerof the police orders the dispersal of the demonstration by force. 3. In every case, the use of force should always be limited to theminimum.”



with the edge pointed forward; also, police officers have even been seen taking off their helmet, which issupposed�to�protect�them,�in�order�to�hit�demonstrators).– Being deployed in a public assembly can be a highly stressful situation for law enforcement officials.Having sufficient numbers present and also as back up in order to avoid excessive length of time on duty,opportunities for rest breaks, as well as provision of food and water may prevent overreaction by lawenforcement�officials�as�a�result�of�exhaustion�and�accumulated�stress.
Finally, it should go without saying but seems to need constant reminding that medical assistance needs to beavailable�at�any�large�event�and�at�any�event�where�violence�is�likely�(see�also�Basic�Principle�No.�5c).
Whatever the reason for the decision to resort to force, police must anticipate the possible effects of the use offorce. In particular where there are only isolated and minor incidents of violence (e.g. violence against prop-erty not causing major damage), the use of force may be perceived as a provocation and lead to more seriousacts of violence, whereas showing a certain degree of tolerance may help to prevent the further escalation of asituation – and such tolerance would not preclude the possibility, at a later stage, of prosecuting persons whohave�committed�offences.

Illustrative country exampleArmenia:�Guidelines�for�Police�in�Public�Order�Management(http://www.police.am/images/Uxecuyc-N2-eng.pdf.pdf)Sect. 18: “Just because a citizen remains non-compliant does not justify the police use of force. Com-munication and explanation should always be the first approach with force as a last resort and if appliedit must be to the minimum level possible. An abrupt behavior of ‘compliance to rules’ by police will notsupport�peaceful�resolution�and�[is]�likely�to�escalate�the�incident�unnecessarily.”
In other circumstances, there may be groups of people who want to make use of the situation to create a con-flict. If the police fail to prevent this (e.g. through dialogue, planning and preparation together with the peace-ful participants of the assembly) this actually means the group has achieved what they wanted. Police officersmust know that they are not in front of a homogenous mass. When facing incidents of violence, police officersmay perceive the crowd as one hostile group and adopt some sort of combat mode. However, this will onlycontribute to the escalation of the situation. There will always be individuals they can talk to calmly, perhapsto ask them to back off so that just the “trouble makers” can be confronted by the police. The most effectiveresponse to such situations may be to enter into a constructive dialogue with those who wish to demonstratepeacefully�(and�who�also�might�take�the�initiative�to�influence�those�who�want�to�engage�in�violence).
When the police are perceived to have responded excessively during an assembly, such a situation is usuallyfollowed by a series of assemblies to protest against the police; these might mobilize a larger number ofpeople ready to express their anger by means of violence or at least prepared to respond with violence to anypolice action. Therefore, the short term gain of successfully dispersing an assembly by use of excessive forceoften leads to a long term loss when even more public disorder puts a continued strain on resources to bedeployed�in�subsequent�events�and�increases�insecurity�for�the�public�and�for�the�police.87
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87 In fact, the short-sighted intent of law enforcement agencies to end a protest by using excessive force has frequently proven to beineffective and to lead to even more protest. Recent history has seen numerous examples in which a heavy police response to demon-strations, which initially had a completely different purpose, has led to repeated demonstrations in protest against the securityforces. In Greece, every 6th December anniversary protests have been taking place since 2008, when a student was killed by a policebullet. In Brazil, Spain and Turkey initial protests against specific political decisions were followed by a series of much larger demon-strations to protest against the police conduct during the initial demonstration – and in some instances public anger was expressedby�violent�behaviour�of�some�participants�–�also�affecting�the�security�of�the�police�themselves.



This highlights the importance of having a proper command structure in place, with different levels of com-mand and clearly assigned responsibilities, and in which the decision to resort to force (except for individualsituations of self-defence which may arise) is taken at a level where the larger implications of this can beappreciated. Any decision taken in this sense also needs to be properly recorded to ensure full accountabilityof�the�command�level�concerned [see�Chapter�4.1�and�10.2].
7.4 Tactical options and limits
7.4.1 Containment
In certain situations, law enforcement agencies resort to the tactical option of containment of protestors. Thismethod, also known as “kettling”, consists of the use of police cordons to physically block people from leavinga certain area. In many instances, this technique has been used as a means to unlawfully prevent people fromexercising their right to peaceful assembly and freedom of expression. In other situations, there has been atleast a genuine intention to prevent violence spreading in the course of a larger event. However, even in such asituation,�containment�is�a�highly�problematic�form�of�use�of�force,�as�it�carries�a�number�of�risks:– Among those contained may be not only individuals engaged in violence, but also persons who wish to par-ticipate peacefully in an assembly and who should not be prevented from doing so. Even uninvolvedbystanders�may�be�caught�in�the�cordon.– Among those contained, there may be people who are in need of assistance (e.g. elderly people in need of aplace to rest, children who have become separated from their parents, disabled people unable to care forthemselves in the crowd) and people who have difficulties finding assistance in the crowded circumstancesduring�containment.– The crowded situation caused by the containment may create an atmosphere of claustrophobia and panic,provoking�uncontrolled�reactions�which�could�eventually�result�in�damage�and�injury.– People who are contained may be exposed to harsh weather conditions (heat, sun, rain or snow, wind, cold)and�they�are�likely�to�need�access�to�sanitation�facilities�which�may�not�be�available.
In police practice, poor implementation of the technique has often made these problems even worse as a resultof excessive duration of the containment,88 lack of communication to explain the purpose of the containment(within the law enforcement agency itself as well as with the people being contained), lack of opportunities toleave�the�assembly�for�those�who�wish�to,�lack�of�assistance�to�persons�in�need,�etc.89
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All these aspects have led the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly (UN Doc.A/HRC/23/39/Add.1, 2013), to express his opposition to this technique, expressing his belief “37. [...]that this tactic is intrinsically detrimental to the exercise of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly,due�to�its�indiscriminate�and�disproportionate�nature.38. The practice of containment also undeniably has a powerful chilling effect on the exercise of freedomof peaceful assembly, as also highlighted by the Equality and Human Rights Commission. In this connec-tion, the Special Rapporteur was informed that many people refrained from exercising their right to free-dom of peaceful assembly for fear of being ‘kettled’. Finally, it appears that ‘kettling’ has been used forintelligence gathering purposes, by compelling peaceful protestors, and even bystanders, to disclose theirnames and addresses as they leave the kettle, increasing the chilling effect it has on potential protesters.”
88 For instance, during the containment known as “Hamburger Kessel” in 1986 in Hamburg, Germany, police contained more than800�people�for�a�duration�of�up�to�13�hours,�even�denying�many�of�them�access�to�sanitation�facilities�for�several�hours.89 Such problems actually prompted the Head of the Toronto police (Canada) to declare, as a result of a problematic police operation,that�this�tactic�would�not�be�used�any�more:(http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2011/06/22/exclusive_toronto_police_swear_off_g20_kettling_tactic.html).



In view of these serious problems, this option should only be considered, if at all, when the following elementsare�respected:– The purpose of the operation must be to contain violence as a means to facilitate the rest of the assembly tocontinue peacefully. It should not be a means to prevent people from participating in an assembly – even ifthe assembly is considered unlawful. And it should not be carried out as a preventive measure based onsome prior information that some people might engage in violence. This would unduly restrict the enjoy-ment of the human right to peaceful assembly – based on a mere suspicion. Because of the high likelihoodof containing people who had no intention at all to engage in violence, it could be considered an arbitraryrestriction of their right to freedom of peaceful assembly, arbitrary restriction on the right to freedom ofmovement,�and�could�even�amount�to�arbitrary�detention.– The operation must focus on violent persons and as far as possible seek to avoid the containment of unin-volved�persons�or�peaceful�protestors.– People�accidentally�caught�in�the�containment�or�those�in�distress�must�be�allowed�to�leave.– The containment must be lifted as soon as possible, and the police must start releasing people, individuallyor in small groups, as early as possible. As a rule, containment that lasts for several hours must be consid-ered�disproportionate.– Proper communication must be established with participants in the assembly to inform them about the pur-pose of the containment, and to explain that this is a measure to allow those participating peacefully tocontinue to do so (otherwise, even peaceful participants who do not understand the police action mightstart�to�obstruct�the�containment,�start�protesting�against�the�police,�or�even�become�violent�themselves).– Provisions need to be made for people who need to access sanitation facilities, medical care or other typesof�assistance.– Law enforcement officials need to be properly instructed as to the purpose and duration of the containmentand their obligation to provide assistance to people in need: medical assistance, access to sanitation facili-ties, and provision of shelter during cold weather for people with wet clothing (e.g. as a result of the use ofwater�cannon).
Illustrative country exampleUnited�States:�District�of�Columbia,�First�Amendment�Rights�and�Police�Standards�Act,�2004Sect.�108:�“Use�of�police�linesNo emergency area or zone will be established by using a police line to encircle, or substantially encircle,a demonstration, rally, parade, march, picket line, or other similar assembly (or subpart thereof) con-ducted for the purpose of persons expressing their political, social, or religious views except where thereis probable cause to believe that a significant number or percentage of the persons located in the area orzone have committed unlawful acts (other than failure to have an approved assembly plan) and the policehave the ability to identify those individuals and have decided to arrest them; provided, that this sectiondoes�not�prohibit�the�use�of�a�police�line�to�encircle�an�assembly�for�the�safety�of�the�demonstrators.”
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For the European Court, in order not to present an unlawful deprivation of liberty, this technique must becommanded by a pressing need (Austin and Others v. The United Kingdom (39692/09, 40713/09 and41008/09), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber, 2012, § 68: “It must be underlined thatmeasures of crowd control should not be used by the national authorities directly or indirectly to stifle ordiscourage protest, given the fundamental importance of freedom of expression and assembly in alldemocratic societies. Had it not remained necessary for the police to impose and maintain the cordon inorder to prevent serious injury or damage, the ‘type’ of the measure would have been different, and itscoercive and restrictive nature might have been sufficient to bring it within Article 5 [ECHR: the right toliberty�and�security�of�the�person].”



7.4.2 Less lethal weapons
a) Kinetic�impact�projectilesKinetic impact projectiles are one of the most frequently used devices to control public assemblies. Theycome in many various shapes and sizes: rubber bullets, plastic bullets, rubber balls – all different in size,shape and material. Some of the technical aspects of this type of weapons have already been discussed above[see Chapter 6]. Only those devices that have successfully passed the technical and human rights assessmentshould�be�used.�With�regard�to�their�use�in�public�assemblies�the�following�rules�should�be�observed:– Kinetic impact projectiles may only be used as a tool to stop individuals engaged in violence against per-sons. They must not be used as a general tool to disperse a crowd, e.g. by general firing of these projectilesaiming�at�the�larger�crowd�rather�than�specifically�at�individuals�engaged�in�violence.

Illustrative country exampleArgentina: Minimum Criteria for the Development of Protocols for Police and Security Forces at Pub-lic�Demonstrations,�2011Section 10 (2) “Rubber bullets shall only be used for defensive purposes, when there is threat to thephysical integrity of members of the security force, protesters or third parties. In no circumstancesthey�shall�be�used�as�a�means�to�disperse�a�demonstration.”
– They can cause serious injury, in particular when hitting the head or upper torso. Therefore, with a view tominimizing damage and injury, they may, as a rule, only be aimed at the lower part of the body (except inexceptional�life�threatening�situations).– Random shots carry considerable risks, e.g. the risk of striking smaller persons or where people are bendingdown (in order to assist other people, or on slippery ground). These types of projectiles may therefore onlybe fired in situations in which it is feasible to apply well targeted shots against specific persons engaged inviolence.�There�must�never�be�general�firing�into�the�crowd.– There must be no skip firing off the ground, as this makes the projectiles highly inaccurate, which unac-ceptably increases the risk of hitting the wrong persons or causing serious injury when hitting the upperpart�of�the�body,�or�even�the�head,�of�the�person�at�whom�the�projectile�is�aimed.
b) Chemical�irritantsIt would go beyond the scope of these Guidelines to discuss all the technical aspects of these devices; how-ever,�their�use�must�be�subject�to�the�following�considerations:– Chemical irritants used in public order situations, including those delivered by hand thrown grenades orweapon launched projectiles (as opposed to, for instance, small, hand-held pepper sprays used forself-defence), by their very nature have an indiscriminate effect with a high probability of affecting not onlythose individuals who are engaged in violence, but also bystanders and peaceful demonstrators. There isfurthermore a high potential for use in an arbitrary manner. It must therefore be very clear that grenadesand wide-area use of chemical irritants may only be used for the purpose of dispersal and only when thelevel of violence has reached such a degree that law enforcement officials cannot contain the threat bydirectly�targeting�violent�persons�only.– The purpose of their use must be to disperse the crowd, they may therefore only be used in areas wherepeople have the opportunity to disperse and not in confined spaces or where exit ways are blocked orrestricted�(e.g.�football�stadiums).– Clearly audible warnings must be issued prior to their use, and people must be allowed sufficient time toleave�the�area.
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Illustrative country examplesChile:�National�Police,�Regulations�on�Public�Order�Management,�2014Sect. 2.14: “3. Prior to the use of chemical irritants, offenders need to be warned – if possible – inorder�to�make�everybody�aware�of�that�decision�(use�of�loudspeakers).”Turkey:�Ministry�of�Interior�Circular�2013/28,�SGD�Circular�No.�55“Announcement concerning the use of gas ammunition shall be made before tear gas is used so thatthe people that intend to break from the demonstrative group and third people shall be given anopportunity�to�move�away.”
– In any case, chemical irritants should only be used proportionately, lawfully and to the minimum extentpossible. The discharge of such weapons must be carefully measured, targeted and controlled and take intoaccount contextual factors (e.g. wind; hospitals or schools in the surroundings). Excessive generalized use,affecting to a large extent peaceful participants and uninvolved persons, would be disproportionate in thisregard.�Cartridges�and�canisters�with�chemical�irritants�may�never�be�fired�directly�at�a�person.

Illustrative country exampleColombia:�National�Police,�Manual�on�Public�Order�Management,�2009Sect.�7.2.8.3:�“Instructions�on�the�use�of�cartridges�with�chemical�irritants1)�To�be�used�only�in�operations�taking�place�in�open�spaces.2)�May�never�be�fired�directly�at�persons.�Can�cause�injuries�to�anybody�hit�by�a�cartridge.[…]4)�May�never�be�fired�in�a�closed�premise�or�a�premise�without�ventilation.�[…]”
– The use of any of these devices must stop immediately when people stop being violent and/or start todisperse.

Illustrative country exampleTurkey:�Ministry�of�Interior�Circular�2013/28,�SGD�Circular�No.�55“Unless any attack or resistance to the environment or security forces occurs, intervention with gasshall be avoided and gas shall not be used against the people or groups that put an end to theirattacks�and�resistance�in�any�means.”
c) Water�cannonThe effects of water cannon are inherently indiscriminate and can affect bystanders as well as peaceful partic-ipants and persons engaged in violence. They can cause serious injuries: eye injuries (either by a direct hitwith the jet, or if items on the ground fly up as a result of the jet) and injuries sustained when falling on theground as a result of the jet or because of slippery ground, in particular in case of mass movements as a resultof�panic�–�just�to�name�a�few�of�the�inherent�risks.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Tactical�options�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/public-order/planning-and-deployment/tactical-options/Water�Cannon“Criteria�for�use:– when conventional methods of policing have been tried and failed or, because of the circumstances,are�unlikely�to�succeed�if�tried
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– in situations of serious public disorder, where there is the potential for loss of life, serious injury, orwidespread�destruction�and�whether�such�action�is�likely�to�reduce�that�risk– must�only�be�used�by�trained�officers.”
The water cannon can deliver a mixture of water with marker dye and/or chemical irritants. If marker dye isused this can lead to later harassment or arbitrary detention. The use of a mixture of water and chemicalsmakes it impossible to control the precise doses of the irritant, which – in addition – may have a longer termimpact on the individual person as clothing gets impregnated. In any case, water cannon should only be usedproportionately, lawfully and to the minimum extent possible. They may only be used in those situations inwhich it is strictly necessary to contain or disperse individuals or a group participating in a public assemblyand when the level of violence has reached such a degree that law enforcement officials cannot contain thethreat by directly focusing on violent persons only. Any decision to use them must also take into accountcontextual�factors,�such�as�extremely�cold�weather,�which�may�exacerbate�the�harm�they�may�cause.
Again, the use of any of these devices must cease immediately when people stop being violent and/or arestarting�to�disperse.
7.4.3 Firearms
Basic Principle No. 14 clearly confirms that firearms may only be used for the purpose of saving life in linewith the provisions of Basic Principle No. 9. They are therefore not a tactical tool for public order manage-ment and even the decision to have law enforcement officials armed with firearms present in an assemblyneeds to be carefully balanced against the potential risks [see also Chapter 5.6]: the presence of firearms maybe perceived as a threat and provocation, and thus can lead to an unnecessary increase in tensions and esca-lation. In a situation of chaos, firearms may be lost or stolen, creating serious risks for all persons present. Instressful and chaotic situations, law enforcement officials may lose their temper and resort to using their fire-arm too quickly, which could not only lead to unnecessary injury or even loss of life, but also to an uncontrolla-ble escalation of the situation, with widespread violence and casualties. In any case, firearms are not anappropriate tool to contain widespread violence. If deployed at all, their use must be limited to stand-off typesituations that meet the threshold and criteria set out in Basic Principle No. 9 and law enforcement officialsprovided with firearms must be given clear orders on this. These orders must also caution against the seriousrisks�for�third�persons�in�the�crowded�circumstances�of�an�assembly.

Illustrative country exampleSouth�Africa:�Police�Standing�Order�262�on�Crowd�Management,�2004Sect.�11:�“(4)�The�following�are�prohibited�or�restricted�during�crowd�management�operations:a) [...]b) The�use�of�firearms�and�sharp�ammunition�including�birdshot�and�buckshot�(prohibited)�[...]”
In view of all these risks involved, when anticipating a situation in which firearms may have to be used, thecommand leadership in charge of policing the assembly should first consider all alternatives: less lethal weap-ons�and�devices�may�be�a�more�appropriate�response�to�the�anticipated�threats�and�carry�a�lower�level�of�risk.
As stipulated in Basic Principle No. 22, situations of death and injury and when firearms where used shouldbe subjected to reporting and investigation [see Chapter 3.5.1 and 5.7]. In addition, ideally, all public ordersituations should be carefully evaluated as to contribute to a professional lessons learned process [seeChapter�7.5].
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Illustrative country examplesExamples of such evaluations are for instance: Canada: G20 Summit, Toronto, Ontario, June 2010– Toronto Police Service After-Action Review, June 2011; Sweden: Gothenburg Committee, Report(SOU 2002:122); United Kingdom: Adapting to protest – Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary,July�2009.
7.4.4 Deployment of military forces
In many countries, authorities still decide to deploy the military to handle public order situations, when theyconsider the police not up to the challenges of the given situation.90 However, this carries a considerable riskof�human�rights�violations [see�also�Section�B�–�Introduction]:
Military armed forces are instructed and trained to fight an enemy. Their operational mindset and modusoperandi is the conduct of hostilities in which the use of force, including lethal force, is the first choice ofaction. Their equipment is designed to neutralize the enemy, and not to minimize damage and injury, nor toprotect�and�preserve�life.
As a result, deploying the military in situations of public order carries considerable risks, particularly of theuse of excessive force, including lethal force. In order to prevent such serious consequences, a range of mea-sures�need�to�be�taken:– The operational mindset and procedures need to be revised (from “shoot to kill” to “non-violent meansfirst”).– The�equipment�needs�to�be�changed�(e.g.�from�fully�automatic�rifles�to�protective�gear�and�baton).– The training of those deployed for the management of public order needs to be fully revised and adapted toa law enforcement approach: de-escalation, communication, avoiding the use of force, and minimizingdamage and injury need to be at the centre of training exercises, including the training on the correct use ofthe�new�equipment.– To ensure full control over a proper law enforcement approach, military armed forces should only come in asa support�to�the�ordinary�law�enforcement�agency�and�be�placed�under�the�command�of�this�agency.

This is not something that can be achieved in a short time frame and will always be a very challengingundertaking. When this proves too difficult, authorities should refrain from deploying the military armedforces. Indeed, the deployment of the military armed forces in public order is today prohibited in a number ofcountries.
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Caracazo v. Venezuela (Series C No. 95), Inter-American Court of Human Rights (2002)“127. [...] The State must adopt all necessary provision [...] and specifically those for education andtraining of all members of its armed forces and its security agencies on principles and provisions ofhuman rights protection and regarding the limits to which the use of weapons by law enforcement offi-cials is subject, even in a state of emergency. The pretext of maintenance of public security cannot beinvoked to violate the right to life. The State must, also, adjust operational plans regarding public distur-bances to the requirements of respect and protection of those rights, adopting to this end, among othermeasures, those geared toward control of actions by all members of the security forces in the very field ofaction�to�avoid�excess.”

90 See for instance Mexico, Guidelines on the use of force by the Mexican Army and Air Force in the exercise of police functions, 2012;Venezuela, Regulation�on�Public�Order�Management�by�the�Armed�Forces�(2015).



Illustrative country examplesArt. 87(a) of the German Constitution (1949) prohibits the use of the military armed forces for anypurpose or task not explicitly mentioned in the Constitution (maintenance of public order is not part ofthe�purposes�and�tasks�mentioned).In the Republic of Guinea (Conakry), Code of Conduct for the Defence Forces, 2011, it is clearly statedthat the maintenance of public order is a police duty (Art. 17); only in exceptional circumstances maythe military armed forces be deployed upon request of the civilian authorities and only as a support forthe�ordinary�forces�in�charge�of�public�order�(Art.�18�(2)).
7.5 Reporting, accountability and lessons learned
Any public assembly should be followed by a proper debriefing and reporting process to aid the establishmentof a lessons learned process within the law enforcement agency. In particular, when force was used during anassembly, as in any other circumstances, this should be reported to allow the command hierarchy to assesswhether this was lawful and appropriate. As already explained above, when death or injury occurred or fire-arms were used, this should be followed by the same accountability processes – with particular attention givento�the�levels�of�the�command�structure�responsible�for�the�decisions�made [see Chapter�3.5,�5.7,�6.5,�10.3].
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USE OF FORCE IN DETENTION
Chapter�outline8.1 General�concept8.2 Means�of�restraint8.3 Use�of�firearms8.4 Dealing�with�large-scale�violent�disorder�in�detention�facilities

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:

| 163

Basic Principle 15“Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention, shall not use force,except when strictly necessary for the maintenance of security and order within the institution, or whenpersonal�safety�is�threatened.”Basic Principle 16“Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention, shall not use firearms,except in self-defence or in the defence of others against the immediate threat of death or serious injury,or when strictly necessary to prevent the escape of a person in custody or detention presenting the dangerreferred�to�in�principle�9.”Basic Principle 17“The preceding principles are without prejudice to the rights, duties and responsibilities of prison officials,as set out in the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, particularly rules 33, 34 and 54.”=> Now reflected in the Mandela Rules (the revised Standard Minimum Rules), No. 43, 47, 48 and 82adopted by the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev. 1, 21May�2015:Rule 43: “1. In no circumstances may restrictions or disciplinary sanctions amount to torture or other cruel,inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The following practices, in particular, shall be prohibited:(a)�Indefinite�solitary�confinement;(b)�Prolonged�solitary�confinement;(c)�Placement�of�a�prisoner�in�a�dark�or�constantly�lit�cell;(d)�Corporal�punishment�or�the�reduction�of�a�prisoner’s�diet�or�drinking�water;(e)�Collective�punishment.2.�Instruments�of�restraint�shall�never�be�applied�as�a�sanction�for�disciplinary�offences.�[…]”Rule 47: “1. The use of chains, irons or other instruments of restraint which are inherently degrading orpainful�shall�be�prohibited.2. Other instruments of restraint shall only be used when authorized by law and in the following circum-stances:(a) As a precaution against escape during a transfer, provided that they are removed when the prisonerappears�before�a�judicial�or�administrative�authority;(b) By order of the prison director, if other methods of control fail, in order to prevent a prisoner frominjuring himself or herself or others or from damaging property; in such instances, the director shallimmediately alert the physician or other qualified health-care professionals and report to the higheradministrative�authority.”

8
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Rule 48: “1. When the imposition of instruments of restraint is authorized in accordance with paragraph2 of�rule�47,�the�following�principles�shall�apply:(a) Instruments of restraint are to be imposed only when no lesser form of control would be effective toaddress�the�risks�posed�by�unrestricted�movement;(b) The method of restraint shall be the least intrusive method that is necessary and reasonably availableto�control�the�prisoner’s�movement,�based�on�the�level�and�nature�of�the�risks�posed;(c) Instruments of restraint shall be imposed only for the time period required, and they are to beremoved�as�soon�as�possible�after�the�risks�posed�by�unrestricted�movement�are�no�longer�present.2. Instruments of restraint shall never be used on women during labour, during childbirth and immedi-ately�after�childbirth.”Rule 82: “1. Prison staff shall not, in their relations with the prisoners, use force except in self-defenceor in cases of attempted escape, or active or passive physical resistance to an order based on law or regu-lations. Prison staff who have recourse to force must use no more than is strictly necessary and mustreport�the�incident�immediately�to�the�prison�director.2.�Prison�staff�shall�be�given�special�physical�training�to�enable�them�to�restrain�aggressive�prisoners.3. Except in special circumstances, prison staff performing duties which bring them into direct contactwith prisoners should not be armed. Furthermore, prison staff should in no circumstances be providedwith�arms�unless�they�have�been�trained�in�their�use.”

Guideline No. 8: The fact that a person is deprived of freedom does not give authorities any greater power toresort to the use of force: the use of force and firearms in detention facilities is subject to exactly thesame rules, particularly the principles of necessity and proportionality, which apply in any other lawenforcement�context.91
a) The use of force, including the use of means of restraint, may never be employed as a means ofpunishment.
b) Staff members need to have the personal competence and professional skills to reduce tensions thatare likely to arise easily in the confined environment of detention facilities, rather than to resort too easilyto�the�use�of�force.�They�also�should�be�specifically�trained�to�control�aggressive�or�violent�detainees.
c) Means of restraint should not be used as a routine measure, but only if the concrete situation sorequires and not for any longer than necessary. They may only be used in a way that does not causeinjury. Prolonged use of means of restraint must be avoided. Means of restraint that are intrinsically abu-sive and degrading, or cause serious pain and injury, such as thumb-cuffs and body-worn electric shockbelts,�should�be�prohibited.92
d) Firearms may only be used in circumstances involving a threat to life as described in Basic PrincipleNo. 9. Carrying firearms in the confined space of a detention facility carries additional risks and, as arule, staff members working inside such facilities who are in direct contact with detained persons shouldnot�be�equipped�with�firearms.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles

91 See also, in particular with references to judgements of international tribunals, Amnesty International, Fair Trial Manual, SecondEdition,�POL�30/002/2014,�chapter�11.2.92 See already above, [Chapter 6.2.2. c)]. Furthermore: Amnesty International, Fair Trial Manual, Second Edition, POL 30/002/2014,chapter�11.3.
91 See also, in particular with references to judgements of international tribunals, Amnesty International, Fair Trial Manual, SecondEdition,�POL�30/002/2014,�chapter�11.2.92 See already above, [Chapter 6.2.2. c)]. Furthermore: Amnesty International, Fair Trial Manual, Second Edition, POL 30/002/2014,chapter�11.3.



8.1. General concept
The fact that a person is lawfully deprived of freedom – be it in a police station, a prison or any other deten-tion facility – does not confer any greater powers on law enforcement officials to resort to the use of force andfirearms. However, the confined environment of detention facilities carries an even greater risk for excessive,abusive or otherwise unlawful use of force, and therefore detention authorities must take particular precau-tions�to�prevent�this:

Illustrative country exampleColombia:�Human�Rights�Manual�for�Prison�Staff,�2006Use of force, p. 32: “Only in extreme circumstances, and when all other means have failed, is the use offorce justified as a legitimate method to restore order. It must be absolutely the last resort. Given thatdetention facilities are closed communities where the abuse of authority can easily take place, specificand�transparent�procedures�on�the�use�of�force�must�be�adopted.”�[emphasis�added]
It must be made clear that the use of force in the context of arrest and detention is subject to exactly thesame principles of legality, necessity, proportionality and accountability as for persons at liberty. Basic Princi-ple�No.�15�specifically�reiterates�the�principle�of�necessity.

Illustrative country examplesArmenia:�Law�on�Penitentiary�Service,�2005Art. 51: “1. A Penitentiary officer has the right to use physical force, special means and firearms in casesprovided in Articles 48-50 of this Law, if other means do not ensure fulfilment of the duties vested on him.2.�When�applying�physical�force,�special�means�and�firearms,�a�penitentiary�officer�has�to(1) warn about the intent to use them and provide the person in question with sufficient time to complywith his demands, except for cases when delay would create an immediate danger to the life or health ofa penitentiary�officer,�or�when�such�warning�is�impossible�under�given�circumstances.(2) to use them in proportion to the nature and degree of danger of the offence or resistance. […]”[emphasis�added]Uruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 42: “Physical force, means of coercion or firearms may only be used by the police when all other dis-suasive means have failed, and must stop immediately when the person to be detained no longer offersany�resistance,�in�accordance�with�Chapter�I,�Title�II�of�this�legislation.”
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e) Situations of large-scale violent disorder in detention facilities must be guided by the same overallconsiderations as violent public order incidents. De-escalation must be the preferred mode of action, adistinction must be made between those inmates who are engaged in violence and those who are not,interventions must seek to minimize damage and injury, and firearms may only be used to protect againsta threat�to�life�or�of�serious�injury.

Basic Principle 15“Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention, shall not use force,except when strictly necessary for the maintenance of security and order within the institution, or whenpersonal�safety�is�threatened.”



In particular, force should never be used for the purpose of punishment. This must be considered a violationof the prohibition of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. As for the use of instruments ofrestraint,�their�use�for�the�purpose�of�punishment�is�explicitly�forbidden�in�the�Mandela�Rules:

Furthermore, the confined environment in detention facilities creates an atmosphere which can give rise toheightened tensions and emotions. In an environment where stress and emotions are already permanently at ahigher level than normal, it is particularly important to try to keep everybody calm. Law enforcement officialsworking in places of detention must project a professional image and exercise excellent self-control. There-fore, their training on how to deal with aggressive detainees is of particular importance [see Chapter 9.2].They should not respond to problematic situations with drastic measures, but must give priority to communi-cation�and�the�peaceful�settlement�of�conflicts.

This�must�also�include�the�possibility�of�withdrawing�and�giving�a�person�a�chance�to�calm�down.Illustrative country examplesUnited�Kingdom:�Prison�Service�Order�on�Use�of�Force,�2005“2.15 It has always been recognised that the best defensive weapon that staff have is their verbal andnon-verbal communication skills. Staff who successfully adopt effective communication strategies (seeAnnex�C)�and�interpersonal�skills�will�find�that�they�are�usually�able�to�defuse�a�potential�conflict.”United�Kingdom:�Ministry�of�Justice,�Use�of�Force�Training�Manual�for�Prison�Staff,�2006“D.1.4�MANAGING�AGGRESSIONThe effective handling of aggressive prisoners is one of the most demanding aspects of working in aprison.�It�is�an�area�where�good�interaction�and�communication�skills�are�required.The majority of situations where there is a potential for violence can be handled through communication.”
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Mandela Rules[Revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners adopted by the Commission on CrimePrevention�and�Criminal�Justice,�E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev.�1,�21�May�2015.Rule 43: “1. In no circumstances may restrictions or disciplinary sanctions amount to torture or othercruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The following practices, in particular, shall beprohibited:(a)�Indefinite�solitary�confinement;(b)�Prolonged�solitary�confinement;(c)�Placement�of�a�prisoner�in�a�dark�or�constantly�lit�cell;(d)�Corporal�punishment�or�the�reduction�of�a�prisoner’s�diet�or�drinking�water;(e)�Collective�punishment.2.�Instruments�of�restraint�shall�never�be�applied�as�a�sanction�for�disciplinary�offences.�[…]”

Mandela Rules[Revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners adopted by the Commission on CrimePrevention�and�Criminal�Justice,�E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev.�1,�21�May�2015]Rule 38: “1. Prison administrations are encouraged to use, to the extent possible, conflict prevention,mediation or any other alternative dispute resolution mechanism to prevent disciplinary offences or toresolve�conflicts.�[...]”Rule 82: “1. Prison staff shall not, in their relations with the prisoners, use force except in self-defenceor in cases of attempted escape, or active or passive physical resistance to an order based on law or regu-lations. Prison staff who have recourse to force must use no more than is strictly necessary and mustreport�the�incident�immediately�to�the�prison�director.2.�Prison�staff�shall�be�given�special�physical�training�to�enable�them�to�restrain�aggressive�prisoners.”



D. 1.5 Defusion strategy explicitly mentions the option of withdrawal, and states: “Don’t try to solve theproblem�prior�to�calming�the�prisoners.”“D.2.1�COMMUNICATION/LONG�RANGEIt is vital to use correct communication to defuse the situation in order to prevent the situation fromescalating�to�a�physical�encounter.Communication and the creation of distance/obstacles between the prisoner and ourselves may buy timeto evade the situation. Distance will give time to assess and prepare for a personal attack on ourselves.[…]E.�Control�and�Restraint�Basic�Techniques�–�IntroductionIt is not suggested that the appropriate response to disruptive or threatening behaviour is necessarily theuse of force or that violence should necessarily be met by violence. Every opportunity should be taken tode-escalate�the�incident�and�only�as�a�last�resort�should�Control�and�Restraint�techniques�be�used.”
When it is not possible to defuse a situation by means of communication, law enforcement officials need to beaware that aggressive or violent behaviour may be the result of medical conditions (illness and related medica-tions, e.g. high blood pressure, or drug abuse etc.). They must therefore carry out techniques of physical con-trol with great care as these may easily lead to serious harm, and even death, as a result of the medical condi-tion�of�the�detained�person,�and/or�as�a�result�of�positional�asphyxia.

Illustrative country exampleParaguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�II.j.:�“Prohibited�acts�of�use�of�force:The�following�acts�are�prohibited�since�they�are�considered�inappropriate�use�of�force:1. Bringing a person under control using self-defence techniques which restrict breathing or blood flow tothe�brain.2. Putting�a�handcuffed�person�in�a�position�that�restricts�breathing.”
8.2 Means of restraint

Explanatory note: In view of the specific reference to the corresponding Standard Minimum Rules for the Treat-ment of Prisoners in Basic Principle No. 17 (now the Revised Standard Minimum Rules “Mandela Rules”),means of restraint are dealt with in this chapter on the use of force in detention. However, the standards andconsiderations presented here also apply outside detention places, e.g. when making an arrest.
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i
Mandela Rules[Revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners adopted by the Commission on CrimePrevention�and�Criminal�Justice,�E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev.�1,�21�May�2015]Rule 47: “1. The use of chains, irons or other instruments of restraint which are inherently degrading orpainful�shall�be�prohibited.2. Other instruments of restraint shall only be used when authorized by law and in the following circumstances:(a) As a precaution against escape during a transfer, provided that they are removed when the prisonerappears�before�a�judicial�or�administrative�authority;(b) By order of the prison director, if other methods of control fail, in order to prevent a prisoner frominjuring himself or herself or others or from damaging property; in such instances, the director shallimmediately alert the physician or other qualified health-care professionals and report to the higheradministrative�authority.”



Means of restraint should never be used as a routine measure. Just as with any other type of force, their usemust be justified by the requirement of the concrete situation and must be necessary and proportionate to thecircumstances. The purpose of the use of means of restraint is to prevent a person from harming a lawenforcement�official,�a�third�person�or�him/herself,�or�to�prevent�the�person�from�escaping.Illustrative country examplesColombia:�Human�Rights�Manual�for�Prison�Staff,�2006Chapter�4�Use�of�force,�p�34:“In this regard, the Constitutional Court has stated that ‘the use of handcuffs shall not be the generalrule but rather an exception, that is, when special circumstances justify it in relation to a detainee, inview�of�his/her�concrete�behaviour.”India:�Kerala�Police�Act,�2011Sect. 46 [...] “(2) Handcuffs shall not be used on an arrested person unless the Police Officer arrestingthe person has sufficient ground to believe that the arrested person shall escape from custody or injurehimself�or�others�if�not�handcuffed�or�the�Police�Officer�has�not�recorded�such�grounds�in�writing.”Mexico:�Law�on�the�use�of�force�by�law�enforcement�in�the�Federal�District,�2008Art. 21 (5) obliges police officials to include the facts that led to the use of means of restraint in thedetention report, (6) prohibits the use of any further force or means of coercion on a person controlled bymeans�of�restraint,�(8)�limits�the�use�of�means�of�restraint�to�the�time�strictly�necessary.Paraguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�III:�“c)�The�use�of�handcuffs:The main purpose of handcuffing an arrested or detained person is keeping him/her under control andminimizing�the�possibility�of�escalation�which�would�necessitate�the�use�of�more�coercive�means.�Policepersonnel�must�consider�the�following�circumstances:– the�likelihood�the�detained�person�will�escape;– the�likelihood�the�incident�will�escalate;– if the detained person represents a potential risk to the police personnel involved or others, includingthe�likelihood�of�causing�harm�to�him/herself;�and– previous�knowledge�on�the�level�of�aggressiveness�of�the�arrested�person.Therefore,�any�decision�to�make�use�of�handcuffs�shall�be�based�on�specific�facts.”
Means of restraint must be used in a way that does not amount to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degradingtreatment,�and�that�does�not�cause�injury:– As mentioned above, certain types of restraint should be prohibited, in view of their degrading and abusivecharacter and their inherent risk of causing serious injury [see Chapter 6.2.2. c)]: these include notablythumb-cuffs,�body-worn�electric�shock�belts.93
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Rule 48: “1. When the imposition of instruments of restraint is authorized in accordance with paragraph2 of�rule�47,�the�following�principles�shall�apply:(a) Instruments of restraint are to be imposed only when no lesser form of control would be effective toaddress�the�risks�posed�by�unrestricted�movement;(b) The method of restraint shall be the least intrusive method that is necessary and reasonably availableto�control�the�prisoner’s�movement,�based�on�the�level�and�nature�of�the�risks�posed;(c) Instruments of restraint shall be imposed only for the time period required, and they are to beremoved�as�soon�as�possible�after�the�risks�posed�by�unrestricted�movement�are�no�longer�present.2. Instruments of restraint shall never be used on women during labour, during childbirth and immedi-ately�after�childbirth.”

93 European�Committee�for�the�Prevention�of�Torture�(CPT),�CPT/Inf/E�(2002)�1�–�Rev.�2015�[CPT�standards],�p.�110.



– Prolonged use of mechanical means of restraint can lead to serious injury (e.g. affecting the flow of blood,the joints or the nerves); bruises and skin injuries may occur when the restrained person inevitably starts tomake�movements�to�alleviate�the�increasing�discomfort�of�the�position.– Mechanical restraints should not be applied in a way that may result in injury or harm: handcuffs shouldnot be fixed too tightly; the decision whether to handcuff somebody in front or behind the back must takeinto consideration the physical and medical condition of the person (e.g. being handcuffed behind the backmight lead to breathing problems for an obese or overweight person). Special precautions need also to betaken�during�transportation�of�a�restrained�person.
Illustrative country exampleUruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 90: “During transfer in vehicles detained persons may never be handcuffed to fixed parts of thevehicles,�to�protect�their�physical�integrity�in�the�event�of�a�traffic�accident.”

– The use of restraints should be recorded and the individual restrained must be kept under constant supervision.94

8.3 Use of firearms

The use of firearms in relation to persons in custody is subject to the same rules and thresholds as in any other law enforcement situation. Basic Principle No. 16 actually does not establish a separate regime, but simply reiterates the principle of proportionality and the criteria and circumstances as established in Basic Principle No. 9 [see Chapter 2]. This means in particular that, as mentioned above [see Chapter 2.3.1b)], as a rule, an unarmed person escaping from custody may not be shot at. Only very extreme situations might war-rant an exception if the character of the person and the threat he or she poses may lead to the loss of life of another person at any time (e.g. a serial killer trying to escape from custody), but these situations must remain the absolute exception and require the presence of objective facts which lead to the conclusion that there is an�ongoing�danger�to�the�lives�of�others�which�may�be�realized�at�any�time.
As mentioned above, staff members working inside places of detention should not carry firearms in view of theserious�risks�involved [see�Chapter�5.6]:
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Basic Principle 16“Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention, shall not use firearms,except in self-defence or in the defence of others against the immediate threat of death or serious injury,or when strictly necessary to prevent the escape of a person in custody or detention presenting the dangerreferred�to�in�principle�9.”

Mandela Rules[Revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners adopted by the Commission on CrimePrevention�and�Criminal�Justice,�E/CN.15/2015/L.6/Rev.�1,�21�May�2015]Rule 82: “[…] 3. Except in special circumstances, prison staff performing duties which bring them intodirect contact with prisoners should not be armed. Furthermore, prison staff should in no circumstancesbe�provided�with�arms�unless�they�have�been�trained�in�their�use.”
94 Amnesty International, Fair Trial Manual, Second Edition, POL 30/002/2014, p. 99 citing: Committee against Torture (CAT)Concluding Observations: New Zealand, UN Doc.CAT/C/NZL/CO/5, §9; European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT),CPT/Inf/E�(2002)�1�–�Rev.�2015,�p.�19.



8.4 Dealing with large-scale violent disorder in detention facilities
Too often, disorder or riots in detention facilities result in serious casualties – and in many cases these are notcaused by the high level of violence exercised by inmates (though this may certainly be a contributing factor),but�by�the�heavy-handed�intervention�by�security�forces.

Bringing a disorder inside a detention facility under control should be carried out with the same consider-ations�guiding�the�handling�of�public�order�incidents�outside�detention�facilities:– seeking�to�defuse�a�situation�through�communication;– distinguishing�between�inmates�involved�in�violence�and�those�who�are�not;– use of means with an indiscriminate effect such as tear gas must be avoided in the confined environment ofa detention facility unless the situation has got to a level of violence that focusing on individual personsengaged in violence is no longer feasible. However, in such circumstances, a precondition must be thatevacuation routes have been opened and immediate medical care is ensured to be on hand. (Given theexceptional character of such extreme situations, there is no justification for having permanent fixed instal-lations that dispense chemical irritants inside detention facilities: they may too easily be used in less seri-ous circumstances and even for the purpose of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.Such�installations�should�therefore�be�prohibited.)95– Firearms may only be used in the circumstances indicated in Basic Principle No. 9, i.e. when there is animminent�threat�to�life�or�of�serious�injury [see�Chapter�2.3].
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Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report No. 34/00, case 11.291, Carandirú, Brazil, 13 April 2000“60 […] the State, as the party responsible for establishments of detention is the guarantor of theserights of detainees. The living conditions of the inmates in the facility, which did not conform to inter-national standards due to overcrowding and lack of recreational activities, created the conditions for anoutbreak of friction between the inmates that could easily escalate into acts of general rebellion with anensuing�backlash�of�disproportionate�force�by�agents�of�the�State�to�bring�the�violence�under�control.61.The illegal conditions in which the inmates lived, the previous riots at Carandirú, and the lack of anystrategy to prevent or avoid the escalation of friction, as well as the absence of any negotiating capacityby the State which could have avoided or lessened the violence of the riot are themselves violations onthe part of the State to honor its obligation to guarantee the life and personal integrity of individuals in itscare. Furthermore, in violation of national and international law, most of the inmates at Carandirú at thetime had not been sentenced (and must therefore be presumed innocent) and were compelled to live inhighly�dangerous�conditions�side�by�side�with�condemned�convicts.62. That the State has the right and the duty to put down a prison riot was maintained by the Court in theNeira Alegría case […]. The riot must be suppressed through such strategies and actions as are neededto bring it under control with minimal harm to the life and physical integrity of the inmates and minimalrisk�to�law�enforcement�officials.”

95 See “The human rights impact of less lethal weapons and other law enforcement equipment”, report by Amnesty International andOmega�Research�Foundation,�12�April�2015,�ACT�30/1305/2015,�p.�19.



HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Chapter�outline9.1 Selection9.2 Training9.2.1 Physical�training�and�use�of�equipment9.2.2 Communication�skills9.2.3 Risk�assessment�and�decision�making9.2.4 Mental�training�and�stress�management9.2.5 First�aid�training9.2.6 Concluding�remarks�on�training9.3 Coaching�and�counselling

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:
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Basic Principle 5“Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:�[…](c) Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any injured or affected persons at the earliestpossible�moment;�[…]”Basic Principle 18“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are selectedby proper screening procedures, have appropriate moral, psychological and physical qualities for theeffective�exercise�of�their�functions�and�receive�continuous�and�thorough�professional�training.�[...]”Basic Principle 19“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are providedwith training and are tested in accordance with appropriate proficiency standards in the use of force.Those law enforcement officials who are required to carry firearms should be authorized to do so onlyupon�completion�of�special�training�in�their�use.”Basic Principle 20“In the training of law enforcement officials, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall givespecial attention to issues of police ethics and human rights, especially in the investigative process, toalternatives to the use of force and firearms, including the peaceful settlement of conflicts, the under-standing of crowd behaviour, and the methods of persuasion, negotiation and mediation, as well as totechnical means, with a view to limiting the use of force and firearms. Law enforcement agencies shouldreview�their�training�programmes�and�operational�procedures�in�the�light�of�particular�incidents.”Basic Principle 21“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall make stress counselling available to law enforcementofficials�who�are�involved�in�situations�where�force�and�firearms�are�used.”

9



9.1 Selection
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Guideline No. 9: Law enforcement agencies must ensure that their personnel are able to meet the high pro-fessional�standards�established�in�the�Basic�Principles.
a) The selection criteria for law enforcement officials should go beyond purely formal criteria (criminalrecord, level of education) and testing physical fitness. The criteria must also ascertain the moral integ-rity of the candidate and his or her psychological stability and ability to react appropriately to the highlystressful�situations�that�law�enforcement�officials�may�face�in�their�daily�practice.
b) Training of law enforcement officials should be based on realistic scenarios, acquainting them with thewide range of situations and challenges they may encounter in their daily practice. Training should beconducted�in�such�a�way�that�law�enforcement�officials�acquire:– the�physical�capability�to�use�equipment�and�weapons,�in�terms�of�fitness�and�weapon�skills;– the�necessary�professional�skills�in�terms�of�communication,�risk�assessment�and�decision�making;– the mental and psychological strength needed to respond appropriately to the challenging, stressfuland often dangerous situations in which they may have to decide whether or not to resort to the use offorce.All�law�enforcement�officials�should�undergo�first�aid�training�at�least�at�the�basic�level.
c) It should be acknowledged that situations in which law enforcement officials decide to use force andfirearms (or not), may be highly stressful or even traumatizing and have a great impact on their mentalwell-being and health. Supervision, coaching and counselling mechanisms need to be in place to addresssuch situations. Superior officers bear the responsibility for close supervision and for taking appropriatemeasures when their subordinates have experienced problematic situations (personal coaching, ordinaryor medical leave, psychological evaluation and support etc.) – in particular when they were in a lifethreatening situation, had to resort to firearms, or were otherwise involved in situations in which seriousinjury�or�death�occurred.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles

Basic Principle 18“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are selectedby proper screening procedures, have appropriate moral, psychological and physical qualities for theeffective�exercise�of�their�functions�and�receive�continuous�and�thorough�professional�training.�[...]”European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT), CPT/Inf/E (2002) 1 – Rev. 2015p.�20-21:�“Training�of�law�enforcement�personnel[… ]the CPT wishes to emphasise the great importance it attaches to the training of law enforcement per-sonnel (which should include education on human rights matters – cf. also Article 10 of the UnitedNations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment).[...]In this connection, the CPT believes that aptitude for interpersonal communication should be a majorfactor in the process of recruiting law enforcement personnel and that, during training, considerableemphasis should be placed on developing interpersonal communication skills, based on respect forhuman dignity. The possession of such skills will often enable a police or prison officer to defuse a situa-tion which could otherwise turn into violence, and more generally, will lead to a lowering of tension, andraising�of�the�quality�of�life,�in�police�and�prison�establishments,�to�the�benefit�of�all�concerned.”



In the recruitment process of law enforcement officials the selection criteria should allow an evaluation ofwhether an applicant possesses the personal abilities, skills and attitudes necessary to meet the high profes-sional�standards�as�demanded�in�the�Basic�Principles.�These�criteria�should�therefore�include:– personal�integrity�and�a�law�abiding�and�human�rights�compliant�attitude;– absence�of�discriminatory�attitudes�and�prejudices;– stress�resistance�and�psychological�stability;– physical�fitness.
Illustrative country examplesBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art. 12: “In the selection process, consider the psychological profile in relation to handling stressful situ-ation�and�use�of�force.”In�the United�Kingdom, recruitment�criteria�are�looking�at�a�broad�range�of�aspects:– Biometric vetting – includes information on the speculative checking of DNA and fingerprints of appli-cants to the police service, as detailed in NPIA [National Policing Improvement Agency] circular03/2012 [Note: to ascertain whether they have come to adverse police attention or their fingerprints orDNA�are�linked�to�any�outstanding�crime�scenes]– Eligibility criteria – this includes information about age, criminal convictions, financial checks, tattoosand swimming (in particular looking at past offences in relation to acts of violence, to discriminatoryattitudes�displayed�for�instance�by�certain�tattoos�etc.)– A detailed assessment process with minimum pass marks – (NPIA Circular 06/2011) including mini-mum pass marks for specific elements such as conduct during an assessment centre, respect for raceand�diversity,�oral�and�written�communication– Medical�standards�–�as�detailed�in�Home�Office�Circular�59/2004– Eyesight�requirements�–�as�detailed�in�Home�Office�Circular�25/2003– Fitness�test�–�monitored�by�the�ACPO�Working�Group�on�Fitness�Standards[For�more�detailed�information�cf.http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Support/Recruitment/Pages/Police-recruitment-Standards.aspx]

9.2 Training
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Basic Principle 18“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are selectedby proper screening procedures, have appropriate moral, psychological and physical qualities for theeffective exercise of their functions and receive continuous and thorough professional training. Their con-tinued�fitness�to�perform�these�functions�should�be�subject�to�periodic�review.”Basic Principle 19“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are providedwith training and are tested in accordance with appropriate proficiency standards in the use of force.Those law enforcement officials who are required to carry firearms should be authorized to do so onlyupon�completion�of�special�training�in�their�use.”Basic Principle 20“In the training of law enforcement officials, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall givespecial attention to issues of police ethics and human rights, especially in the investigative process, toalternatives to the use of force and firearms, including the peaceful settlement of conflicts, the under-standing of crowd behaviour, and the methods of persuasion, negotiation and mediation, as well as totechnical means, with a view to limiting the use of force and firearms. Law enforcement agencies shouldreview�their�training�programmes�and�operational�procedures�in�the�light�of�particular�incidents.”



It is a fundamental responsibility of commanding authorities to provide law enforcement officials with ade-quate training so that they can carry out their duties in a professional, law abiding and human rights compli-ant�way�–�also�with�a�view�to�protecting�their�own�safety.
Illustrative country exampleUruguay:�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008Art. 171: “The Ministry of Interior has the obligation to build the capacity and inform police personnel inan�adequate�manner�for�the�fulfillment�of�the�responsibilities�established�in�this�law.”

Training should make sure that law enforcement officials develop a range of professional skills, allowing themto�respond�to�the�variety�of�situations�they�may�face�in�their�day-to-day�work.�These�skills�include:
9.2.1 Physical training and use of equipment
Training should not just be about pure physical fitness, but also include self-defence techniques as well asempty-hand techniques to control aggressive persons [more on empty-hand techniques in Chapter 4.4]. Dur-ing training, it is crucial also to create the full awareness of the possible harm that some of these techniquesmay cause. Although they are often considered to be at the lowest level of the use of force spectrum, they cancause serious injury or occasionally even death. Furthermore, law enforcement officials must be proficient inthe correct use of the relevant law enforcement equipment and less lethal weapons and should have com-pleted a formal certification process and refresher training with regard to the use of each type of weapon [seeChapter 6.4]. In this regard, it is important that law enforcement officials know and understand the possibleeffects of the various devices, and in particular the risks of causing harm and injury. Law enforcement officialswho are to be issued with a firearm must have excellent shooting skills, including in difficult circumstances(e.g.�after�running,�in�bad�light�or�weather�conditions�etc.).96

Illustrative country exampleIn The Netherlands, (1) successfully passing an annual theoretical exam about legislation on use of forceand firearms is a precondition for being admitted to the use of pepper spray, baton and firearm. Next tothat a (2) practical exam has to be passed in self-defence and physical skills for arresting suspects, to beprovided with pepper spray and baton. And only when these tests are passed, officers can be providedwith a firearm, for which they (3) have to pass a practical test twice a year. At this moment (4) a physicaltest has to be done, but passing is not yet compulsory, although this is planned for the future. This isbased on the assumption that a physically unfit law enforcement official who does not have sufficientrunning speed and perseverance and not enough skills in the use of less lethal weapons is more likely tofind�him-�or�herself�in�a�situation�of�needing�to�resort�to�a�firearm.
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OSCE, ODIHR Guidelines on Human Rights Education for Law Enforcement Officials, 2012p. 16: “Considering the pivotal role law enforcement officials play in respecting, protecting and fulfillinghuman rights, human rights should be an integral part of all training for law enforcement officials, suchas in investigation and arrest, the use of firearms and force, and reporting and communication with thepublic. This is necessary in order to ensure human rights-based training does not become dissociatedfrom operational reality. Thus, an integrated holistic approach, rather than just teaching human rights asa separate�subject,�is�encouraged.”p. 23: “Particular attention should be paid to the transformation of theoretical knowledge into opera-tional,�duty-related�skills�through�relevant,�human�rights-related�practical�exercises.”

96 See also above, [Chapter 5.1], with regard to the challenges different situations may present for the decision whether or not to resortto�the�use�of�a�firearm.



9.2.2 Communication skills
Law enforcement officials must be able to communicate with people in a way that prevents or reduces ten-sions and aggression. Peaceful settlement of conflicts, effective negotiation, de-escalation and mediation arethe best way to avoid the need to resort to the use of force and to prevent harm and injury to others or to thelaw enforcement officials themselves. This also includes the ability to evaluate a person’s state of mind and tounderstand�and�judge�a�person’s�actions�and�reactions.Illustrative country examplesGermany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Handbook�on�operational�training,�2014Annex 2: contains the evaluation criteria for the communication skills during police intervention in differ-ent scenarios (00-02-00, p. 6-11). One of the explicitly stated objectives is the ability to defuse a situa-tion�through�appropriate�communication.In The Netherlands, the Police academy offers a specific 6-day training module “Crisis-Communication”that�includes�conversation�techniques�and�teaching�on�the�psychological�aspects�of�crisis�situations.https://www.politieacademie.nl/onderwijs/onderwijsaanbod/Pages/opleiding.aspx?code=9200982&interessegebied=2&thema=33The United Kingdom, Use of Force Training Manual for Prison Staff, 2006 contains a specific module oncommunication (chapter D, section 1.1). It includes training on effective verbal and non-verbal commu-nication with prisoners to achieve mutual understanding, while outlining potential “pitfalls” that maycause hostility and aggression, such as intrusion of personal space, underlying personal prejudices, andbody language. The use of communication as a means to avoid the need to resort to force is further devel-oped in section 1.4. of chapter D with a view to defusing a tense situation without the need to use force,acknowledging that …“(t)he majority of situations where there is a potential for violence can be handledthrough�communication”�(p.�37).
Communication training should devote special attention to children97, drunk or intoxicated persons, mentallydisturbed persons, or persons in a highly agitated state, and law enforcement officials must be trained to com-municate�and�interact�with�these�groups�in�an�appropriate�way.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom,�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Armed�deployment�[Internet].https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/armed-deployment/Dealing�with�individuals�who�are�emotionally�or�mentally�distressed“The term ‘emotionally or mentally distressed’ is used to describe individuals who may behave in anunexpected,�extreme�or�challenging�manner�as�a�result�of�a�mental�health�issue�or�emotional�distress.The fact that the subject is emotionally or mentally distressed does not in any way reduce the harm theymay cause to themselves or others if the incident is not resolved. However, officers must be aware that aninappropriate or disproportionate response to someone experiencing emotional or mental distress could,itself,�escalate�the�situation,�causing�greater�harm�to�the�subject�or�to�others.Individuals who are emotionally or mentally distressed may respond to the arrival of armed officers andTaser officers in an unexpected or unpredictable manner. This can be caused by a range of factors, forexample, mental ill health or extreme distress, which may on occasions be aggravated or caused by drugsor alcohol, or the absence of prescribed medication. Failure to recognise and understand why someonemay�not�be�complying�with�instructions�or�communication�could�increase�the�tension�of�a�situation.
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97 Regarding the use of force against children, see also United Nations, Model Strategies and Practical Measures on the Elimination ofViolence�against�Children�in�the�Field�of�Crime�Prevention�and�Criminal�Justice,�UN�Doc.�A/C.3/69/L.5�(2014).



Negotiators, AFOs [i.e. Armed Firearms Officers] and Taser officers must have an understanding of howemotionally or mentally distressed individuals may respond to their presence and any visual or verbalcontact�made�with�them�[...].”
Finally,�language�skills�can�be�of�particular�importance�for�instance�in�a�multicultural�environment.
9.2.3 Risk assessment and decision making
Law enforcement officials must develop the ability to properly evaluate the risks involved in any given situa-tion, to determine the appropriate course of action, take the necessary precautions and choose the appropriatemeans and methods from the various options available as well as the right time and place for intervention [seeChapter 4.3]. They need to have a sound judgement as to whether a situation requires immediate action, care-ful observation and/or preparation, or even (temporary) retreat. Where they need to resort to force, they shouldhave the ability to choose the most appropriate way of doing so – being effective while causing the least possi-ble�harm.
Developing professional judgement and decision making skills requires exposure to a wide variety of situationsduring�training.

9.2.4 Mental training and stress management
Law enforcement officials must be able to remain calm and composed even in situations of stress, emotionand danger. To that end they must develop considerable mental strength and be able to control their ownstress level. They must get to know and to critically reflect on their own reactions in a given situation; and thetraining must allow law enforcement officials to develop skills in how to deal with their own emotions andstress�in�a�way�that�these�do�not�impact�on�their�professional�judgement�and�decision�making�process.

Illustrative country exampleThe�NetherlandsIn 2012, the Dutch police introduced a specific “mental resilience training” for all law enforcementofficials that seeks to improve the ability of officials to react in a rational and controlled way even insituations�of�stress�and�danger.(see: https://www.politieacademie.nl/kennisenonderzoek/kennis/kennisdossiers/pw/Pages/Mentaleweerbaarheid.aspx)
9.2.5 First aid training
It should go without saying, but far too often receives insufficient attention, that law enforcement officialsshould receive at least basic first aid training to enable them to assist injured persons (including their owncolleagues). This training should also give special attention to helping persons affected by the use of certaintypes�of�weapons,�such�as�chemical�irritants,�and�should�include�emergency�first�aid�for�gunshot�wounds.
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Nachova and Others v. Bulgaria (43577/98 and 43579/98), European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber (2005)“97. Furthermore, the national law regulating policing operations must secure a system of adequate andeffective safeguards against arbitrariness and abuse of force and even against avoidable accident […]. Inparticular, law enforcement agents must be trained to assess whether or not there is an absolute neces-sity to use firearms, not only on the basis of the letter of the relevant regulations, but also with due regardto�the�pre-eminence�of�respect�for�human�life�as�a�fundamental�value.”



Illustrative country examplesParaguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�IV:�“[…]�e.�Less�lethal�weapons�–�chemical�irritantsPolice officials are responsible for the monitoring and decontamination of all individuals affected by theuse�of�tear�gas�or�pepper�spray,�including�third�parties.All specialized police officers must be trained in recognizing and handling possible secondary effects ofchemical�irritants.”In the United Kingdom, the ACPO Police First Aid Learning Programme comprises 4 learning modules.For�custody�officers,�for�instance,�attending�module�2�and�3�is�obligatory:– Module�1�Emergency�Life�Support– Module�2�First�Aid�Skills�–�Police– Module�3�First�Aid�Skills�–�Custody– Module�4�First�Aid�Skills�–�Enhanced
9.2.6 Concluding remarks on training
All the skills mentioned above can only be acquired if, during training, law enforcement officials are exposedto realistic scenarios in which they learn to make appropriate choices and to deal with their own mental stateparticularly in stressful or dangerous situations in which emotions run high. While dangerous situations willalways produce considerable stress for a law enforcement official, regular exposure to realistic scenarios witha high stress level in training will enable law enforcement officials to better control their own reactions,despite the dangers or other forms of stress. It will strengthen their ability to properly identify the risksinvolved in a situation and to choose the most appropriate course of action from the range of options avail-able. Firearms training should not be limited to the shooting range but include real life situations in whichthey�have�to�decide�whether�or�not�to�use�their�firearm�(and,�if�so,�in�which�way).

Illustrative country examplesToday,�many�police�forces�have�developed�specific�scenario�based�training�programmes:In some countries, mock villages have been built, providing a context for training in all sorts of policingoperations (e.g. in France the training centre of the French Gendarmerie in St. Astier [Centre Nationald’entraînement des forces de Gendarmerie] allows for the training of a large variety of public order situa-tions�in�a�realistic�set-up�(http://www.gendarmerie.interieur.gouv.fr/cegn/Autres-pages/Centres/Centre-national-d-entrainement-des-forces-de-gendarmerie-CNEFG).Germany:�North�Rhine-Westphalia,�Handbook�on�operational�training,�2014Annex 2 of the handbook lists a wide range of situations that may or not involve the use of force for whichthe professional skills of a police officer must be evaluated: body searches, searches of premises, arrest,identity�control,�pursuit�on�foot,�car�pursuit,�handling�collective�violence�etc.
Unfortunately, in too many countries training for law enforcement officials is still only basic and of very shortduration (sometimes even only a few weeks) and primarily focused on physical training, or even military drill.This is, however, insufficient to prepare law enforcement officials for the challenges they will face in theirdaily�duties.
Finally, law enforcement officials should attend refresher courses at regular intervals throughout their career;training should not just be limited to basic training at entry level. Subsequent training and refresher coursesshould also serve to evaluate the level of competency of each law enforcement official, so as to determine theneed for any corrective measure (coaching, stress management, withdrawal of certification for certain equip-ment�until�the�required�test�is�successfully�completed�etc.).
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Illustrative country exampleBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art. 18 establishes that the training on the use of firearms must be repeated at least once per year (oblig-atory�certification).�According�to�Art.�19�and�20�this�training�must�also�include�less�lethal�techniques.
9.3 Coaching and counselling

The work of law enforcement officials in general, but particularly in situations in which law enforcement offi-cials may have to resort to force can be highly stressful and even traumatizing – e.g. when they were exposedto�a�life-threatening�situation�or�when�death�or�serious�injury�occurred�in�the�course�of�an�operation.
Unfortunately, all too often it is considered a weakness for law enforcement officials to acknowledge suchpsychological impact, in particular within law enforcement agencies that are highly militarized or in which akind of “macho”-culture prevails. It is of the utmost importance for superior officers to take seriously suchsituations and their possible psychological impact, both in view of the mental health of the law enforcementofficial concerned and in view of his or her ability to react appropriately and professionally in future situations.Superior officers must therefore ensure that coaching, counselling and – if appropriate – psychological supportis�provided�and�should�not�leave�it�to�the�official’s�own�discretion�to�seek�such�support�or�not.Illustrative country examplesThe Austrian�Policehas established a system of peer support, in which a group of active police officers – specifically trainedfor the purpose – are assigned to provide support to police officers who have gone through traumatizingexperiences,�such�as�shooting�incidents,�incidents�where�death�or�serious�injury�occurred�etc.Schäffer, Angelika/Schneider, Elisabeth, SIAK-Journal – Zeitschrift für Polizeiwissenschaft und polizeilichePraxis�(1),�2012,�p.�19-28.Ecuador:�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2014Art. 31 (2), 32 and 33 – In case of serious injury, death or use of firearms medical and psychologicalevaluation�is�obligatory;�the�reintegration�into�the�service�is�depending�on�the�evaluation�report.In The�NetherlandsPost-traumatic Stress Disorder was formally recognized by the police leadership as a profession-relatedillness, thus ensuring full recognition of the problematic consequences of traumatic situations in the lawenforcement�profession.https://www.politieacademie.nl/kennisenonderzoek/kennis/kennisdossiers/pw/Pages/Extratrainingvoorweerbaarheidagenten.aspx)Paraguay,�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�V:�“e.�Reassignment�or�leave:A police officer who has used force which led to serious injuries or the death of a person will be subject tothe proceedings of the Institution. It is the responsibility of the direct superior to ensure his or her mentalwell-being.”
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Basic Principle 21“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall make stress counselling available to law enforcementofficials�who�are�involved�in�situations�where�force�and�firearms�are�used.”



SUPERIOR AND COMMANDRESPONSIBILITY
Chapter�outline10.1 General�considerations10.2 Chain�of�command10.3 Reporting,�supervision�and�control

Relevant�provisions�of�the�Basic�Principles�for�this�Chapter:

| 179

Basic Principle 6“Where injury or death is caused by the use of force and firearms by law enforcement officials, they shallreport�the�incident�promptly�to�their�superiors,�in�accordance�with�principle�22.”Basic Principle 11“Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelinesthat:�[...](d) Regulate the control, storage and issuing of firearms, including procedures for ensuring that lawenforcement�officials�are�accountable�for�the�firearms�and�ammunition�issued�to�them;�[...](f) Provide for a system of reporting whenever law enforcement officials use firearms in the performanceof�their�duty.�[...]”Basic Principle 22“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and review proceduresfor�all�incidents�referred�to�in�principles�6�and�11�(f).�[...]”Basic Principle 24“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that superior officers are held responsible ifthey know, or should have known, that law enforcement officials under their command are resorting, orhave resorted, to the unlawful use of force and firearms, and they did not take all measures in their powerto�prevent,�suppress�or�report�such�use.�[...]”Basic Principle 25“Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that no criminal or disciplinary sanction isimposed on law enforcement officials who, in compliance with the Code of Conduct for Law EnforcementOfficials and these basic principles, refuse to carry out an order to use force and firearms, or who reportsuch�use�by�other�officials.”Basic Principle 26“Obedience to superior orders shall be no defence if law enforcement officials knew that an order to useforce and firearms resulting in the death or serious injury of a person was manifestly unlawful and had areasonable opportunity to refuse to follow it. In any case, responsibility also rests on the superiors whogave�the�unlawful�orders.”

10



10.1 General considerations
The quality of the work of a law enforcement agency, in particular its compliance with the law and respect forhuman rights, its effectiveness and professionalism, depends to a large extent on the command leadershipand�the�senior�officers�of�the�agency.�They�are�the�key�decision�makers�when�it�comes�to�such�matters�as:– developing the operational procedures and instructions that law enforcement officials must respect andapply;– deciding�on�the�appropriate�equipment�and�resources;– determining�the�training�needs�of�the�members�of�the�agency�and�defining�training�content;– deciding�on�the�deployments,�strategies�and�tactics�in�major/large-scale�operations;– addressing�violations�of�the�law�or�breaches�of�internal�regulations�and�procedures;– taking�corrective�measures�where�needed�on�all�points�mentioned�above.
These decisions, when relating to the use of force and firearms, can have important and direct consequences,including on questions of life or death, for the people against whom force and firearms are used, for third per-sons and for the law enforcement officials under their command. It is obvious that senior officials mustassume their important responsibilities in a lawful and human rights compliant way and that if they fail to doso�they�must�be�held�accountable�for�such�failures [see�Chapter�3].
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Guideline No. 10: The command leadership and all other senior officers or supervisors must be heldaccountable for ensuring that the agency and its members fulfil their law enforcement duties and respon-sibilities in compliance with the law, including human rights law, and in an effective and professionalmanner.
a) There must be a functioning and transparent system of command responsibility and commandaccountability and a pre-established chain of command with clearly assigned responsibilities. Alldecisions taken should be traceable and those who have taken them must be held accountable for them.
b) A pre-established supervision and reporting system within the law enforcement agency must allow forthe assessment of the compliance of law enforcement officials with the law and internal regulations, aswell as of their professional skills, competency and effectiveness. Superiors are responsible for correctlyand�appropriately�supervising�their�subordinates.
c) Internal supervision and investigation should serve to assess the need for corrective measures (revisionof procedures, equipment, training), the situation of the acting law enforcement officials (need forcoaching, training, psychological support etc.), any failures in command responsibility and the need fordisciplinary�actions�in�case�of�any�use�of�force�that�was�in�disrespect�of�the�operational�framework.
d) A detailed reporting system that allows for the evaluation of the lawfulness and appropriateness of theuse of force needs to be in place, and should include reports by colleagues who may have witnessed theuse of force. Obligatory reporting should be established not only for situations in which a firearm wasdischarged or in which death or serious injury occurred, but for all situations in which law enforcementofficials have resorted to the use of force. Law enforcement officials who report on unlawful use of forceby colleagues or on an unlawful order by their superiors must be protected against any retribution or othernegative�consequences.

Guidelines for implementation of these Basic Principles



10.2 Chain of command
For reasons of accountability, but also to ensure that law enforcement work is carried out in an effective, effi-cient and professional manner, a law enforcement agency must have of a clear chain of command. The varioushierarchical layers need to be clearly defined, with responsibilities and decision making powers attributed in atransparent way to the level within the structure of the agency best placed to take these decisions. From thetop level down to the supervisors at station level, it must be clear who has which responsibilities and tasks,and�who�may�(and�must)�take�which�type�of�decisions.
Such a command structure should ensure that decisions are taken at the appropriate level and that it can beestablished which decision by whom led to what consequence. For this purpose, all relevant decisions shouldbe traceable and should therefore be recorded, e.g. in writing or videoed. When decisions include orders to alevel further down the chain of command, or when this level is in any other way affected by such decisions, aproper�briefing�must�take�place,�which�should�be�recorded.
The�briefing�should�be�conducted�in�such�a�manner�that:– each commander or supervisor knows what to do (and can be held accountable for not fulfilling his or herresponsibility);– decisions are fully understood at all levels concerned within the chain of command, contributing to theireffective�implementation;– failings in the decision making and in the chain of command can be traced back, allowing for appropriatecorrective�measures�and�for�accountability�of�the�officer(s)�within�the�chain�of�command.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Command�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/command/In the United Kingdom, where law enforcement officials are usually unarmed, the decision for thedeployment of armed officers for specific, possibly critical, situations, as well as the control of the courseof�action,�is�embedded�in�a�three-level�chain�of�command:The Strategic/Gold Commander determines the strategic objectives and sets any tactical parameters,retains�strategic�oversight�and�overall�command�and�responsibility�and�[among�other�things]:– has�overall�strategic�command,�with�responsibility�and�accountability�for�directions�given;– must set, review, communicate and update the strategy based on the threat assessment and the avail-able�intelligence.The Tactical/Silver Commander develops, commands and coordinates the overall tactical response inaccordance�with�strategic�objectives�and�[among�other�things]:– is responsible for developing and coordinating the tactical plan in order to achieve the strategic aims,within�any�tactical�parameters�set;– is�responsible�for�ensuring�that�officers�and�staff�are�fully�briefed;– should�consider�the�provision�of�medical�support;– should�be�so�located�as�to�be�able�to�maintain�effective�tactical�command�of�the�operation;– should ensure that all decisions are recorded, where practicable, in order to provide a clear audit trail.
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Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36 (2014)“81. To enable investigations, accountability and redress for the victims, important measures, includingthe following must be put in place: States are obliged to provide a system of reporting for whenever fire-arms are used by law enforcement officials; investigations should also seek to establish commandresponsibility; and law enforcement officials must promptly report incidents where the use of force orfirearms�results�in�injury�or�death,�to�their�superiors.”�[emphasis�added]



The Operational/Bronze Commander commands a group of officers carrying out functional or territorialresponsibilities�related�to�a�tactical�plan�and�[among�other�things]:– must�have�knowledge�and�clear�understanding�of�their�role�and�the�overall�aim�of�the�operation;– must,�where�practicable,�ensure�that�their�staff�are�appropriately�briefed;– should�be�located�where�they�are�able�to�maintain�effective�command�of�their�area�of�responsibility;– ensures the implementation of the tactical firearms commander’s tactical plan within their territorialor�functional�area�of�responsibility.
10.3 Reporting, supervision and control
It is the role of superior officers to ensure that their subordinates are in a position to carry out their duties inthe best possible way – i.e. that they have the necessary professional skills, and are physically and mentally fitfor�duty.�This�requires�an�appropriate�set-up�of�supervision,�control�and�coaching.

Illustrative country exampleAustralia:�Victoria�Police�Manual,�2015p.�4�–�Responsibility�of�managers�and�supervisors:“Managers and supervisors play an influential role in creating an environment that upholds the profes-sional and ethical standards and values of the organization. They do this through their own behaviour andthrough�how�they�lead�and�support�their�employees.If�you�are�a�manager�or�supervisor�you�are�expected�to:– personally demonstrate ethical and professional behaviour, and reinforce these standards in your work-place– take action at the earliest opportunity if you believe an employee is not upholding the professional andethical�standards�of�the�organization– provide your employees with adequate supervision and support, as is appropriate to their training,experience�and�duties– encourage employees to make lawful, professional and ethical decisions, and support these decisions.Supervisors are responsible for the actions and decisions of employees when they are under their man-agement�or�supervision,�especially�regarding�matters�of�integrity�and�ethical�standards– acknowledge�and�reward�good�work�performed�by�your�employees– manage and support the performance and professional development of [your] employees. Address per-formance�issues�promptly�and�directly– create�a�working�environment�that�fosters�open�and�honest�communication�and�the�use�of�initiative– demonstrate a commitment to Victoria Police policies and strategies and communicate new policies orpractices�to�employees– contribute to the development of the organization by identifying and implementing improvements topolicy�and�practice�and�encouraging�your�employees�to�do�the�same– be proactive in your attitude, behaviour and performance to act against harassment, bullying and dis-criminatory activities and/or language; you must take all reasonable precautions to prevent suchbehaviour– delegate responsibility for particular functions or activities to other employees; however, you are stillaccountable�for�the�decisions�and�actions�of�those�employees�within�the�scope�of�the�delegation.”
Supervision is a key responsibility of superior officers; ignorance may not be considered an excuse when theyfail�to�duly�fulfil�their�supervisory�role.
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Illustrative country examplesUnited�Kingdom:�College�of�Policing�(2014):�Command�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/command/Occupational�and�operational�competence�within�command�roles“Chief officers are responsible for ensuring that individuals who have been assessed as occupationallycompetent are professionally developed to ensure that they can be classed as operationally competent. Acommander or tactical advisor must remain operationally competent by regularly performing the roles forwhich they have been trained. Forces should consider implementing an auditable period of shadowing,mentoring�and�command�performance�review�as�a�means�of�achieving�operational�competence.�[…]”Command�and�operational�resilience“The management and command of situations involving the deployment of AFOs [Armed FirearmsOfficers] can be stressful and often involves fast, time-critical decision making. It is, therefore, essentialthat officers at command and support levels, as well as the AFOs involved in deployment, remain physi-cally and mentally capable of undertaking these duties. Forces should have process in place to monitorofficers’�fitness�for�duty.�[…]”College�of�Policing�(2014):�Post-deployment�[Internet]https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/armed-policing/post-deployment/Debriefing“Once an armed deployment has been concluded, a full debrief should be considered to identify opportu-nities for operational and organizational learning. Prior to officers finishing duty, the senior supervisoryofficer�should�also�consider�if�there�are�any�outstanding�issues�which�need�to�be�addressed.Large or protracted operations should include arrangements for a specific debriefing session so that anyaspect of the command structure, tactics or equipment used, which demonstrated good practice orcaused�a�problem,�can�be�identified�and�lessons�learned.�Debriefs�should�be�documented.”
Internal supervision and investigation processes should be conducted in the interest of a lessons learnedapproach�within�the�law�enforcement�agency.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�States:�Department�of�Justice,�Investigation�of�the�Ferguson�Police�Department,�2015p. 82: “Through its system for taking, investigating and responding to misconduct complaints, a policedepartment has the opportunity to demonstrate that officer misconduct is unacceptable and unrepresen-tative of how the enforcement agency values and treats its constituents. In this way, a police department’sinternal affairs process provides an opportunity for the department to restore trust and affirm its legiti-macy.�Similarly,�misconduct�investigations�allow�law�enforcement�the�opportunity�to�provide�communitymembers who have been mistreated a constructive, effective way to voice their complaint. And, ofcourse, effective internal affairs processes can be a critical part of correcting officer behavior, andimproving�police�training�and�policies.”
A precondition for this is an effective system of reporting. Reporting should, of course, be obligatory for allsituations�in�which�a�firearm�has�been�discharged�or�in�which�death�or�injury�has�occurred.

Illustrative country examplesBrazil:�lnterministerial�Ordinance�No.�4.226�of�31�December�2010Art.�10�(d):�In�any�case�of�death�or�injury�the�individual�officer�must�produce�a�report.Art. 11 (e): Authorities (at least: the respective inspectorate of the concerned institution) must initiate aninvestigation�in�case�of�death�or�injury�as�a�result�of�the�use�of�force.
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Art. 23: Public security organs must create internal commissions on control and follow-up on use oflethal�force.Art. 24: Law enforcement officials must give a detailed report when they have used their firearm or lesslethal weapons when this has caused death or injury. Art. 24 furthermore provides a list of minimum ele-ments that must be explained in the report, including which less harmful measures were attempted priorto�the�use�of�these�means�or�–�if�not�–�why�not.Obligatory�reporting�on�use�of�firearms�is�also�established�in�the�following�laws:– South�African�Correctional�Services�Act,�1998, Sect.�34�(7).– Uruguay,�Law�on�Police�Procedures,�2008, Art.�24�(1).
However, with a view to constantly assessing the compliance with the law, as well as the performance, skills,and physical and mental capability of their subordinates, superior officers should seek to evaluate any use offorce in view of its compliance with the law and internal regulations. Therefore, any use of force, irrespectiveof�whether�anyone�was�injured,�should�be�reported�to�the�responsible�superior.

Illustrative county examplesArgentina: Administrative Guidelines on Use of Force by Federal Police officers, Resolution No. 437/2013Art.�7�obliges�reporting�of�any�use�of�force�to�the�superior.Armenia:�Law�on�Penitentiary�Service,�2005Art. 51: “[…] 3. In case of the use of physical force, special means and firearms a penitentiary officershall immediately report to his superior, and in all instances of the use of firearms he shall also report toa prosecutor.”Ecuador:�Regulation�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2014Art. 31 (1): Any use of force must be reported to the superior. In case of serious injury, death or otherimportant consequences: a detailed report must be sent to the competent authorities (Minister, judiciary)Kenya:�National�Police�Service�Act�No.�11A,�2011Sixth schedule [Sect. 61(2)], A.4: “A police officer who uses any form of force shall immediately, reportto the officer’s superior explaining the circumstances that necessitated the use of force and the supervisorshall�judge�the�rightfulness�and�decide�on�the�next�step,�subject�to�these�regulations.”Mexico:�Agreement�04/2012,�General�Rules�on�the�Use�of�Force,�2012Art. 20: “The members of police institutions, when having participated in an action in which the use offorce�was�necessary,�will�inform�about�the�facts�and�establish�an�official�police�report.”The Netherlands: Official Instruction for the Police, Royal Constabulary and other Investigative Officials,1994Art. 17: “1. The law enforcement official who has resorted to the use of force must report the facts andcircumstances�of�this�use�of�force,�including�the�related�consequences,�immediately�to�his�superior.”Paraguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect.�V:�“f.�Report�on�the�use�of�force:Every time a police officer makes use of force (lethal or non-lethal), or when he/she draws a firearm withthe intention to use it, he/she must immediately inform his/her superior, as well as provide a writtenreport on the use of force. The report must include any case in which the police officer has fired (acci-dently�or�intentionally),�except�in�cases�of�training�on�the�use�of�firearms.�[…]i.�Annual�summary�of�incidents:Annually, the Headquarters of the Operational Units and the internal investigation bodies (Internal affairsand Police Justice system) must prepare a summary statistic of all incidents of the use of force reportedby police officers, as well as complaints lodged by citizens with the Judiciary, human rights institutionsor the police institution itself. The summary will also contain the results of the investigations conducted.The identified patterns and the analysis of this information will serve as a basis to review the manual onthe use of force; the design of the training on the use of force; the rules of certification for each type ofequipment;�and�the�service�weapons.”
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South�Africa:�Correctional�Services�Act,�1998Sect. 32: “[…] (5) If force was used, the inmate concerned must undergo an immediate medical exami-nation�and�receive�the�treatment�prescribed�by�the�correctional�medical�practitioner.(6) All instances of use of force in terms of subsections (2) and (3) must be reported to the InspectingJudge,�immediately.”
Reporting is particularly important in the context of detention, where excessive use of force and other patternsof�abuse�can�easily�remain�unnoticed�if�an�adequate�reporting�system�is�not�in�place.
Reporting forms must be designed in such a way, in particular with sufficiently detailed questions, that theyallow the assessment of whether the use of force was lawful and appropriate in the given situation and shouldtherefore contain a number of obligatory elements, e.g. with regard to the attempt to use non-violent meansfirst, attempts to de-escalate the situation, the warnings given and the response of the individual to thesewarnings,�and�whether�consideration�was�given�to�the�options�of�waiting�or�even�retreat,�etc.

Illustrative country exampleExample of information to be given after an incident when the use of force became necessary to control aprisoner (United Kingdom: Ministry of Justice, Use of Force Training Manual for Prison Staff (2006),sect.�F�1.3.“It is important that all staff who were involved in any use of force complete Annex A of the Use of ForceForm. The purpose of completing this form is for each member of staff to justify and explain their actionsand the circumstances in which they took them. They must make as clear a picture as possible as to thefacts�as�they�saw�them.– Where�the�member�of�staff�was�when�they�became�aware�of�the�incident– Details�of�any�briefing�given�to�them�by�the�supervisor– What�circumstances�they�are�aware�of�that�led�up�to�the�use�of�force– Instructions given to the prisoner prior to force being used – this must include that the prisoner wasmade�aware�of�the�consequences�of�non-compliance– Their�perception�as�to�the�behaviour�of�the�prisoner�and�what�he/�she�was�saying�[and]�doing– The�names�of�others�present�(both�staff�and�prisoners)– What�their�role�was�(e.g.�position�in�C&R�[control�and�restraint]�team)– A detailed�description�of�how�they�applied�force– How�the�member�of�staff�felt�about�the�incident– Their�perception�of�the�resistance�offered�by�the�prisoner– Quote�any�instructions�given�to�the�prisoner�and�the�response�received– De-escalation�efforts�made�(try�to�quote�words�used)– Whether ratchet handcuffs [i.e. a handcuff adjustable to the size of the wrist] were applied (and whoauthorized�their�use)– Where the prisoner was relocated to and how the relocation took place e.g. in locks, walking, in ratchethandcuffs– Any�injuries�observed�to�staff�and/or�prisoner.”
Colleagues who witnessed the use of force must also be obliged to report, in particular when they haveobserved any unlawful use of force or unlawful orders given, and, if necessary, even to authorities outside theagency;�whistle-blowing�must�be�possible�within�a�law�enforcement�agency.
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Illustrative country examplesAlbania:�Law�No.�108/2014�on�State�PoliceArt. 89 – Other duties: “Employees of the Police have the following duties when exercising their compe-tences�[...]d) to report to his respective supervisor or, in his absence to the supervisor of his supervisor, any com-plaint received in relation to the behaviour of another employee of the Police, and any violation, which hehas sufficient grounds to believe has been committed by [another employee], regardless of whether hegained�knowledge�of�this�violation�while�performing�his�duties,�or�under�other�circumstances;�[...]”Australia:�Victoria�Police�Manual,�2015p.�9�–�Reporting�misconduct�and�corruption�–�Obligation�to�report:“Our integrity as employees depends on our personal conduct and willingness to act against misconduct.Employees are required to report any act or suspected act of corruption or serious misconduct committedby�any�other�Victoria�Police�employee.Police members are obliged under s.167(3), of the Victoria Police Act to report any act or suspected actof misconduct. Likewise, VPS [Victoria Police Service] employees are required to report any act or sus-pected act of misconduct. Employees who discharge this duty can expect support from their colleaguesand�from�the�organization.You should report such acts or suspected acts directly to Professional Standards Command (PSC), butyou may report them to the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission or to any supervisor. Ifyou�report�to�a�supervisor,�the�supervisor�must�immediately�notify�PSC.Support�for�internal�sourcesIf you make a report as an internal source you will be fully supported by Victoria Police, regardless of theoutcome of the investigation or any subsequent criminal or disciplinary process. The Internal WitnessSupport Unit will co-ordinate support and assist to ensure your local managers provide the support youare�entitled�to.Employees are reminded that victimisation and interference of internal sources, or causing others to dothe�same,�is�a�criminal�offence,�punishable�by�a�fine,�imprisonment�or�both.”Paraguay:�Manual�on�the�Use�of�Force�by�the�National�Police,�2011Sect. V: “g. […] The police officer, who has witnessed, whether on or off duty, use of force by anotherpolice officer which was inappropriate, unnecessary, irrational or excessive, must immediately informhis/her�immediate�superior.”
However, reporting on its own is not enough. There must be a thorough evaluation of the content of reports (orthe�absence�of�obligatory�reports)�which�should�lead�to�corrective�measures�from�superiors.

Illustrative country exampleUnited�States:�Department�of�Justice,�Investigation�of�the�Cleveland�Division�of�Police,�2014p. 47: “An early intervention system is a tool used by police departments to provide individualized super-vision and support to officers and to manage risk. Specifically, an early intervention system is one ormore databases that track various officer activities, including uses of force, civilian complaints, stops,and arrests. An effective early intervention system both tracks this activity and allows the department toanalyze patterns of behavior by individual officers or groups of officers to identify those who might be inneed of support or intervention from the department. An early intervention system is not a mechanism forimposing discipline. Instead, the goal of an early intervention system is to manage the potential risk toofficers, the department, and the community by taking corrective action and providing officers withresources – such as counseling, training, additional supervision, or monitoring, and action plans for mod-ifying�future�behavior�–�before�serious�problems�occur.”
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A system of reporting that does not go hand in hand with effective supervision and control becomes a purelybureaucratic exercise, and – even worse – could lead to a situation in which law enforcement officials considerthe lack of effective supervision, control and corrective measures by their superiors as a tacit endorsement oftheir�unlawful�or�unprofessional�behaviour.98
Illustrative country examplesIndonesia:�INP�Regulation�on�the�use�of�force,�No.�01/2009Art. 14 (3) and (4): obliges police officer to produce an immediate report in writing using a pre-established�form�and�provides�the�minimum�content�of�the�report.Art.�14�(5):�explicitly�mentions�the�use�of�the�report�for�the�establishment�of�legal�liability.Indonesia:�INP�Regulation�No.�8/2009Art.�60:�“(1)�Every�INP�official�shalla.�undertake�supervision�on�the�implementation�of�human�rights,�particularly�within�his�jurisdiction;b. conduct an evaluation on his staff in applying human rights principles and provide recognition forthose�with�exemplary�performance;c. effect corrective action to the conduct of his personnel which is not in line with the principles ofhuman�rights�protection;�andd. apply punishment on INP personnel committing an action which contravenes the principles of humanrights�protection�in�the�performance�of�his�duties.(2) The punishment as referred to in paragraph (1) sub-paragraph d may be effected through disciplinaryaction,�enforcement�of�police�ethics�and/or�the�criminal�justice�system.”

Effective supervision should also enable the detection of any possible discriminatory bias in the use of forceby�individual�police�officers�or�even�patterns�prevailing�within�the�institution.
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Nachova and Others v. Bulgaria (43577/98 and 43579/98), European Court of Human Rights, Grand Chamber (2005)“160. The Grand Chamber endorses the Chamber’s analysis in the present case of the ContractingStates’ procedural obligation to investigate possible racist motives for acts of violence. The Chamberstated,�in�particular�(see�paragraphs�156-59�of�the�Chamber�judgment):‘... [W]hen investigating violent incidents and, in particular, deaths at the hands of State agents, Stateauthorities have the additional duty to take all reasonable steps to unmask any racist motive and toestablish whether or not ethnic hatred or prejudice may have played a role in the events. Failing to do soand treating racially induced violence and brutality on an equal footing with cases that have no racistovertones would be to turn a blind eye to the specific nature of acts that are particularly destructive offundamental rights. A failure to make a distinction in the way in which situations that are essentially dif-ferent are handled may constitute unjustified treatment irreconcilable with Article 14 of the Convention[...] In order to maintain public confidence in their law enforcement machinery, Contracting States mustensure that in the investigation of incidents involving the use of force a distinction is made both in theirlegal�systems�and�in�practice�between�cases�of�excessive�use�of�force�and�of�racist�killing.�[...]’”

98 The Report of the United States Department of Justice, Investigation of the Ferguson Police Department (2015) (in particular pp.38-41, 82) reveals how easily the absence of adequate supervision can foster a culture of excessive use of force and discriminatorybias�in�law�enforcement.



CONCLUDING REMARKS ON SECTION B
This section highlighted the considerable task incumbent upon the command leadership of a law enforcementagency to develop a comprehensive operational framework regarding the use of force and firearms in order toensure�the�full�implementation�of�the�Basic�Principles.
This task is not an easy one. It needs time, the devotion of adequate resources, and the willingness and deter-mination of the leadership to ensure that the use of force and firearms by the law enforcement officials undertheir command is governed by respect for international human rights law in general, and the Basic Principlesin particular. This task is an ongoing one: operational procedures and instructions, decisions on equipment,training, the hierarchical set up, supervision and control mechanisms – all this needs to be constantlyreviewed�in�the�light�of�lessons�learned�and�new�challenges�that�might�emerge.
Furthermore, as already stressed several times, one should not look for ready-made answers. Any measurestaken must take the specific situation of the country into account, and the illustrative country examples pre-sented�here�serve�only�to�stimulate�the�necessary�reflection.
And finally, whatever the operational framework looks like, it is not worth the effort if the command leadershipof the law enforcement agency fails to enforce its respect. Any disrespect for the law, regulations or proce-dures must be followed by appropriate corrective measures – be they penalties, training, mentoring, coachingor other. Only this will ensure that law enforcement officials will only resort to the use of force and firearms ina law�abiding,�human�rights�compliant�and�professional�manner.
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SECTION CFINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Amnesty International recommends:

To�the�United�Nations:– To�promote�the�Basic�Principles�as�reflecting�international�human�rights�law.– To strengthen and re-affirm the “protect-life”-principle in all law enforcement scenarios, including in coun-ter-terrorism.– To give due respect to the Basic Principles and to implement them in line with the present Guidelines in alloperations�involving�UN�law�enforcement�contingents.– As an essential and urgent measure, to correct the obvious mistakes in the official Spanish translation ofthe�Basic�Principles�No.�5�and�9,�in�accordance�with�the�English�text.
To the OSCE and other international bodies and institutions as well as human rights NGOs and activists whocarry�out�monitoring�work�relating�to�law�enforcement�issues:– To evaluate the observed behaviour of law enforcement officials in light of the Basic Principles and thepresent�Guidelines�and�recommend�corrective�measures�where�necessary.
To�government�authorities:– To�fully�implement�the�Basic�Principles�in�line�with�the�present�Guidelines.

In�particular– To ensure that domestic legislation governing the use of force and firearms is in compliance with the inter-national human rights law and standards as established in the Basic Principles and presented in theseGuidelines.– To ban the use in law enforcement of equipment which has no practical use other than for the purpose ofinflicting�torture�or�other�cruel,�inhuman�or�degrading�treatment�or�punishment�(e.g.�spiked�batons).– To ban the use in law enforcement of equipment that cannot achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective(e.g.�rubber�coated�metal�bullets);�or�presents�an�unwarranted�risk�(e.g.�rubber�balls).– To establish strict regulations to cover all aspects of law enforcement equipment, including its selection,testing and use, to ensure that this equipment is always deployed proportionately, lawfully and to the mini-mum�extent�necessary.
To�law�enforcement�authorities:– To�fully�implement�the�Basic�Principles�in�line�with�the�present�Guidelines.

In�particular– To make use of the present Guidelines in order to establish a comprehensive operational framework for theuse of force and firearms in which the Basic Principles are duly implemented in all relevant areas: opera-tional procedures and instructions, equipment, training (in particular professional skills development), aswell�as�command�and�control.– To give particular attention to the responsibility of commanders for ensuring the Basic Principles are imple-mented�and�applied�in�practice�and�to�hold�them�accountable�for�this.– To�stop�and�prevent�impunity�for�any�unlawful�use�of�force.
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To�international�or�bilateral�law�enforcement�cooperation�or�development�programmes:– To use the present Guidelines to assess the human rights compliance of the legal and operational frameworkfor law enforcement in the partner country and to provide recommendations for corrections where neces-sary.– To focus on human rights compliant policing in practice rather than reliance on theoretical teaching exer-cises.– To assist partner countries/agencies in developing human rights compliant operational instructions on theuse of force and firearms that are tailored to the specific situation in the partner country (and to refrainfrom “copy-paste” exercises that do not give due consideration to the specific needs of the partner coun-try).– To assist partner countries/agencies in the development of comprehensive training curricula covering theacquisition of all relevant professional skills that are necessary for a lawful, human rights compliant, effec-tive,�and�professional�fulfilment�of�law�enforcement�duties,�in�particular�in�relation�to�the�use�of�force.– To�assist�partner�countries/agencies�in�developing�a�professional�and�accountable�command�structure.
To�anybody�working�in�the�field�of�law�enforcement:– To provide feedback to Amnesty International on the content of these Guidelines, including the countryexamples�(in�particular�where�corrections�might�be�needed).– To share any new documents (laws, operational procedures, training manuals etc.) with Amnesty Interna-tional,�so�as�to�contribute�to�a�lessons�learned�process�and�sharing�of�experiences.
Amnesty�International�–�Dutch�SectionPolice�and�Human�Rights�Programmephrp@amnesty.nl
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ANNEX I – BASIC PRINCIPLES (BPUFF)
Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials
Adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,Havana,�Cuba,�27�August�to�7�September�1990
Whereas the work of law enforcement officials1 is a social service of great importance and there is, therefore, aneed�to�maintain�and,�whenever�necessary,�to�improve�the�working�conditions�and�status�of�these�officials,
Whereas a threat to the life and safety of law enforcement officials must be seen as a threat to the stability ofsociety�as�a�whole,
Whereas law enforcement officials have a vital role in the protection of the right to life, liberty and security ofthe person, as guaranteed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and reaffirmed in the InternationalCovenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights,
Whereas the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners provide for the circumstances in whichprison�officials�may�use�force�in�the�course�of�their�duties,
Whereas Article 3 of the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials provides that law enforcementofficials may use force only when strictly necessary and to the extent required for the performance of their duty,
Whereas the preparatory meeting for the Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and theTreatment of Offenders, held at Varenna, Italy, agreed on elements to be considered in the course of furtherwork�on�restraints�on�the�use�of�force�and�firearms�by�law�enforcement�officials,
Whereas the Seventh Congress, in its resolution 14, inter alia, emphasizes that the use of force and firearmsby�law�enforcement�officials�should�be�commensurate�with�due�respect�for�human�rights,
Whereas the Economic and Social Council, in its resolution 1986/10, section IX, of 21 May 1986, invitedMember States to pay particular attention in the implementation of the Code to the use of force and firearmsby law enforcement officials, and the General Assembly, in its resolution 41/149 of 4 December 1986, interalia,�welcomed�this�recommendation�made�by�the�Council,
Whereas it is appropriate that, with due regard to their personal safety, consideration be given to the role oflaw enforcement officials in relation to the administration of justice, to the protection of the right to life,liberty and security of the person, to their responsibility to maintain public safety and social peace and to theimportance�of�their�qualifications,�training�and�conduct,
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1 In accordance with the commentary to Article 1 of the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, the term “law enforcementofficials” includes all officers of the law, whether appointed or elected, who exercise police powers, especially the powers of arrestordetention. In countries where police powers are exercised by military authorities, whether uniformed or not, or by state securityforces,�the�definition�of�law�enforcement�officials�shall�be�regarded�as�including�officers�of�such�services.



The basic principles set forth below, which have been formulated to assist member states in their task ofensuring and promoting the proper role of law enforcement officials, should be taken into account andrespected by Governments within the framework of their national legislation and practice, and be broughtto the attention of law enforcement officials as well as other persons, such as judges, prosecutors, lawyers,members�of�the�executive�branch�and�the�legislature,�and�the�public.
General provisions
1. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and regulations on the useof force and firearms against persons by law enforcement officials. In developing such rules and regula-tions, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall keep the ethical issues associated with the use offorce�and�firearms�constantly�under�review.
2. Governments and law enforcement agencies should develop a range of means as broad as possible andequip law enforcement officials with various types of weapons and ammunition that would allow for a dif-ferentiated use of force and firearms. These should include the development of non-lethal incapacitatingweapons for use in appropriate situations, with a view to increasingly restraining the application of meanscapable of causing death or injury to persons. For the same purpose, it should also be possible for lawenforcement officials to be equipped with self-defensive equipment such as shields, helmets, bullet-proofvests and bullet-proof means of transportation, in order to decrease the need to use weapons of any kind.
3. The development and deployment of non-lethal incapacitating weapons should be carefully evaluated inorder to minimize the risk of endangering uninvolved persons, and the use of such weapons should becarefully�controlled.
4. Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent meansbefore resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other meansremain�ineffective�or�without�any�promise�of�achieving�the�intended�result.
5. Whenever�the�lawful�use�of�force�and�firearms�is�unavoidable,�law�enforcement�officials�shall:(a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legiti-mate�objective�to�be�achieved;(b)�Minimize�damage�and�injury,�and�respect�and�preserve�human�life;(c) Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any injured or affected persons at the earliestpossible�moment;(d) Ensure that relatives or close friends of the injured or affected person are notified at the earliest possi-ble�moment.
6. Where injury or death is caused by the use of force and firearms by law enforcement officials, they shallreport�the�incident�promptly�to�their�superiors,�in�accordance�with�principle�22.
7. Governments shall ensure that arbitrary or abusive use of force and firearms by law enforcement officialsis�punished�as�a�criminal�offence�under�their�law.
8. Exceptional circumstances such as internal political instability or any other public emergency may not beinvoked�to�justify�any�departure�from�these�basic�principles.
Special provisions
9. Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence of oth-ers against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly
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serious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting theirauthority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achievethese objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoid-able�in�order�to�protect�life.
10. In the circumstances provided for under principle 9, law enforcement officials shall identify themselvesas such and give a clear warning of their intent to use firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to beobserved, unless to do so would unduly place the law enforcement officials at risk or would create a risk ofdeath or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or pointless in the circum-stances�of�the�incident.
11. Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should include guidelines that:(a) Specify the circumstances under which law enforcement officials are authorized to carry firearms andprescribe�the�types�of�firearms�and�ammunition�permitted;(b) Ensure that firearms are used only in appropriate circumstances and in a manner likely to decreasethe�risk�of�unnecessary�harm;(c) Prohibit the use of those firearms and ammunition that cause unwarranted injury or present an unwar-ranted�risk;(d) Regulate the control, storage and issuing of firearms, including procedures for ensuring that lawenforcement�officials�are�accountable�for�the�firearms�and�ammunition�issued�to�them;(e)�Provide�for�warnings�to�be�given,�if�appropriate,�when�firearms�are�to�be�discharged;(f) Provide for a system of reporting whenever law enforcement officials use firearms in the performanceof�their�duty.
Policing unlawful assemblies
12. As everyone is allowed to participate in lawful and peaceful assemblies, in accordance with the principlesembodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil andPolitical Rights, Governments and law enforcement agencies and officials shall recognize that force andfirearms�may�be�used�only�in�accordance�with�principles�13�and�14.
13. In the dispersal of assemblies that are unlawful but non-violent, law enforcement officials shall avoid theuse�of�force�or,�where�that�is�not�practicable,�shall�restrict�such�force�to�the�minimum�extent�necessary.
14. In the dispersal of violent assemblies, law enforcement officials may use firearms only when less danger-ous means are not practicable and only to the minimum extent necessary. Law enforcement officials shallnot use firearms�in�such�cases,�except�under�the�conditions�stipulated�in�principle�9.
Policing persons in custody or detention
15. Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention, shall not use force, ex-cept when strictly necessary for the maintenance of security and order within the institution, or when per-sonal�safety�is�threatened.
16. Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention, shall not use firearms,except in self-defence or in the defence of others against the immediate threat of death or serious injury,or when strictly necessary to prevent the escape of a person in custody or detention presenting the dangerreferred�to�in�principle�9.
17. The preceding principles are without prejudice to the rights, duties and responsibilities of prison officials,as set out in the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, particularly rules 33, 34 and 54.
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Qualifications, training and counselling
18. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are selected byproper screening procedures, have appropriate moral, psychological and physical qualities for the effec-tive exercise of their functions and receive continuous and thorough professional training. Their contin-ued fitness�to�perform�these�functions�should�be�subject�to�periodic�review.
19. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement officials are providedwith training and are tested in accordance with appropriate proficiency standards in the use of force.Those law enforcement officials who are required to carry firearms should be authorized to do so onlyupon�completion�of�special�training�in�their�use.
20. In the training of law enforcement officials, Governments and law enforcement agencies shall give specialattention to issues of police ethics and human rights, especially in the investigative process, to alterna-tives to the use of force and firearms, including the peaceful settlement of conflicts, the understanding ofcrowd behaviour, and the methods of persuasion, negotiation and mediation, as well as to technicalmeans, with a view to limiting the use of force and firearms. Law enforcement agencies should reviewtheir�training�programmes�and�operational�procedures�in�the�light�of�particular�incidents.
21. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall make stress counselling available to law enforcementofficials�who�are�involved�in�situations�where�force�and�firearms�are�used.
Reporting and review procedures
22. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and review procedures forall incidents referred to in principles 6 and 11 (f). For incidents reported pursuant to these principles,Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that an effective review process is available andthat independent administrative or prosecutorial authorities are in a position to exercise jurisdiction inappropriate circumstances. In cases of death and serious injury or other grave consequences, a detailedreport shall be sent promptly to the competent authorities responsible for administrative review and judi-cial�control.
23. Persons affected by the use of force and firearms or their legal representatives shall have access to anindependent process, including a judicial process. In the event of the death of such persons, this provi-sion�shall�apply�to�their�dependants�accordingly.
24. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that superior officers are held responsible if theyknow, or should have known, that law enforcement officials under their command are resorting, or haveresorted, to the unlawful use of force and firearms, and they did not take all measures in their power toprevent,�suppress�or�report�such�use.
25. Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that no criminal or disciplinary sanction isimposed on law enforcement officials who, in compliance with the Code of Conduct for Law EnforcementOfficials and these basic principles, refuse to carry out an order to use force and firearms, or who reportsuch�use�by�other�officials.
26. Obedience to superior orders shall be no defence if law enforcement officials knew that an order to useforce and firearms resulting in the death or serious injury of a person was manifestly unlawful and had areasonable opportunity to refuse to follow it. In any case, responsibility also rests on the superiors whogave�the�unlawful�orders.
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ANNEX II – REFERENCE LIST
Country examples
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USE OF FORCE
The Police and Human Rights Programme of the Dutch section of Amnesty International
The area of policing and human rights presents a dynamic and constantly evolving field of study. The humanrights discourse has in recent years broadened its attention to include not only the negative functions of theState and its agents as human rights violators but also the positive obligations of the State. This presents anopportunity for the police to be seen as human rights protectors. Both police and human rights advocates are(should be) striving for societies characterized by security and safety.
The Police and Human Rights Programme aims to enhance knowledge and understanding of the police & policingwithin the Amnesty International movement – and the wider human rights community – in order to becomemore effective when addressing the police or police related issues. At the same time, we seek to promotehuman rights in the policing work, based on the conviction that only human rights compliant policing is goodand effective policing. It is a constant endeavour of the Police and Human Rights Programme to demonstratein its work and publications – including the present Guidelines – that it is both possible and indispensable forhuman rights law and standards to be implemented in daily policing practice.
This is particular relevant for the use of force and firearms. The legitimacy of and public trust in the lawenforcement authority and the state as a whole are at risk when force and firearms are used in an excessive,arbitrary, abusive or otherwise unlawful manner. Human rights must be upheld whenever law enforcementagents exercise their power to use force and firearms. The UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force andFirearms by Law Enforcement Officials were adopted in 1990 in the same spirit to ensure the respect andprotection of human rights, while at the same time giving due consideration to the safety and security of lawenforcement officials.
The present Guidelines are intended as a practical and authoritative guide to support authorities in the imple-mentation of the UN Basic Principles in domestic legislation, in the operational set up of law enforcementagencies (i.e. in their regulations, procedures, training, equipment, as well as the command and controlstructure) and in the overall system of accountability.
Amnesty International is a global movement of more than 7 million people who campaign for a world wherehuman rights are enjoyed by all. We reach almost every country in the world and have:– more�than�2�million�members�and�supporters�who�drive�forward�our�fight�for�rights– more�than�5�million�activists�who�strengthen�our�calls�for�justice

www.amnesty.nl/policeandhumanrights
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